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Abstract
Since the introduction of Bitcoin in 2008, cryptocurrencies have received considerable attention; not only for their decentralized nature but also for the ability to
facilitate conditional payments. For example, Ethereum supports smart contracts,
which are self-executing agreements written in program code that can control coins
and hence serve as building blocks for various applications. However, there are fundamental challenges in existing cryptocurrencies, one of which is scalability. As
all transactions are processed and stored on a distributed ledger – the so-called
blockchain – transaction throughput is inherently limited. An important proposal
to significantly improve scalability is to utilize payment channel networks, which
allow users to perform payments in an off-chain manner. We extend the functionality of payment channel networks in several directions, thereby significantly
enlarge the class of applications that can be performed off-chain.
Firstly, we generalize the idea of payment channels and construct state channels
that allow two parties to execute multiple smart contracts in an off-chain manner.
Moreover, we show that any subset of n parties in a state channel network can
create a multi-party virtual state channel and execute n-party smart contracts
without any blockchain interaction. We follow a modular design approach and
formally define the security guarantees provided by the developed state channel
framework using the Universal Composability (UC) model of Cannetti.
Secondly, we focus on blockchain systems that do not support execution of
smart contracts, such as Bitcoin, and construct generalized channels. Analogously
to state channels, generalized channels inherit the functionality of the underlying
blockchain and hence form a two-party ledger. We again utilize the UC model
to formally define the achieved security guarantees. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that off-chain smart contract execution over Bitcoin is possible if we additionally
assume that one of the involved parties owns a trusted execution environment.
Finally, we present a provably secure protocol for payment routing in a payment
channel network. Our protocol allows intermediaries on the path to split the
routed payment and choose the next hop for each partial payment separately. The
combination of local routing and on-path splitting significantly increases the success
probability of routed payments, especially when the transferred value is large.
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Zusammenfassung
Seit der Einführung von Bitcoin im Jahr 2008 erfahren Kryptowährungen große
Aufmerksamkeit, nicht nur wegen ihres dezentralen Charakters, sondern auch
wegen der Möglichkeit vorbehaltliche Zahlungen zu erleichtern. So unterstützt
Ethereum beispielsweise Smart Contracts, d.h. selbstausführende, in Programmcode geschriebene Verträge, die digitale Geldwerte kontrollieren und als Bausteine
für verschiedene Anwendungen dienen. Allerdings gibt es bei den bestehenden
Kryptowährungen grundlegende Herausforderungen, von denen eine ihre mangelnde Skalierbarkeit ist. Da alle Transaktionen verarbeitet und auf einem verteilten
Hauptbuch (der sogenannten Blockchain) gespeichert werden, ist der Transaktionsdurchsatz von Natur aus begrenzt. Ein wichtiger Vorschlag zur deutlichen
Verbesserung der Skalierbarkeit ist die Nutzung von Netzwerken aus Zahlungskanälen (Payment-Channels), die es den Benutzern ermöglichen, Zahlungen außerhalb der Blockchain (off-chain) durchzuführen. Wir erweitern die Funktionalität
von Payment-Channel-Netzwerken in mehrere Richtungen, wodurch die Klasse der
Anwendungen, die off-chain ausgeführt werden können, erheblich erweitert wird.
Zunächst verallgemeinern wir die Idee von Payment-Channels und konstruieren
State-Channels, die es zwei Parteien ermöglichen, mehrere Smart Contracts offchain auszuführen. Darüber hinaus zeigen wir, dass jede Untergruppe von n
Parteien in einem State-Channel-Netzwerk einen virtuellen Mehrparteien-StateChannel erstellen und Smart Contracts mit n Parteien ohne jegliche Interaktion
mit der Blockchain ausführen kann. Wir verfolgen einen modularen Designansatz
und definieren die formalen Sicherheitsgarantien, die das entwickelte State-Channel
Framework bietet, unter Verwendung des Universal Composability (UC)-Modells
von Cannetti.
Des Weiteren konzentrieren wir uns auf Blockchainsysteme, welche keine Ausführung von Smart Contracts unterstützen, wie z.B. Bitcoin, und konstruieren generalisierte Channels. Analog zu State-Channels erben generalisierte Channels die
Funktionalität der zugrundeliegenden Blockchain und bilden somit eine ZweiParteien-Hauptbuch. Auch hier verwenden wir das UC-Modell, um die erreichten Sicherheitsgarantien formal zu definieren. Darüber hinaus zeigen wir, dass
eine off-chain Ausführung von Smart Contracts über Bitcoin möglich ist, wenn
wir zusätzlich davon ausgehen, dass eine der beteiligten Parteien über eine ver-
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trauenswürdige Ausführungsumgebung verfügt.
Schließlich stellen wir ein nachweislich sicheres Protokoll für das Routing von
Zahlungen in einem Channel-Netzwerk vor. Unser Protokoll erlaubt es Verbindungspersonen auf dem Pfad die geroutete Zahlung aufzuteilen und für jede Teilzahlung separat den nächsten Netzknoten zu wählen. Die Kombination aus lokalem
Routing und Pfadbasierter Aufteilung erhöht die Erfolgswahrscheinlichkeit von
gerouteten Zahlungen erheblich, insbesondere wenn der Wert der übertragenen
Zahlung hoch ist.
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1. Introduction
Cryptography allows parties to communicate securely in an adversarial environment such as the Internet. The exact meaning of the term securely varies, but often
includes authorization, confidentiality and data integrity. Consider, for example,
an online banking portal allowing clients to transfer money from their accounts.
Without an authorization mechanism, an attacker could impersonate clients and
perform payments on their behalf. Without confidentiality, an attacker could
learn the client’s login credentials and again impersonate the client. Without data
integrity, an attacker could tamper with payment instructions and, for instance,
modify the receiver of the payment. A secure communication channel should hence
achieve all three properties.
Desired security guarantees are often defined vaguely which rules out any rigorous security analysis and restricts protocol designers to heuristic arguments. For
example, the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol and its predecessor Secure
Socket Layer (SSL), which are used to secure Internet communication, have a history of ad-hoc security designs followed by attacks with severe consequences. For
instance, the renegotiation vulnerability of TLS discovered by Ray and Dispensa in
2009 [138] allowed attackers to inject messages into authenticated communication,
thereby violating integrity. To conclude, when designing a cryptographic protocol
our intuition about its security might be a good servant, but is a bad master.
To this end, the field of modern cryptography uses a formal treatment of security, often referred to as provable security. The first step is to rigorously define
the desired security guarantees and the adversarial model. For example, we need
to specify whether the adversary can only listen to the communication channel or
also drop, modify or insert messages. In the second step, we analyze the scheme of
interest with respect to the desired security guarantees and against adversaries belonging to the adversarial model. The security proof is typically carried out under
certain mathematical assumptions such as the hardness of factoring large integers.
It is important to realize that the resulting security statement says nothing about
attacks outside the adversarial model and does not provide any guarantees if the
underlying assumptions do not hold. Hence, provable security is a methodology
used by cryptographers to formally evaluate the security of a certain cryptosystem
but, despite the name, it does not prove unconditional unbreakability.
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Complex payment systems can greatly benefit from a security-by-design approach and thorough security analysis. This does not only apply to standard
banking systems that utilize digital technology to communicate with their clients,
but also to the rapidly emerging field of decentralized cryptocurrencies based on
the so-called blockchain technology. The fundamentally new idea to replace central
trusted banks with a distributed network of anonymous parties was put forward
by Satoshi Nakamoto who presented the cryptocurrency Bitcoin in 2008 [123]. An
immense amount of alternative cryptocurrencies has been introduced since then.
Despite the immaturity of this complex technology, the sudden popularity boom
motivated the wide public to make generous investments, thereby making cryptocurrencies a tempting target for attackers. Examples of users abusing the system
and stealing coins through design or implementation flaws are not scarce [4].
The delicacy and importance of formal security proofs in the context of cryptocurrencies is nicely demonstrated by the vulnerability, found by Gabizon [150], in
the cryptocurrency called Zcash. Gabizon pointed out a subtle flaw in a construction of a cryptographic primitive [17] used in the original launch of Zcash. Despite
the subtlety of the mistake, potential consequences for Zcash were enormous as an
attacker could create counterfeit coins that would pass validation procedures. As
pointed out by Parno [128], the presented construction did not have a dedicated
security proof and mainly relied on the similarities with its provably secure predecessor [129]. This example demonstrates how seemingly minor changes to a secure
scheme can lead to flaws with fatal consequences.
Our goal is to contribute to the research direction that follows the methodology
of provable security to tackle various challenges of the blockchain area. We focus on
a particularly pressing limitation of current systems; namely, their poor ability to
scale. In order to state the contributions of this thesis more precisely, let us briefly
explain the basic properties of blockchains and the existing scalability proposals
that we build upon.
Blockchain principles. In contrast to standard banking systems, blockchains rely
on a peer-to-peer network of anonymous participants, so-called miners, who jointly
maintain a public ledger of transactions – the blockchain. Users of the system make
financial transfers by posting digitally signed transactions to the network of miners
who are responsible for verifying their validity (e.g., that the user is the rightful
owner of the coins being spent). Miners group valid transactions into blocks that
are chained together using a cryptographic hash function to form the immutable
blockchain.
Blockchain systems need to ensure that all miners reach consensus on the current state of the ledger. This task is particularly challenging when the network of
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miners is open and permissionless which makes it vulnerable to Sybil attacks [49]
– a class of attacks that allow miners to gain advantage by generating multiple
fake identities. The protection mechanisms against Sybil attacks varies between
different cryptocurrencies. For example, the consensus mechanism used in the Bitcoin blockchain requires miners to solve a moderately hard cryptographic puzzle,
a so-called Proof-of-Work (PoW) [51, 77], in order to propose a new block. The
probability of finding a new block is proportional to the amount of computation
power of the miner and not the number of generated identities. It takes approximately 10 minutes before a new block is found and about 1 hour for miners reach
consensus on this block, thereby accepting all transactions therein [41]. The security of the Bitcoin blockchain relies on the assumption that the majority of the
computation resources is controlled by honest miners.
Beyond payments. One of the main advantages of cryptocurrencies is their ability to facilitate conditional payments. This additional functionality opens doors
to many applications that can be built on top of blockchain systems. A prime
example is fair sale of digital goods, where one party, a seller, promises to reveal
a secret to another party, a buyer, in exchange for a certain amount of coins. The
fairness of the sale guarantees that the secret is revealed by the sender if and only
if the payment is performed by the buyer. While such fair two-party exchange
is provably impossible to achieve in the standard model without further assumptions [125], it is possible to realize using the blockchain [3, 18, 91], even if the
secret is large (e.g., 1 GB) [52, 60].
The complexity and expressiveness of spending conditions, sometimes called
scripts, varies among different cryptocurrencies. For example, the conditions supported by Bitcoin, the first and most famous cryptocurrency, are very limited.
To enlarge the class of blockchain applications and ease their design, Buterin
put forward a cryptocurrency called Ethereum [28]. The distinguishing feature
of Ethereum is its support for complex stateful conditions known under the name
smart contracts [151]. One can think of smart contracts as programs whose code is
stored on the blockchain. Execution of these programs is triggered by transactions
posted by users of the system and performed by the miners. As Ethereum allows
smart contracts to possess and distribute coins, users of the Ethereum blockchain
can specify arbitrary complex spending conditions for their coins. Popular applications of smart contracts include, for example, e-commerce [107], currency
exchanges [102], online gambling [106] or sharing economy [110].
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Blockchain scalability. Despite the popularity of blockchain systems and their
ability to facilitate many applications, their wider adoption is troublesome due to
the low throughput and high latency. The maximal size of each block and the average block creation time upper bound the number of transactions the blockchain system is able to process at a unit of time. The throughput of the Bitcoin blockchain is
up to 7 transaction per second [41, 67] which is incomparable to standard payment
systems processing tens of thousands of transactions per second [159]. When the
blockchain system is used by many users at the same time, the already substantial
latency becomes unacceptable for most use cases. A natural idea how to tackle
this issue is to increase the block size (i.e., accept more transactions at once), and
decrease the average block creation time (i.e., accept transactions more often). As
formally analyzed by Croman et al. [41], such a blockchain reparametrization can
be used as a scalability approach only to some extent as it eventually leads to
centralization which contradicts the main premise of blockchain systems.
Various proposals on how to improve the scalability of blockchain technologies
have been proposed by both academia and industry. One line of work focuses on the
scalability of the system’s consensus layer by changing the way miners process and
agree on transactions [15, 29, 94, 108, 127, 164]. There are, however, fundamental
limits on how fast a distributed consensus can be. Moreover, integration of these
proposals into existing systems may be cumbersome.
A promising direction on how to tackle the scalability issues of blockchain technologies without changing their inner workings is to let parties trade with each
other directly by engaging in off-chain protocols. This approach does not only
reduce the number of transactions being posted to the blockchain but also allows
parties to trade instantaneously. Probably the most prominent example of this
approach is the concept of bidirectional payment channels put forward by Decker
and Wattenhofer [47] based on the idea of Spilman [72]. A payment channel allows
two parties to exchange an arbitrary amount of payments while posting only two
transactions to the blockchain. This is particularly beneficial for micropayments –
payments of small value requiring rapid processing. At a high level, parties create
a payment channel by informing the blockchain about their intention to trade and
allocating a certain amount of coins for this purpose. Thereafter, they engage in
a two-party channel update protocol through which they perform their payments.
As this phase does not require any blockchain interaction, payments are confirmed
instantaneously. Finally, parties close their channel by announcing the result of
their off-chain trades to the blockchain who distributes the allocated funds accordingly. Should the parties disagree on the latest channel state, the blockchain serves
as a trusted judge that resolves the dispute between parties.
Poon and Dryja introduced the Lightning Network [137], which extended the
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idea of payment channels to Payment Channel Networks (PCNs) with support for
payment routing. Assume, for example, that Alice has a payment channel α with
Ingrid who in turns has a payment channel with Bob β. The Lightning Network
allows Alice to pay Bob without any blockchain interaction by utilizing the existing
payment channels as long as their capacities are sufficient. More precisely, Alice
uses the channel α to pay Ingrid the desired amount of coins. Ingrid then forwards
this payment to Bob through the channel β. Importantly, the protocol guarantees
balance neutrality to Ingrid and, at the same time, ensures Alice and Bob that
either Alice does not lose any coins, or Bob receives the correct amount of coins.
The concept naturally extends to longer payment paths.
Payment routing has, however, several limitations. For example, if Alice and
Bob expect to exchange many micropayments over a certain period of time, routing
each individual payment through Ingrid becomes impractical. To this end, Dziembowski et al. [54] introduced a novel technique called virtualization that allows
Alice and Bob to connect directly with each other via a virtual payment channel.
To distinguish virtual payment channels and payment channels built directly over
the blockchain, the latter is sometimes called ledger payment channels. At a very
high level, Alice and Bob first inform Ingrid about their intention to trade and all
three parties allocate the corresponding amount of coins in the existing ledger payment channels α and β. Alice and Bob then perform their payments by exchanging
messages just between each other. Finally, they inform Ingrid about the outcome
of their trades and unlock the allocated coins in α and β accordingly. Hence, Alice
and Bob can perform many payments while contacting Ingrid only twice. The
Perun protocol of Dziembowski et al. provably guarantees that no honest party
loses coins even if the remaining two parties are malicious and collude.

1.1. Our Contribution
In this thesis, we follow up on the research direction of payment channels and payment channel networks by significantly extending its functionality and addressing
some of its limitations.
Blockchain functionality off-chain. Cryptocurrencies do not only facilitate payments between their users but also allow for (potentially complex) conditional
payments. The first question that we aim to answer is whether one could extend
the concept of payment channels and add the support for any type of conditional
payment that is accepted by the underlying blockchain, thereby constructing an
off-chain two-party ledger. For example, in case of the Ethereum blockchain, this
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implies construction of a channel with support for complex smart contracts. The
benefit of such channels is that they can serve as a building block for blockchain
applications and hence allow their off-chain execution.
How can channels inherit the functionality of the underlying blockchain?
In Chapter 6, we consider any account-based system with support for complex
smart contracts, e.g., the Ethereum blockchain. We formally define and construct
state channels whose users can, besides payments, execute any two-party smart
contracts in an off-chain manner. Moreover, our construction is the first to allow
users to create multiple smart contracts in one state channel and execute them
independently in parallel. As long as parties behave honestly, execution of smart
contracts is performed off-chain which greatly reduces the amount of communication with the blockchain and computation workload of miners. In case of a
disagreement, parties can use the blockchain as a trusted judge who resolves their
dispute about the latest off-chain state of the smart contract and facilitates further
execution requests. This blockchain fall-back option ensures honest parties that
no one can prevent them from executing their contracts.
In Chapter 11, we consider weaker payment systems that do not support complex smart contracts, e.g., the Bitcoin blockchain, and formally define generalized
channels. In addition to direct payments, users of a generalized channel can engage in an arbitrary number of conditional payments whose scripts are supported
by the underlying blockchain. As long as users behave honestly, they can establish
and redeem conditional payments without any blockchain interaction. In case of
a dispute, the latest channel state can be posted on-chain which off-loads all of its
conditional payments, thereby making them enforceable via the blockchain.
A natural follow-up question is whether off-chain channels could surpass the
functionality of the underlying blockchain. This is particularly interesting in the
case of Bitcoin as the expressiveness of its scripts is fairly limited.
How can we construct state channels over Bitcoin?
In Chapter 12, we make a first step towards answering this question. We formally
prove that if one party owns a trusted execution environment (TEE), it is possible
to allow off-chain multi-party smart contract execution over Bitcoin or any other
payment system with support for limited scripts. Our construction has the additional feature that the state of the smart contract remains off-chain (and hence
private) even in the case of a dispute between its users.
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Longer virtual channels. The Perun protocol of Dziembowski et al. [54] presents
a construction for virtual payment channels that span over two ledger payment
channels. The next question we aim to answer is whether the virtualization technique can be generalized to virtual channels spanning over an arbitrary number of
ledger channels. This would allow any two parties in a channel network to create
a direct connection between them.
How can we construct longer virtual channels?
We answer this research question in Chapters 7 and 8. We first observe that
the extended functionality of state channels compared to payment channels, allows
us to build a virtual state channel on top of two existing ledger state channels.
As virtual state channels support smart contract execution, we can use them as
building blocks for another application, i.e., a construction of a longer virtual
state channel. More precisely, we show how to use any two ledger or virtual state
channels that have one common party to create a virtual state channel on top of
them. This allows us to construct virtual state channels of arbitrary length inductively from shorter state channels. See Figure 1.1a for a graphical representation of
our inductive construction. Importantly, we follow a modular approach where the
protocol for a virtual state channel utilizes the underlying two state channels in a
black-box way. This means that our virtual state channel protocol is not described
as a monolithic protocol but rather reuses results that we already have.
We propose two methods for dispute resolution in virtual state channels, each
of which has different merits. The direct dispute mechanism closely follows the
dispute process of ledger state channels and uses the blockchain as a trusted
judge whenever channel users run into a disagreement. This approach achieves
the worst case time complexity of smart contract execution independent of the
channel length. The main idea of the indirect dispute technique is to use the two
underlying state channels as a trusted judge. To this end, channel users and their
intermediary engage in a three-party protocol that utilizes the underlying state
channels in a black-box way. Consequently, disputes between channel users might
be resolved without any blockchain interaction. The price for the additional layers
of defense feature it that the worst case time complexity depends linearly on the
channel length.
Our modular approach is highly flexible and supports a combination of different
dispute mechanisms, e.g., one can build a virtual state channel with indirect dispute on top of two virtual state channels with direct dispute. In order to formally
describe and analyze the security of our modular construction for virtual state
channels of arbitrary length, we utilize the Universally Composable (UC) security
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framework developed by Cannetti [30] that allows capture secure composition of
building blocks.
γ

γ
P6

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P1

(a) An inductive construction of a twoparty virtual state channel γ of length
5 between parties P1 and P6 .

P2

P3

P4

P5

(b) A construction of a four-party virtual state channel γ between parties P1 , P4 , P5 and P6 .

Figure 1.1.: Graphical representation of our modular approach for building state
channel networks.

State channel networks. In contrast to direct payments, smart contract execution often includes more than two parties. Hence, a state channel network with
support for two-party virtual state channels only does not fully mimic the functionality of the underlying blockchain. We aim to include the missing step and
generalize the functionality of a state channel network to the multi-party setting.
How can any subset of parties in a state channel network execute a multi-party
smart contract off-chain?
In Chapter 9, we address this question by presenting a protocol allowing any set of
n > 2 directly connected parties to create a multi-party virtual state channel. In
this channel, parties can execute an arbitrary amount of n-party smart contracts in
parallel. As long as all n parties are honest, smart contract execution is performed
completely off-chain via an n-party protocol. Should one or multiple parties misbehave, smart contract execution can be completed over the blockchain. Thanks
to this blockchain fall-back option, the time complexity of our smart contract
execution protocol is independent of the number of parties in the channel.
Our multi-party state channel construction assumes that parties are connected
with direct two-party state channels and hence does not answer the aforementioned
research question on its own. However, we already know how to directly connect
any two parties in a state channel network; namely, by utilizing our two-party state
channels of arbitrary length. Thus, parties first construct two party virtual state
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channels to create direct connections between them and then apply the multi-party
virtual state channel construction as depicted in Figure 1.1b.
We define the functionality of a multi-party state channel protocol using the UC
model and describe a concrete protocol that realizes this functionality while using
two-party state channels in a black-box way.
Routing large payments. In order to successfully perform money transfers in a
payment or state channel network, it is crucial to find one or several routes with
sufficient capacities on every link between the sender and the receiver. While existence of a channel and its initial funding are known to all parties in the system,
the current channel balance is available only to parties involved in the channel.
Therefore, sender and receiver can only guess which channels have sufficient capacity to facilitate their transfer. Especially when the transaction value is high,
it is likely that channel capacities on the chosen path are insufficient and hence
the transfer fails. The final question that we aim to answer is how to increase the
success probability of large payments routed through a PCN.
How can payment channel networks facilitate transfers of a large value?
In Chapter 13 of this thesis, we put forward a novel protocol for local payment
splitting. Our protocol allows intermediaries on the path to freely choose the next
hop of the payment based on their local view on channel capacities. Moreover,
intermediaries can decide to split the payment which allows them to route incoming payments, even if they do not have a single outgoing channel with sufficient
capacity. The combination of local routing and support for on-path splitting significantly increases the success probability of large payments compared to the source
routing algorithm currently used in the Lightning Network [137].
Our protocol provably guarantees atomicity of the large payment meaning that
either the entire payment fails and the sender does not lose any coins, or all
partial payments are successfully routed and unlocked by the receiver, in which
case the sender holds a valid receipt. We additionally construct a protocol that
provably achieves unlinkability of partial payments which prevents intermediaries
from censoring payments that have been split.

1.2. Organization
We first introduce the notation used throughout this thesis and recall definitions
from cryptography and graph theory in Chapter 2. Thereafter, in Chapter 3,
we explain the basic principles of blockchain technology and overview existing
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blockchain scalability proposals from the literature. The main content of the thesis
is structured into three parts.
In Part I, we consider account based payment systems with support for complex
smart contracts, such as the Ethereum blockchain, and step by step develop our
framework for state channel networks. We first define and construct ledger state
channels, which serve as the main building block for two-party virtual state channels with direct or indirect dispute. We complete the first part of this thesis with
the definition and construction for multi-party virtual state channels.
In Part II, we focus on weaker payment systems that do not support complex
smart contracts, such as the Bitcoin blockchain. We first define and construct generalized channels – channels inheriting the functionality of the underlying system.
Thereafter, we prove that, with the additional assumption of a trusted execution
environment, efficient off-chain execution of complex smart contracts is possible
even over payment systems that do not support them natively.
In Part III, we assume the existence of a PCN (over any payment system)
and present a provably secure protocol for local splitting of payments that are
being routed through the PCN. In addition to our basic protocol, we describe
an extended protocol that achieves unlinkability of partial payments and hence
prevents malicious intermediaries from censoring payments that have been split.
We conclude with a summary and outlook on future work in Chapter 14
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The goal of this chapter is to introduce notation used throughout this thesis and
recall basic definitions of cryptographic primitives. Moreover, we discuss basic
concepts from graph theory needed in later chapters.

2.1. Notation
We use the standard notation for the set of all natural numbers N, integers Z,
rational numbers Q and real number R. The set of all non-negative real numbers
is denoted by R≥0 (analogously for Q and Z). We denote the closed interval of
natural numbers between m ∈ N and n ∈ N, where m ≤ n, as [m, n] := {x ∈
N : m ≤ x ≤ n}. We often abbreviate [n] := [1, n]. We refer to the length of a
binary string x ∈ {0, 1}∗ as |x|.
The n-ary Cartesian power of a set S is denoted as S n := S × S × · · · × S.
Elements of S n are called vectors, denoted by bold lower case letters. We refer to
the i-th coordinate of the vector s ∈ S n as s[i]. We use bold upper case letters to
denote matrices. Let S be a n-by-m matrix of elements from S. We refer to the
element in the i-th row and j-column of S as S[i][j], the i-th row of S as S[i][·]
and the j-th column of S as S[·][j].
Inspired by the work of Dziembowski et al. [54], we sometimes present tuples
of values using the following convention. The individual values in a tuple T are
identified using keywords called attributes for which the sans-serif font is used.
Formally, an attribute tuple is a function from its set of attributes to {0, 1}∗ . The
value of an attribute identified by the keyword attr in a tuple T , i.e., T (attr), will
be referred to as T.attr. This convention allows us to easily handle tuples that
have dynamically changing sets of attributes.
Let f : X → Y be a function from X to Y. The for Z ⊂ X , we denote fZ : Z →
Y the restriction of the function f to Z, i.e., the function from Z to Y defined as
f Z (z) := f (z) for every z ∈ Z. For a real number x ∈ R, we denote dxe the
smallest integer that is not smaller than x. Similarly, we denote bxc the largest
integer that is not larger than x. We denote random sampling from a finite set X
according to the uniform distribution with X ←$ X .
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Throughout this thesis, we work in the Turing model of computation. We say
that an algorithm A runs in polynomial time (or poly-time for short), if there exist
a polynomial p(·) such that for every input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ , the algorithm terminates
within p(|x|) computational steps. An algorithm that given x as an input always
outputs the same value y is called deterministic. An algorithm that can “toss
coins” during the computation, i.e., has access to an unbiased source of random
bits, is called a probabilistic algorithm. By writing y := A(x), we mean that
a Deterministic Polynomial Time (DPT) algorithm A on input x outputs y. By
writing y ← A(x), we mean that a Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithm
A on input x outputs y. A function f is called poly-time computable if there exists a
DPT algorithm that on input x outputs f (x). Similarly, a binary relation R is polytime decidable if there exists a DPT algorithm that on input a witness/statement
pair (y, Y ) outputs 1 if (y, Y ) ∈ R and 0 otherwise.
We use asymptotic notation to express the time complexity of our algorithms.
Consider two functions f : Z≥0 → R≥0 and g : Z≥0 → R≥0 . We say that f is
of order O(g) if there exist k, n0 ∈ N, such that for every n ≥ n0 it holds that
f (n) ≤ k · g(n).
In our protocol descriptions, we use the following symbolic notation for sending
and receiving messages. Instead of the instruction “Send the message msg to party
τ
P in round τ ”, we write “msg ,−
→ P ”. We naturally extend the convention to sets
of parties, i.e., instead of the instruction “Send the message msg to all parties in
τ
τ
the set P in round τ ”, we write “msg ,−
→ P”. By msg ←
−- P we mean that an
entity (i.e., a party) receives a message msg from party P in round τ . We use the
τ ≤τ1

symbolic notation “msg ←−−- P ” to signal that an entity receives msg from party
τ ≥τ1

P latest in round τ1 and “msg ←−−- P ” to signal that an entity receives msg from
party P earliest in round τ1 . Analogously for strict inequalities.

2.2. Cryptographic Primitives
Before we introduce the cryptographic primitives used in this thesis, let us first
briefly recall several basic definitions to establish our notation.
Throughout this thesis, λ denotes the security parameter. We say that a function
f : N → R is negligible in n if for every polynomial p(·), there exists n0 ∈ N s.t.
for every n ≥ n0 , it holds that |f (n)| ≤ 1/p(n). If not specified otherwise, we
implicitly assume that functions are negligible in the security parameter λ.
Two collections of random variables X = {Xλ }λ∈N and Y = {Yλ }λ∈N are computationally indistinguishable, which we denote by X ∼c Y, if for every PPT
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algorithm D, there exists a negligible function negl such that
| Pr[D(1λ , x) | x ← Xλ ] − Pr[D(1λ , y) | y ← Yλ ]| ≤ negl(λ).
For a more detailed explanation of the recalled notations and definitions, we refer
to any text-book on modern cryptography, e.g., the one of Katz and Lindel [83].

2.2.1. Public Key Encryption
A public key encryption scheme Ψ with a message space M and ciphertext space
C is a triple of algorithms (GenE, Enc, Dec) with the following syntax:
GenE(1λ ): is a PPT algorithm that on input a security parameter λ, outputs a key
pair (sk , pk );
Encpk (m): is a PPT algorithm that on input a public key pk and a message m ∈ M,
outputs a ciphertext c ∈ C;
Decsk (c): is a DPT algorithm that on input a secret key sk and a ciphertext c ∈ C
outputs a message m ∈ M;
satisfying the following correctness property:
∀m ∈ M

Pr[Decsk (Encpk (m)) = m | (pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )] = 1,

where the probability is taken over the randomness of GenE and Enc. In this
thesis, we use encryption schemes that satisfy the notion of Indistinguishability
Under Chosen Plaintext Attack (IND–CPA) defined below.
Definition 1 (IND–CPA-security). An encryption scheme Ψ = (GenE, Enc, Dec) is
IND–CPA secure if for every PPT adversary A = (A1 , A2 ), there exists a negligible
function negl such that Pr[PubKcpa
A,Ψ (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ), where the experiment
cpa
PubKA,Ψ is defined as follows:
PubKcpa
A,Ψ (λ)
(sk , pk ) ← GenE(1λ )
(m0 , m1 , ω) ← A1 (pk )
b ←$ {0, 1}
cb ← Encpk (mb )
b∗ ← A2 (cb , ω)
return (|m0 | = |m1 |) ∧ (b = b∗ )
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In Part III of this thesis, we make use of an encryption scheme which is additively
homomorphic. Assume that c1 is an encryption of the message m1 and c2 is an
encryption of m2 under the same public key pk . At a high level, the homomorphic
property guarantees that the ciphertext c1 + c2 decrypts to the message m1 + m2 .
The formal definition follows.
Definition 2 (Additively homomorphic encryption). Let Ψ = (GenE, Enc, Dec)
be an encryption scheme, where the message space (M, +M , 0M ) forms an Abelian
group and the ciphertext space C is closed under the binary operation +C . We
say that Ψ is additively homomoprhic if for every x, y ∈ M and every public key
pk it holds that
Encpk (x) +C Encpk (y) ≡ Encpk (x +M y),
where ≡ denotes equality of distributions.
An example of a IND–CPA-secure encryption scheme that is additively homomorphic is the one of Paillier [126] put forward in 1999.

2.2.2. Hash Functions
Let Kλ be an index set and {Pk }k∈Kλ , {Hk }k∈Kλ be two ensembles indexed by Kλ .
A hash function H is a pair of algorithms (GenH, H) with the following syntax:
GenH(1λ ): is a PPT algorithm that on input a security parameter λ, outputs a
key k ∈ Kλ ;
Hk (x): is a DPT algorithm that on input a key k ∈ Kλ and string x ∈ Pk , outputs
a value y ∈ Hk .
Elements of the image Hk are typically called hash values and elements of the
domain Pk are referred to as preimages. One of the most common required security
guarantees of a hash function is collision resistance. At a high level, it says that
no PPT adversary is able to find two preimages that hash to the same value.
Definition 3 (Collision-resistance). A hash function H = (GenH, H) is collision
resistant if for every PPT adversary A, there exists a negligible function negl s.t.


Pr (x 6= x0 ) ∧ (Hk (x) = Hk (x0 )) k ← GenH(1λ ), (x, x0 ) ← A(k) ≤ negl(λ),
where the probability is taken over the randomness of GenH and A.
Sometime it is sufficient to consider a weaker security notion called preimageresistance. Intuitively, it guarantees that while the hash function is easy to compute, it is hard to invert.
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Definition 4 (Preimage-resistance). A hash function H = (GenH, H) is preimage
resistant if for every PPT adversary A, there exists a negligible function negl s.t.


k ← GenH(1λ ), x ←$ Pk ,
k 0
Pr H (x ) = y
≤ negl(λ),
y := Hk (x), x0 ← A(k, y)
where the probability is taken over the randomness of GenH and A.
A hash function commonly used (not only) in the context of cryptocurrencies
is SHA-256 [148]. In Part III of this thesis, we make use a hash function that is
additively homomorphic. Intuitively, this means that the sum of two preimages
maps to the sum of their hash values.
Definition 5 (Homomorphic function). We say that H : P → H is a homomorphic
function if (P, +P , 0P ) and (H, +H , 0H ) are two Abelien groups and for every x, y ∈ P
it holds that H(x +P y) = H(x) +H H(y).
Definition 6 (Additively homomorphic hash function). A hash function H =
(GenH, H) is an additively homomoprhic hash function if for every k ∈ Kλ the
function computed by Hk is a homomorphic function.
An example of a preimage-resistant hash function that is additively homomorphic is exponentiation in a group where solving the Discrete Logarithm (dlog)
problem is hard, such as, for example, the group used by Schnorr to design digital
signatures [143].
We sometimes abuse the notation and treat H as a function, meaning that we
abstract from the key generation and write H instead of Hk .

2.2.3. Digital Signatures
A digital signature scheme Σ is a triple of algorithms (GenS, Sign, Vfy) with the
following syntax:
GenS(1λ ): is a PPT algorithm that on input a security parameter λ, outputs a key
pair (sk , pk );
Signsk (m): is a PPT algorithm that on input a secret key sk and message m ∈
{0, 1}∗ , outputs a signature σ;
Vfypk (m; σ): is a DPT algorithm that on input a public key pk , message m ∈
{0, 1}∗ and signature σ, outputs a bit b;
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satisfying the following correctness property:
∀m ∈ {0, 1}∗



Pr Vfypk (m; Signsk (m)) = 1 | (sk , pk ) ← GenS(1λ ) = 1,

where the probability is taken over the randomness of GenS and Sign.
A common security requirement of a signature scheme is Existential Unforgeability Under Chosen Message Attack (EUF–CMA). At a high level, this security
notion guarantees that a PPT adversary who does not know the private key, cannot produce a valid signature on a message m even if he knows polynomially many
valid signatures on messages of his choice (but different from m).
Definition 7 (EUF–CMA security). A signature scheme Σ is EUF–CMA secure if
for every PPT adversary A there exists a negligible function negl such that
Pr[SigForgeA,Σ (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ),
where the experiment SigForgeA,Σ is defined as follows:
SigForgeA,Σ (λ)

OS (m)

Q := ∅

σ ← Signsk (m)

(sk , pk ) ← GenS(1λ )
OS (·)

(m, σ) ← A

Q := Q ∪ {m}
return σ

(pk )

return m 6∈ Q ∧ Vfypk (m; σ)



The most commonly used digital schemes in the context of cryptocurrencies are
the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [85] and Schnorr [143]
signature schemes. Poincheval and Stern [135] proved that the Schnorr signature
scheme is EUF–CMA secure in the Random Oracle Model (ROM) if dlog is hard.
The EUF–CMA security of ECDSA was analyzed in the generic group model by
Brown [24] and later Kiltz et al. [64] without assuming generic group behavior.
Note that the EUF–CMA-security notion does not say anything about the difficulty of transforming a valid signature on m into another valid signature on m.
Hardness of such transformation is captured by a stronger notion, called Strong
Existential Unforgeability Under Chosen Message Attack (SUF–CMA).
Definition 8 (SUF–CMA security). A signature scheme Σ is SUF–CMA secure if
for every PPT adversary A there exists a negligible function negl such that
Pr[strongSigForgeA,Σ (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ),
where the experiment strongSigForgeA,Σ is defined as follows:
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strongSigForgeA,Σ (λ)

OS (m)

Q := ∅

σ ← Signsk (m)
λ

Q := Q ∪ {m, σ}

(sk , pk ) ← GenS(1 )
OS (·)

(m, σ) ← A

return σ

(pk )

return (m, σ) 6∈ Q ∧ Vfypk (m; σ)



As proven by Kiltz et al. [92], the signature scheme of Schnorr [143] satisfies this
stronger security notion if dlog is hard.

2.2.4. Adaptor Signatures
In Part II and Part III of this thesis, we make use of adaptor signatures – a
cryptographic primitive recently introduced by the cryptocurrency community to
bind together transaction authentication and the leakage of a secret value. An
adaptor signature scheme allows a party (referred to as signer) to generate a presignature on a certain message m. This pre-signature can be completed into a valid
digital signature on the message m only by a party knowing a certain secret, such
party is sometimes called an adaptor which is where the name of the primitive
comes from. Moreover, the completed signature reveals the secret used by the
adaptor to the signer.
The concept of adaptor signatures and its instantiation based on Schnorr digital
signatures was introduced by Poelstra [134]. An instantiation based on ECDSAbased digital signatures was presented by Moreno-Sanchez and Kate [122] and later
used as part of an anonymous payment routing protocol by Malavolta et al. [113].
The first formal definition of adaptor signatures as a stand alone cryptographic
primitive was put forward by Aumayr et al. [6]. In their work, they also prove
that the Schnorr-based and ECDSA-based adaptor signature schemes satisfy their
definition if the underlying digital signature scheme is SUF–CMA secure.1 In this
thesis we follow their formal definition which we now recall for completeness. Parts
of the definitions are taken verbatim from the work of Aumayr et al.
Formally, adaptor signatures are defined with respect to a digital signature
scheme Σ and a hard relation R. Let us therefore first recall the definition of
a hard relation.
Definition 9 (Hard relation). Let R be a relation with statement/witness pairs
(Y, y). We say that R is a hard relation if the following holds:
1

For ECDSA-based construction, they assume the positive ECDSA variant.
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• There exists a PPT sampling algorithm GenR(1λ ) that on input the security
parameter λ, outputs a statement/witness pair (Y, y) ∈ R.
• The relation is poly-time decidable.
• For all PPT adversaries A there exists a negligible function negl, such that:


(Y, y) ← GenR(1λ ),
∗
≤ negl(λ),
Pr (Y, y ) ∈ R
y ∗ ← A(Y )
where the probability is taken over the randomness of GenR and A.
We denote LR the language associated with the relation R defined as
LR := {Y | ∃y s.t. (Y, y) ∈ R}.
The hard relations used to construct adaptor signatures are the ones constituting
of public/secret key pairs of the considered underlying signature scheme.
We are now prepared to recall the formal definition of an adaptor signature
scheme with respect to a digital signature scheme Σ and a hard relation R. At a
high level, it guarantees the following. For any statement Y ∈ LR , a signer holding
a secret key is able to produce a pre-signature w.r.t. Y on any message m. Such
pre-signature can be adapted into a valid signature on m if and only if the adaptor
knows a witness for Y . Moreover, if such a valid signature is produced, it must
be possible to extract a witness for Y given the pre-signature and the adapted
signature.
Definition 10 (Adaptor signatures). An adaptor signature scheme w.r.t. a hard
relation R and a signature scheme Σ = (GenS, Sign, Vfy) consists of four algorithms
ΞR.Σ = (pSign, Adapt, pVrfy, Ext) with the following syntax:
pSignsk (m, Y ): is a PPT algorithm that on input a secret key sk , message m ∈
{0, 1}∗ and statement Y ∈ LR , outputs a pre-signature σ̃;
pVrfypk (m, Y ; σ̃): is a DPT algorithm that on input a public key pk , message
m ∈ {0, 1}∗ , statement Y ∈ LR and pre-signature σ̃, outputs a bit b;
Adapt(σ̃, y): is a DPT algorithm that on input a pre-signature σ̃ and witness y,
outputs a signature σ;
Ext(σ, σ̃, Y ): is a DPT algorithm that on input a signature σ, pre-signature σ̃ and
statement Y ∈ LR , outputs a witness y such that (Y, y) ∈ R, or ⊥.
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An adaptor signature scheme should satisfy the following correctness property:
For all m ∈ {0, 1}∗ and all (Y, y) ∈ R,



Pr 



pVrfypk (m, Y ; σ̃) = 1
∧
Vfypk (m; σ) = 1
∧
(Y, y 0 ) ∈ R

λ

(sk , pk ) ← GenS(1 )
σ̃ ← pSignsk (m, Y )
σ := Adaptpk (σ̃, y)
y 0 := Extpk (σ, σ̃, Y )




 = 1,



where the probability is taken over the randomness of GenS and pSign.
The first security property is an analogy to EUF–CMA-security of digital signature schemes. At a high level, it say that no PPT adversary can forge a signature
on a message m of her choice and this must hold even if the adversary learns a
pre-signature on this message w.r.t. a random statement Y (i.e., the adversary
does not know a witness for Y ).
Definition 11 (aEUF–CMA-security). An adaptor signature scheme ΞR,Σ is existentially unforgeable under chosen message attack (aEUF–CMA secure for short) if
for every PPT adversary A = (A1 , A2 ) there exists a negligible function negl such
that:
Pr[aSigForgeA,ΞR,Σ (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ),
where the experiment aSigForgeA,ΞR,Σ is defined as follows:
aSigForgeA,ΞR,Σ (λ)

OS (m)

Q := ∅

σ ← Signsk (m)
Q := Q ∪ {m}

λ

(sk , pk ) ← GenS(1 )
O (·),OpS (·,·)

(m, ω) ← A1 S

(pk )

(Y, y) ← GenR(1λ )
O (·),OpS (·,·)

OpS (m, Y )
σ̃ ← pSignsk (m, Y )

σ̃ ← pSignsk (m, Y )
σ ← A2 S

return σ

Q := Q ∪ {m}

(σ̃, Y, ω)

return σ̃


return m 6∈ Q ∧ Vfypk (m; σ)

The second security property, pre-signature adaptability, guarantees that any
valid pre-signature w.r.t. to a statement Y can be completed given a witness for
the statement Y .
Definition 12 (Pre-signature adaptability). An adaptor signature scheme ΞR satisfies pre-signature adaptability if for any λ ∈ N, any message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ , any
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statement/witness pair (Y, y) ∈ R, any key pair (sk , pk ) ∈ GenS and any presignature σ̃ ← {0, 1}∗ with pVrfypk (m, Y ; σ̃) = 1, we have:
Pr[Vfypk (m; Adapt(σ̃, y)) = 1] = 1.
Finally, the third property, witness extractability, ensures that given a valid
signature/pre-signature pair (σ, σ̃) for message/statement (m, Y ), the Ext algorithm extracts a corresponding witness for the statement Y .
Definition 13 (Witness extractability). An adaptor signature scheme ΞR is witness extractable if for every PPT adversary A = (A1 , A2 ), there exists a negligible
function negl such that the following holds:
Pr[ExtA,ΞR,Σ (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ),
where the experiment ExtA,ΞR,Σ is defined as follows:
OS (m)

ExtA,ΞR,Σ (λ)

σ ← Signsk (m)

Q := ∅

Q := Q ∪ {m}

λ

(sk , pk ) ← GenS(1 )
O (·),OpS (·,·)

(m, Y, ω) ← A1 S

return σ

(pk )

OpS (m, Y )

σ̃ ← pSignsk (m, Y )
O (·),OpS (·,·)

σ ← A2 S

σ̃ ← pSignsk (m, Y )

(σ̃, ω)

Q := Q ∪ {m}

y 0 := Extpk (σ, σ̃, Y )
return (m 6∈ Q ∧ (Y, y 0 ) 6∈ R ∧ Vfypk (m; σ))

return σ̃

For more details about adaptor signatures and the provably secure instantiations, we refer the reader to the work of Aumayr et al. [6].

2.3. Graph Theory
An (undirected) graph G is a tuple (V, E), where V is a non-empty finite set and E
is a subset of the set {{U, V } | V ∈ V, U ∈ V}. We call the elements of V vertices
(or sometimes also nodes), elements E edges of the graph G and vertices U ,V s.t.
{U, V } ∈ E neighbors. A graph G0 = (V0 , E0 ) is a subgraph of G if V0 ⊆ V and
E0 ⊆ E.
A path between two nodes V1 , Vn+1 is a finite sequence of edges (e1 , . . . , en ) for
which there is a sequence of vertices (V1 , . . . , Vn+1 ) s.t. ei = {Vi , Vi+1 }, for i ∈ [n],
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and Vi 6= Vj , for i 6= j. The number of edges in the path is called length of the
path. We denote the set of all paths between V and U in the graph G as PG (V, U ).
In this thesis, we are mainly interested in connected graph. There are graphs
in which there exists a path between every pair of vertices. Formally, for every
U, V ∈ V where V 6= U it holds that PG (U, V ) 6= ∅. For a connected graph G, we
define a hop-distance function of G as dG : V × V → N0 that on input two nodes
V, U ∈ V, outputs the length of a shortest path between V and U . If U = V , then
dG (U, V ) = 0.
Trees. A connected graph is called a tree if there is exactly one path between
each two nodes, i.e., |PG (V, U )| = 1 for every U, V ∈ V, s.t., U 6= V . A Spanning
Tree (ST) of a connected graph G = (V, E) is a subgraph (V, E0 ) of G that is
a tree. In other words, if we remove all edges from G that are not needed for
the graph to stay connected, we obtain a spanning tree. A rooted tree, is a tree
with one designated root node root ∈ V. In a rooted spanning tree, for each
node V ∈ V \ {root}, the neighbor with a shorter path to the root is V ’s parent.
Neighbors that are not the parent of a node V are V ’s children. A rooted spanning
tree ST of a graph G is a Breadth-First Search (BFS) spanning tree if for each
node V the path between the root and V in ST is a shortest path between the
root and V in G.
Splitting trees. In Part I of this thesis, we make use of the fact that by removing
an arbitrary edge from a tree, we “split” the graph into two trees. More precisely,
for a tree G = (V, E), we define a function splitG that takes as input an edge
e = {U1 , U2 } ∈ E and outputs two graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 )
defined as follows. Let G0 = (V, E \ {e}). Then
V1 := {V ∈ V | PG0 (V, U1 ) 6= ∅},

E1 = {{U, V } ∈ E \ {e} | U ∈ V1 ∧ V ∈ V1 },

V2 := {V ∈ V | PG0 (V, U2 ) 6= ∅},

E2 = {{U, V } ∈ E \ {e} | U ∈ V2 ∧ V ∈ V2 }.

Intuitively, V1 contains all vertices of G that are reachable from the vertex U1 after
removing the edge e and V2 contains all vertices of G that are reachable from the
vertex U2 after removing the edge e. The set E1 (resp. E2 ) contains all edges of G
that are between vertices from the set V1 (resp. V2 ). The following lemma states
that both G1 and G2 are trees whose vertex sets are disjoint and the original graph
G a union of G1 and G2 . For completeness, we include the proof of this lemma in
Appendix E.1.
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Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be a tree and e ∈ E. Then for (G1 , G2 ) := splitG (e),
where G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ), it holds that both G1 and G2 are trees,
and
\
[
[
V1
V2 = ∅,
V = V1
V2 ,
E \ {e} = E1
E2 .
A directed graph G is a tuple (V, E), where V is a non-empty finite set of nodes
and E ⊆ {(U, V ) | U, V ∈ V} is a set of edges. Hence, edges are ordered pairs
which is in contrast to undirected graphs. The terms neighbor, subgraph, path,
connected graph and hop-distance naturally extend to directed graphs.

2.4. On the Usage of the UC-Framework
In Part I and Part II of this thesis, we define the security guarantees of our off-chain
protocols in a security model that allows for universal composition of building
blocks – the Universal Composability (UC) model of Canetti [30]. In order to
model the public nature of the blockchain, we utilize the extension of the UC model
capturing a global setup, called Generalized UC (GUC) which was proposed by
Canetti et al. in 2007 [31]. Let us overview the basic principles of the UC model
and its extension, and explain how it is used in this thesis. For formal definitions
and more detailed explanations, we refer to the previously mentioned works.
Basic principles of the UC model [30]. An n-party protocol is a collection of
n different programs (each formally modeled as an Interactive Turing Machine
(ITM)) designed to reach a joint goal. Each program is expected to be executed
by a different computational entity while exchanging messages with the remaining
programs from the collection. In this work we often abstract from the distinction
between an ITM and the entity operating it, and refer to both as a party in the
protocol π. In this thesis, we assume that the set P = {P1 , . . . , Pn } of parties
using the system is fixed. In addition, we fix a bijection OrderP : P → [n] which
on input a party Pi ∈ P returns its “order” i in the set P.
A protocol is executed in the presence of two additional entities the environment
Z and the adversary A both of which are modeled as ITMs. The role of the
environment is to represent anything “external” to the current protocol execution.
The environment provides input to both the adversary A and the parties in the
protocol and observes their outputs. The adversary can corrupt any party in P at
the beginning of the protocol execution, i.e, we assume so-called static corruption.
By corruption, we mean that A takes full control over a party’s actions and learns
its internal state. The output of an environment Z interacting with a protocol π
and an adversary A on input 1λ and auxiliary input z is denoted as execπ,A,Z (λ, z).
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An important concept in the UC model is protocol emulation. At a high level,
a protocol π emulates another protocol φ if no PPT environment is able to distinguish whether it is interacting with the protocol π executed in presence of an
adversary of its choice, or the protocol φ in the presence of another adversary,
often referred to as the simulator. The formal definition of UC emulation follows.
Definition 14 (UC emulation [30]). The protocol π UC emulates the protocol φ
if for every PPT adversary A, there exists a PPT simulator S such that for every
PPT environment we have
{execπ,A,Z (λ, z)}

λ∈N,
z∈{0,1}∗


∼c execφ, S,Z (λ, z)

λ∈N,
z∈{0,1}∗

.

In order to define the security of protocols, the UC model utilizes the concept
of ideal functionalities. An ideal functionality is a single ITM defining the ideal
behavior of the protocol we aim to design. This means that it defines the input/output behavior of parties, it specifies what information may be “disclosed”
to the adversary during the protocol execution and the potential “influence” of
the adversary on the protocol execution. An ideal protocol defining the task for n
participants consists of an ideal functionality F and n dummy parties. These are
special ITMs that upon receiving an input, directly forward this input to the ideal
functionality F together with the information about the sender of the message.
If they receive an output from F addressed to a certain entity, the dummy parties simply forward this output to the specified destination. We denote the ideal
protocol for an ideal functionality F as idealF .
Definition 15 (UC realization [30]). The protocol π UC realizes the ideal functionality F if it UC emulates the ideal protocol idealF .
We sometimes refer to the execution of an ideal protocol idealF in presence of a
simulator as the ideal world, and to the execution of a real protocol π in presence
of an adversary as the real world.
The UC composition theorem [30]. One of the most powerful concepts of the
UC model is its support for secure composition of protocols. In order to state the
UC composition theorem, we need to explain several technical terms first (for their
formal definition, we refer to the work of Canetti).
Parties of a protocol π may have access to one or multiple subroutines. These
are ITMs that can communicate only with parties from the protocol π or with each
other, e.g., they do not communicate with the environment. Formally, subroutine
ITMs are part of the collection forming π and it must hold that (i) if a party Pi
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makes calls to a subroutine ITM, then this ITM is part of π and (ii) if a ITM
which is part of π accepts subroutine calls from a party Pi , then Pi is a party of
the protocol π. We say that φ is a subroutine protocol of the protocol π if: (a) φ is
a valid protocol itself, and (b) φ consists of ITMs that are all subroutines of π. In
the special case when φ is the ideal protocol of some functionality H, we say that
π works in the hybrid world of the ideal functionality H (or in the H-hybrid world
for short). One protocol π might have multiple subroutine protocols φ1 , . . . , φm .
It is important to note that since ITMs in each φi can communicate only with
each other and with parties of the protocol π, no iteration between the subroutine
protocols is possible. Two protocols φ and ρ are called identity-compatible if there
is a injective correspondence between the parties of the protocol φ and the protocol
ρ. Moreover, the external ITMs that are allowed to interact with parties from φ
and ρ are the same.
Consider now three protocols π, φ and ρ, where φ is a subroutine protocol of π,
and φ and ρ are identity-compatible. The composed protocol, denoted as π φ→ρ , is
defined exactly as π but replaces all the calls to φ with calls to ρ. If φ is an ideal
protocol of some ideal functionality H, we write π H→ρ instead of π idealH →ρ . We
are now prepared to state the UC composition theorem which says that if ρ UC
emulates φ, then the composed protocol UC emulates the original protocol π. In
other words, no PPT environment can distinguish between the interaction with
the composed protocol and the original one.
Theorem 1 (Universal Composability[30]). Let π, φ and ρ be three protocols, where
φ is a subroutine protocol of π, φ and ρ are identity-compatible, and ρ UC emulates
φ. Then π φ→ρ UC emulates π.
Let briefly discuss one particularly useful implication of the UC composition
theorem. If the protocol π working in the H-hybrid world UC realizes an ideal
functionality F, and we know that a protocol ρ UC realizes the ideal functionality
H, then the composed protocol π H→ρ also realizes the ideal functionality F. For
a graphical representation of this implication, see Figure 2.1. This is a very useful
statement as it allows us to design a protocol realizing F is several steps. First
show how to design a protocol realizing the ideal functionality while using some
ideal building blocks and then show how to realize these ideal building blocks.
Global ideal functionalities [31]. A disadvantage of the UC model briefly described above is that it does not allow a π to share state with another protocol.
Hence, it does not capture any global setup known to several protocol sessions and
different protocols. In the context of cryptocurrencies, this is problematic as we
are not able to formally capture the public nature of the blockchain. Note that in
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π H→ρ
F

∼c

π
H

∼c

ρ

Figure 2.1.: The figure depicts that π working in the H-hybrid world UC realizes F
and that ρ UC realizes H. The UC composition theorem then implies
that π H→ρ UC realizes F.
practice, the blockchain can be read and even modified by multiple protocols in
parallel which is impossible to express in the standard UC model.
To this end, we utilize the GUC model introduced by Canetti et al. [31] that
allows protocols to share state but in a controlled way. To formally define “controlled”, Canetti et al. put forward the concept of shared functionalities, sometimes
also called global functionalities which is the term used in this thesis. A global functionality is defined exactly as a standard ideal functionality except that they can
communicate with more than one protocol session. To clearly distinguish between
global and standard ideal functionalities, we use a bar to denote the former, e.g.,
Ḡ signals that G is a global ideal functionality. A protocol π is called Ḡ-subroutine
respecting if Ḡ is the only global functionality π shares state with. More precisely, ITM instances (ITIs) of the current session of π communicate only with
each other, their subroutines and one single instance of the global functionality
Ḡ. A Ḡ-externally constraint environment Z is defined exactly as the environment
in standard UC with the exception that it can additionally communicate with
the global functionality Ḡ. The output of a Ḡ-externally constraint environment
Z attempting to distinguish the Ḡ-subroutine respecting challenge protocol π in
presence of an adversary A on input 1λ and auxiliary input z ∈ {0, 1}∗ , is denoted
as execḠπ,A,Z (λ, z). We can now formally state the definition of Ḡ-UC emulation.
Definition 16 (GUC emulation [31]). Let π and φ be two PPT protocols and
assume that π is Ḡ-subroutine respecting. We say that π GUC emulates φ with
respect to the global functionality Ḡ (or Ḡ-UC emulates φ for short) if for every
PPT adversary, there exists a PPT simulator S such that for every Ḡ-externally
constraint PPT environment we have
n
o
n
o
execḠπ,A,Z (λ, z) λ∈N, ∼c execḠφ, S,Z (λ, z) λ∈N, .
z∈{0,1}∗

z∈{0,1}∗

The GUC realization is defined analogously to the UC emulation. This means
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that the protocol π Ḡ-UC realizes the ideal functionality F if it Ḡ-UC emulates
the ideal protocol idealF .
Theorem 2 (Generalized Universal Composability [31]). Let π, φ and ρ be three
Ḡ-subroutine respecting protocols, where φ is a subroutine protocol of π, φ and ρ
are identity-compatible, and ρ Ḡ-UC emulates φ. Then the composed protocol π φ→ρ
Ḡ-UC emulates π.
To simplify exposition in our protocols and ideal functionality description, we
omit the session identifiers sid and the sub-session identifiers ssid. Instead, we will
use expressions like “message m is a reply to message m0 ”. We believe that this
approach improves readability. In the rest of this section, we explain how we model
time, communication between parties and the monetary mechanics provided by a
blockchain.
Modeling time. We assume a synchronous communication network, which means
that the execution of our protocols happens in rounds. Let us emphasize that the
notion of rounds is just an abstraction which simplifies our model and allows us to
argue about the time complexity of our protocols in a natural way. We follow the
work of Katz et al. [84] and formalize the notion of rounds via an ideal functionality
Ḡclock representing “the clock”. At a high level, the ideal functionality requires all
honest parties to indicate that they are prepared to proceed to the next round
before the clock is “ticked”. In contrast to the clock functionality of Katz et al.,
we treat the clock functionality as a global ideal functionality. This means that
all entities (possibly including hybrid ideal functionalities) are always aware of the
given round.
The formal functionality description of Ḡclock , given in Figure 2.2, closely follows the functionality presented by Katz et al. [84] with two minor modifications.
Firstly, since we use Ḡclock as a global ideal functionality, it additionally maintains
an internal round counter t. And secondly, because we only consider static corruption, the set of honest parties is fixed and hence the functionality does not need
to include a mechanism for “on the fly” corruption.
Modeling communication. We assume that parties of a protocol are connected
via authenticated communication channels with guaranteed delivery of exactly one
round. This means that if a party S sends a message m to party R in round t,
party R receives this message in the beginning of round t + 1. In addition, R is
sure that the message was sent by party S. The adversary can see the content of
the message and can reorder messages that were sent in the same round. However,
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Ideal functionality Ḡclock
The functionality is parameterized by a set of parties P = {P1 , . . . , Pn }. The functionality maintains an internal counter t which is initially set to 0. In addition, for
each party Pi it maintains a flag di initially set to 0. The functionality accepts the
following messages:
Round Ok
Upon (RoundOK) ←
−- Pi , for Pi ∈ P, set di := 1. If for all honest Pj ∈ P, dj = 1,
then set t := t + 1 and reset dj := 0 for all j ∈ [n]. In any case, leak (RoundOK, Pi )
to the adversary.
Round Request
Upon (RequestRound) ←
−- Pi , for Pi ∈ P, reply by (t, di ) ,−
→ Pi .

Figure 2.2.: The global ideal functionality Ḡclock representing the clock.
it can not modify, delay or drop messages sent between parties, or insert new
messages. We formalize our assumptions on the communication channels as an
ideal functionality FGDC which is described in Figure 2.3. The functionality FGDC
can be seen as a modification of the bounded-delay channel functionality of Katz
et al. [84]. The main difference is that the delay is fixed to 1, i.e., both lower and
upper bounded by the constant 1.
While the communication between two parties of a protocol takes exactly one
round, all other communication – for example, between the adversary A and the
environment Z or between a party and a hybrid ideal functionality – takes zero
rounds. For simplicity, we assume that any computation made by any entity takes
zero rounds as well.
In the protocol descriptions, we do not explicitly mention that communication
between parties takes place via the hybrid ideal functionality FGDC . For brevity,
we say “S sends a message m to R in round t” instead of “S sends a message
(send, (R, m)) to FGDC in round t”. Similarly, when we say “R receives a message
m from S in round t” we formally mean that R sends a message (fetch) to FGDC
in round t and FGDC replies with the message (deliver, M), where M contains the
pair (S, m).
Handling coins. We model the money mechanics offered by crypotcurrencies
such as Bitcoin or Ethereum via a global ideal functionality, called the blockchain
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Functionality FGDC
Functionality FGDC is parameterized by a set of parties P. It has access to the
global ideal functionality Ḡclock . It accepts queries of following types:
Sending messages
Upon (send, {(Ri , mi )}i∈[k] ) ←
−- S, where Ri ∈ P, mi ∈ {0, 1}∗ and S ∈ P, forward
this message to the adversary and for every i ∈ [k], store (t, S, Ri , mi ) in your
memory. Here t denotes the current round.
Receiving messages
Upon (fetch) ←
−- R, for R ∈ P, consider the following two cases:
• If no message was sent to R in the previous round, then reply with a message
(noMessage) ,−
→ R.
• Else, let {(Si , mi )}i∈[k] be the sequence of messages sent to R in the previous round, i.e., the sequence of all pairs (Si , mi ) such that (t − 1, Si , R,
mi ) is in the memory, where t is the current round. Reply to R with
(deliver, {(Sρ(i) , mρ(i) )}i∈[k] ) ,−
→ R, where ρ : [k] → [k] is a permutation chosen
by the adversary (if the adversary does not make any choice, ρ is set to be the
identity function).

Figure 2.3.: The guaranteed delivery authenticated communication channel functionality FGDC .
functionality. In this work, we present two different blockchain functionalities.
acc
In Part I, we present a blockchain functionality Ḡbc
modeling an account-based
blockchain such as the one used by, e.g., Ethereum, and in Part II, we present a
utxo
blockchain functionality Ḡbc
modeling a blockchain based on Unspent Transaction
Outputs (UTXO), such as, for example, the Bitcoin blockchain.
In both cases, the functionality is parameterized by the set of parties P and the
state of the functionality defines the amount of coins that each party owns and the
conditions under which these coins can be spent. Since the blockchain functionality
is a global functionality, the state of Ḡbc is public and can be accessed by all parties
of the protocol π, the adversary A and the environment Z.
Ledger functionality. Note that we want parties in our protocols to have access
to both a global blockchain functionality Ḡbc and the global clock functionality
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Ḡclock . Moreover, we want Ḡbc , modeling the mechanics of a blockchain, to be
aware of the current round number. To this end, we define a ledger functionality
L̄ which is a global ideal functionality wrapping a blockchain functionality Ḡbc and
the clock functionality Ḡclock . More precisely, L̄ is parameterized by Ḡbc , Ḡclock and
the set of parties P. If the L̄ receives a “RoundOK” or “RequestRound” then it
behaves exactly as the global clock functionality Ḡbc . Upon receiving any other
message m, then it behaves exactly as Ḡbc upon receiving the message (m, t), where
t is the current round.
Moreover, we assume that the ledger L̄ maintains a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for parties from P. This means that it allows every party P ∈ P
to register a public key which can then be requested by any other entity in the
system. We assume that L̄ refuses all messages for the clock or the blockchain
functionality until all parties in the system register their public keys. Technically,
we assume that the ledger functionality L̄ is initiated by the environment Z via
the following steps: (1) Z instructs the ledger functionality to generate public parameters of the signature scheme; (2) Z instructs every party P ∈ P to generate
a key pair (sk P , pk P ) and submit the public key pk P to the ledger via the message
(register, pk P ); (3) Z sets the initial state of the Ḡclock and Ḡbc .
In summary, the role of L̄ is three-fold. It serves as a global clock, records how
many coins parties have in the system and defines how these coins can be spent,
and maintains a PKI.
GUC model for channel protocols. Let us conclude this section by giving a
rough outline how we use the GUC model to define and analyze security of channel protocols in this thesis. Our first step is to define an ideal behavior of a
channel protocol as an ideal functionality F. This ideal functionality specifies the
input/output behavior of a channel protocol, its impact on the ledger and defines
the possible influence of an adversary on the protocol execution (e.g., the power to
delay protocol execution). Thereafter, we show that our channel protocol π L̄-UC
realizes the ideal functionality F. At a high level, this means that any attack that
can be performed on our protocol can be simulated as an attack on F. Or put
differently, we show that our channel protocol is at least as secure as the ideal
functionality.
The proof of L̄-UC realization consists of two parts. We first design a simulator
that translates an attack on the protocol into an attack on the ideal functionality. Thereafter, we show that no ppt environment can distinguish whether it is
interacting with the real protocol and giving instructions to a real adversary (i.e.,
interacts with the real world ), or if it is interacting with the ideal functionality and
giving attack instruction to the simulator (i.e., interacts with the ideal world ). As
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the environment can observe the ledger when trying to distinguish the two worlds,
the main technical challenge when designing a simulator is to ensure that the same
monetary changes happen in the same round in both worlds.
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The first blockchain-based cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, was proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [123]. Numerous alternative cryptocurrencies with different merits
have been proposed since then. To list a few, Ethereum [28] represents the class
of cryptocurrencies that aim to extend the functionality of blockchains. The main
goal of several other projects, e.g., Monero [142], Zerocash [16], Concordium [43],
is to build privacy preserving blockchains. Some works, such as Libra [103] or
Hyperledger [2], propose permissioned blockchains, i.e., systems among a fixed set
of users. Various cryptocurrencies utilize alternative consensus mechanisms, e.g.,
Ouroboros [90], SpaceMint [127], The Chia Network [39], Algorand [68]. Moreover, several derivatives of established cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin Cash [20],
Bitcoin Gold [21] or Ethereum Classic [62], emerged.
In this chapter, we first outline the most important principles of blockchain systems and explain why they suffer from limited scalability. Thereafter, we overview
existing proposals on how to improve blockchain scalability.

3.1. Blockchain Principles
In contrast to standard payment systems, blockchain-based cryptocurrencies are
not endorsed by any central trusted entity who would issue the currency and
authorize transactions. Instead, they rely on a distributed network of peer-to-peer
connected parties – so-called miners – who jointly maintain a public ledger storing
all transactions in the system. Miners validate transactions and group them into
blocks that are chained together using a cryptographic hash function to form an
immutable blockchain.
Consensus layer. A central building block of any blockchain system is its consensus mechanism used by miners to reach agreement on the latest state of the
blockchain. As blockchain systems are typically permissionless, i.e., anyone can
anonymously join the network of miners at any time, the consensus mechanism
needs to provide protection against Sybil attacks [49]. This is a class of attacks,
where miners gain unfair advantage by generating fake identities. One way to
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protect against Sybil attacks is to require miners to solve a moderately hard cryptographic puzzle, a so-called Proof of Work (PoW) [51, 77], in order to propose a
new block. As a result, the probability of a miner finding a new block is proportional to the amount of computational resources and not the number of maliciously
generated identities. A miner solving a PoW for a new block sends this block together with the PoW solution to the other peers in the mining network. Miners
receiving the new block proposal verify its validity, gossip it further to the mining
network and continue extending the blockchain thereon.
Under the assumption that the majority of the computational power is controlled
by honest miners, a blockchain system should satisfy the following properties with
overwhelming probability: common prefix, chain quality, chain growth [12, 66]. At
a high level, the common prefix property guarantees that miners eventually reach
consensus on a new block and transactions therein. The chain quality property
prevents malicious parties from censoring transactions. Finally, the chain growth
property guarantees that blocks are being created on a regular basis (a new Bitcoin
block is found every 10 minutes on average [41]). For a formal definition of these
properties, we refer the reader to the work of Garay et al. [66] – the first work formally modeling the Bitcoin blockchain – and to the follow-up work by Badertscher
et al. [12]. It is useful to realize that the three properties together guarantee (witgh
overwhelming probability) eventual finality. Intuitively, this means that if a user
posts a transaction to the blockchain, then it will eventually be processed and,
if valid, included in a block on which miner eventually reach consensus. Hence,
there is a certain latency in transaction finalization (the latency for Bitcoin is ca. 1
hour [41]).
Blockchain systems financially incentivize parties to participate in the mining
process. A miner that finds a new block receives a block reward (a certain amount
of coins dictated by the blockchain system) and optionally collects transaction fees
(a small amount of coins through which users incentivize miners to prioritize their
transactions when forming a new block).
Bitcoin transactions. The Bitcoin blockchain is based on the Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO) principle. As the name suggests, transactions in a UTXObased system consist of transaction outputs. Each transaction output is assigned
a certain amount of coins and via an output script defines how these coins can be
spent. Each transaction additionally contains one or multiple transaction inputs
which are pointers to transaction outputs of another transaction. The purpose of
transaction inputs is to define the funding sources of a given transaction.
The most common output script is signature verification which implements the
notion of ownership. Technically, this means that the output script returns true if
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Figure 3.1.: Example of a basic UTXO transaction. Party pk A pays 8 coins to
party pk B and keeps 2 for herself.
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Figure 3.2.: Hash-lock: The output of tx1 can be spent by anyone presenting
a preimage of h. Time-lock: The output of tx2 can be spent only
after t blocks. HTLC: The output of tx3 can be spent by pk B upon
presenting a preimage of h, or by pk A after t blocks.
and only if the transaction spending the output is signed with respect to a specified
public key. Figure 3.1 depicts a concrete example, where transaction tx spends 10
coins controlled by pk A (5 coins from tx1 and 5 coins from tx2 ) and assigns 8 coins
to pk B and 2 coins back to pk A .
In addition to direct payments between users, the Bitcoin blockchain offers the
option of conditional payments implemented through more complex output scripts.
Let us now present a few very common and useful scripts whose graphical representation is presented in Figure 3.2. A hash-lock is an output script that requires
presentation of a preimage to a given hash value h with respect to a fixed hash
function (typically SHA2). Another common script is a time-lock which enforces
that at least t blocks are published before the output can be spent. As Bitcoin
supports logical AND and OR operations in its scripts, time-lock, hash-lock and
signature verification scripts can be combined into a Hashed Time Locked Contract (HTLC). Looking at Figure 3.2, the HTLC output script of tx3 states that
the 5 coins it controls can either be unlocked by a party pk B if she presents a
preimage of the hash value h, or by a party pk A if t blocks pass since tx3 was
published. As we will see later in this chapter, HTLC are a very powerful tool for
building protocols on top of the Bitcoin blockchain.
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A Bitcoin transaction is considered valid if the following conditions are met: (i)
all transaction inputs are unspent, (ii) output scripts of all transaction inputs are
satisfied and (iii) the amount of coins assigned to transaction inputs is at least as
high as the amount of coins assigned to transaction outputs. The first condition
prevents double-spending, the second enables authentication of payments and the
third rules out money printing.
Ethereum and Smart Contracts. One limitation of UTXO-based cryptocurrencies is the fact that their output scripts implement stateless conditions only. This
restricts the class of possible conditional payments and complicates the design of
blockchain applications. With the goal of supporting arbitrary complex stateful
conditions, Buterin presented the cryptocurrency called Ethereum [27, 28], later
described in more detail by Wood [163]. Ethereum implements the concept of
smart contracts which was mentioned by Szabo [151] already in 1994. Intuitively,
a smart contract is a stateful program whose code is stored on the blockchain and
which is executed by the peer-to-peer network of miners.
In contrast to Bitcoin, Ethereum is an account-based cryptocurrency. This means
that coins are not stored in transaction outputs but assigned accounts linked to
either a public key or a smart contract. In the former case, the corresponding
user decides when and how the coins can be spent. In the latter case, the code of
the smart contract defines the spending rules. At a very high level an Ethereum
transaction can either (i) trigger a transfer of coins from one account to another,
or (ii) deploy a new smart contract, i.e., posts a piece of executable code on the
ledger, or (iii) trigger execution of an existing smart contract instance (which might
result in a transfer of coins from one account to another).
As transactions are verified by all miners in the system, all miners perform executions of smart contracts which results in a considerable computation overhead.
In order to compensate miners for their work, users triggering smart contract execution must pay a small fee – so-called gas – for every operation performed during
the executions. In order to prevent infinite loops, Ethereum sets an upper bound
on the maximal possible gas price.

3.2. Blockchain Scalability
One of the most pressing obstacles to mass adoption of cryptocurrencies is their
limited scalability. The upper bound on the block size and average block creation
time limit the transaction throughput which is about ten transactions per second [41, 67]. Current blockchains can hence not compete with standard payment
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systems, e.g., Visa, that process tens of thousands of transactions per second [159].
The first idea to achieve higher transaction throughput and lower latencies would
be to reparametrize the blockchain, i.e., increase the block size to accept more
transactions at once, and decrease the block creation interval to accept transactions
more often. As shown by Croman et al. [41], this solution only works to some extent
as it eventually leads to centralization of the entire system and hence contradicts
the main objective of blockchains. There have been significant efforts to improve
blockchain scalability through various different means.
One line of work focuses on the consensus layer of the blockchain system, i.e.,
how miners validate transactions, create and order blocks, and agree on the current
state of the blockchain. Solutions modifying the inner workings of a blockchain
system are typically referred to as first layer scalability solutions. Some works
propose to organize blocks in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [146, 147] instead
of a linear sequence of blocks as is the case in Bitcoin. Others replace Bitcoin’s
PoW by, e.g., Proof-of-Space [127], Proof-of-Stake [11, 29, 42, 46, 90], Proof-ofSequential-Work [39] or Proofs-of-Retrievability [121]. Moreover, hybrid systems
that combine classical consensus with Proof-of-X or compose classical consensus
primitives have been proposed [44, 68, 93, 94]. Another prominent proposal on
how to scale the consensus layer of blockchains is to use sharding [15, 94, 108,
164]. The main idea of sharding is to divide the peer-to-peer network of miners
into committees each of which processes only a portion of transactions (a “shard”).
For more details about alternative consensus mechanisms, we refer the reader to,
e.g., the survey of Bano et al. [14]. An overview of different sharding constructions
can be found in, e.g., the systematization of knowledge by Wang et al. [160].
As first layer solutions require changes to the consensus mechanism, i.e., the
crucial element of the system, their practical implementation is a lengthy process,
which comes with backward compatibility issues. Moreover, the proposed changes
might not be accepted by all members of the community and lead to hard forks,
where some miners migrate to a new set of mining rules while others do not. This
results in two different systems with the same origin. An example of such a hard
fork is Bitcoin Cash [20], a derivative of Bitcoin created due to different options
of the Bitcoin community on a proposed block size increase. Furthermore, there
are fundamental limits on how fast a decentralized consensus can be.
A different approach is taken by second layer scalability solutions, also called offchain protocols. In contrast to the first layer solutions, they do not aim to make
any changes to the considered blockchain system itself but rather impact how it
is used. The goal of off-chain protocols is to allow blockchain users to trade with
each other directly. This does not only reduce the amount (or size) of transactions
that needs to be processed by the consensus layer of the system, but also allows
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users of the system to trade instantaneously. Importantly, off-chain protocols aim
to reduce the amount of interaction with the blockchain without modifying the
trust assumptions of the overall system [70]. There are multiple approaches with
different merits which we overview in the following section.

3.3. Second Layer Scalability Solutions
Probably the most prominent second layer scalability solution is the one of payment channels put forward by Decker and Wattenhofer [47], based on the idea
of Spilman [72]. The basic idea of payment channels is to allow two parties to
exchange a large amount of payment transactions off-chain without compromising
on the security guarantees provided by the blockchain. The idea of payment channels has been extended in multiple directions. For example, Poon and Dryja [137]
demonstrated how to connect individual payment channels into a payment channel
network (PCN) and allow for payment routing, other works [6, 120] showed how
to extend the concept of payment channels to state channels, which do not only
support off-chain payments but also off-chain execution of smart contracts.
Another idea on how to scale blockchains on the second layer is to use commitchains – a concept put forward by Poon and Buterin [136]. The main idea of
commit-chains is to rely on a central (untrusted) operator who collects transactions
of a certain subset of parties and regularly commits their digest to the blockchain.
Examples of commit-chain constructions are the NOCUST protocol of Khalil et
al. [88] and the family of commit-chains known under the name Plasma [95, 136].
Both channels and commit-chains aim to reduce the number of transactions
posted to the blockchain when parties behave honestly. In case of a misbehavior,
disputes between parties are resolved completely on-chain which might in certain
situations result in a rather complex computation. A different approach, sometimes
called refereed delegation, aims to reduce the on-chain computation complexity
required for smart contract execution even in the case of a dispute. This scaling
direction is represented by Arbitrum [81] and TrueBit [153] both of which uses
the bi-section protocol to identify the exact computation step on which parties
disagree and execute only this single step on-chain.
Another class of scalability solutions, represented by side-chains [10] and offchain protocols utilizing a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), aims to improve
the scalability of blockchains through additional trust assumptions. The idea of
side-chains is to delegate processing of some transactions to a separate blockchain.
The security of such a system hence additionally relies on the consensus mechanism
of that blockchain. A large body of works, e.g., [45, 96, 105, 165], proposed TEE-
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aided protocols for blockchain scalability. These proposals typically demonstrate
that various properties of standard second layer solutions can be improved if one or
multiple parties in the system own a TEE. Due to the modified trust assumptions,
side-chains and TEE-aided protocols are sometimes not classified as second layer
solutions [70].
In the rest of this section, we describe each second layer scalability approach in
a bit more detail and discuss its main representatives. As channels are the most
relevant for this thesis, we primarily focus on them. For a more extensive overview
of second layer solutions, we refer the reader to one of the two recently published
systematizations of knowledge [70, 78].

3.3.1. Channels
A class of transactions that is particularly affected by the poor scalability of
blockchains are micropayments – payments of a very small value which require
instantaneous processing. Current blockchain-base cryptocurrencies are not suitable for such micropayments as the charged transaction fee might be higher than
the value being transferred and the processing time of transactions is far from
instantaneous. Payment channels, whose goal is to allow users of the blockchain
system to securely exchange payment transactions off-chain, are one of the most
promising proposals on how to support micropayments in a blockchain system.
Payment channels. Spilman and Herman proposed and implemented unidirectional micropayment channels [71, 72] that allow one party, Alice, to send multiple payments to another party, Bob, in an off-chain manner. This means that
Alice does not need to post every individual transaction on-chain. Instead, Alice
first locks the maximal amount of coins she may wish to transfer to Bob on the
blockchain. Thereafter, Alice performs all the individual payments off-chain via
a two-party protocol with Bob. Finally, parties announce to the blockchain how
many of the locked coins were actually transferred.
Decker and Wattenhofer [47] as well as Poon and Dryja [137] later extended
the idea of unidirectional micropayment channels to bidirectional micropayment
channels, that allow both Alice and Bob to send coins to each other in an offchain manner. The principle of bidirectional micropayment channels (which we
call payment channels for short) is analogous to the unidirectional case. Alice
and Bob first inform the blockchain that they want to trade with each other
and specify the amount of coins they wish to allocate for this purpose. Once
their announcement is accepted by the blockchain, the payment channel is created.
Alice and Bob can engage in a two-party protocol through which they perform
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their trades. In such protocol, parties typically exchange digital signatures on
statements including the latest distribution of coins. For example, if the initial
coin distribution is (A : 100, B : 100) and Alice wants to pay one coin to Bob,
parties update their channel by exchanging signatures on a statement including
(A : 99, B : 101). Once parties complete their trades, they can close their channel
by registering the final state of the channel on the blockchain who distributes the
coin locked in the channel accordingly. Hence, a payment channel allows Alice
and Bob to perform an arbitrary amount of payments while posting only two
transactions to the blockchain.
The main technical challenge when designing a payment channel protocol is to
ensure that the channel can only be closed in its latest state. This property is typically called instant finality. Payment channels built on top of Ethereum [54, 158],
or other cryptocurrencies with support for stateful smart contracts, can achieve
instant finality by adding a version number to the signed statements parties exchange during a channel update. This allows the blockchain to compare channel
states submitted by users and unlock coins according to the state with the highest version number. Achieving instant finality is significantly more challenging
when working over Bitcoin, or other cryptocurrencies which do not support smart
contracts. Payment channels on Bitcoin [47, 137] typically rely on a revocation
mechanism that invalidates old channel states. For a more detailed overview of
different Bitcoin payment channel constructions, we refer the reader to, e.g., the
dissertation of McCorry [114].
The Lightning Network [137]. Assume now the situation that Alice already has
a payment channel α with Ingrid who, in turn, already has a payment channel β
with Bob. If Alice wants to pay v coins to Bob, she can obviously do so over the
blockchain directly or by opening a new payment channel with Bob. However, both
options take some time, cost a certain amount of coins in terms of transaction fees
and add to the amount of transactions being posted to the blockchain. A natural
question is whether Alice and Bob could use the existing payment channels α
and β, and route their payment via the intermediary Ingrid. This means that
Alice would pay v coins to Ingrid in the payment channel α and Ingrid would pay
v coins to Bob in the payment channel β. If all three parties trust each other,
the naive payment routing, as described above, would certainly be possible. The
challenge is to design a secure payment routing protocol without the additional
trust assumption. Note that Alice does not want to pay Ingrid before she has a
guarantee that Ingrid will indeed forward the coins to Bob. On the other hand,
Ingrid does not want to pay any coins to Bob before she has a guarantee that Alice
will transfer the same amount of coins to her.
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The Lightning Network [137] presented the first protocol for secure payment
routing. The main idea behind their construction is to perform the routed payment
in two phases. In the locking phase, Alice pays v coins to Ingrid under the condition
that Ingrid presents a certain secret possessed by Bob. To obtain Bob’s secret
value, Ingrid promises to pay v coins to him in exchange. In the unlocking phase,
Bob reveals his secret to Ingrid, thereby obtaining the v coins from Ingrid who can
use Bob’s secret to claim the promised v coins from Alice.
In order to securely realize this proposal, the Lightning Network first extended
the concept of payment channels to additionally allow channel users to open
HTLCs in their channels. Technically, this means that the state of such a channel
includes not only the balances of parties but also one (or multiple) HTLC. Let us
explain the high level idea of such a channel by considering a concrete example.
Assume again that Alice and Bob have a channel whose latest state is represented
by (A : 100, B : 100). Alice can now conditionally pay 1 coin to Bob by proposing
an update of the channel to the state
(A : 99, B : 100, HTLCA→B (h, T ) : 1).
This means that she locks one of the coins she owns in the channel into the HTLC.
If Bob learns a preimage of h before round T , he can unlock the conditional payment as follows. He first presents the preimage to Alice and proposes to update
their channel to the state (A : 99, B : 101), i.e., he assigns the coin locked in the
HTLC to himself and deletes the HTLC. If Alice confirms the update, the conditional payment is completed. Should Alice be malicious and refuse the update,
Bob can enforce the HTLC over the blockchain. To this end, Bob first closes the
channel in the state (A : 99, B : 100, HTLCA→B (h, T ) : 1). This unlocks 99 coins
to Alice, 100 coins to Bob and keeps 1 coin locked in the HTLC. Bob can claim
this coin by presenting a preimage of h to the blockchain. Similarly, if a malicious
Bob does not present a preimage of h before round T and refuses to refund the
conditional payment via an off-chain update, Alice can close the channel in the
state (A : 99, B : 100, HTLCA→B (h, T ) : 1) and request her refund on-chain. Hence,
in the optimistic case when both parties are honest, they can engage in a HTLC
without any blockchain interaction. In case one of the parties misbehaves, the
honest party can always fall back to the blockchain and enforce correct execution
of the HTLC on-chain.
Let us now explain how a network of payment channels with support for HTLCs
can be used to route payments. Consider again the example from above where Alice
has a channel α with Ingrid who has a channel β with Bob. Alice can now securely
pay v coins to Bob via the intermediary Ingrid by executing the following steps.
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Bob first samples a random value x and sends its hash h := H(x) to Alice. Upon
receiving h, Alice uses a HTLC to conditionally pay v coins to Ingrid via their
payment channel α. As a condition of the payment, she chooses the hash value
h and a time-lock T indicating some point of time in the future. Ingrid is now
promised v coins if she presents a preimage of h which she does not have. To this
end, she uses a HTLC to conditionally pay v coins to Bob via the payment channel
β. She chooses the same hash value h and a time-lock T 0 < T as the conditions
of the HTLC payment. As Bob knows a preimage of h, he can unlock the HTLC
in β, thereby receiving v coins and revealing x to Ingrid. Knowing a preimage for
h, Ingrid can unlock the HTLC in the channel α and receive the promised v coins
from Alice.
Let us stress that the difference between T and T 0 has to be sufficiently large
in order to provide monetary guarantees to Ingrid. More precisely, even if Ingrid
learns the preimage of h in the latest possible round T 0 , she must have enough time
to unlock the HTLC in the channel with α. If Alice is malicious, this process might
require interaction with the blockchain. Hence, it must hold that T 0 ≤ T − ∆,
where ∆ upper bounds the time it takes to publish and claim the HTLC on-chain.
The idea of payment routing naturally extends to longer paths, i.e., to routing
in a Payment Channel Network (PCN). In the optimistic case when all parties on
the payment path are honest, the routing protocol does not require any blockchain
interaction. Hence, its time complexity is independent of the blockchain delay
and grows linearly with the length of the path `. In the worst case, when every
intermediary tries to delay the payment as much as possible, the time complexity
of the process is of order O(` · ∆). Moreover, the amount of coins locked by
the intermediaries in order to facilitate the payment of v coins is of order O(` ·
v). This value is sometimes called the collateral. The Lightning Network has
been implement over the Bitcoin blockchain and, at the time of writing, consists
of ca. 37,000 channels [139]. The security guarantees provided of the Lightning
Network has recently been modeled by Kiayias and Litos [89] in the UC model.
Extensions to the Lightning Network. There have been significant efforts, from
both industry and academia, to extend the basic protocol of the Lightning Network
and solve various of its limitations, especially when used on a large scale.
One line of work has been focusing on the design of a suitable routing algorithm
for PCNs [76, 111, 141, 161, 166]. Another research direction focuses on evaluating
and improving privacy of routed payments [69, 73, 112, 113]. Khalil and Gervais
point out that if a payment channel is repeatedly used to route payments in one
direction, it eventually becomes completely unbalanced (all coins locked in the
channel belong to one user). To overcome this issue, they propose a PCN with
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a re-balancing feature [87]. The work of Miller et al. [120] demonstrates that the
worst case time complexity can be reduced from O(` · ∆) to O(` + ∆) assuming
a PCN built over the Ethereum blockchain. Egger et al. [61] recently showed how
to reduce the amount of collateral (more precisely the product time×collateral)
when routing a payment through a PCN over Bitcoin. Several proposals on how
to successfully route large payments have been proposed in the literature [13, 57,
59, 124, 133, 145]. Another line of research [5, 6, 53, 54] focuses on the situation
when two parties want to send a large amount of (micro-)payments to each other
and hence payment routing becomes inefficient and expensive. Some works focus
on the efficiency and privacy of payment channel hubs [54, 69, 73, 152], i.e, these
works consider the special case of a star topology. Dryja [50] pointed out that
the security of payment channels relies on honest parties constantly observing the
blockchain which might be inconvenient in practice. To this end, he puts forward
the concept of a (untrusted) third party, called a monitor or a watchtower, who
can be hired by channel users to observe the blockchain on their behalf. Several
other works follow up on this idea and propose watchtower services with different
merits [7, 9, 74, 86, 115]. Moreover, there have been significant efforts from both
industry and academia [1, 6, 35, 37, 40, 53, 116, 120] to extend the concept of
payment channels to state channel, i.e., channels which allows its users to execute
arbitrary complex smart contracts off-chain.
Let us now briefly discuss the extensions to the Lightning Network which are
the most relevant for this thesis.
Perun Virtualization [54]. Payment routing is a powerful technique which allows
two parties, not directly connected with a payment channel, to send a payment
to each other without any blockchain interaction. Assume now that Alice and
Bob each have a payment channel with Ingrid, and they want to send a large
amount of micropayments to each other. Routing each micropayment through
Ingrid becomes rather impractical. To this end, Dziembowski et al. [54] proposed
a technique called channel virtualization which allows Alice and Bob to trade
directly with each other without contacting Ingrid every time they want to perform
a payment. Their protocol, called Perun, describes how Alice and Bob can open
a virtual payment channel γ and use the existing channels α and β for monetary
guarantees.
Let us explain the main idea of Perun by considering the following example,
see also Figure 3.3. Assume that the current state of α is (A : 100, I : 100) and
the current state of β is (I : 100, B : 100), and that Alice and Bob want to open
γ in the initial state (A : 50, B : 10). This represents the statements that the
maximal amount of coins Alice might send to Bob is 50 and the upper bound
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on the coins transferred from Bob to Alice is 10. As a first step, Alice and Bob
inform Ingrid about their intention to create the virtual payment channel γ by
proposing an update to the channels α and β. Alice proposes the new state of α
to be (A : 50, I : 90) which means that she reduced her balance in the channel by
the maximal amount she might need to pay to Bob, and reduces Ingrid’s balance
in the channel by the maximal amount of coins Bob might pay her. Bob proceeds
analogously with the channel β, i.e., proposes its new state to be (I : 50, B : 90).
If Ingrid receives symmetric update proposals, she confirms both of them which
completes the creation process of the virtual payment channel γ.
Alice and Bob can now perform an arbitrary amount of payments in their channel
γ exactly as if it was a normal payment channel created over the blockchain.
Assume that the final state of the channel γ is (A : 30, B : 30). This means that
Alice paid (over the course of many transactions) 20 coins to Bob. Alice and Bob
close their channel γ similarly as they created it. This means that Alice proposes
to update the channel α to the new state (A : 80, I : 120) and Bob proposes to
update the channel β to the new state (I : 80, B : 120). Note that the balance
changes in α and β are exactly the same as if one payment of 20 coins was routed
from Alice to Bob via Ingrid.
γ
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Figure 3.3.: The figure depicts how creation and closure of a virtual payment channel γ reflects to the underlying payment channels α and β.
To prevent malicious parties from denying their agreement on a virtual payment
channel, the Perun protocol introduces payment channels with opening and closing
certificates. As the underlying blockchain must be able to verify and interpret these
certificates, Perun virtualization only works for PCNs built over cryptocurrencies
with support for complex smart contracts such as Ethereum.
The Perun protocol [54] explained at a high level above, describes how to build
a virtual payment channel of length 2, i.e., a channel between two parties that are
connected to the same intermediary. Whether it is possible to construct longer
virtual payment channels was left as an open question, positively answered in the
work of Dziembowski et al. [56] which forms the basis of Part I of this thesis.
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Constructions for virtual channels of length 2 over Bitcoin have recently been
presented by two independent projects [5, 79].
Routing large payments. As already mentioned, one practical challenge when
routing payments through a PCN is to find a path with sufficient capacity. Especially since balances in a PCN are constantly changing, finding such a path for
larger payments might be a non-trivial or even impossible task.
With the objective of increasing the success probability of large payments, Piatkivskyi and Nowostawski [133] put forward the idea of splitting a large payment
of v coins into multiple smaller payments v1 + · · · + vn = v and route each of
them separately. Their protocol, similarly as its extension [145], however does not
provide any atomicity guarantees meaning that some partial payments might be
successfully routed and unlocked by the receiver while others might fail. To this
end, Osuntokun presented a high level description of an Atomic Multi-Path (AMP)
payment protocol [124] which guarantees that either all partial payments are performed successfully or all of them fail. This atomicity property is achieved by AMP
via an additive secret sharing scheme. To the best of our knowledge, no formal
description or security analysis of the AMP protocol has been provided yet.
While the existence of payment channels and their initial funding is publicly
available, the current balances are known only to the users of each channel. Hence,
in all three works mentioned above, Alice has to make a decision about the payment splitting without knowing the actual capacities of the channels on the path.
Two concurrent works [57, 59] have recently proposed an alternative way of splitting payments which allow intermediaries on the path to decide whether and how
to split the routed payment based on their local view of the network. The distinguishing feature of EthNa [57] is its support for non-atomic payments with partial
receipts. This means that Bob, the receiver, is allowed to accept a partial payment, but he must provide a corresponding partial receipt to the sender Alice. At
a very high level, Bob unlocks each partial payment of value vi by providing a
receipt acknowledging that he received vi coins. Intermediaries on the path can
then aggregate partial receipts and unlock the corresponding amount of coins from
incoming conditional payment. Due to the receipt validation mechanism and the
possibility of unlocking promised funds only partially, EthNa requires the underlying blockchain technology to support smart contracts and hence is not suitable for
PCNs over Bitcoin. This is in contrast to the work of Eckey et al. [59], which form
the basis of the Part III of this thesis, that presents a simple Bitcoin compatible
protocol for local splitting. As explained in detail later in this thesis, the protocol
provably achieves atomicity of partial payments.
An approach orthogonal to payment splitting is taken by Bagaria et al. who
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recently presented Boomerang [13]. The main goal of their work is to increase the
success ratio of routed payments by introducing redundancy in the following sense.
If Alice wants to route v coins to Bob, she sends n = v + u partial payments of
value 1. The Boomerang protocol provably guarantees that if Bob unlocks more
than v partial transfers, Alice learns a secret of Bob which allows her to revert
all the performed payments. This property is achieved using a homomorphic hash
function and the secret sharing scheme of Shamir [144]. The main drawback of
the Boomerang proposal is the increase in locked collateral.
State Channels. As we saw above, some payment channel constructions extend
the functionality of their channels to support more than simple payments. For
example, the Lightning Network introduces payment channels with HTLC and
Perun virtualization relies on payment channels supporting opening and closing
certificates. This naturally leads to the question, whether we could generalize the
functionality of payment channels in a way that is not application specific.
For Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies that support smart contracts, such
generalization implies that users of the channel can, besides payments, execute
arbitrary smart contracts in an off-chain way. This concept, known under the
name general state channel (or state channels for short), was introduced by the
Ethereum community [1] and formalized by two concurrent works [56, 120]. The
state channel construction of Miller et al. [120], called Sprites, allows n parties to
create a state channel in which they can execute one instance of an arbitrary nparty smart contract. At a high level, parties first deploy a state channel contract
on a blockchain by which they (i) agree that they want to open the state channel,
(ii) decide how many coins each of them wants to lock, and (iii) specify the code of
the contract they may want to execute. Once the state channel contract is deployed
and funded, the state channel is created. Parties can now open and execute a smart
contract in their state channel via a channel update. This means that each party
performs the contract execution locally and then engages in a n-party off-chain
protocol to unanimously agree on the new state of their channel. In the optimistic
case when all parties behave honestly, the entire execution of the smart contract is
performed off-chain. When parties want to close their state channel, they inform
the state channel contract on the blockchain about the final distribution of funds.
The security of state channel comes from the fact that parties can register the
current off-chain contract state on the blockchain at any time, and let the state
channel contract fairly finish the execution. This blockchain fall-back option is
often called force execution.
Dziembowski et al. [56] defined two-party state channel that support parallel
execution of multiple smart contracts. Moreover, they put forward a construction
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for two-party virtual state channels of arbitrary length. In a follow-up work [53],
Dziembowski et al. demonstrated that virtual state channels can be be constructed
among n ≥ 2 parties. As these works form the basis of Part I of this thesis, we do
not discuss the details here and refer the reader to later chapters.
Several extensions to the state channel constructions have been presented in
the literature. McCorry et al. [115] pointed out that the security of state channel
constructions relies on honest parties constantly observing the blockchain which
might be impractical in certain situations. To this end, they put forward the
concept of a custodian – (untrusted) third parties who can be hired to observe
the blockchain on behalf of honest parties. This concept is very similar to the one
of a Monitor or WatchTowers for payment channels discussed above. McCorry
et al. [116] studied the minimal modifications to the code of smart contracts such
that they can be executed in current state channel constructions. A recent work of
Chakravarty et al. [35] proposed Hydra, an isomorphic multi-party state channel,
whose goal is to eliminate the need for any modifications to the smart contract
code. To this end, they aim to find a representation of the contract state that is
suitable for both on-chain and off-chain execution. The authors of Hydra observe
that the UTXO model of the Bitcoin blockchain is particularly well suited for such
uniform representation, however, it does not support smart contracts. To this end,
Chakravarty et al. consider the Extended UTXO (EUTXO) model [34] which adds
support for general state machines.
Besides academic work, there are also many industry projects that aim at building state channels or state channel networks, e.g., [33, 101, 109, 149, 157]. The
white papers of these projects typically do not offer full specification of their constructions and instead follow a more engineering-oriented approach that provides
descriptions for developers. While these works lack formal definitions and security
proofs, they include several features useful for practical implementation. Let us
here briefly mention the two most relevant projects. The Counterfactual project
of L4 [40] introduces meta channels which are essentially virtual state channels.
The distinguishing feature of meta channels is that the code of the contract to
be executed off-chain does not need to be fixed at channel creation time, but can
be specified (and modified) later on. The Magmo project [109] stands out for its
rather formal protocol descriptions. Their first white paper [38] focuses on state
channels for a special class of contracts, called force move games, where parties
take turns in executing the contract. The follow-up work by Close [37] extends the
idea of state channels for force move game to state channel networks which offer
the feature of virtual channel off-loading. This means that a virtual channel can
be turned into a state channel directly funded by the blockchain.
So far, we have discussed only state channels for cryptocurrencies that support
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smart contracts, e.g., Ethereum. An analogous notion for UTXO-based cryptocurrencies, e.g. Bitcoin, has recently been put forward by Aumayer et al. [6]. They
introduce the notation of generalized channels whose state can contain arbitrary
scripts as long as they are supported by the underlying blockchain. As the work
of Aumayer et al. [6] forms the basis of Part II of this thesis, we refer the reader
to later chapters for a detailed explanation. A follow-up construction [5] demonstrated that generalized virtual channels of length two are also possible.
Limitations of channels. While channels are a very promising scalability solution
that is being implemented in practice, it does have several limitations. Let us now
briefly outline the most important ones.
As already discussed above, the security of both payment and state channel
protocols relies on honest parties constantly monitoring the blockchain and reacting to malicious closing attempts. In practice, the “always on-chain” requirement
might be very hard to realize due to, e.g., poor internet connection. The problem
can (partially) be mitigated through watchtower services [7, 9, 50, 74, 86, 115]
that allow channel users to outsource the blockchain monitoring to an (untrusted)
third party. While watchtowers do not eliminate the requirement of some parties
being available all the time, at least they allow ordinary users to hire specialized
services for this purpose.
Blockchain congestion is a condition of the blockchain in which the amount of
posted transactions exceeds the capacity of the system. Transaction processing is
hence delayed which might affect the security of applications built on top of it.
This is the case for channel protocols as their security relies on honest parties (or
watchtowers) to react to malicious closing attempts within a certain time frame.
Another drawback of channels is the requirement of locked collateral in channel
networks. Recall that in order to route v coins through a path of length `, the
amount of coins locked in the system is equal to ` · v. The same holds for channel
virtualization. As intermediaries must lock their coins in order to facilitate a
payment of other parties, they will typically charge a fee for their service which
limits the affordability of the channel solution.
The security of state channels relies on the fact that in case of a dispute, smart
contract execution can be moved to the blockchain. Hence, while state channels
significantly reduce the on-chain computation complexity of smart contract execution when parties behave honestly, state channels might increase the workload
of the blockchain in the pessimistic case when parties disagree. This implies that
channels, and state channels in particular, are a suitable scalability solution for
systems where most users behave honestly most of the time.
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3.3.2. Commit-Chains
Similarly to payment channels, the main goal of commit-chains [88, 95, 136] is
to reduce the amount of on-chain transactions by allowing parties to perform
money transfers off-chain. In contrast to payment and state channels, commit
chains are maintained by one central (but untrusted) party called the operator. A
commit-chain is created by its operator who deploys a special smart contract on the
underlying blockchain. Any party in the blockchain system can join the commitchain by depositing some funds into the commit-chain smart contract. If two users
of the same commit-chain wish to pay each other, they announce their transfer to
the operator. The role of the operator is to collect all such payments, inform all
users about the current money distribution in the commit-chain and regularly post
a commit-chain checkpoint to the smart contract on the blockchain. If the operator
refuses to provide information about the current state of the commit-chain or posts
a checkpoint with false information, users may challenge the operator via the smart
contract on the blockchain and exit the commit-chain by withdrawing their coins.
Plasma [95, 136]. Poon and Buterin presented a high level description of the
first commit-chain construction called Plasma (later referred to as Minimal Viable
Plasma (MVP)) [136]. Since their original proposal, a large amount of different
Plasma variations have been informally discussed. One of them is Plasma Cash [95]
which we describe next. In order to join the Plasma Cash commit-chain, a party
makes a deposit into the Plasma Cash smart contract that assigns a corresponding
amount of Plasma coins to this party. Each Plasma coin is identified with a unique
serial number and cannot be merged with any other coin or split into multiple coins
of a smaller value. If a user of the system wants to transfer her coin to another
user, she sings a spending statement which binds together the serial number of
the Plasma coin, the new owner and contains a time-stamp. The operator of the
Plasma Cash commit-chain regularly commits to a function assigning an owner to
each Plasma coin in the system using a Merkle Tree.
If a user wants to exit the system, she specifies the serial number of the Plasma
coin she wishes to withdraw and presents a path in the Merkle Tree proving ownership of the coin according to the latest committed check-point. Note that if a user
owns multiple coins, a Mekle path is needed for each of them. Should an operator
commit to an invalid coin transfer and try to withdraw a Plasma coin belonging to
an honest party Alice, this party can also issue a withdrawal request of the same
coin with respect to an older checkpoint. If the operator is not able to prove that
Alice spent the coin after the checkpoint identified by her, the withdrawal request
of the operator is canceled and Alice receives her coins.
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NOCUST [88]. To the best of our knowledge, the first academic work designing
of a commit-chain was NOCUST [88]. In contrast to Plasma Cash and similarly
to Plasma MVP, NOCUST is an account-based commit-chain which means that
the operator maintains a list of accounts containing information about the current
balance of each user. The NOCUST smart contract on the blockchain expects
to receive a commitment to the list of accounts on a regular basis. Users can
verify the correctness of such commitment, by requesting a balance proof from
the operator. The structure of the commitment allows efficient balance proof
verification which ensures honest parties that the operator did not steal any coins
from their account. In case the operator misbehaves in any way, e.g., provides an
invalid balance proof, users can challenge the operator via the smart contract. If
the operator fails to provide a valid reply to the challenge, the NOCUST system
transitions to a recovery mode and allows users to withdraw their funds according
to the previous checkpoint.
Limitations of commit-chains. The main advantage of commit-chains is that
they do not require any collateral. The price for this feature is that commit-chains
do not achieve instant finality, but only eventual finality of payments as parties
cannot be sure that their trades are accounted for before they see the next on-chain
checkpoint. The work of Khalil et al. [88] demonstrates that commit-chains can
achieve instant transaction finality if the operator deposits collateral.
While the original Plasma proposal [136] envisioned commit-chain with support
for smart contract execution, to the best of our knowledge no such system has been
presented yet. Commit-chains are hence restricted to direct payments. Moreover,
commit-chains can not be used as a scalability solution for Bitcoin as their security
relies on a rather complex smart contract.
Finally, Dziembowski et al. [55] recently proved that non-collateralized commitchains either suffer from “mass exists”, which means that a malicious party can
force honest parties to post a large amount of data on-chain, or their standard
withdrawal requests are rather large. The former applies to Plasma MVP and
NOCUST, the latter to Plasma Cash.

3.3.3. Refereed Delegation
As discussed in the beginning of this section, some blockchains, such as Ethereum,
support execution of smart contracts. Since each execution request of a smart
contract has to be reproduced by every miner in the system, execution of complex smart contract over the blockchain is rather expensive and sometimes even
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impossible (in order to prevent infinite loops, Ethereum bounds the number of
operations in one execution request by setting an gas limit).
A line of work, represented by TrueBit [153] and Arbitrum [81], applies techniques from verifiable computation to reduce the on-chain computation complexity
of smart contract execution. While state channels, discussed earlier in this section,
also aim to minimize the on-chain execution of smart contracts, their security relies
on the option of full on-chain execution in case of a dispute. This is in contrast
to refereed delegation solutions which aim to minimize the on-chain computation
also in the case of a dispute.
TrueBit [153]. Teutsch and Reitwießner proposed TrueBit [153] whose main idea
is to delegate the execution of a smart contract to one party – the so-called solver.
This party performs the contract execution locally and posts the result of the
execution, together with a Merkle Tree commitment to the individual computation
steps, on-chain. Other parties in the system have some time to challenge the
computation performed by the solver. Should the computation be challenged, the
challenger and the solver engage in a verification game. This means that parties
first execute a bi-section protocol to identify one particular step computation where
the solver might have cheated. The trusted blockchain then performs this one step
and resolves the dispute between parties.
Arbitrum [81]. A similar solution, called Arbitrum, was proposed by Kalodner
et al. [81]. In contrast to TrueBit, every smart contract has an assigned set of
managers, who are responsible for the correct smart contract execution. Upon
receiving a smart contract execution request, managers engage in an off-chain protocol to unanimously agree on the new state of the smart contract which they
then post on the blockchain. In order to guarantee smart contract execution even
if managers fail to reach a unanimous agreement, Arbitrum offers an alternative
execution method which is very similar to TrueBit. Namely, one of the managers performs the smart contract execution locally and posts the new state of
the contract to the blockchain. Other managers have the chance to challenge the
proposed state. Exactly as in TrueBit, if the state is challenged, parties engage
in a bi-section protocol to identify one computation step which is then performed
on-chain to resolve the dispute between managers.
Limitations of refereed delegation. Both TrueBit and Arbitrum significantly reduce the on-chain computation complexity of smart contract execution both in the
optimistic and the pessimistic case, thereby contributing to the overall blockchain
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scalability. We note that these solutions, however, do not reduce the amount of
transactions being posted to the blockchain. In fact, even in the optimistic case
when everyone is honest, the amount of posted transactions may be higher than
during on-chain smart contract execution. And due to the bi-section protocol, the
amount of on-chain transactions in case of a dispute is logarithmic in the number
of computational steps triggered by one contract execution request. This implies
that refereed delegation is a suitable scalability solution only for very complex
contracts whose on-chain execution would be (close to) infeasible.

3.3.4. Solutions with Additional Trust Assumptions.
One of the main principles of second layer solutions is that the trust assumptions
of the system should not change. There are, however, approaches that invoke
additional trust assumptions to improve blockchain scalability. Let us here discuss
two such directions; namely, the idea of side-chains which requires a trust in a
separate consensus algorithm and the body of work utilizing a TEE.
Side-chains [10] A side-chain is a separate blockchain with its own consensus
mechanism that is linked to a parent-chain. Users of the parent-chain can lock
their funds on the parent-chain, transfer them to the side-chain and trade them
there arbitrarily. As the side-chain has its own consensus mechanism and validates
transactions, this can reduce the workload of the parent-chain. Users of the sidechain can also transfer their funds back from the side-chain to the parent-chain.
The main technical challenge of a side-chain is to provide secure transfer of funds
between the chains. To this end, Back et al. [10] put forward a two-way peg relying
on a Simplified Payment Verification Proof.
As the security of money transfers within the side-chain relies on a separate
consensus mechanism, this solution changes the trust assumptions in the system.
In addition to the risks imposed by the separate consensus mechanism, side-chains
suffer from a complexity increase at both the network and asset level as pointed
out by Back et al. [10].
TEE-based solutions. Another line of works aims to improve blockchain scalability by utilizing a TEE such as Intel’s Software Guard Extension (SGX) [75,
117, 118]. In a nutshell, a TEE is a hardware component that guarantees correct
and private computation. Let us here overview the most prominent TEE-aided
off-chain protocols.
Teechan [104] is a protocol for duplex payment channels that exploits a TEE.
Compared to non-TEE payment channels, Teechan reduces the amount of off-
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chain communication between parties and does not require a complex revocation
mechanism when deployed over Bitcoin. Teechain [105] extends the idea of Teechan
to payment channel networks. Compared to the Lightning Network and other nonTEE solutions, Teechain allows off-chain payment routing that does not need to
be synchronized with the underlying blockchain.
Another line of work focuses on the off-chain execution of smart contracts with
the help of a TEE [22, 45, 80, 82, 96, 165]. One of the first works considering TEEaided off-chain smart contract execution was Hawk [96], put forward by Kosba
et al. The primary goal of Hawk is to support private execution of one-round
smart contracts. Hawk relies on a Hawk smart contract on the blockchain and
assumes the existence of a third party, called manager, which is trusted not to
leak private information but may deviate from the protocol otherwise. Users of
the blockchain can request private function evaluation as follows. They encrypt
their inputs using the public key of the manager and submit the ciphertexts to the
Hawk smart contract. The manager decrypts all inputs, performs the computation
locally, encrypts the output to all users and submits the ciphertexts to the Hawk
smart contract. As the manager is not trusted to perform computation correctly,
the manager additionally submits zero-knowledge proof of correct computation.
While the main proposal of Kosba et al. does not use a TEE but a (semi)-trusted
manager, their work includes a discussion on how to instantiate the manager with
an untrusted party owning a TEE.
Later works [22, 82, 165] extend the idea of Hawk to multi-round smart contracts. These works follow the approach of delegated computation and outsource
smart contract execution requests to (multiple) parties owning a TEE. The execution is performed off-chain inside a TEE and the new state of the contract is
posted (in an encrypted form) back to the blockchain. As the execution is performed by a trusted component, there is no need for any verification game as is
the case for non-TEE proposals or a zero-knowledge proof as in the case of Hawk.
This, in particular, implies that the blockchain does not need to verify any computation step of the smart contract execution. An additional feature of these works
is that the state of the contract remains private and the system can also run on top
of blockchains that do not support smart contracts natively, such as Bitcoin. In
Part II of this thesis, which is based on the work of Das et al. [45], we contribute
to this line of work by presenting a protocol for smart contract execution over
Bitcoin which combines ideas from delegated computation and state channels. We
refer to later chapters of this thesis for more details.
To conclude, adding a TEE can significantly improve various aspects of off-chain
protocols; however, it modifies the trust assumptions of the system. As current
TEE instantiations can be affected by, e.g., memory corruption vulnerabilities [19]
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or side-channel attacks [23, 25], the security and privacy guarantees provided by
TEE-aided solutions might be violated.

3.3.5. Multi-Party Computation with Penalties
Another line of work aims to execute smart contracts off-chain by utilizing the
concept of Multi-Party Computation (MPC) with penalties [97, 99, 100]. The
main building block of these works is the “claim-or-refund” functionality put forward by Bentov and Kumaresan [18]. As this functionality can be realized over
Bitcoin, MPC with penalties demonstrates the feasibility of generic smart contract execution over Bitcoin without the need of additional trust elements. The
main drawback of these solutions is the requirement of a very high collateral which
makes them impractical for most use-cases. To be more precise, in order to execute
a generic n-party contract with m execution rounds, the existing MPC-based solutions require every party to lock collateral of order O(n · m) which results in the
overall collateral of order O(n2 · m). Miller and Bentov [119] demonstrated that
it is possible to reduce the collateral for specific applications (e.g., multi-party
lottery). However, this comes at the cost of a very inefficient setup phase (the
communication complexity is of order O(2n )) and it requires O(log n) on-chain
transactions in the contract execution phase.
To conclude, while MPC-based solutions demonstrate the feasibility of smart
contract execution over Bitcoin, the current proposals are not considered to be
practical scalability solutions.
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Summary. In this part of the thesis, we present a framework for state channel
networks which was described in two publications; namely, in “Generalized State
Channel Networks” [56] and “Multi-Party Virtual State Channels” [53]. The goal
of our framework is to generalize the concept of payment channel networks in a
way that allows parties to execute arbitrary smart contracts in an off-chain fashion.
Hence, state channel networks do not only decrease the number of payment transactions being posted to the blockchain, but also reduce the amount of on-chain
computation needed for smart contract execution.
We follow a modular approach and develop our framework step by step. We
first define ledger state channels that allow two users of a payment system with
support for complex smart contracts to execute any two-party smart contract
off-chain. Assuming a network of two-party ledger state channels, we design a
protocol allowing any two parties to connect directly via a virtual two-party state
channel without any blockchain interaction. Equipped with two-party virtual state
channels, we complete our framework by presenting a protocol for multi-party
virtual state channels. As a result, any subset of parties in a state channel network
can execute smart contracts off-chain.
While the best known example of a payment system with support for complex
smart contracts is the Ethereum blockchain [28], the results presented in this
chapter are not tailored to Ethereum. Our state channel construction is agnostic
to the concrete instantiations of the underlying payment system as long as it
supports smart contracts. This, in particular implies, that state channels can be
built over centralized payment systems as well.
Organization. In the first chapter of this part (Chapter 4), we provide a highlevel overview of our approach to build state channel networks, explain the key
ideas of our constructions and compare our results to related work. Thereafter, in
Chapter 5, we discuss the considered security model and formally define the syntax
for state channels and contracts that can be executed in them. In Chapter 6,
we formally define the ideal functionality of ledger state channels and present a
concrete protocol realizing this functionality. In Chapter 7, we introduce the ideal
functionality and present a concrete protocol of virtual state channels with indirect
dispute. We discuss how to extend both the ideal functionality and the protocol
to work virtual state channels with direct dispute in Chapter 8. We complete this
part of the thesis by generalizing our state channel framework to the multi-party
setting in Chapter 9.
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In this part of the thesis, we consider an account-based payment system with
support for complex smart contracts. Probably the best known example of such
a system is the Ethereum blockchain [28]. Informally speaking, smart contracts
(or simply contracts) implement the idea of programmable money envisioned by
Szabo in 1997 [151]. They are described in the form of self-enforcing programs
that are published on the ledger.
Technically, the term contract can have two meanings: (1) a contract code which
is a static object written is some programming language and consist of one or multiple functions, and (2) a contract instance which is a dynamic object that binds
together a contract code with a string representing a contract state. In the sequel, we often use this distinction which is similar to the one between “programs”
and “processes” in operating systems. One can think of a contract instance deployed on the blockchain as a trusted third party that accepts coins from users
of the blockchain system, honestly executes the contract code on the latest contract state, and distributes the controlled coins between the users according to the
execution results. Users trigger execution of a contract instance through special
blockchain transactions that specify which function of the contract code should be
executed and may provide some additional input. We refer to Section 5.1 for more
details on smart contracts and their formal modeling.
An example of a two-party contract code could be a lottery contract Clot implementing the following game: each user deposits 1 coin and one of the users is
randomly chosen to receive 2 coins. This can be realized using the standard cryptographic method based on commitment schemes (see, e.g., the work of Andrychowicz et al. [3]). For the formal definition of commitments, see Appendix A. The
execution of the contract happens in the following steps.
1. Two parties, Alice and Bob, deposit their coins in a contract instance of the
lottery game. Let us call the resulting initial state of the lottery game G0 .
2. Alice sends her commitment to a random bit r1 ∈ {0, 1} to the contract
instance which results in the new contract state G1 .
3. Bob sends his random bit r2 ∈ {0, 1} to the contract instance; denote the
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resulting state G2 .
4. Alice opens her commitment. The final state G3 is computed, and 2 coins
are given to Alice if r1 ⊕ r2 = 0 and to Bob otherwise. Finally, the contract
instance terminates.
Technically, the previous steps are implemented via function calls. For example,
Bob “sends a bit r2 ” by requesting execution of Bit(r2 ), where Bit is a function
available in Clot that stores the input r2 in the storage of the contract.
Note that every execution step requires interaction with the blockchain which
comes at a cost. Namely, parties have to pay execution fees to the blockchain
system. Moreover, it takes some time before the execution requests are performed
as transactions on Ethereum (or other blockchains) are not processed instantaneously. So while deploying and executing such a lottery contract instance on the
Ethereum blockchain is possible, it is neither cheap nor fast. Especially if Alice
and Bob want to play the lottery game multiple times.
A naive approach to reduce the amount of blockchain interaction would be to
let Alice and Bob execute the contract instance just between the two of them,
and instruct the loser to pay one coin to the winner over the blockchain. This
clearly reduces the amount of blockchain interaction and would scale in case parties
play multiple lottery rounds. However, there is a fundamental problem with the
above solution. Namely, the winner has absolutely no guarantee that the loser
will eventually transfer any coins. Stated more generally, there is no “judge”
that would resolve disputes between parties and ensure that rules of the game are
followed.
The goal of state channels is to tackle this problem and allow Alice and Bob
to play their lottery games without heavy blockchain interaction while preserving
the same security guarantees as if the execution took place over the blockchain.

4.1. Key Ideas
Let us now provide a high-level overview of our state channel constructions. We
stress that many technical details are omitted from this section as the goal is to
provide a first intuition about our approach and not its full specification. Formal
definitions, protocol descriptions and theorem statements are presented in later
chapters of this part of the thesis.
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4.1.1. Ledger State Channels
Two parties create a ledger state channel γ by deploying a State Channel Contract
(SCC), denoted SCC, on the blockchain, in which each party locks some amount of
coins. The purpose of this smart contract is to control the invested funds and, if
necessary, resolve disputes between the two channel users. Once the smart contract
SCC is deployed and funded, we consider the ledger state channel γ created. The
SCC smart contract is parameterized by a set of contract codes C defining which
contract instances can be opened in the channel (e.g., if Clot ∈ C, parties can open
and execute an instance of the lottery game in the channel). The reason why
the set supported of contract codes has to be fixed at channel creation time will
become clear later in this section.
For example, the parties can create a channel γ which each of them funds by 10
coins. This allows parties to run several instances of the lottery contract Clot in
γ, where every contract instance locks 1 coin of each party from the coins that are
available in channel γ. A locked coin cannot be used for any other contract instance
in γ. Once the contract instance terminates, the coins are unlocked and distributed
back to the channel γ according to the final state of the contract instance. The
unlocked coins can now be used for another contract instance in the channel. See
Figure 4.1 for a concrete example on how the amount of available coins in the
channel changes when parties run two instances of the lottery game.
Clot
A

10

10

B

A

Clot

8

8

B

A

8

12

B

Figure 4.1.: Example of a ledger state channel between A and B in which both
parties initially invest 10 coins (left). Parties open two instances of
the lottery contract, each of which locks one coin from each party
(middle). Party B wins both lottery games (right).
Once parties complete their off-chain trading, they inform the state channel
contract SCC on the blockchain about the final coin distribution in γ. This triggers
SCC to pay out the invested coins back to the blockchain accounts of parties. In
addition to locking and unlocking coins, SCC guarantees that if something goes
wrong during the off-chain execution (parties disagree on a state of some contract
instance, one of the parties stops communicating, etc.), they can always use SCC
as a “judge” that fairly resolves their disagreement. Moreover, SCC allows parties
to continue the execution of their game on the blockchain.
Hence, if Alice and Bob are honest, they communicate with the blockchain only
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twice: during channel creation when they deploy SCC and during channel closure
when they inform SCC about the final balances. However, in case of a dispute,
Alice and Bob can use SCC as a trusted judge that resolves their disagreement.
Let us now explain in a bit more detail how parties execute the contract instance
in their channel off-chain and how they use SCC in case of a dispute.
Off-chain contract execution. Let C be a contract code, and let G denote the
(dynamically changing) instance of C that is executed in a ledger channel γ. To
open G in γ, both parties agree on the initial state G0 of G by exchanging signatures
on the pair (G0 , 0). The rest of the execution is done by exchanging signatures
on further states of G together with indices w that denote the version numbers.
Assume that Alice wants to call a function f (with some parameters z) in the
contract instance. Let (Gw , w) be the last state of the contract instance G on which
the parties exchanged their signatures. Alice first computes the new state Gw+1
locally, by calling f (z) on Gw , and then sends the signed pair (Gw+1 , w+1) together
with f and z to Bob. After verifying the correctness of Alice’s computation, Bob
replies with his signature on (Gw+1 , w + 1).
For example if G is an instance of the lottery contract Clot described above then
the states of the game are G0 , G1 , G2 and G3 . Since the first move of the game is
done by Alice, she locally computes the new state G1 and sends it to Bob together
with her commitment to rA and her signature on (G1 , 1). Then Bob replies with
his signature on (G1 , 1). Thereafter, Bob makes his move, i.e., he computes G2 ,
sends signed (G2 , 2) together with his random bit rB to Alice, and so on. Note
that the interaction of the parties with the contract instance is always “local”,
i.e., the parties themselves compute the new states of G and then just exchange
signatures.
Resolving disputes. As long as both Alice and Bob are honest, everything is
done without any interaction with the blockchain. If, however, one party cheats
by, e.g., refusing to communicate, the other party can always ask the SCC smart
contract to finish the game. This process consists of two steps: (i) The smart
contract SCC first needs to learn about the latest state of the game parties agreed
on. (ii) Thereafter, any of the two parties can ask SCC to execute the contract
instance on any function f and any input z. Let us elaborate on the two steps in
a bit more detail.
Assume that Bob is the malicious party. Then Alice first submits the latest state
of the game parties agreed on, let it be (Gw , w), together with Bob’s signatures
on this state to the contract SCC. As the state channel contract SCC does not
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know which of the two parties is malicious, it gives Bob some time to submit his
version of the game, e.g., (G0w , w0 ) signed by Alice. The contract SCC compares the
submitted versions and stores the one with a higher version number. Since, in our
example, we assume that Alice is honest, it holds that w ≥ w0 and hence Gw is
registered by SCC. Once the registration is finalized, Alice can send her execution
request (f, z) to SCC, which executes f (z) on the registered state Gw . SCC then
replaces Gw with the new state Gw+1 and waits for the next execution request.
Let us stress that in order to execute the function f , SCC needs to interpret the
code of the contract instance which we denoted C. The question is, how does SCC
learn the code C? One idea would be to provide C to SCC during the dispute process.
Hence, SCC would first interpret the provided code C and only then perform the
execution of f (z). However, this would require SCC to have the ability to interpret
arbitrary contract codes (i.e., behave like a universal Turing machine), which would
result in SCC being prohibitively complex. Instead, we instruct channel users to fix
the set of possible contract codes C during channel creation and deploy the state
channel contract SCC with the set of contract codes C hardwired.

4.1.2. Virtual State Channels
Assume that both Alice and Bob already have a ledger state channel with a third
party Ingrid. Let us denote these channels α and β respectively. Suppose that
Alice and Bob want to run some contract code C (e.g., the lottery game) in an
off-chain way. They could open a new ledger state channel between them as we
described above. This, however, would require interaction with the blockchain as
parties would have to deploy a SCC smart contract. We show that with the help
of Ingrid but without interacting with the blockchain, Alice and Bob can open
a virtual state channel γ that has the same functionality and provides the same
guarantees as if it was a ledger state channel between them. In particular, Alice
and Bob are allowed to create a contract instance of C in their channel γ and
execute it just by communicating with each other.
But who will now provide the monetary guarantees and play the role of a judge
in case Alice and Bob disagree? Recall that in the case of the ledger state channels,
both of these tasks were fulfilled by the trusted state channel contract SCC on the
blockchain. For the virtual state channel γ the role of such a judge is played by
Ingrid. The main difference is that, unlike SCC, Ingrid cannot be trusted, and in
particular, she may even collude with a corrupt Alice or Bob.
In order to prevent parties from cheating, we create special contracts in each
of the ledger state channels α and β. Their code is called Virtual State Channel
Contract (VSCC), denoted VSCC, and their instances denoted να and νβ , respec-
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tively. The instances να provides security guarantees for Alice, and νβ for Bob.
In addition, both contract instances together provide guarantees for Ingrid. The
contract code VSCC has to depend on the code C since it needs to interpret the code
C in case the parties enter into a dispute (see below). Note that SCC depends on
VSCC, and hence, indirectly, on C. This dependence is summarized in Figure 4.2.
γ

Alice

α
SCC

VSCC

C

Ingrid
Blockchain

β
VSCC

Bob

SCC

Figure 4.2.: Construction of a virtual state channel γ over two ledger channels α, β.
The ledger state channels are supported by the SCC smart contracts
on the blockchain. The virtual state channel γ is supported by two
VSCC contract instances, one in each subchannel. A contract instance
of C is created in γ.

Channel funding. Let us explain the virtual state channel creation in more detail.
In the first step Alice and Bob inform Ingrid about their intention to use her as an
intermediary for their virtual state channel γ. Alice does so by proposing to open
an instance να of VSCC in the channel α. This instance contains all information
about the virtual state channel γ (for example: how many coins each party wants
to lock in the channel). In some sense να can be viewed as a “copy” of the virtual
state channel γ in which Ingrid plays the role of Bob. This means that if the initial
balance in γ is 1 coin for Alice and 5 coins for Bob, then Alice would lock 1 coin
and Ingrid 5 coins in να . Symmetrically, Bob proposes a new instance νβ of VSCC
in the ledger state channel β that can be viewed as a “copy” of the virtual state
channel γ in which Ingrid plays the role of Alice. In the example above, Ingrid
would lock 1 coin and Bob 5 coins in νβ . If Ingrid receives both proposals and
she agrees to be the intermediary of the virtual state channel γ, she confirms both
requests. See Figure 4.3 for graphical representation of the example.
Once both subchannels, α and β, contain a VSCC contract instance, the virtual
state channel γ is considered to be created. This means that Alice and Bob can
start executing a contract instance in γ. The off-chain contract execution in the
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virtual state channel is performed in exactly the same way as in case of the ledger
state channels. That is, as long as both Alice and Bob are honest, they execute
a contract instance by exchanging signatures on new versions of the game states
without talking to Ingrid at all, and without updating να and νβ .
When Alice and Bob complete their off-chain trading and want to close γ, they
need to terminate the VSCC contract instance in the subchannels in a way that
reflects the final distribution of coins in γ. Consider again the example from above
(see also Figure 4.3) and assume that Alice has 2 coins and Bob has 4 coins in
the final state of γ (this could happen, for example, by Alice and Bob playing one
lottery game whose winner was Alice). Then Alice proposes to terminate να such
that 2 coins are unlocked back to Alice and 4 coins are unlocked back to Ingrid
in the channel α. Analogously, Bob proposes to terminate νβ such that 2 coins
are unlocked back to Ingrid and 4 coins are unlocked back to Bob in the channel
β. If Alice and Bob propose symmetric termination states, Ingrid confirms both
request, thereby closing γ.
γ
1/2

1/2

Alice

να

5/4

5/4

Ingrid

1/2

νβ

5/4

Bob

Figure 4.3.: The figure depicts the initial/final balances of parties in a virtual state
channel γ and how they reflect the VSCC contract instance opened in
the subchannels of γ.
To conclude, in case all three involved parties are honest, the entire lifetime of
the virtual state channel γ is performed without any blockchain interaction. Recall
that this is in contrast to ledger state channels that require blockchain interaction
during creation and closure even in the all honest case. Similarly to ledger state
channels, execution is performed only between the two users of the channel, Alice
and Bob, in case these parties are honest. In the next paragraph we discuss how
parties use the VSCC contract instance to resolve disputes in case one of the parties
behaves maliciously.
Resolving disputes. In virtual state channels, Alice and Bob resolve their disagreements using the channels α and β that they have with Ingrid. Consider,
for example, that Bob is malicious and stops communicating with Alice, i.e., he
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does not send back his signature on the new state (Gw+1 , w + 1) proposed by Alice. Hence, Alice has to make her move forcefully by using the channel α she has
with Ingrid. Concretely, she executes the VSCC contract instance να . It is very
important to stress that the virtual state channel protocol uses this instance in a
black-box way via the interface of the underlying channel. Internally, of course, this
is done by a protocol between Alice and Ingrid realizing the off-chain execution of
να (as long as Alice and Ingrid are honest).
As for ledger state channels, the force execution consists of two steps which we
now explain (see Figure 4.4 for a graphical representation of the process). First,
Alice starts the registration procedure. The goal of Alice is to let να know that she
has a disagreement with Bob, and to convince να that Gw is the latest state of the
contract instance G they agreed on. To this end, she sends the state (Gw , w, sB )
to να , where sB is Bob’s signature on (Gw , w). She does it by calling a function
“Reg(Gw , w, sB )” (see Step 1).
Of course, να has no reason to believe Alice that this is really the latest state of
G. Therefore να forwards this message to Ingrid1 , that, in turn, calls a function
“Reg(Gw , w, sB )” of the contract instance νβ in channel β (see Step 2). Bob now
replies (in Step 3) to νβ with his latest version of the contract instance (i.e., he
calls “Reg(Gw0 , w0 , sA )”, where sA is Alice’s signature). When Ingrid learns about
Bob’s version from νβ , she forwards this information to να (see Step 4). Suppose
that w > w0 , i.e., Alice is honest, and Bob is cheating by submitting and old
version of the instance (the other case is handled analogously). Then, both να and
νβ decide that (Gw , w) is the latest version of G (i.e., they register Gw ).
From the point of view of Ingrid, the most important security feature of this
procedure is that there is a consensus among να and νβ about the latest state of G,
even if Alice and Bob are both dishonest and playing against her. This consensus
must be maintained during the entire execution of G in instances να and νβ . This
is important, as otherwise she could lose coins. Imagine, e.g, that the final state
of G in να is that Alice gets all the coins locked in G, and the final state of G in
νβ is that Bob gets all the coins locked in G. Then Ingrid would lose these coins
in both channels α and β.
After the state registration is over, Alice calls (in Step 5) a function “Exe(f (z))”
of να , thereby asking να to execute f (z) on the registered state (Gw , w). Once
Ingrid learns about Alice’s execution request, Ingrid mimics it to the channel she
has with Bob. This means that she calls (in Step 6) a function “Exe(f (z))” of νβ .
Since we want to maintain the consensus invariant mentioned above, we cannot
simply let να to perform the requested execution immediately after it receives it.
1

Recall again that this execution is realized by a protocol between Alice and Ingrid.
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This is because some contracts may allow both parties to call functions at the same
time2 , and Bob could simultaneously call some other function execute(f 0 (z 0 )) of
νβ . This situation is especially subtle because function execution is generally not
commutative. Consequently, this could result in να and νβ having different states
of their local copies of γ. We solve this problem by delaying the execution of f (z)
until it is clear that no other function can be executed before f (z). The contract
code VSCC is defined in such a way that f (z) is only stored in the storage of the
contract instance νA , resp. νB , together with a timestamp. The internal execution
of f (z) in νA , resp. νB , is performed only when the contract instance is being
terminated (which happens when the virtual state channel γ is being closed).
Let us emphasize that the purpose of this high-level description is to explain the
concepts and main ideas of our construction. The final protocol, however, works
slightly differently due to several optimizations. For example, in order to decrease
the worst case time complexity, the registration phase and the force execution
phase for virtual state channels are run in parallel (i.e., Step 1 and Step 5 are
happening in the same round). We refer the reader to Chapter 7 for the full
description of our protocol.
G
γ

Alice

α

1. Reg(Gw , w, sB )

να

Ingrid

β

Bob

2. Reg(Gw , w, sB )
4. Reg(Gw0 , w0 , sA )

5. Exe(f (z))

νβ

3. Reg(Gw0 , w0 , sA )

6. Exe(f (z))

Figure 4.4.: Illustration of the forced execution process. Only the function calls
are shown (the messages sent by the contracts are omitted).

2

Note that it is not the case of the Clot contract, since there its always clear which party is
expected to “make a move” in the game. However, in general, we do not want to have such
restrictions on contracts in this thesis.
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γ4

γ3
γ1
P1

P2

γ2
P3

P4

P5

P6

Figure 4.5.: Example of an inductive construction of a virtual state channel γ4 (of
length 5) between P1 and P6 .

4.1.3. Longer Virtual State Channels
There are two key properties of the virtual state channel construction described
above. Firstly, the constructed virtual state channel γ has the same functionality
and provides the same guarantees as if it was a ledger state channel. Secondly,
the state channels α and β that are used to build γ are accessed in a black-box
way. The only functionality of α and β needed in the construction of γ is that
one can open and execute VSCC contract instances in them. These two properties
guarantee that our virtual state channel construction works also if the channels
α and β are virtual (not ledger), or in case one of them is virtual, and the other
one is ledger. This implies that we can use our virtual state channel construction
inductively and build longer state channels.
Let us illustrate this by taking a look at a concrete situation, depicted in Figure 4.5, where we consider six parties P1 , . . . , P6 that are connected with ledger
state channels. More precisely, for every i ∈ [5], the party Pi has a ledger state
channel with the party Pi+1 which we denote Pi ⇔ Pi+1 . In the previous section,
we explained how to use ledger state channels to build a virtual state channel on
top of them. Looking at the figure, we know how to connect P1 and P3 with a
virtual state channel γ1 and parties P4 and P6 with a virtual state channel γ2 . We
say that the length of the channels γ1 and γ2 is 2.
As discussed above, since γ1 is a state channel, it can be used as a building block
for another virtual state channel. Namely, we can connect parties P1 and P4 with
a virtual state channel γ3 using the virtual state channel γ1 and the ledger state
channel P3 ⇔ P4 . We say that the length of γ3 is equal to 3. Using the same
argument as before, we can use γ3 to build another virtual state channel. Hence,
we can for example, connect parties P1 and P6 with a virtual state channel γ4 that
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uses γ3 and γ2 as building blocks. The length of the new channel γ6 is equal to the
sum of the lengths of its subchannels. As γ2 is of length 2 and γ3 is of length 3,
the length of γ4 is 5.
Assumption about subchannels. Let us now briefly discuss which contract codes
must be supported in the underlying state channels in order to make the above
inductive construction work. Assume that parties P1 and P6 want to be able to
play a lottery game in the channel γ4 , meaning that γ4 must support the contract
code Clot . This implies that the subchannels of γ4 , which are the channels γ2 and
γ3 , must support contract instances of the code contract VSCC which depends on
Clot . This in turn means that the subchannels of γ2 and γ3 , i.e., the virtual state
channel γ1 and the ledger state channels P3 ⇔ P4 , P4 ⇔ P5 , P5 ⇔ P6 , must support
contract instances of the virtual state channel contract VSCC0 which depends on
VSCC (thus indirectly also on Clot ). Finally, since γ1 is a virtual state channel, its
subchannels, which are the ledger state channels P1 ⇔ P2 and P2 ⇔ P3 , must
support the virtual state channel contract VSCC00 , which depends on VSCC0 (thus
indirectly on VSCC and Clot ).
Resolving disputes. Assume now that parties P1 and P6 run into a dispute about
a contract instance in their virtual state channel γ4 . Following our virtual state
channel construction, the disagreement can be resolved via the VSCC contract instances in the subchannels of γ4 . As discussed in the previous section, this dispute
process triggers several (sequential) executions of the VSCC contract instances in a
black-box way.
In order to realize these execution requests parties P4 and P6 , resp. P1 and P4 ,
engage in an execution process about a contract instance in their channel γ2 , resp.
γ3 . Let us take a closer look at the channel γ2 (the situation for γ3 is analogous).
If both P4 and P6 are honest, the executions are performed just between these
two parties. However, in case one of the parties is malicious and, e.g., refuses to
communicate, P4 and P6 end up in a dispute about the VSCC contract instance
in γ2 . Since γ2 is a virtual state channel, this implies that P4 and P6 start the
dispute process via the subchannels of γ2 . Again, the dispute process triggers
several (sequential) executions of the VSCC0 contract instances in the ledge channels
P4 ⇔ P5 and P5 ⇔ P6 . If parties P4 and P5 are both honest, they perform all the
requested executions off-chain between the two of them. Since P4 ⇔ P5 is a ledger
state channel, in case P4 and P5 run into a dispute during the execution, they
can ask the SCC smart contract on the blockchain to resolve their disagreement.
Analogously for the ledger state channel P5 ⇔ P6 .
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The example above shows that in case users of a longer virtual state channel
disagree, the dispute might be resolved completely off-chain. In practice, this can
happen when one of the parties, say P1 , temporarily loses internet connection and
does not reply to P6 ’s execution request. P6 interprets the silence as misbehavior
and initiates a dispute via the intermediary P4 . If P4 is honest and P1 ’s internet
connection recovers, all executions in the subchannels are performed off-chain just
between P1 and P4 , resp. P4 and P6 . And even if P1 remains disconnected, the
executions between honest P4 and P6 are still performed off-chain. Hence, our
construction of longer channels provides layers of defense against malicious parties
before honest parties need to communicate with the blockchain.
This feature, however, comes at a cost of increased worst case time complexity
of execution compared to ledger state channels. As demonstrated above, in the
pessimistic case where multiple parties in the system are malicious, the dispute of
a contract instance in γ4 might need to propagate all the way down to the level
of ledger state channels before it can be resolved over the blockchain. Assuming
that virtual state channels are built in a balanced way as in Figure 4.5 (i.e., the
two state channels used to build a virtual state channel have approximately the
same length), our construction achieves worst case time complexity that is linear
in the channel length.
In the next section, we discuss an alternative construction for virtual state channels that achieves worst case time complexity that is independent of the channel
length, but does not provide the layers of defense.

4.1.4. Virtual State Channels with Direct Dispute
The functionality offered by virtual state channels with direct dispute can be described as a “hybrid” between ledger and virtual state channels. On one hand –
similar to virtual state channels – creation and closing involves interaction with
the intermediary over which the channel is built. On the other hand – similar to
ledger state channels – the disputes between the parties, are moved to the ledger
directly. The latter is the main difference to virtual state channels as described
in the previous sections, where dispute resolution happens via the intermediary.
In order to distinguish between the virtual state channels with indirect dispute
as described in the previous section, and virtual state channel with direct dispute
discussed in this section, we use the abbreviation IV–channels for the former and
DV–channels for the latter in the rest of this section.
The creation process of a DV–channel γ is almost the same as if it was an IV–
channel (see page 77 for the description of this process). The only difference is
that parties do not create contract instances of VSCC in the subchannels of γ but
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of a similar contract code, called Direct Virtual State Channel Contract (dVSCC)
and denoted dVSCC. Recall that the purpose of VSCC is to (i) provide monetary
guarantees to parties, meaning that no honest user loses coins, and (ii) resolves
disputes about contract instances in the virtual state channel. In contrast to
VSCC, the purpose of dVSCC is to (only) provide monetary guarantees, i.e, the
functionality (ii) is dropped. The reason for this is that disputes in DV–channels
are handled directly via the blockchain as we describe next.
Resolving disputes. Consider again our example from Figure 4.5 and suppose
that P1 and P6 have an open contract instance G in their channel. As long as both
parties behave honestly, they can update their contract instance by exchanging
signatures on its new states. Assume that P1 refuses to acknowledge the latest
move of P6 , i.e, does not sign the new state (Gw+1 , w + 1), and hence parties run
into a dispute. To this end, P6 initiates a state registration procedure directly over
the blockchain via a so-called dispute board smart contract – denoted by DB. The
functionality of DB is similar to the functionality of SCC which is used to resolve
conflicts in ledger state channels. Namely, the dispute board, upon receiving a
signed state (Gw , w) from P6 waits for a certain amount of time to give P1 the
option to react and submit her version (G0w , w0 ). The dispute board then compares
the version numbers of the submitted states and registers the one with a higher
version number. Parties can now continue playing their game by submitting their
execution requests directly to DB who executes them in the registered state.
Since subchannels of γ4 are not involved in the dispute process, the worst case
time complexity of contract instance execution is independent of the channel
length. Recall that this is exactly what we wanted to achieve with this construction. Let us also stress that we lost the nice layer of defense property of
IV–channels as any dispute immediately results in blockchain communication.
Closing a DV–channel. The closing procedure of DV–channels is slightly more
complex because the state of the public dispute board might need to be taken into
account. Concretely, during closing of the channel γ4 , parties P1 and P6 first try to
close γ4 peacefully via the intermediary, exactly in IV–channel. This means that
P1 and P6 attempt to update the dVSCC contract instances in the channels γ3 and
γ2 , respectively, in such a way that the updated channels reflects the last state of
γ4 . If both update requests come with the same version of γ4 , then P4 confirms
both update requests, and the closing of γ4 is completed.
The challenging part is when parties propose a different final state of γ4 . In this
case, the intermediary P4 gives P1 and P6 some time to resolve their conflict on
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the dispute board DB, and takes the final result of the state registration from DB
to complete the closing of γ. Let us stress that this description does not present
all the details. For instance, how to handle the case when both P1 and P6 are
malicious and try to steal money from P4 , or a malicious P4 that does not reply to
a closing attempt. Our protocol addresses these issues as we discuss in Chapter 8.
Interleaving direct and indirect virtual state channels. A special feature of our
new construction is that users of the system can mix IV–channels and DV–channels in an arbitrary way. For example, they may construct an IV–channel γ over
two subchannels α and β which are DV–channels (or where α is a DV–channel
and β is a IV–channel). This allows users to combine the benefits of both types of
virtual channels.
If, for instance, γ4 is indirect and both γ2 and γ3 are direct, then in case of a
dispute, P1 and P6 will first try to resolve it via the intermediary P4 , and only if this
fails they use the dispute board. The advantage of this approach is that, as long as
P4 is honest, disputes between P1 and P6 can be resolved almost instantaneously
off-chain (thereby saving fees and time). On the other hand, even if P4 is malicious,
disputes can be resolved fast, since the next lower level of subchannels γ2 and γ3 are
direct, and hence a dispute with a malicious P4 are taken directly to the ledger. We
believe that the optimal composition of direct and indirect virtual state channels
highly depends on the use-case, and we leave a detailed discussion on this topic
for future research.

4.1.5. Virtual Multi-Party State Channels
So far we have been considering only state channels that are created between two
parties and can facilitate execution of two-party contracts. Since the Ethereum
blockchain is not restricted to two-party smart contracts, it is natural to study
state channels in the multi-party setting as well.
In this thesis, we focus on multi-party state channels – channels among three
or more parties – that are virtual and use direct dispute to resolve disagreements,
i.e., they can be seen as a multi-party generalization of DV–channels. This means
that in the optimistic case when all involved parties are honest, no interaction
with the blockchain is needed during the entire lifetime of the channel. In case
parties run into a dispute, they go directly to the blockchain to settle it. Similar
to two-party channels, the monetary guarantees come from the already existing
ledger state channels. Hence, our goal can be stated as follows:
Assuming a network of ledger state channels, design a protocol that allows any
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subset of parties to create a state channel between them.
We first observe that our task can be slightly simplified by using techniques from
previous sections. Let us explain this in a concrete example, which is depicted in
Figure 4.6. Assume that five parties P1 , . . . , P5 are connected by ledger state
channels (P1 ⇔ P2 ⇔ P3 ⇔ P4 ⇔ P5 ). Suppose parties P1 , P3 , P4 and P5 want
to create a 4-party virtual state channel γ. In order to do so, they first “cut out”
party P2 . Technically, this means that parties P1 and P3 use their ledger state
channels P1 ⇔ P2 and P2 ⇔ P3 to construct a two-party virtual state channel
between them. Let us denote this channel P1 ↔ P3 . Note that parties P1 , P3 , P4
and P5 are now directly connected with two-party state channels. More formally,
there is a tree (a connected acyclic graph) of two-party state channels between
the four of them. In the rest of this section, we explain how to construct the
multi-party state channel γ under this assumption.

1/0

1/4

γ
1/0

P1

mpVSCC
P2

3/4

1/0

1/0

P3

2/0

mpVSCC

2/4

P4

3/0

mpVSCC

1/4

P5

Figure 4.6.: Example of a multi-party virtual state channel γ between parties
P1 , P3 , P4 and P5 . In each subchannel a contract instance of mpVSCC is
opened. Initially every party invests one coin and when the channel is
closed, the party P5 owns all coins. The figure depicts the initial/final
balance of parties in each of these contract instances.

Funding a multi-party state channel. As for two-party virtual state channels,
monetary guarantees are provided by the subchannels of γ which, in the example
from above, are the three channels P1 ↔ P3 , P3 ⇔ P4 and P4 ⇔ P5 . During
creation of γ, parties add contract instances of a special Multi-Party Virtual State
Channel Contract (mpVSCC) code denoted mpVSCC to the subchannels. The purpose of these contract instances is to ensure that coins needed for the creation of
γ are correctly locked from the subchannels and distributed back according to the
final balances in γ.
Consider again Figure 4.6 that depicts the situation in which each party initially
invests one coin into γ. Let us take a closer look how this reflects to the mpVSCC
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contract instance in P4 ⇔ P5 . This contract instance can be seen as a “copy” of γ
in which P4 plays the role of P1 , P3 and herself, while P5 plays the role of herself
only. This, in particular, implies that P4 has to lock 3 coins in the mpVSCC contract
instance while P5 locks only 1 coin.
Once γ is successfully created, the parties P1 , P3 , P4 and P5 can open and execute
multiple contract instances in γ without talking to P2 or the blockchain. Before
we explain how this is done in the multi-party setting, let us discuss the closing
procedure of γ. Assume that according to the final state of γ, party P5 is the
rightful owner of all 4 coins that were invested into the channel. Looking again
at the mpVSCC contract instance in the subchannel P4 ⇔ P5 , this means that all
4 coins are unlocked to P5 implying that no coin is unlocked to P4 . Party P5 is
clearly satisfied with this distribution as it corresponds to the final balance of γ.
At first sight, it might look like P4 lost more coins than she was supposed to. Note
that according to the final balance of γ, P4 lost 1 coin and not 3. So where does
party P4 get the remaining 2 coins from?
Recall that each subchannel of γ contains a mpVSCC contract instance. Let us
therefore take a look at the one in the subchannel P3 ⇔ P4 . Here, party P3 plays
the role of herself and party P1 and party P4 plays the role of herself and party
P5 . Hence, each party initially invested 2 coins. When reflecting the final balance
of γ into this mpVSCC contract instance, all 4 coins are unlocked to party P4 as
she plays the role of P5 who won all coins in γ. So while P4 lost 3 coins in the
subchannel P4 ⇔ P5 , she earned 2 coins in P3 ⇔ P4 . In total, she lost 1 coin which
corresponds to the final state of γ. As shown in Figure 4.6 this process is repeated
for the remaining subchannel P1 ↔ P3 as well.
Off-chain contract execution in multi-party state channels. One of the main
differences between the two-party and multi-party case is the way in which parties
add and execute contract instances in the channel. Recall that in order to add a
contract instance in a two-party channel, one of the parties proposes the initial
state of the game (G0 , 0) and asks the other party to sign it. The other party
can then decide whether to confirm or reject the request. Hence, in the two-party
case it is easy for two honest parties to reach agreement whether an update was
successfully completed or not.3
The protocol is significantly more complex in the multi-party setting. Let us
demonstrate this on a concrete example. Assume that party P1 wants to open a
contract instance G in the multi-party state channel γ she has with P3 , P4 and P5 .
3

In case one party behaves maliciously, an agreement is reached via the state registration
process.
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To this end, P1 creates the initial state of this contract instance (G0 , 0) and sends it
together with her signature to all other parties P3 , P4 and P5 . The challenge is now
that a malicious P1 may, for instance, send a different proposal to P3 and P4 . At
this point honest P3 and P4 have a different view on the initial state. To resolve this
inconsistency, we may use standard techniques from the literature on authenticated
broadcast protocols [48]. The problem with such an approach, however, is that it
is well known [65] that broadcast has communication complexity of O(n) in case
most parties are dishonest. Our protocol circumvents this impossibility by relying
on the ledger as soon as an honest party detects inconsistencies. Our protocol
allows parties to reach agreement in a constant number of rounds.
Let us now consider the situation that the contract instance G was successfully
added to the channel and parties want to execute it off-chain. The first attempt for
constructing a protocol for multi-party execution might be to use a combination
of our new protocol for adding a contract instance together with the contract
execution protocol for the two-party setting. This means that the initiating party
P1 would first locally execute the contract instance, i.e., apply her function f (z)
to the latest state (Gw , w) parties agreed on. Let (Gw+1 , w + 1) be the new state
resulting from the local execution. Party P1 can now propose an update of the
contract instance to the state (Gw+1 , w + 1) in the way described above.
Unfortunately, this naive solution does not take into account the option of concurrent executions from two or more parties. For example, it may happen that P1
and P4 simultaneously start different contract instance executions, which leads to
a protocol deadlock. For two-party state channels, this can be solved by giving
each party a different slot when it is allowed to start a contract instance execution.
In the multi-party case this approach would significantly decrease the efficiency
of our protocol and in particular make its round complexity dependent on the
number of involved parties. Our protocol addresses this problem by introducing a
carefully designed execution scheduling and relying on the blockchain as soon as
misbehavior is detected, which leads to a constant round protocol.
As our multi-party state channels use direct dispute to resolve disagreements
between the parties, the registration and force execution protocols are very similar
as in the case of DV–channels described above.

4.2. Related Work
For a detailed overview of different scalability solutions and their merits, we refer
the reader to Chapter 3. Here we compare our work to the second layer scalability
solutions that do support execution of generic smart contracts or use techniques
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related to channel virtualization. For a comparison between state and generalized channels, see Section 11.5. A discussion about the differences between our
TEE-aided off-chain smart contract execution and state channels is presented in
Section 12.4.
Virtual channels. The virtualization technique was put forward by Dziembowski
et al. [54]. Their Perun protocol allows two parties to connect via a virtual payment
channel of length 2. We extend the ideas from Perun in multiple directions. Firstly,
we design channels of arbitrary length and hence, we eliminate the requirement
that parties must have a ledger channel with a common intermediary. Secondly,
we significantly extend the functionality of virtual channels as users of our virtual
state channels can, besides payments, execute arbitrary smart contracts. Finally,
we generalize the idea of virtual channels to the multi-party setting.
Both our virtual state channels and the Perun payment channels require the
underlying blockchain to support complex smart contracts, e.g., Ethereum. Very
recently, two concurrent projects [5, 79] have proposed virtual channels for UTXObased cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. Jourenko et al. [79] put forward a construction for virtual payment channels of length 2 that have an a-priori bounded number
of channel updates. The work of Aumayr et al. [5] presents a protocol for virtual
generalized channels of length 2, i.e., they apply the virtualization technique to the
generalized channel construction presented in Part II of this thesis. While both
of the aforementioned virtual channel constructions are more lightweight than our
state channels, they do not support smart contract execution, they do not consider
longer virtual channels, and they do not extend to multi-party settings.
To the best of our knowledge, the industry projects Counterfactual [40] and
Nitro [37] are the only other virtual state channel constructions that have been
proposed. The Counterfactual white paper [40] was developed concurrently to our
publication on virtual two-party state channels [56]. Counterfactual puts forward
a high-level description of virtual state channels of length 2 which they call meta
channels. Their white paper does not offer a full specification of meta channels
and instead follows an engineering-oriented approach that provides descriptions
for developers. While authors envision longer meta channels and multi-party meta
channels, the white paper does not provide any details on how these objects could
be constructed.
A more recent proposal is the one of Close [37] who presents Nitro – a protocol for
three-party virtual state channels with a possible extension to the n-party setting.
In contrast to our work, the Nitro white paper lacks formal security modeling and
does not include the protocol description for the general n-party case. The off-chain
smart contract execution is performed in a round-robin fashion which results in
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a time complexity of order O(n) and does not allow for parallel executions which
is in contrast to our work. Furthermore, even in the two-party case, the Nitro
protocol supports only direct disputes. On the other hand, the Nitro protocol
describes several practical features such as virtual channel off-loading. This is
a transformation that turns a virtual state channel into a ledger state channel
and hence allows the intermediary of the channel to unlock the collateral without
forcing virtual state channel closure.
Sprites [120] and Kitsune [116]. Probably the most related academic work is
the publication of Miller et al. [120] that was developed concurrently to the our
state channel protocol [56]. Miller et al. put forward a construction for multi-party
ledger state channels called Sprites. In contrast to our ledger state channels, the
Sprites protocol supports n-party contracts for n ≥ 2 and hence is more general
in this sense. On the other hand, the Sprites protocol does not consider virtual
state channels and does not support multiple contract instances in one channel
and hence requires a new channel per contract instance.
Another difference between the two works is the way channels behave after a
dispute resolution. While the Sprites protocol expects parties to continue offchain after every force execution, our protocol considers contracts that have been
forcefully executed once as corrupt and expects their on-chain execution. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. If disputes are caused by temporarily
unresponsive parties, e.g., one party misses one execution round and behaves honestly otherwise, the approach of Sprites is a sensible choice. On the other hand,
if disputes are caused by parties that are off-line for a longer period of time or by
malicious parties repeatedly sabotaging the off-chain execution, our approach is
more efficient as dispute resolution is required only once. The best of both words
is achieved by the Kitsune [116], a follow-up work on the Sprites protocol. By
default, disputed contract instances must be executed on-chain. However, parties
are allowed to submit an off-chain recovery statement. If it is signed by all channel
users, Kitsune allows them to continue executing the contract off-chain.
In addition to the hybrid dispute mechanism, Kitsune studies several practical
aspects of state channel constructions. Firstly, it focuses on the on-chain architecture of smart contracts. Both Sprites and our ledger state channel construction
assume that there is one state channel contract on the blockchain that controls
coins of users, resolves disputes and performs force executions if needed. The
proposal of Kitsune is to extract dispute resolution logic from the state channel
contract and realize it in a separate smart contract. As the dispute resolution is
not application specific, it can be deployed once and serve for all state channels in
the system no matter which contracts they contain. Moreover, McCorry et al. [116]
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provide a template on how to design contracts to be executed in a state channel
and demonstrate how to use the template on a concrete application of a Battleship
game. The paper also presents evaluation of their implementation. Similarly to
Sprites, Kitsune does not consider virtual state channels.
Hydra [35]. Very recently, Chakravarty et al. [35] proposed Hydra – a protocol
for isomorphic state channels. The main difference compared to our work is the
blockchain model being used. While the state channel framework developed in
this thesis assumes an account based blockchain with support for smart contracts,
e.g., Ethereum, the state channel construction proposed by Hydra consideres a
novel blockchain model – the extended UTXO (EUTXO) model [34]. As the
name suggests, the EUTXO model extends the standard UTXO model used by,
e.g., Bitcoin, such that it additionally supports stateful conditional payments.
Chakravarty et al. utilize this additional feature to construct state channels over
such payment systems. The main advantage of state channels over EUTXO-based
blockchain is that on-chain smart contracts have exactly the same syntax and
contracts to be executed off-chain which eases the design of contracts.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing blockchains is based on the
EUTXO model. However, the blockchain system Cardano [32] plans to utilize this
alternative model [34].
Other second layer solutions. As discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3, the goal
refereed delegation, represented by TrueBit [153] and Arbitrum [81], is to outsource
execution of a smart contract to one or multiple (untrusted) parties that perform
the execution off-chain and report the new contract state to the blockchain. In
contrast to state channels, these solutions do not reduce the amount of blockchain
communication (if fact, they might even increase it). On the other hand, they minimize the complexity of on-chain computation even in the pessimistic case, which
is not true for state channels. Thus, state channels and refereed delegation are orthogonal proposals, each of which is suitable for a different type of contract; state
channels for smart contracts with many execution rounds that are feasible over
the blockchain, and refereed delegation for contracts where each execution request
triggers a complex computation that is (close to) infeasible over the blockchain.
Another line of work aims to execute smart contracts off-chain by utilizing the
concept of MPC with penalties [97, 99, 100]. In contrast to state channels, the
amount of collateral required by MPC-based solutions depends on the number
of execution rounds parties want to perform. This does not only increase the
financial burden put on parties but also implies that the number of execution
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rounds must be fixed a-priori. Moreover, on-chain setup is required per contract
instance and hence the collateral cannot be reused. Although these solutions do
work over blockchain without smart contract support, they are not considered
to be a practical scalability solution for generic smart contracts. We refer to
Section 3.3.5 for more details.
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5. Security Model and Definitions
We consider the security model introduced in Section 2.4. This means that we work
in the GUC model [31] and consider one global functionality L̄. At a high level, the
role of the ledger functionality L̄ is three-fold. The functionality maintains a PKI,
it serves as a global clock and defines the money mechanics of an account-based
ledger. Technically, this means that L̄ is parameterized the global clock funcacc
tionality Ḡclock and a functionality Ḡbc
modeling the money mechanics offered by
account-based cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum. The global clock functionality,
defined in Figure 2.2, allows us to formalize the notion of rounds and work in a
acc
synchronous model of communication. The description of the functionality Ḡbc
is
presented in this chapter.
We assume that our protocols are executed among a fixed set of parties, which
we denote P, and that there exists a total order of this set OrderP . Our protocols
are executed in the presence of an adversary A that can corrupt any party in P
at the beginning of the protocol execution (i.e, we assume static corruption). We
assume that parties are connected via authenticated communication channels with
guaranteed delivery of exactly one round. We formalize this assumption via the
ideal functionality FGDC presented in Figure 2.3.

5.1. Modeling an Account-Based Blockchain
In this part of the thesis, we consider account based cryptocurrencies that support
execution of complex smart contracts. At a high level, this means that coins
can not only be transferred from one account to another, but also locked by a
(stateful) program that defines under which conditions and to whom the coins get
unlocked. While the functionality of the Bitcoin blockchain has been studies in the
literature [12, 66], to the best of our knowledge, there is no formal model of the
Ethereum blockchain that would fully capture the functionality of (generic) smart
contracts. Realistic modeling of such blockchain seems to be a challenging task
since Ethereum smart contracts do not only lock and unlock coins but might also
interact with each other and trigger each other’s execution. Moreover, multiple
protocols can interact with the same smart contract in parallel. While filling this
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acc
Ḡbc

FCpay
∆

π1

FCpay

FClot

∆

∆

π2

Figure 5.1.: Example of our modeling of the Ethereum blockchain.
gap and presenting a realistic model of the Ethereum blockchain is certainly an
interesting and important research task, it is out of scope of this thesis.
Our approach is to model the minimal functionality of the Ethereum blockchain
that we need in order to formally describe our channel protocols. To this end,
we split modeling of such cryptocurrency into two parts. We first define a global
acc
functionality Ḡbc
taking care of the money mechanics, i.e., transferring coins between accounts. While the state of this functionality can be read by all entities in
the system, changes can be made only by certain ideal functionalities representing
smart contracts. Our protocols are then designed in the hybrid word of the smart
contract that they use. These smart contracts define how parties can change their
acc
balances in Ḡbc
. In order to model the fact that interaction with the Ethereum
blockchain is not instantaneous but comes with a delay, ideal functionalities modeling smart contracts may wait up to ∆ rounds before processing a message received
acc
and a smart contract functionality is
from a party. The interaction between Ḡbc
then instantaneous.
Figure 5.1 depicts an example of two protocols π1 and π2 running concurrently.
The protocol π1 works in the hybrid world of a smart contract FCpay that allows
parties to pay to each other. The protocol π2 works in the hybrid world of two
smart contracts: again the smart contract allowing for direct payments FCpay and
additionally a lottery contract FClot allowing parties to execute a lottery game
over the Ethereum blockchain. Note that parties of the protocol π1 cannot make
calls to the lottery ideal functionality FClot as it is not a subroutine protocol of
the protocol π1 . Moreover, even if two smart contracts are subroutine protocols
of the same protocol, as FCpay and FClot in our example, they cannot communicate
with each other. For instance, the lottery contract cannot make use of the pay
functionality of FCpay and must define the interaction with the blockchain itself.
acc
Let us now discuss the definition of Ḡbc
and ideal functionalities modeling smart
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contracts in more detail.
acc
is parameterized by a set of
Global ledger functionality. The functionality Ḡbc
parties P = {P1 , . . . , Pn }, a set of ideal functionalities {F1 , . . . , Fm } and a vector
n
, where Dcoin is a subset of non-negative rational numbers, rep(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Dcoin
resenting the balances of parties. The functionality is initiated by the environment
Z that can also freely add and remove money in user’s accounts, via the operations
“add” and “remove”. While parties P1 , . . . , Pn cannot directly perform operations
acc
, the ideal functionalities F1 , . . . , Fm can carry out “add” and “remove”
on Ḡbc
acc
. Hence, indirectly, Pi ’s can also modify the blockchain but only
operations on Ḡbc
in a way that is controlled by the smart contract functionalities. Any entity in the
system can read the state of the blockchain via the “getBalance” message. The
acc
functionality Ḡbc
is formally defined in Figure 5.2. Recall from Section 2.4 that,
for simplicity, we omit session and subsession identifiers from the descriptions of
our functionalities and protocols, and use the notion of “replies” instead.
acc
Functionality Ḡbc

Parameters: a set of parties P = {P1 , . . . , Pn }, a set of ideal functionalities
n .
{F1 , . . . , Fm } and a vector of balances (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Dcoin
Adding money
Upon (add, Pi , y) ←
−- Fj for some j ∈ [m], where y ∈ Q≥0 and i ∈ [n], set xi := xi +y.
We say that y coins are added to Pi ’s account.

Removing money
Upon (remove, Pi , y) ←
−- Fj from for some j ∈ [m], where y ∈ Dcoin and i ∈ [n]:
• If xi < y, then reply with (noFunds) ,−
→ Fj .
• Else let xi := xi − y. We say that y coins are removed from Pi ’s account.

Getting balance
Upon (getBalance, Pi ) ←
−- E, where E is the adversary or E = Fj , for some j ∈ [m],
or E ∈ P, and i ∈ [n], reply with (balance, Pi , xi ) ,−
→ E.
acc
Figure 5.2.: The account-based global ledger functionality Ḡbc
.
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Modeling smart contracts. We model Ethereum smart contracts as ideal functionalities that have access to the account-base ledger L̄ and that are parameterized
by a fixed set of parties P = {P1 , . . . , Pn }. We assume that each communication
session comes with a delay up to ∆ rounds. That means that when a smart contract ideal functionality receives a message from some party P ∈ P, it waits for
at most ∆ rounds before it processes the message. During the processing, the
functionality might make some modifications on the ledger L̄. The exact waiting
time is determined by the adversary. Since smart contracts are publicly available
on the Ethereum ledger, we implicitly assume that upon receiving a message m
from a party P , the ideal functionality immediately leaks (m, P ) to the adversary.
We denote a smart contract ideal functionality F that is allowed to make changes
on the ledger and waits for at most ∆ rounds to process messages as F L̄ (∆).
As already discussed above, this modeling of Ethereum smart contracts does
not fully capture their full power for several reasons. Firstly, Ethereum smart
contracts can interact with each other and call each other’s functions. Since ideal
functionalities are not allowed to share state (expect through the ledger), this
feature is not captured by our modeling. The problem can be partially mitigated by
merging several smart contracts into one and modeling it as one ideal functionality.
The flexibility of such a solution is however very limited. Note that, in practice,
this would mean that deploying a new smart contract that calls a function of
an already deployed contract would not be possible. Another limitation of our
modeling is the fact that we fix the identities of the parties interacting with the
smart contact. Hence, we do not allow new parties to join the system and start
interacting with existing smart contracts.
We leave a more realistic modeling of the Ethereum blockchain as an interesting
direction for future research and work in this thesis with the presented simplified
approach, which is sufficient for our purposes.

5.2. Contracts in State Channels
We now present our syntax for describing state channels and contracts that can
be opened in them. Both concepts have already been introduced informally in
Chapter 4.
Contract storage. Let n be the number of parties involved in the contract.
A contract storage is an attribute tuple σ that contains at least the following
attributes: (1) σ.users : [n] → P that denotes the users involved in the contract
(sometimes we slightly abuse the notation and understand the function σ.users
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as the set ({σ.users(1), . . . , σ.users(n)})), (2) σ.cash : σ.users → Dcoin that denotes
the amount of coins assigned to each user in the contract, and (3) σ.invested :
σ.users → Q that denotes the amount of coins invested by each user into the
contract, where by invested we mean the difference between the amount of coins
paid-in and withdrawn. For convenience, we denote the total amount of invested
P
coins, i.e., the sum P ∈σ.users σ.invested(P ), as σ.locked. It must hold that
X

σ.locked :=

σ.invested(P ) ≥

P ∈σ.users

X

σ.cash(P ).

(5.1)

P ∈σ.users

Since the value of σ.cash(P ) must be non-negative, the Equation (5.1) implies that
σ.locked ≥ 0. If σ.locked = 0, we say that a contract storage σ is terminated. Let
us emphasize that a terminated σ does not imply that σ.invested maps to zero for
every user. In fact, the concept of a terminated contract storage with non-zero
invested values is important for our work since it represents the balance change
for each party caused by the contract execution. Let us explain the difference
between the values σ.invested(P ) and σ.cash(P ), the concept of negative invested
values and the Equation (5.1) on a concrete example.
Example 1. Assume that three parties P1 , P2 , P3 are playing a game where each
party Pi initially invests 5 coins. This means that the initial state of the contract
storage σ0 is
σ0 .locked
15

σ0 .invested
P1 P2 P 3
5
5
5

σ0 .cash
P1 P2 P3
5
5
5

In the first step of the game, parties make a bet, where each party puts 1 coin into
the pot. This step does not influence the amount of coins each party invested into
the contract. However, the amount of cash available to each party decreases by
one. The contract storage corresponding to such step is
σ1 .invested
σ1 .cash
P1 P2 P 3 P1 P2 P3
15
5
5
5
4
4
4
P
P
Let us stress that in this situation, i∈[3] σ.invested(Pi ) > i∈[3] σ.cash(Pi ). This
reflects the fact that the three coins in the pot do not belong to anyone at this
point. However, it is still true that each party invested 5 coins into the contract.
Assume now that party P1 wins the bet. This means that the amount of available
coins for P1 increases by 3 and all other values remain the same. The contract
storage σ2 looks as follows.
σ1 .locked
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σ2 .locked
15

σ2 .invested
P1 P2 P 3
5
5
5

P1
7

σ2 .cash
P2 P3
4
4

Finally, assume that parties want to close their contract by withdrawing all their
coins, i.e., party P1 withdraws 7 coins and parties P2 and P3 withdraw 4 coins
each. The storage of the contract is
σ4 .locked
0

σ4 .invested
P1 P2 P 3
-2 1
1

σ4 .cash
P1 P2 P3
0
0
0

Let us point out that σ4 is a terminated contract storage since σ4 .locked = 0. The
final invested values represent the balance change for each party caused by the
contract execution. In this case, the party P1 earned 2 coins while parties P2 and
P3 lost one coin each.
Contract code. A contract code consists of some functions that operate on a
contract storage. The set of possible contract storages is usually restricted (e.g.,
the functions expect that it has certain attributes defined). We call the set of
restricted storages the admissible contract storages and denote it by Λ. Formally,
we define a contract code as a tuple C = (Λ, g1 , . . . , gr , f1 , . . . , fs , <C ), where Λ
defines all the admissible contract storages, g1 , . . . , gr are functions called contract
constructors, f1 , . . . , fs are called contract functions and <C is a total order on the
contract functions, i.e., on the set C.f = {f1 , . . . , fs }.
Each contract constructor gi is a function that takes as input a tuple (P, τ, z),
with P ∈ P, τ ∈ N, and z ∈ {0, 1}∗ , and produces as output an admissible
contract storage σ or a special symbol ⊥ (in which case we say that the contract
construction failed ). The meaning of these parameters is as follows: P is the
identity of the party that called the function, τ is the current round, and z is used
to pass additional parameters to gi . The contract constructors are used to create
initial contract storages.
Each contract function fi takes as input a tuple (σ, P, τ, z), with σ ∈ Λ being
an admissible contract storage, P ∈ σ.users, τ ∈ N and z ∈ {0, 1}∗ (the meaning
of these parameters is as before). It outputs a tuple (σ̃, m), where σ̃ is the new
contract storage and m ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥} is an output message. If the output
message is ⊥, we say that the execution failed. We assume that the execution
always fails if a function is executed on input that does not satisfy the constraints
described above, e.g., it is applied to σ that is not admissible. If the output
message m 6= ⊥, then we require that σ̃ is an admissible contract storage and
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the attribute users in σ̃ is identical to the one in σ. Intuitively, this means that
contract execution cannot change the set of users. In addition, it must hold that
σ.invested(P ) ≥ σ̃.invested(P ) for every P ∈ σ̃.users, guaranteeing that contract
execution can never create new coins.
The reason why we require the set of contract functions to have a total order
<C is to define a total order on the set of all possible execution requests, which is
important for our state channel constructions as we will see later in this thesis.
An execution request is a tuple (τ, P, f, z), where τ ∈ N represents the round
number of the execution, P ∈ P is the parties calling the contract function f and
z ∈ {0, 1}∗ is a binary string representing additional input parameters passed to
f . Recall from Section 2.1, that we assume a total order on the set of parties <P .
Moreover, we know that natural numbers and binary strings are set with a total
order. Hence, the lexicographic order on the Cartesian product N×P ×C.f ×{0, 1}∗
is a total order. For convenience, we define a function Sortlex that on input a
subset S ⊆ N × P × C.f × {0, 1}∗ sorts the elements from S lexicographically and
outputs the sorted list.
Contract instance. As described already in Chapter 4, a contract instance represents an instantiation of a contract code. Formally, a contract instance is an
attribute tuple ν consisting of a contract instance identifier ν.id ∈ {0, 1}∗ , a contract storage ν.storage and a contract code ν.code. To allow parties in the protocol
to update contract instances off-chain, we also define a signed contract instance
version which has two additional attributes ν.version and ν.sign. As the name
suggests, the purpose of ν.version ∈ N is to indicate the version of the contract
instance. The attribute ν.sign is a function that on input P ∈ ν.storage.users,
outputs the signature of P on the tuple (ν.id, ν.storage, ν.code, ν.version).

5.3. Syntax of State Channels
Two-party state channels. A two-party state channel is formally defined as an
attribute tuple
γ = (γ.id, γ.Alice, γ.Bob, γ.cash, γ.cspace,γ.length,
γ.Ingrid, γ.subchan, γ.validity, γ.dispute).
The attribute γ.id ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the identifier of the two-party state channel. The
attributes γ.Alice ∈ P and γ.Bob ∈ P identify the two end-parties using γ. For
convenience, we also define the set γ.users := {γ.Alice, γ.Bob} and the function
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γ.other–user as γ.other–user(γ.Alice) := γ.Bob and γ.other–user(γ.Bob) := γ.Alice.
The attribute γ.cash is a function mapping the set γ.users to Dcoin such that
γ.cash(T ) is the amount of coins available to party T ∈ γ.users in γ. The attribute
γ.cspace is a partial function that is used to describe the set of all contract instances
that are currently open in this channel. It takes as input a contract instance
identifier cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ and outputs a contract instance ν such that ν.id = γ.id k
cid and ν.storage.users = γ.users. We refer to γ.cspace(cid ) as the contract instance
with identifier cid in γ. The attribute γ.length ∈ N denotes the length of the twoparty state channel.
If γ.length = 1, then we call γ a two-party ledger state channel. The attributes
γ.Ingrid and γ.subchan do not have any meaning in this case and it must hold that
γ.validity = ∞ and γ.dispute = direct. Intuitively, this means that a ledger state
channel has no intermediary and no subchannel, there is no a-priori fixed round
in which the channel must be closed, and potential disputes between the users are
resolved directly on the blockchain.
If γ.length > 1, then we call γ a two-party virtual state channel and the remaining attributes have the following meaning. The attribute γ.Ingrid ∈ P denotes
the identity of the intermediary of γ. For convenience, we also define the set
γ.users+ := {γ.Alice, γ.Bob, γ.Ingrid}. The attribute γ.subchan is a function mapping the set γ.users to channel identifiers {0, 1}∗ . The value of γ.subchan(γ.Alice)
refers to the identifier of the two-party state channel between γ.Alice and γ.Ingrid.
Analogously, for the value of γ.subchan(γ.Bob). The attribute γ.validity ∈ N denotes the round in which the virtual state channel γ will be closed. Intuitively, the
a-priori fixed closure round upper bounds the time until when the party γ.Ingrid
has to play the role of an intermediary of γ. At the same time, the γ.validity
lower bounds the time for which the users can freely use the channel. Finally, the
attribute γ.dispute ∈ {direct, indirect} distinguishes between virtual state channel
with direct dispute, whose users contact the blockchain immediately in case they
disagree with each other, and virtual state channel with indirect dispute, whose
users first try to resolve disagreement via the subchannels of γ.
Multi-party virtual state channel. Formally, an n-party virtual state channel
γ is a tuple γ := (γ.id, γ.users, γ.E, γ.subchan, γ.cash, γ.cspace, γ.length, γ.validity,
γ.dispute). The pair of attributes (γ.users, γ.E) defines a tree (i.e., see Section 2.3
for the definition), where the set of vertices γ.users ⊆ P contains the identities
of the n parties of γ, and the set of edges γ.E denotes which of the users from
γ.users are connected with a two-party state channel. Since (γ.users, γ.E) is an
undirected graph, elements of γ.E are unordered pairs {P, Q} ∈ γ.E. The attribute
γ.subchan is a function mapping the set γ.E to channel identifiers {0, 1}∗ such
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that γ.subchan({P, Q}) is the identifier of the two-party state channel between
P and Q. The attribute γ.cash is a function mapping γ.users to Dcoin such that
γ.cash(P ) is the amount of coins the party P ∈ γ.users possesses in the channel
γ. The attributes γ.length, γ.cspace and γ.validity are defined as for two-party
virtual state channels. In this thesis, the value γ.dispute for multi-party virtual
state channels is always equal to direct, since we do not allow indirect dispute or
the multi-party setting. We leave adding this feature to future work. We note that
our multi-party virtual state channels do not have intermediaries, hence the sets
γ.users+ is equal to γ.users.
For convenience, we define the function γ.other–user which on input P ∈ γ.users
outputs the set γ.users\{P }, i.e., all users of γ except for P . In addition, we define
a function γ.neighbors which on input P ∈ γ.users outputs the set consisting of all
Q ∈ γ.users for which {P, Q} ∈ γ.E. Finally, we define a function γ.split which,
intuitively, works as follows. On input (P, Q), where {P, Q} ∈ γ.E, it divides the
set of users γ.users into two subsets VP , VQ . The set VP contains P and all parties
that stay connected to P after removing the edge {P, Q} and VQ contains Q and all
parties that stay connected to Q after removing the edge {P, Q}. In other words,
VP contains all parties that are “closer” to P than to Q. Analogously for VQ .
In order to define the function γ.split formally, we make use the function splitG
(see Section 2.3) for G = (γ.users, γ.E). From Lemma 1, we know that the output
of splitG ({P, Q}) is a pair of disjoint trees whose union is equal to the original tree
G without the edge {P, Q}. This, in particular, implies that P is a vertex of one
of the trees and Q is a vertex of the other tree. Hence, the γ.split on input (P, Q),
computes (G1 , G2 ) := splitG ({P, Q}), where (V1 , E1 ) := G1 and (V2 , E2 ) := G2 ,
and outputs (V1 , V2 ) if P ∈ V1 and (V2 , V1 ) otherwise.
We demonstrate the introduced definitions on two concrete examples depicted
in Figure 5.3. In the 6-party channel on the left, the neighbors of party P4 are
γ.neighbors(P4 ) = {P3 , P5 , P6 } and γ.split(P3 , P4 ) = ({P1 , P2 , P3 }, {P4 , P5 , P6 }). In
the 4-party channel on the right, the neighbors of P4 are γ.neighbors(P4 ) = {P1 ,
P5 , P6 } and γ.split(P1 , P4 ) = ({P1 }, {P4 , P5 , P6 }).
Terminology. Since in this part of the thesis we discuss only state channels, we
often drop the word “state” for brevity. In order to distinguish between twoparty virtual channels with direct and indirect dispute, we sometimes refer to
the former ones as DV–channels and the latter ones as IV–channels. Finally, we
use the abbreviation multi-party channels or MP–channels for multi-party virtual
channels with direct dispute as these are the only multi-party channels that we
consider in this thesis.
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Figure 5.3.: Examples of multi-party channel setups: A 6-party channel on top of
5 ledger channels (left) and a 4-party channel on 2 ledger and a virtual
channel γ3 (right).

5.4. Security and Efficiency Goals
In the previous section, we formally defined the syntax of different channel types.
Our next step is to define the properties that a channel protocol should satisfy.
We do so by describing an ideal functionality for each channel type. In order to
have some guidelines when designing our functionalities, we now informally discuss
several security and efficiency goals that we aim for when designing a channel
protocol.
Security goals. The purpose of our security goals is to guarantee that an adversary cannot steal coins from honest parties, even if all parties except for one are
corrupt. This is captured by the following (informal) properties:
(S1) Consensus on creation: A channel γ is successfully created only if all
parties in γ.users+ agree with the creation. Moreover, parties in γ.users reach
agreement whether the channel is created or not after an a-priori bounded
number of rounds.
The purpose of this property is to ensure that no one can force an honest party to
participate in a channel, thereby locking coins against her will. Let us stress that
this includes the intermediary in case of two-party virtual channels as this party
is included in the set γ.users+ .
(S2) Consensus on updates: A contract instance in a channel γ can be successfully updated (this includes also creation of the contract instance) only if all
parties in γ.users agree with the update. Moreover, parties in γ.users reach
agreement whether the update is successful or not after an a-priori bounded
number of rounds.
Intuitively, this means that each user of the channel has a “veto power” on updates.
This is to prevent a channel user to have locked coins in a contract instance whose
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code, e.g., never allows this party to get her money back. Let us stress that the
update of a contract instance needs confirmation only from the parties in the set
γ.users which excludes the intermediary. Hence, the intermediary of a two-party
virtual channel has the right to refuse being an intermediary but once she agrees,
she cannot influence how this channel is being used by the users.
(S3) Guarantee of execution: An honest P ∈ γ.users can execute a contract
function f of an opened contract instance on any input value z even if all
other users of γ are corrupt.
This property guarantees, no one can stop a user of a channel to execute a contract
in her channels. This is important in order to ensure progression of contract
instances. For example, if the contract instance is a game in which one party is
about to make her winning move, other parties cannot prevent her from doing so.
(S4) Balance security: If the channel γ has an intermediary, then this intermediary never loses coins even if all parties from γ.users are corrupt and
collude.
Let us stress that the last property talks only about two-party virtual channels
since, by definition, ledger and multi-party channels do not have any intermediary.
Remark 1 (Consensus on creation/update vs. Byzantine agreement). Let us point
out that our definition of consensus on creation/update is slightly weaker than the
definition of Byzantine agreement as typically presented in the literature [48].
Namely, even if all honest parties want to create/update a channel, we allow the
creation/update to fail.
The rationale behind this weakening for channel creation is the following (the
reason is analogous for update). If some party behaves maliciously already during
channel creation, honest parties do not want to trade with such a party off-chain
in the first place. Recall that the main advantage of state channels over direct
blockchain execution is the efficiency in the optimistic case when all parties behave
honestly.
Efficiency goals. We identify four efficiency requirements. Table 5.1 indicates
which property is required from what type of channel. In the discussion below,
when we say constant, we mean that the value is independent of: (i) the blockchain
delay, (ii) channel length and (iii) number of channel users.
(E1) Creation in O(n) rounds: Successful creation of a channel γ may depend
linearly on the number of channel users and is independent of the channel
length and blockchain delay.
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(E2) Optimistic update/execute in O(1) rounds: In the optimistic case when
parties in γ.users are honest, they can update/execute a contract instance in
γ within a constant number of rounds.
(E3) Pessimistic update/execute in O(∆) rounds: In the pessimistic case
when some parties in γ.users are dishonest, the time complexity of update/execution of a contract instance in γ depends linearly on the ledger
delay ∆ and is independent of the channel length and number of users.
(E4) Optimistic closure in O(1) rounds: In the optimistic case when all users
of γ.users are honest, the channel γ is closed within constant number of
rounds.

Ledger
(E1)
(E2)
(E3)
(E4)

Creation in O(n)
Opt. update/execute in O(1)
Pess. update/execute in O(∆)
Opt. closing in O(1)

X
X

Direct
X
X
X
X

Virtual
Indirect
X
X
X

MP
X
X
X
X

Table 5.1.: Summary of the efficiency goals for channels. Above, “Ledger” stands
for ledger channels, “Direct/Indirect” stands for a two-party virtual
channel with direct/indirect dispute and “MP” stands for multi-party
channels.
It is important to note that in the optimistic case when all users of any virtual
channel (i.e., MP–channel, IV–channel, DV–channel) are honest, the time complexity of channel creation, update, execution and closure must be independent
of the blockchain delay; hence, in this case there cannot be any interaction with
the blockchain during the entire lifetime of the channel. Moreover, for any virtual
channel with direct dispute (i.e., MP–channel, DV–channel), the pessimistic time
complexity must be independent of the channel length. Finally, the only operation
that may depend on the number of channel users is channel creation. In fact, we
discuss that constant round creation could be achieved if we weaken our consensus
on creation security property. For further details, see Section 9.1 on page 228.
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5.5. Notation for Channel Functionalities
Every channel functionality Fch defined in this part of the thesis communicates
with parties from the set P, and has access to the global ideal functionality L̄
(the ledger). Before making changes on the ledger, the channel functionality waits
for at most ∆ rounds – the exact time is decided by the adversary. In order to
L̄
simplify the notation, we often write Fch instead of Fch
(∆).
Maintaining a channel space. Every channel functionality stores and maintains
a set of all open channels it is aware of. Following [54] this set is called channel
space and denoted Γ. Sometimes we slightly abuse the notation and interpret the
channel space as a function which on input id ∈ {0, 1}∗ returns a channel with
identifier id if such a channel exists and otherwise ⊥. The set Γ is initially empty.
When a new contract instance is added to a channel γ or when an existing
contract instance is updated or executed, the functionality needs to update the
state of γ stored in Γ accordingly. For example, if parties add a new contract
instance into their channel and lock some coins in the new contract instance, the
functionality must reduce the amount of cash available in the channel, or when
parties withdraw some coins from an existing contract instance, the functionality
must increase the amount of cash available in the channel. To this end, we define
an auxiliary procedure UpdateChanSpace that takes as input a channel space Γ, a
channel identifier id , an contract instance identifier cid , a new contract storage σ̃
and a contract code C, and adjusts the cash values in the channel according to the
difference between the invested value in the old and new contract instance storage.
Thereafter, it returns an updated channel space Γ. The formal definition of the
procedure is presented in Figure 5.4.
Adversarial influence. Since inputs of parties and the messages they send to the
ideal functionality do not contain any private information, we implicitly assume
that the ideal functionality forwards all messages it receives to the simulator S.
More precisely, upon receiving the message m from party P the ideal functionality
sends the message (P, m) to the simulator. In addition, the adversary influences
the timings; for example, the adversary decides when the parties receive messages
from the functionality or when the functionality makes changes on the ledger.
Adversary’s influence of this kind is implicit in the notation. By saying: “In
round τ ≤ T do instruction X”, we mean that the adversary can decide when
exactly instruction X is performed as long as it is before round T . In case the
adversary does not make any choice, the instruction X is performed in round T .
Let us emphasize this abbreviated notation does not affect the reactive nature of
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UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , σ̃, C)
γ := Γ(id), σ := γ.cspace(cid ).storage
foreach P ∈ γ.users do
if σ 6= ⊥ then
γ.cash(P ) := γ.cash(P ) + σ.invested(P ) − σ̃.invested(P )
else
γ.cash(P ) := γ.cash(P ) − σ̃.invested(P )
γ.cspace(cid ) := (id k cid , γ.users, σ̃, C)
Γ(id ) := γ
return Γ

Figure 5.4.: Update of a channels space.
the ideal functionality meaning that every action of the functionality has to be
triggered by some other entity.
Simplifying formal descriptions. Since our ideal functionalities are fairly complex, we decided to split their description in two parts. We first describe a simplified
ideal functionality that captures the intended behavior but excludes some natural
checks one would expect the functionality to make upon receiving a message from
a party. For instance, the functionality should only allow users of the channel
to execute contracts in the channel, i.e., parties not involved in the channel cannot influence its state. We complete the definition of our functionality by adding
all the missing checks to our simplified functionality. We do so in the form of
a functionality wrapper. The following notation is used. Let Fch be the channel
functionality we aim to define. The simplified version is then denoted by sFch .

5.6. Notation for Channel Protocols
As for channel functionalities, let us now introduce some notation used in the
descriptions of our channel protocols.
Signed contract instances. In order to update the contract instances off-chain,
the users of the channel γ store some additional information in their local copies of
γ. In particular, parties store the contract instances in γ.cspace as signed contract
instance. Recall that this means that in addition to the identifier, storage and
code, the contract instance has two additional parameters: ν.version indicating
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the version of the contract instance, and ν.sign storing parties signatures on the
tuple (ν.id, ν.storage, ν.code, ν.version). To shorten the description of our protocols,
we define an auxiliary procedure VerifyInstance which takes as input the channel
identifier id , the contract identifier cid and a signed contract instance ν, checks
all signatures and outputs 1 if all of them are valid and 0 otherwise. The formal
definition of the procedure is presented in Figure 5.5.
VerifyInstance(id , cid , ν)
bid := (ν.id = id k cid )
b := 1
foreach P ∈ ν.storage.users do
VfypkP (ν.id, ν.storage, ν.code, ν.version; ν.sign(P )) 6= 1 then
b := 0
return bid ∧ b

Figure 5.5.: Validation of a signed contract instance.

Maintaining local channel information. In our channel protocols, we assume
that each party stores and maintains a set of all channels it is aware of. This set
is called channel space and denoted Γ. Again, we sometimes abuse the notation
as treat Γ as a function that on input id ∈ {0, 1}∗ outputs either a channel γ such
that γ.id = id or a special symbol ⊥. To make a clear distinction between local
channel spaces of parties, we add the identifier of the party to the superscript. For
instance, γ P := ΓP (id ) denotes P ’s local version of the channel γ with identifier
id as stored in P ’s channel space ΓP .
When a new contract instance is added to a channel γ or when an existing
contract instance is updated or executed, parties need to update the state of γ
stored in Γ accordingly. To this end, we extend the procedure UpdateChanSpace
(see Figure 5.4) such that it deals with signed contract instances. This means that
it additionally takes as input an integer w defining the version number of the new
contract instance and a set S containing all the signatures, and adds those two
parameters to the new stored contract instance in step 9. For completeness, we
include the formal definition of the extended procedure, which we denote Update
ChanSpace∗ , in Figure 5.6. We use a gray box to highlight the difference between
UpdateChanSpace and UpdateChanSpace∗ .
In addition to the channel space, each party P maintains a set ΓPaux containing additional information about the contract instances in the open channels of
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UpdateChanSpace∗ (Γ, id , cid , σ̃, C, w, S )
γ := Γ(id), σ := γ.cspace(cid ).storage
foreach P ∈ γ.users do
if σ 6= ⊥ then
γ.cash(P ) := γ.cash(P ) + σ.invested(P ) − σ̃.invested(P )
else
γ.cash(P ) := γ.cash(P ) − σ̃.invested(P )
γ.cspace(cid ) := (id k cid , γ.users, σ̃, C, w, S )
Γ(id ) := γ
return Γ

Figure 5.6.: Update of a channel space with support for signed contract instances.
the party. The tuple aux := ΓPaux (id , cid ) has at least the following attributes:
aux .next-version ∈ N denoting the version number to be used during the next
update of the contract instance (id , cid );1 aux .corrupt ∈ {0, 1} which is set to 1
the first time parties run into disagreement about the contract instance (id , cid );
aux .registered ∈ {0, 1} which is set to 1 the if the contract instance (id , cid ) is
registered. Depending on the channel type, the auxiliary channel space might
have several additional attributes. For example, if id refers to a virtual channel
with indirect dispute, then aux has an addition attribute aux .toExecute which is
a set containing all functions that party P requested to “forcefully” execute via
the subchannels. If id refers to a multi-party channel, then aux has three additional attributes: ΓPaux (id , cid ).toPeaceExecute to store execution request that
should be executed peacefully, ΓPaux (id , cid ).PeaceExecuted to store results of successful peaceful executions and ΓPaux (id , cid ).toForceExecute to store execution request that should be executed forcefully over the blockchain.
Simplifying formal descriptions. Similarly, as for ideal functionalities, we split
protocol descriptions into two parts. We first describe a simplified protocol that
captures the intended behavior of parties but excludes some natural checks that
are needed to realize the respective ideal functionality. We complete the definition
of our protocol by adding all the missing checks to the simplified protocol. Let π
be the protocol that we aim to define. The simplified version is denoted by sπ.

1

For technical reasons (explained on page 122) it is not always the case that
Γ(id ).cspace(cid ).version + 1 = Γaux (id , cid ).next-version.
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We now focus on channels between two parties and are built directly over the ledger
– so called ledger channels. The syntax of ledger channels was formally defined in
Chapter 5 and the main ideas of our ledger channel construction were provided in
Chapter 4. The purpose of this chapter is to first formally define the functionality
of a ledger channel protocol and explain how it can be used by other protocols
in a black-box way. This is done in Section 6.1. Thereafter, in Section 6.2, we
present a concrete construction for ledger channels. We analyze the security of
our construction in Section 6.3 and conclude this chapter with a discussion about
possible future work in Section 6.4.

6.1. Ideal Functionality
In this section, we describe the ideal functionality that defines how ledger channels
are created, maintained and closed. We denote the ledger channel ideal functionality as F`ch (C, T ), where C denotes the set of contract codes whose instances can
be created in the ledger channels, and T is a ledger channel timing attribute tuple
whose attributes define the time complexity of individual ledger channel operations. Let us emphasize that by a-priori fixing the number of rounds needed for
each operation in the description of our ideal functionality, we would artificially restrict the class of protocols which could potentially realize our functionality. This
is why we choose to leave these values as parameters.
We require that a ledger channel timing attribute tuple T has the following
attributes (T .TD, T .TR, T .TE, T .TC, T .tu, T .tr, T .te) whose meaning we discuss
next. For convenience, we group the time complexity attributes into: pessimistic
timings T .PES := {T .TD, T .TR, T .TE, T .TC} for which we use upper case letters,
and optimistic timing T .opt := {T .tu, T .tr, T .te} for which we use lower case
letter.
Every element T ∈ T .PES is a function of the form T : N → N. The purpose of
the pessimistic timing functions is to upper bound the number of rounds it takes to
perform individual ledger channel operations in the worst case. More precisely, the
value T .TD(∆) upper bounds the number of rounds it takes to dispute a contract
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instance in a ledger channel, T .TR(∆) upper bounds the number of rounds it takes
to inform parties about an execution request, T .TE(∆) upper bounds the number
of rounds it takes to execute a contract instance and finally T .TC(∆) upper bounds
the number of rounds it takes to close a ledger channel.
Elements of T .opt are natural numbers, i.e., for every t ∈ T .opt we have t ∈ N.
The value T .tu upper bounds the number of rounds an update request and update
confirmation take between two honest parties, the value T .tr upper bounds the
number of rounds it takes to inform parties about an execution request if both
parties are honest and finally, the value T .te upper bounds the number of rounds
it takes to perform a contract instance execution if both parties are honest. Let
us stress that all these values are independent of the blockchain delay ∆.

6.1.1. Functionality Description
Before we present the formal description of the simplified ledger channel functionality sF`ch (C, T ), let us provide some intuitions behind this definition and argue
why the ideal functionality satisfies all the security and efficiency properties stated
in Section 5.4.
Channel creation. The creation procedure of a ledger channel γ starts with a
“create” message from γ.Alice (without loss of generality we assume that γ.Alice
always initiates the creation process). Within ∆ rounds, the functionality removes
the coins that γ.Alice wants to deposit in the ledger channel from γ.Alice’s account
on the ledger. If γ.Alice does not have a sufficient amount of coins for the channel
creation, the process is aborted. If also γ.Bob declares that he wants to create the
ledger channel, which he does by sending a “create” message, the functionality
removes γ.Bob’s coins from the ledger within ∆ rounds, and considers the ledger
channel created. The successful creation is communicated to both channel users
with the “created” message. If γ.Bob does not wish to create a ledger channel or
does not have sufficient funds on the ledger, γ.Alice can request her money back
by sending a “refund” message. Within ∆ rounds, the functionality adds back
coins to Alice’s account on the ledger. Successful creation requires both parties to
send the message “create”. Moreover, the ideal functionality sends the message
“created” either to both or to none of the parties. Hence, consensus on creation –
the security property (S1) – is clearly satisfied.
Contract instance update. The procedure for updating a contract instance (also
used for adding new contract instances), is initiated by a party P ∈ γ.users that
sends an “update” message to the ideal functionality. This message has parameters
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id and cid that identify a ledger channel γ and a contract instance in this channel
(respectively). The other parameters, σ̃ and C, denote the new storage and code
of the contract instance. The party Q := γ.other–user(P ) is asked to confirm
the update via an “update-requested” message. If Q replies with an “updatereply” message, the contract instance with identifier cid in γ gets replaced with
a contract instance determined by the tuple (σ̃, C) and both parties are notified
about the update completion via an “updated” message.
If the reacting party Q does not submit an “update-reply” within T .tu rounds
when both parties are honest and within T .TD(∆) rounds otherwise, the update
fails. Let us stress that in case both parties are honest, the update process is
independent of the blockchain delay and hence constant round optimistic update
– the efficiency property (E2) – holds. Since the update completes successfully only
if the reacting party Q agrees and both parties are informed about a successful
update, consensus on update – the security property (S2) – holds as well.
Contract instance execution. The procedure for executing a contract instance
is initiated by one of the parties P ∈ γ.users that sends an “execute” message to
the ideal functionality in round τ0 . This message has parameters id and cid whose
meaning is as in the update procedure. Other parameters are: f denoting the
contract function to be executed, and z which is an additional input parameter
to the function f . The execution results in updating the contract instance with
identifier cid according to the result of computing f (σ, P, τ, z), where σ is the
current storage of the contract instance and τ := τ0 in case both parties are honest
and set as τ ≤ τ0 + T .TE(∆) by the adversary otherwise. This models the fact
that when one of the parties misbehaves, execution needs to take place via the
blockchain and hence is delayed.
The other party of the ledger channel is notified about the execution request
before round τ0 + T .tr in the optimistic case and before round τ0 + T .TR(∆)
otherwise. Both parties from the set γ.users learn the result of the execution
before round τ0 + T .te in the optimistic case (which implies the constant round
optimistic execute – the efficiency property (E3)) and before round τ0 + T .TE(∆)
otherwise. Observe that contract instance execution initiated by party P does
not require approval of the other party of the channel. The other party is only
informed about the execution request and the execution result. This implies that
the guarantee of execution – the security property (S3) – is satisfied.
We would like to emphasize that if two different execute messages are received
by the ideal functionality at the same time (or not too many rounds from each
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other), then it is up to the adversary to decide which function is executed first.1
Designers of contract codes and users of the protocols should be aware of this
possible asynchrony as we discuss in more detail in Section 6.1.3.
Channel closure. The procedure for closing a ledger channel γ starts when a
party P ∈ γ.users sends a message “close” to the ideal functionality. The message
has a parameter id identifying the ledger channel γ to be closed. The functionality
waits for T .TC(∆) rounds (to give both parties time to terminate all contract
instances). If after this time, there are no unterminated instances in γ, then the
functionality distributes the coins from γ to the ledger accounts of the parties
according to γ’s latest balance, and notifies the parties about a successful closure
with the message “closed”.
Simplified ledger channel functionality sF`ch (C, T )
Abbreviations: A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob.
...............................................................................
Channel creation
τ0

Upon (create, γ) ←
−- A, proceed as follows:
τ1 ≤τ0 +∆

τ1

1. Send (remove, A, γ.cash(A)) ,−−−−−−→ L̄. If L̄ replies with (noFunds) ←
−- L̄, stop.
≤τ1

τ2 ≤τ1 +∆

2. If (create, γ) ←−−- B, send (remove, B, γ.cash(B)) ,−−−−−−→ L̄. If L̄ does not reply
τ2
with (noFunds) ←
−- L̄, set Γ(γ.id) := γ, send (created, γ) ,−
→ γ.users and stop.
τ4 ≤τ3 +∆

τ3 >τ0 +2∆

3. Upon (refund, γ) ←−−−−−−- A, send (add, A, γ.cash(A)) ,−−−−−−→ L̄ and stop.

Contract instance update
τ0

Upon (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- P , let γ := Γ(id ) and proceed as follows:
τ1 ≤τ0 +T .tu

1. Send (update–req, id, cid , σ̃, C) ,−−−−−−−→ γ.other–user(P ).
2. Set T := τ1 if both parties in γ.users are honest. Else set T := τ1 + T .TD(∆).
τ2 ≤T

3. If (update–reply, id , cid ) ←−−−- γ.other–user(P ), then
τ2 +T .tu

a) Send (updated, id , cid ) ,−−−−−→ γ.users.
1

Note that this is the case also for execution of smart contracts on the blockchain.
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b) Set Γ := UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , σ̃, C) and stop.
Else, stop in round T + T .tu.

Contract instance execution in a MP–channel
τ0

−- P , let γ := Γ(id ) and proceed as follows:
Upon (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
1. If both parties in γ.users are honest, set T1 := τ0 + T .tr, T2 := τ0 + T .te. Else set
T1 := τ0 + T .TR(∆) and T2 := τ0 + T .TE(∆).
τ1

→ γ.other–user(P ).
2. In round τ1 ≤ T1 , send (execute–req, id , cid , f, z) ,−
3. In round τ1 ≤ T2 , proceed as follows:
a) Let γ := Γ(id), ν := γ.cspace(cid ) and σ := ν.storage.
b) Compute (σ̃, m) := f (σ, P, τ, z), where τ := τ0 if both parties in γ.users
honest and τ ≤ τ1 otherwise. If m = ⊥, then stop.
c) Set Γ := UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , σ̃, ν.code).
τ1

d) Send (executed, id , cid , σ̃, m) ,−
→ γ.users and stop.

Channel closure
τ0

Upon (close, id) ←
−- P , let γ := Γ(id). Wait until τ1 ≤ τ0 + T .TC(∆) − ∆ and then:
Open contract: If there exists cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ s.t. σcid := γ.cspace(cid ).storage 6= ⊥
and σcid .locked 6= 0, then stop.
No open contracts: Else wait until τ2 ≤ τ1 + ∆ to send (add, A, γ.cash(A)) ,−
→ L̄
τ2
and (add, B, γ.cash(B)) ,−
→ L̄. Then set Γ(id ) := ⊥, send (closed, id) ,−
→ γ.users and
stop.

6.1.2. Functionality Checks
In the previous section, we provided a simplified description of our ledger channel
functionality. At a very high level, the simplified functionality sF`ch (C, T ) defines
the intended behavior of ledger channel; however, it also accepts some “invalid”
requests, i.e., requests on which we would want a ledger channel protocol to fail. In
order to fully define our ledger channel functionality F`ch (C, T ), we need to add all
the missing checks. We do so by wrapping the simplified functionality sF`ch (C, T ).
This means that the functionality F`ch (C, T ) upon receiving a message m from a
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party P first performs a number of checks. If all them pass, the functionality
behaves exactly as the simplified functionality sF`ch (C, T ). In the following, we
informally discuss which checks need to be added. For the formal description of
F`ch (C, T ), we refer the reader to Appendix D.1.
The wrapper of the functionality ensures that only users of the channel can
request channel creation and that the channel identifier is unique. Moreover, the
wrapper verifies that the channel is well-formed and contains no contract instances.
We stress that contract instances can be added immediately after channel creation
using the update mechanism.
Contract instance update. The functionality wrapper filters obviously illegal
requests, like updating a contract instance in a channel that does not exist, or
creating a contract instance when there are not enough coins in the channel.
Moreover, we assume that the wrapper does not allow to update a contract
instance when it is already being updated or executed. Let us stress that although
we forbid parallel updates of the same contract instance, we do not make any
restrictions about parallel updates of two different contract instances even if they
are in the same ledger channel (as long as there is enough coins for both updates).
Looking ahead, this in particular means that we allow concurrent creation of virtual
channels on top of the same ledger channel.
Finally, our functionality wrapper forbids updates of contract instances that
have already been disputed on-chain. This implies that our functionality does not
allow for any dispute recovery mechanism. Technically, the functionality wrapper
maintains an auxiliary set Γdisp . Once a contract instance is disputed on-chain (this
is recognized by the longer duration of an update or execution), the functionality
wrapper adds the identifier of the contract instance to the auxiliary set Γdisp .
Let us stress that there is no fundamental problem in adding a dispute recovery
mechanism into channels. In this thesis we decided to exclude this feature as it
would make our descriptions even more complex.
Contract instance execute. The functionality wrapper ensures that both the
channel and the contract instance to be executed exist. Moreover, it guarantees
that the function to be executed is a valid function of the contract instance code.
Let us stress that parallel executions of the same contract instance are permitted.
Channel close. Upon receiving a closing request, the functionality wrapper verifies that the channel exists and that the request was made by one of the users of
the channel.
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6.1.3. Using the Ideal Functionality
Before we present a concrete protocol that realizes the ledger channel functionality,
let us give a guideline on how to use our ledger channel functionality and discuss
which contracts are suitable to be executed in a ledger channel.
Suitable Contract Code. There are several points a contract code designer
should keep in mind when writing a contract code whose instances are supposed
to run in a ledger channel instead of on the blockchain.
Firstly, a contract code should contain a function that allows any of the two parties to terminate a contract instance eventually. In the context of ledger channel,
this advice is particularly important as a ledger channel can only be closed if all
its contract instances are terminated. Hence if a malicious party would have the
power to prevent contract instance termination, this party could freeze the coins
of the entire channel forever. This is in contrast to a contract instance deployed
directly over the blockchain as preventing its termination only freezes the coins
locked in this contract instance but does not affect anything else.
As for smart contracts deployed on the ledger, the exact execution round is
unknown and in control of the adversary. The contract code designer should, however, keep in mind that the maximal delay of the execution is longer for contract
instances running in a ledger channel (looking ahead, in our protocol it is about
4 times longer). This comes from the fact that in case of a disagreement, parties
first have to inform the blockchain about the latest state of the contract instance
in dispute and only then request the execution.
Finally, we would like to note that contracts are executed independently of each
other in a ledger channel. This means that execution of one contract instance
cannot influence (or be influenced by) any other contract instance even if they
are in the same channel. In case interaction between several contracts is required,
then one could design a wrapping contract which would contain the code of all
the contracts of interest and define the rules according to which they can influence
each other.
In Appendix F.1 we present a contract code for a two-party lottery that was
discussed at a high level in Chapter 4.
Interacting with the Functionality. Let us now discuss how to use our ideal functionality for ledger channels in practice. Assume that parties Alice and Bob have
a ledger channel γ, with id := γ.id, created via the ideal functionality F`ch (C, T )
and want to execute a contract instance of code C ∈ C in their channel.
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In order to do so, they first need to add a new contract instance to the channel. To this end, one party, say Alice, locally executes the constructor of C to
obtain the first contract instance storage σ. Thereafter, Alice initiates an update
by sending (update, id , cid , σ, C), for some cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ never used before, to the
ideal functionality F`ch (C, T ). The ideal functionality informs Bob about Alice’s
request by sending the message (update–req, id , cid , σ, C) to him. If Bob agrees to
add a new contract instance, he sends (update–reply, id , cid ) as a reply. Consequently, the ideal functionality informs both parties about the successful update
via (updated, id , cid ). Let us stress that during this process, coins of both parties
in the channel γ are locked into the new contract instance (σ.invested(Alice) for
Alice’s account and σ.invested(Bob) from Bob’s account).
Any of the two parties can now execute a function f ∈ C on any input z ∈ {0, 1}∗
by sending a message (execute, γ.id , cid , f, z) to F`ch (C, T ). The ideal functionality
executes the contract instance, potentially with a delay, and informs both parties
about the execution result. This implies that any of the two parties have the right
to evolve the contract instance storage according to the rules defined by C. In case
parties want to modify the contract instance storage in a way that is not supported
by C, e.g., add more coins to the contract instance, parties can do so via a contract
instance update. However, this requires consent of both parties.
We demonstrate the generic guidelines given above on a concrete example of a
two-party lottery in Appendix F.1.

6.2. Construction
Our goal is now to design a protocol Π`ch (C) that L̄-UC realizes the ledger channel
functionality F`ch (C, T ) defined in the previous section. We design our protocol in
the hybrid world of a SCC ideal functionality denoted by Fscc (C). This functionality models a concrete smart contract on a blockchain that allows two parties to
create, maintain and close a ledger channel in which contracts from the set C can
be created.
In this section, we first discuss the smart contract functionality Fscc (C) and
thereafter present our protocol. Similarly, as in the case of our ledger channel
functionality, we describe our protocol for ledger channels in two steps. In Section 6.2.2, we present a simplified version of our protocol that excludes several
natural checks. We denote this simplified protocol description sΠ`ch (C). The full
protocol for ledger channels Π`ch (C) is defined in Section 6.2.3 as a protocol wrapper around sΠ`ch (C). Finally, in Section 6.3, we prove the following (informal)
theorem stating that our protocol satisfies the ledger channel functionality.
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Theorem 3 (Ledger channels – informal). There exists a timing attribute tuple T
such that the protocol Π`ch (C) working in Fscc (C)-hybrid model L̄-UC realizes the
ideal functionality F`ch (C, T ) for every set of contract codes C and every blockchain
delay ∆ ∈ N.

6.2.1. State Channel Contract
We denote the ideal functionality modeling a state channel smart contract as
L̄
Fscc
(∆, C), where the parameter C defines the set of supported contract codes.
Since the ideal functionality models a smart contract on a ledger, it has access
to the global ledger L̄. Moreover, each communication session – party sends a
message to the ideal functionality who potentially makes some modifications on
the ledger and replies – comes with a delay up to ∆ rounds. The exact timing is
determined by the adversary. For more details about our smart contract modeling
see Section 5.1. For brevity, we drop the superscript L̄ and the parameter ∆ and
refer to the state channel smart contract functionality as Fscc (C). When the set of
contract codes is clear from the context, we also drop the parameter C.
The functionality accepts messages from parties from the set P = {P1 , . . . , Pn }
and maintains a space Γ containing all created ledger channels and two auxiliary
sets Γnew and Γdisp that are used during the channel creation and dispute respectively. All sets are initially empty. The functionality consists of four parts: channel
creation, contract instance registration, contract instance execution and channel
closure. We described and formally defined each party together with the protocol
for ledger channels as we believe that this improves the readability of the protocol
and the state channel contract functionality.

6.2.2. Protocol Description
The protocol sΠ`ch (C) that works in the hybrid word of the state channel contract
functionality Fscc (C) (throughout this section, we abbreviate Fscc := Fscc (C)). The
protocol consists of four subprotocol: create a channel, update a contract instance,
execute a contract instance and close a channel. In order to avoid code and text
repetition, we additionally define a subprodecure Register which is called by parties in case they run into a dispute during an update, execution or channel closure.
In the following, we describe each protocol part separately by first discussing its
main ideas and thereafter providing the formal protocol description.
Create a ledger channel. In order to create a new ledger channel γ, the environment sends the message (create, γ) to both parties in γ.users. The creation
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process works at a high level as follows. The initiating party γ.Alice requests construction of the state channel contract by sending the message (construct, γ) to
the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc . The hybrid ideal functionality tries to lock the
required amount of coins from γ.Alice’s account on the ledger within ∆ rounds.
Unless γ.Alice does not have enough funds on the ledger, Fscc sends the message
(initializing, γ) to both parties.
If party γ.Bob confirms the initialization by sending the message (confirm, γ),
the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc locks the required amount of coins from γ.Bob’s
account on the ledger. Unless this step fails, the state channel contract outputs
(initialized, γ) to both channel users who in turn inform the environment about
the successful creation. In case γ.Bob does not have enough coins on the ledger or
does not confirm the channel creation, the ledger channel cannot be created and
the initiating party γ.Alice has the option to refund the coins that were locked in
her account on the ledger during the first step.
Successful creation of a ledger channel takes up to 2∆ rounds since it requires
two interactions with the hybrid ideal functionality modeling a smart contract on
the ledger. Refund in case of creation failure takes at most ∆ rounds. Formal
description of the protocol for ledger channel creation and the corresponding part
of the contract functionality can be found below.
Protocol sΠ`ch (C): Create a ledger channel
Abbreviations: A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, Fscc := Fscc (C).
...............................................................................
τ0A

Party A upon (create, γ) ←−- Z
τ0A

1. Send (construct, γ, pk A ) ,−→ Fscc
τ0B

Party B upon (create, γ) ←−- Z
τ1B ≤τ0B +∆

τ1B

2. If (initializing, γ) ←−−−−−−−- Fscc , then (confirm, γ) ,−→ Fscc . Else stop.
τ2B ≤τ1B +∆

τ2B

3. If (initialized, γ) ←−−−−−−−- Fscc , set ΓB (γ.id) := γ, output (created, γ) ,−→ Z
and stop. Else stop.
Back to party A
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τ2A

τ2A ≤τ0A +2·∆

4. If (initialized, γ) ←−−−−−−−−- Fscc , set ΓA (γ.id) := γ, output (created, γ) ,−→ Z
and stop.
τ3A >τ0A +2·∆

τ3A

5. If (refund, γ) ←−−−−−−−−- Z, then (refund, γ) ,−→ Fscc and stop.
Functionality Fscc (C): Create a ledger channel
Abbreviations: A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob.
...............................................................................
τ0

Upon (construct, γ) ←
−- A:
1. If Γ(γ.id) 6= ⊥, Γnew (γ.id) 6= ⊥, γ.users 6∈ P 2 , γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥ for some
cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ , or γ.cash(A) < 0 or γ.cash(B) < 0, then stop.
2. Store Γnew (γ.id) := (τ0 , γ).
τ1

3. In round τ1 ≤ τ0 + ∆, send (remove, A, γ.cash(A)) ,−
→ L̄.
τ1

4. If you receive as a reply (noFunds) ←
−- L̄, then set Γnew (γ.id) := ⊥ and stop.
τ1
Else send (initializing, γ) ,−
→ B.
τ1

5. If you receive as a reply (confirm, γ) ←
−- B, then, in round τ2 ≤ τ1 + ∆, send
τ2
(remove, B, γ.cash(B)) ,−
→ L̄. Else, stop.
τ2

6. If the ledger replies with (noFunds) ←
−- L̄, then stop. Else set Γ(γ.id) := (γ),
τ2
Γnew (γ.id) = ⊥ and send (initialized, γ) ,−
→ γ.users.
τ3

Upon (refund, γ) ←
−- A:
7. If Γnew (γ.id) = ⊥, then stop.
8. Set (τ0 , γ) := Γnew (γ.id). If (τ3 − τ0 ) ≤ 2∆, then stop.
9. Within ∆ rounds (add, A, γ.cash(A)) ,−
→ L̄ and set Γnew (γ.id) = ⊥.
Ignore all other messages.

Register a contract instance. As long as both users of a ledger channel behave
honestly, they can update, execute and close contract instances running in the
ledger channel off-chain, i.e., without communicating with the ideal functionality
Fscc . However, once the parties run into dispute parties have to resolve their disagreement on the ledger. We call this process registration of a contract instance,
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and formalize it via the registration procedure Register(P, id , cid ), where P denotes the party initiating the registration, and id , cid define the contract instance
to be registered.
At a high level, the initiating party (assume for now that it is γ.Alice) sends
her contract instance version to the ideal functionality Fscc which first checks the
validity of the received version and within ∆ rounds informs both users that the
contract instance is being registered. Party γ.Bob then reacts by sending his own
version of the contract instance to Fscc . The ideal functionality compares the
two received versions, registers the one with a higher version number and within
∆ rounds informs both users which version was registered. In case γ.Bob does
not send his version, γ.Alice can finalize the registration by sending the message
“finalize–register” to Fscc .
In the optimistic case when γ.Bob submits a valid version of the contract instance, the registration procedure takes up to 2∆ rounds since it requires two
interactions with the ideal functionality Fscc . In the pessimistic case, when γ.Bob
does not react or submits an invalid version, the procedure takes up to 3∆.
Before we provide the formal description of the registration procedure, let us
briefly discuss one technicality. Looking ahead, when a party P wants to open
a new contract instance ν in the channel γ, she sends her signature on the first
version of the contract instance to the other party Q. If Q does not reply to P ’s
request by sending a valid signature on the proposed contract instance, P is in a
difficult situation. Note that P does not have any valid version of the contract
instance that she could submit to Fscc and initiate the registration process. On the
other hand, Q can decide at any later point to register ν since it has P ’s signature.
Because of this special case, the Fscc allows P to initiate the registration process by
submitting the special symbol ⊥ instead of a valid contract instance version. The
contract functionality Fscc then knows that it should inform Q about P ’s registration request and expect an immediate reply. If Q does not react, P can trigger Fscc
who marks the contract instance cid in the channel γ as “unregistrable”, which
prevents Q from registering ν in some later round.
Procedure Register(P, id , cid )
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P ), Fscc := Fscc (C).
...............................................................................
Party P :
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id ), ν P := γ P .cspace(cid ), and let τ0 be the current round. Send
τ0
→ Fscc .
(instance–register, id , cid , ν P ) ,−
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τ1

Party Q upon (instance–registering, id , cid ) ←
−- Fscc
τ1

→ Fscc .
2. Let ν Q := ΓQ (id).cspace(cid ). Send (instance–register, id, cid , ν Q ) ,−
Back to party P :
τ2 ≤τ0 +2∆

3. If not (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃) ←−−−−−−- Fscc , then send (finalize–register,
τ3 :=τ1 +∆

id, cid ) ,−−−−−−→ Fscc .
For both T ∈ γ.users
4. Upon (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃) ←
−- Fscc , set ΓTaux (id , cid ).registered := 1. If
νb 6= “unregistrable”, set ΓT := UpdateChanSpace(ΓT , id , cid , ν̃).

Functionality Fscc (C): Contract instance registration
τ0

Upon (instance–register, id , cid , ν) ←
−- P :
1. Let γ := Γ(id ). If P ∈ γ.users and ν = ⊥, then goto step 3.
2. If P 6∈ γ.users, VerifyInstance(id , cid , ν) 6= 1, ν.code 6∈ C, γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥ or
ν.storage 6∈ ν.code.Λ, then stop.
3. Let Q := γ.other–user(P ) and consider the following four cases:
• If Γdisp (id , cid ) = ⊥, then set Γdisp (id , cid ) := (P, ν, τ0 ) and send (instance–
τ1 ≤τ0 +∆

registering, id , cid ) ,−−−−−−→ γ.users.
• If Γdisp (id , cid ) = (Q, νb, τb0 ) and ν 6= ⊥, then define
ν̃ :=

(
(ν.storage, ν.code),

if νb = ⊥ or ν.storage.version > νb.storage.version;

(b
ν .storage, νb.code),

otherwise.
τ1 ≤τ0 +∆

Wait for at most ∆ rounds to send (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃) ,−−−−−−→
γ.users, set Γ := UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , ν̃) and Γdisp (id , cid ) = >.
• Otherwise stop.
τ2

Upon (finalize–register, id , cid ) ←
−- P :
Let γ := Γ(id ). If P ∈ γ.users and Γdisp (id , cid ) = (P, νb, τb0 ), s.t. τ2 − τb0 ≥ 2∆, then
distinguish two cases:
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• If νb = ⊥, then set ν̃ := “unregisterable” and Γdisp (id , cid ) := ν̃.
• Otherwise set ν̃ := (b
ν .storage, νb.code), set Γ := UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , ν̃)
and Γdisp (id , cid ) := >.
τ3 ≤τ2 +∆

Send (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃) ,−−−−−−→ γ.users.

Update a contract instance. An update of the storage of a contract instance in
a ledger channel starts when the environment sends the message (update, id , cid ,
σ̃, C) to the initiating party P ∈ γ.users and works as follows. The initiating
party P (assume for now that it is γ.Alice) signs the new contract instance with
increased version number. This means that if ν is the contract instance version
stored by γ.Alice until now, then the new contract instance version ν 0 will be such
that ν 0 .version = ν.version + 1. γ.Alice then sends her signature on this value to
γ.Bob who is the reacting party of the update. γ.Bob verifies the signature and
informs the environment about the update request. If the environment confirms
the update, then γ.Bob signs the updated contract instance version and sends the
signature to γ.Alice. In this optimistic case, the update takes 2 rounds.
Let us now discuss how parties behave when the environment does not confirm
the update. Note that in this situation, γ.Bob holds a valid signature of γ.Alice
on the updated contract instance version but did not send his signature back to
γ.Alice. Hence, from γ.Alice’s point of view, the update is neither completed, nor
rejected as γ.Bob has the power to register both versions of the contract instance
on the ledger. In order to guarantee that parties reach consensus on the update,
we instruct an honest γ.Bob to inform γ.Alice about his update rejection and
“invalidate” the signature γ.Alice sent to him. Technically, this means that γ.Bob
signs the original contract instance ν but with version number increased by 2,
i.e., the contract instance ν ∗ signed by γ.Bob is such that ν ∗ .storage = ν.storage,
ν ∗ .code = ν.code but ν ∗ .version = ν.version + 2. γ.Bob then sends the signature to
party γ.Alice. Note that since ν ∗ .storage = ν.storage, γ.Alice does not need to send
her signature on ν ∗ back to γ.Bob.
If γ.Alice does not receive a valid signature on either the updated contract
instance version or the original contract instance with increased version number from γ.Bob, it is clear that γ.Bob is malicious. Therefore, γ.Alice initiates
the registration of the contract instance on the ledger by calling the procedure
Register(γ.Alice, id , cid ). Note that γ.Bob can still register the updated contract
instance (the one that was signed by γ.Alice). But importantly, after at most
2 + 3∆ rounds it is clear to both parties what the current contract instance version
is. Formal description of the protocol for updating a contract instance in a ledger
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channel can be found below.
Protocol sΠ`ch (C): Contract instance update
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P ).
τ0

−- Z :
Party P upon (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id ) and ν P := γ P .cspace(cid ). If ν P = ⊥, then set wP := 1, else
let wP := ΓPaux (id , cid ).next-version.
2. Compute sP := SignskP (id , cid , σ̃, C, wP ).
τ0

→ Q and wait.
3. Send (update, sP , id , cid , σ̃, C) ,−
τ1

−- P
Party Q upon (update, sP , id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
4. Let γ Q := ΓQ (id ) and ν Q := γ Q .cspace(cid ). If ν Q = ⊥, then set wQ := 1, else
set wQ := ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).next-version.
5. If VfypkP (id , cid , σ̃, C, wQ ; sP ) 6= 1, then ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and stop. Else
τ1

output (update–req, id , cid ) ,−
→ Z and consider the following two cases:
τ1

Accept: If (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
−- Z, compute sQ := Signsk Q (id , cid , σ̃, C,
wQ ), set ΓQ := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓQ , id , cid , σ̃, C, wQ , {sP , sQ }), set ΓQ
aux (id ,
τ1
Q
cid ).next-version := w + 1 and send (update–ok, sQ ) ,−
→ P . In the next round
τ1 +1

output (updated, id , cid ) ,−−−→ Z.
Reject: Else compute sQ := SignskQ (id , cid , ν Q .storage, ν Q .code, wQ + 1), send
τ1

Q
(update–not–ok, sQ ) ,−
→ P and set ΓQ
aux .next-version(id , cid ) := w + 2.

Back to party P
6. In round τ2 = τ0 + 2, distinguish the following three cases:
τ2

Accept: If (update–ok, sQ ) ←
−- Q, where Vfypk Q (id , cid , σ̃, C, wP ; sQ ) = 1, then
set ΓP := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓP , id , cid , σ̃, C, wP , {sP , sQ }), ΓPaux (id , cid ).nextτ2
version := wP + 1, output (updated, id , cid ) ,−
→ Z.
τ2

Reject: If (update–not–ok, sQ ) ←
−- Q, where Vfypk Q (id , cid , ν P .storage, ν P .code,
wP +1; sQ ) = 1, then compute sP := Signsk P (id , cid , ν P .storage, ν P .code, wP +1),
set ΓP := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓP , id , cid , ν P .storage, ν P .code, wP + 1, {sP , sQ }),
ΓPaux (id , cid ).next-version := wP + 2 and stop.
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Dispute: Else set Γaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and execute Register(P, id , cid ).
After the subprocedure execution (in round τ3 ≤ τ2 + 3∆), if γ P .cspace(cid ) =
τ3
→ Z.
(σ̃, C), then output (updated, id , cid ) ,−

Execute a contract instance. In order to execute a contract instance stored
in a ledger channel γ, the environment sends the message (execute, γ.id, cid , f, z)
to the initiating party P ∈ γ.users. The parameter cid points to the contract
instance, f is the contract function and z are additional input values for f . The
protocol works at a high level as follows (below we assume that P = γ.Alice). If
the parties never registered the contract instance with identifier cid , then γ.Alice
first tries to execute the contract instance peacefully. This means that she locally
executes f on the contract version she stores in her channel space, signs the new
contract instance and sends the signature to γ.Bob who also executes f locally and
thereafter verifies γ.Alice’s signature. If the signature is valid, γ.Bob immediately
confirms the execution by sending his signature on the new contract instance to
γ.Alice. Such peaceful execution takes two rounds. A technical challenge occurs
when both parties want to peacefully execute the same contract instance at the
same time as it becomes unclear what the new contract instance is. In a bit more
detail, let fA , resp. fB , be the function corresponding to γ.Alice’s, resp. γ.Bob’s,
execution request. Since in general, fA ◦fB 6= fB ◦fA , the result of execution might
be different for each party. This can be resolved be having designated rounds for
each party meaning that γ.Alice can initiate execution only in round τ such that
τ = 1 mod 4 and γ.Alice can initiate execution only in round τ such that τ = 3
mod 4. In case party receives an execution request in a different round, it simply
has to wait for its turn.
In case the contract instance with identifier cid has already been registered on
the ledger or the peaceful execution fails, the initiating party executes the contract
instance forcefully. By this we mean that γ.Alice first initiates registration of
the contract instance by calling the procedure Register(γ.Alice, id , cid ) if it was
not called before. Thereafter, she instructs the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc to
execute the contract instance. The Register procedure takes up to 3∆ rounds
and the contract instance execution on the ledger takes up to ∆ rounds. Thus,
pessimistic time complexity of the execution protocol is equal to 4∆ + 5 rounds.
Formal description of the protocol for executing a contract instance in a ledger
channel and the corresponding part of the functionality Fscc follow.
Protocol sΠ`ch (C): Contract instance execution
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P ), Fscc := Fscc (C).
...............................................................................
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τ0

Party P upon (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- Z
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id), ν P := γ P .cspace(cid ), σ P := ν P .storage, CP := ν P .code and
wP := ΓPaux (id , cid ).next-version.
2. Set τ1 := τ0 + x, where x is the smallest offset such that τ1 = 1 mod 4 if
P = γ P .Alice and τ1 = 3 mod 4 if P = γ P .Bob.
3. In round τ ∈ [τ0 , τ1 ] distinguish:
Corruption: If ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).corrupt = 1, run ForceExecute.
Execute: If τ = τ1 , then
a) Let γ P := ΓP (id), ν P := γ P .cspace(cid ), σ P := ν P .storage, CP :=
ν P .code and set wP := ΓPaux (id , cid ).next-version.
b) Execute (σ̃, m) := f (σ P , P, τ0 , z). If m = ⊥, then stop.
c) Compute sP := SignskP (id , cid , σ̃, CP , wP )
τ1

d) Send (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, sP , τ0 ) ,−
→ Q.
Wait: Otherwise wait until the next round.
τQ

Party Q upon (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, sP , τ0 ) ←−- P
4. Let γ Q := ΓQ (id), ν Q := γ Q .cspace(cid ), σ Q := ν Q .storage, CQ := ν Q .code,
wQ := ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).next-version.
5. Verify that τ0 ∈ [τQ − 4, τQ − 1] and τQ mod 4 = 2 if P = γ Q .Alice and τQ
mod 4 = 0 if P = γ.Bob. If not, then set ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and stop.
6. Compute (σ̃, m) := f (σ Q , P, τ0 , z). If m = ⊥ or Vfypk P (id , cid , σ̃, CQ , wQ ; sP ) 6=
1, then set ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and stop.

7. Sign sQ := SignskQ (id , cid , σ̃, CQ , wQ ) and set ΓQ := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓQ , id ,
Q
cid , σ̃, CQ , wQ , {sP , sQ }), ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).next-version := w + 1.
τQ

8. Output (execute–req, id , cid , f, z, τ0 ) ,−→ Z and send (peaceful–confirm, id , cid ,
τQ

f, z, sQ ) ,−→ P ,
τQ +1

9. In the next round, output (executed, id , cid , σ̃, m) ,−−−→ Z and stop.
Back to party P
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τ2

10. If (peaceful–confirm, id , cid , f, z, sQ ) ←
−- Q such that Vfypk Q (id , cid , σ̃, CP , wP ;
sQ ) = 1, set ΓP := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓP , id , cid , σ̃, CP , wP , {sP , sQ }), ΓPaux (id ,
τ2
→ Z and stop.
cid ).next-version := wP + 1, output (executed, id , cid , σ̃, m) ,−
11. Else run ForceExecute.

ForceExecute
Party P
12. Set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt = 1. If ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered = 1, let τ3 be the current
round. Else execute Register(P, id , cid ) and let τ3 be the round in which the
suprocedure ends.
13. In round τ3 distinguish:
Executed: If ΓP (id).cspace(cid ).storage = σ̃ (i.e., Q registered the contract inτ3
stance version after execution), then output (executed, id , cid , σ̃, m) ,−
→Z
and stop.
τ3

Not executed: Else, send (instance–execute, id , cid , f, z) ,−
→ Fscc .
τ4

Party Q upon (execute–req, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- Fscc
τ4

14. Output (execute–req, id , cid , f, z) ,−
→ Z.
τ5

Party T ∈ {P, Q} upon (instance–executed, id , cid , σ
b, m) ←
−- Fscc
15. Set ΓT := UpdateChanSpace(ΓT , id , cid , σ
b, CT ) and output (executed, id , cid , σ
b,
τ4
m) ,−
→ Z.

Functionality Fscc (C): Contract instance execution
τ0

Upon (instance–execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- P :
1. Let γ := Γ(id ), ν := γ.cspace(cid ) and σ := ν.storage. Verify that γ := Γ(id ) 6=
⊥, P ∈ γ.users, ν 6= ⊥ and f ∈ ν.code. If one of the checks fail, ignore the
message.
τ1

2. In round τ1 ≤ τ0 + ∆, send (execute–req, id , cid , f, z) ,−
→ γ.users.
3. Compute (b
σ , m) := f (σ, P, τ1 , z).
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4. If m = ⊥, then stop. Else set Γ := UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , σ
b, ν.code), send
τ1
→ γ.users and stop.
(instance–executed, id , cid , σ
b, m) ,−

Close a ledger channel. In order to close a ledger channel γ with identifier id ,
the environment sends the message (close, id ) to the initiating party P ∈ γ.users.
Before γ can be closed, the users of the channel have the chance to register all
the contract instances that they have constructed off-chain. Thus, the initiating
party P first (in parallel) registers all the contract instances which have been
updated/peacefully executed but not registered on the ledger yet. This takes up
to 3∆ rounds. Next, P asks the ideal functionality Fscc , representing the channel
contract on the ledger, to close the ledger channel γ. Within ∆ rounds, the ideal
functionality informs both parties that the ledger channel is being closed and gives
the other user of the ledger channel 3∆ rounds to register contract instances that
were not registered by P . If after 3∆ rounds all registered contract instances are
terminated, the ideal functionality adds γ.cash(γ.Alice) coins to γ.Alice’s account
on the ledger, and γ.cash(γ.Bob) coins to γ.Bob’s account on the ledger, deletes the
ledger channel from its channel space and within ∆ rounds informs both parties
that the ledger channel was successfully closed. Hence, in the pessimistic case
closing can take up to 8∆ rounds.
The protocol and the contract functionality for the ledger channel closing are
presented formally below.
Protocol sΠ`ch (C): Close a ledger state channel
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P ), Fscc := Fscc (C).
...............................................................................
τ0

Party P upon (close, id ) ←
−- Z
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id). For each cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that γ P .cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥ and
ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered 6= 1, execute Register(P, id , cid ) in round τ0 . Then send
τ1 ≤τ0 +3∆

(contract–close, id ) ,−−−−−−→ Fscc and wait.
τ2 ≤τ0 +4∆

Party Q upon (contract–closing, id ) ←−−−−−−- Fscc
2. Let γ Q := ΓQ (id). For each cid ∈ N such that ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).registered 6= 1 and
Q
γ .cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, call Register(Q, id , cid ) in round τ2
τ3

−- Fscc :
Party T ∈ {P, Q} upon (contract–closed, id ) ←
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τ3

→ Z.
3. Set ΓT (id ) := ⊥, ΓTaux (id , ·) := ⊥ and output (closed, id ) ,−

Functionality Fscc (C): Close a ledger state channel
τ0

−- P :
Upon (contract–close, id ) ←
1. If γ := Γ(id ) = ⊥ or P 6∈ γ.users, then stop.
τ1 ≤τ0 +∆

2. Wait for at most ∆ rounds to send (contract–closing, id ) ,−−−−−−→ γ.users.
3. Wait for at most 3∆ rounds. If in round τ2 ≤ τ0 + 4∆ there exists cid ∈ {0, 1}∗
such that γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥ but the contract instance is not terminated, i.e.,
γ.cspace(cid ).storage.locked 6= 0, then stop.
4. Wait for at most ∆ round to send (add, A, γ.cash(γ.Alice)) ,−
→ L̄ and (add, B,
τ3 ≤τ0 +5∆

γ.cash(γ.Bob)) ,−
→ L̄. Set Γ(id ) = ⊥ and send (contract–closed, id ) ,−−−−−−→
γ.users.

Time complexity. Before we present all the checks excluded from our simplified
protocol, let us summarize the time complexities of individual protocol parts, and
we define a candidate timing attribute tuple T`ch for which our protocol could
satisfy the functionality F`ch (C, T`ch ).
Let us first discuss the pessimistic timing functions. The dispute time in our
protocol is upper bounded by 3∆ which implies that our protocol can satisfy a
ledger channel functionality only if the dispute timing function 3∆ ≤ TD(∆).
Hence, we define
T`ch .TD(∆) := 3∆.
The worst case time complexity of contract instance execution is equal to 4∆ + 5
and information about the execution request is output at least one round earlier.
Our protocol can hence satisfy a ledger channel functionality only if the execution
timing functions of the ideal functionality are such that 4∆ + 4 ≤ TR(∆), resp.
4∆ + 5 ≤ TE(∆). Hence, we define
T`ch .TR(∆) := 4∆ + 4 and T`ch .TE(∆) := 4∆ + 5.
Ledger channel closure takes at most 8∆ rounds which implies that the timing
function upper bounding the closing time must satisfy 8∆ ≤ TC(∆). Hence, we
define
T`ch .TC(∆) := 8∆.
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If both parties are honest, an update request and an update reply take one round
each. Peaceful execution of a contract instance in a ledger channel takes up to 5
rounds and information about the execution is output one round earlier. Hence,
we define
T`ch .tu := 1, T`ch .tr := 4 and T`ch .te := 5.

6.2.3. Protocol Checks
Similarly as the description of the ledger channel ideal functionality (see Section 6.1.2), our protocol descriptions exclude many natural checks that one would
expect a party following the protocol to make (and has to make in order for our
protocol to realize the ideal functionality). Let us give a few examples of such
invalid requests of Z that a party refuses.
• Z instructs the party P to create a ledger channel but P is not a user of this
channel.
• Z instructs the party P to update or execute a contract instance in a channel
that was never created.
• Z instructs the party P to execute a non-existing function of a contract
instance.
• Z instruction to party P contains malformed inputs (e.g., missing or unknown parameters).
We complete the definition of our ledger channel protocol Π`ch (C) by adding all the
checks to the simplified protocol sΠ`ch (C). The formal description of the protocol
wrapper can be found in Appendix D.1.

6.3. Security Analysis
Our goal is now to prove that for any set of contract codes C, the Π`ch (C) protocol
L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality F`ch (C) in the hybrid world of the smart
contract Fscc (C).
Theorem 3 (Ledger channels – formal). Let Σ be a EUF–CMA-secure signature
scheme used by the ledger L̄. Then for any set of contract codes C and every
L̄
blockchain delay ∆ ∈ N the protocol Π`ch (C) working in the (Fscc
(∆, C), FGDC )L̄
hybrid model L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality F`ch (∆, C, T`ch ).
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In order to prove our theorem, we need to show that for any PPT adversary A
we can construct a simulator S1 that operates in the F`ch (C) world and simulates
the Fscc (C)-hybrid world to any environment Z. The two main challenges of our
analysis are the following:
• Ensure the consistency of timings, i.e., if an honest party P outputs a message
m in round τ in the hybrid world, then P must output the same message m
in the same round τ in the ideal world as well.
• Ensure the consistency of balances of parties on the ledger. For example, if
the state of accounts on the ledger in round τ is equal (x1 , . . . , xn ) in the hybrid world, then the state of user’s accounts in round τ must be (x1 , . . . , xn ) in
the ideal world as well. Recall that the ledger L̄ is a global ideal functionality
thus the environment can read its state at any point in time. Inconsistencies on the ledger could therefore reveal to the environment whether it is
communicating with the real or ideal world.
The simulator S1 internally runs a copy of the hybrid world. It maintains a simulated channel space ΓT and the auxiliary channel space ΓTaux for every honest party
T and a simulated channel spaces Γ, Γnew and Γdisp for the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C). In addition, the simulator generates a key pair (pk T , sk T ) ←$ GenS(1λ )
for every honest party T during the setup phase. Recall that since there are no
private inputs or messages being sent, we implicitly assume that the ideal functionality F`ch (C) on receiving a message m from party P immediately sends a message
(P, m) to the simulator S1 (this convention was introduced in Section 5.5). The
simulator S1 thus receives all the input messages of the honest parties from the
ideal functionality F`ch (C). Since S1 receives messages addressed to the adversary
A (which it internally runs) from the environment Z, it knows the behavior of corrupt parties in the protocol as well as the instruction given by the adversary to the
hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C). This, in particular, means that our simulator
S1 can instruct the ideal functionality F`ch (C) to make changes on the ledger L̄ in
the same round as the adversary A would instruct the hybrid ideal functionality
Fscc (C) to make the changes on the ledger. Recall our convention that these messages from the simulator to the ideal functionality are implicit in our descriptions
for better readability.
In summary the main task of our simulator is to keep the real and ideal world
synchronized. Let us demonstrate this in a detailed proof sketch of the ideal and
hybrid world indistinguishability for the ledger channel creation when A is honest
and B is corrupt. The argumentation in the remaining cases is very similar.
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The environment initiates the creation process by sending the message (create, γ)
to party A := γ.Alice. By carefully inspecting the checks performed by our ideal
functionality (see page 388) and honest A in our protocol (see page 389), we
observe that the message is either accepted in both worlds or rejected in both
worlds. According to the protocol Π`ch (C), honest party A upon receiving a valid
message (create, γ) from the environment Z, sends the message (construct, γ) to
the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C). Again, by carefully inspecting the checks
made by the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C) (see page 119), we observe that
Fscc (C) accepts A’s request. The hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C) tries to remove
coins from A’s account on the ledger L̄ within ∆ rounds. The exact round is
determined by the adversary A. The simulator S1 is receiving messages from Z
addressed to the adversary A; thus, it can instruct the ideal functionality F`ch (C)
to send the “remove” request in the same round. If A does not have sufficient
coins on the ledger, then the creation process terminates in both the ideal and
hybrid world. Assume now that A’s coins are successfully removed. The hybrid
ideal functionality Fscc (C) now stores the channel γ in the set Γnew and sends the
message (initializing, γ) to party B which is exactly what the simulator S1 does
as well. Let us now consider two cases: either corrupt B is instructed by the
environment Z to immediately reply to the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C) with
the message (confirm, γ) or not.
Case – Reply: If corrupt B is instructed by the environment Z to immediately reply to the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C) with the message (confirm, γ),
Fscc (C) tries to remove B’s coins from the ledger L̄ within ∆ rounds. To simulate B’s agreement on the channel creation, the simulator S1 sends the message
(create, γ) to the ideal functionality F`ch (C) on behalf of B and instructs the ideal
functionality F`ch (C) to send a “remove” request to the ledger in the same round
as the adversary A would instruct the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C).
Assume first that B has a sufficient amount of coins on the ledger. Then after
removing coins from B’s account, the hybrid ideal functionality immediately sends
the message (initialized, γ) to both users which makes honest A output the message
(created, γ) to the environment. Note that this is exactly what happens in the ideal
world as well since the ideal functionality F`ch (C) after removing coins from B’s
account sends the message (created, γ) to both users which results in the dummy
party A forwarding it to the environment. Thus, the content and timing of the
honest party’s output message to the environment is the same in both worlds.
Finally, the simulator S1 stores the new ledger channel γ in the channel space
of the simulated hybrid ideal functionality Γ and the simulated channel space of
the honest party ΓA , removes it from the set Γnew and stops. If B does not have
sufficient amount of coins on the ledger, the channel creation fails in both words.
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Case – No reply: Let us now focus on the second case, i.e., when the malicious
party B is not instructed by the environment Z to confirm the channel creation by
sending the message (confirm, γ) to the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C). In the
hybrid world, this implies that the ledger channel γ will not be created. In order
to simulate B’s rejection, the simulator S1 does not send any message to F`ch (C)
on B’s behalf in this case and hence the creation fails in the ideal world as well.
Refund: It remains to discuss what happens if the environment sends the
message (refund, γ) to party A. Again by carefully inspecting the protocol and
ideal functionality description, we observe that either the message is accepted in
both worlds or dropped. Let us stress that the former happens only if at least 2∆
rounds have passed since the initial channel creation message was sent and the
channel creation failed (meaning that (created, γ) was not returned). According
to the protocol description Π`ch (C), honest party A upon accepting the message
(refund, γ) forwards it to the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C) who accepts this
message. This follows from the fact that A would not send the message if the
checks performed by the hybrid ideal functionality should fail. Upon accepting
A’s refund request, the hybrid ideal functionality Fscc (C) adds coins back to A’s
account on the ledger within ∆ rounds.

6.4. Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter we formally defined the ideal functionality of ledger channels and
presented one concrete protocol that uses a state channel contract to realize this
functionality. Our aim was to prove that it is possible to construct ledger channels
such that we can use them as a building block for virtual channels in the next
chapters. We did not focus on providing the most efficient or practical construction.
Let us now present some of the possible extensions to our protocol and discuss
interesting future work.
Peaceful Closing. Recall that in order to close a channel, parties have to register
all their terminated contract instances. In this way, the state channel contract
learns the final distribution of coins in the channel and knows how to unlock coins
to users’ accounts on the ledger. We note that this construction of the closing
procedure can be very inefficient. Consider, for example, the situation in which
honest Alice and Bob created 1000 contract instance in their channel. Registering
all of these contract instances on-chain is a very expensive process.
One simple way to improve the efficiency of our closing procedure would be to
add a peaceful closing option to our state channel contract. This additional feature
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would allow channel users to merely inform the state channel contract about the
final distribution of coins in the channel. If both parties agree with the distribution,
the state channel contract would unlock coins accordingly. Hence, 1000 parallel
contract instance registrations would be replaced by one peaceful closing message.
We did not formally define and describe the peaceful closing process to keep the
already complex functionality and protocol as simple as possible.
Evaluating Privacy. Compared to on-chain execution, contract instance execution in a ledger channel naturally provides certain privacy guarantees to the contract users. If both channel users are honest, the amount of information that is
leaked by our construction to the public is minimal (especially considering the
peaceful closing option described in the previous paragraph). Namely, everyone
observing the blockchain can see that (i) parties opened a channel with support
for contracts from some set C, (ii) the initial deposits of parties and (iii) the final distribution of funds. However, the number of open contract instances, their
contract storage, the individual function calls, etc. remain private.
Let us stress that our definitions do not capture any of the aforementioned privacy guarantees (recall that our ledger channel functionality leaks all messages to
the adversary). Extending our model in a way that captures the privacy guarantees
of ledger channels is an interesting direction for future research. Another interesting question is whether techniques from Zether [26] could be applied to ledger
channels to hide that parties have a ledger channel or at least which contract codes
the channel supports.
Off-chain recovery. Our definition and construction of ledger channels assume
that once parties run into a dispute about a contract instance, all future executions
of this contract must take place over the blockchain. In practice, it might be
useful to add a recovery mechanism to our construction which would allow channel
users to return the execution off-chain if both of them agree. As discussed in
Section 4.2, such a dispute recovery mechanism was described by McCorry et al.
in their Kitsune protocol [116].
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Dispute
In the previous chapter, we defined the functionality for ledger channels and designed a protocol that realizes this functionality. We now make a step further
and extend both the functionality and the protocol such that also two-party virtual channels with indirect dispute are supported. Recall that these are two-party
channels that are not built directly over the ledger but rather make use of an
existing ledger channel infrastructure to connect two-parties. This means that in
the optimistic case when all parties are honest, the entire lifetime of the channel
takes place off-chain as explained at a high level in Chapter 4.
The organization of this chapter is the following. In Section 7.1, we first extend
the ideal functionality of ledger channel such that it also supports virtual channels
with indirect dispute of any length. Thereafter, in Section 7.2, we explain our
modular approach for designing a protocol realizing this new ideal functionality.
The presentation of the protocol itself can be found in Section 7.3. The formal
security statements are presented in Section 7.4 and the chapter is concluded with
a discussion about possible future work in Section 7.5. For the rest of this chapter,
whenever we write “virtual channel” we mean “two-party virtual channel with
indirect dispute”.

7.1. Ideal Functionality
We start by describing the virtual channel functionality that defines how ledger
and virtual channels are created, maintained and closed. We denote the ideal
functionality as Fivch (i, C, T ), where i ∈ N is the maximal length of a channel
that can be opened via the functionality, and C and T are defined similarly as for
ledger channels. Namely, C denotes the set of contract codes whose instances can
be created in the channels and T is a virtual timing attribute tuple whose attributes
upper bound the number of rounds individual virtual channel operations take in
the pessimistic and optimistic case.
As for ledger channel, we denote T .PES = {T .TD, T .TR, T .TE, T .TC}. Every
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T ∈ T .PES is such that T : N×N → N. Hence, in contrast to ledger channels, these
functions take as input two natural numbers: one representing the blockchain delay
and the second representing the length of the channel. We require that T (∆, i) is
of order O (∆ · i).
The optimistic timing values for update, execute request and execute, which
we denote T .opt = {T .tu, T .tr, T .te}, are defined as for ledger channels. We
require the virtual timing attribute tuple T to have two additional optimistic
timing values. Namely, the attribute T .tcr ∈ N upper bounding the number of
rounds creation of a virtual channel takes and the attribute T .tcl ∈ N upper
bounding the number of rounds channel closure takes in the optimistic case when
both all parties are honest. We denote the set of these two additional optimistic
timing values for virtual channels T .v–opt := {T .tcr, T .tcl}.
For convenience, we introduce the following notation. When we write T i , then
we mean an attribute tuple T 0 defined as follows
(
T .v–opt, if i > 1
T 0 .PES := T .PESN×[i] , T 0 .opt := T .opt, T 0 .v–opt :=
⊥
otherwise.
(7.1)
Recall that the notation T .PES N×[i] represents the restriction of the function
T .PES to N × [i] (see Section 2.1 for more details). In other words, the timing
attribute tuple T i is defined exactly as the timing attribute tuple T except that
it considers only channels of length up to i.
Our strategy for describing the virtual channel functionality is the same as for
ledger channels. Namely, we first discuss a simplified functionality, which we denote sFivch (i, C, T ). This simplified functionality defines the intended behavior of
a virtual channel protocol; however, it excludes many natural checks. We complete
the definition of our virtual channel functionality Fivch (i, C, T ) by adding all the
missing check in a wrapper around sFivch (i, C, T ).

7.1.1. Functionality Description
Before we present the formal functionality description, let us provide some intuitions behind this definition and point out the differences and similarities between
ledger and virtual channel. Moreover, we argue why the ideal functionality satisfies
all the security and efficiency properties stated in Section 5.4.
The virtual channel functionality sFivch (i, C, T ) handles all channels of length
up to i. This, in particular, includes channels of length 1, i.e., ledger channels.
Let us discuss how the functionality defined this special case first and thereafter
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focus on virtual channels.
Ledger channels. In case the functionality receives a message about a ledger
channel γ, i.e., it holds that γ.length = 1, then the functionality behaves exactly
as the ledger channel functionality F`ch (C, T 0 ) for T 0 := T 1 . This means that
the pessimistic timing functions are restricted such that the only allowed channel
length is 1 and additional optimistic timing values for virtual channels T .v–opt
are not required. Since F`ch satisfies all the security and efficiency goals for ledger
channels (see Section 6.1.1), sFivch satisfies them as well in this case.
Channel creation. The creation procedure for a virtual channel γ is different than
for ledger channels as its effects are not visible on the ledger but rather on the
subchannels of γ. The intention to create γ is expressed by P ∈ γ.users+ by sending
a “create” message to the functionality. Once such a message is received from P ,
the coins that are needed to create γ are locked immediately in the corresponding
subchannel of γ (if P = γ.Ingrid, then coins are locked in both subchannels of γ).
If the functionality receives the “create” messages from all three parties within
T .tcr rounds, then the virtual state channel is created, which is communicated
to γ.users by the “created” message. Thus, consensus on creation – the security
property (S1) – is satisfied. As the successful creation takes T .tcr ∈ N rounds,
constant round optimistic creation – the efficiency property (E1) – holds.
Note that the intermediary γ.Ingrid is not informed whether the virtual channel
has been created or not. This choice is made to keep the functionality and the protocol as simple as possible. We stress that γ.Ingrid does not need this information,
as she is not allowed to update or execute any contract in this virtual channel.
Channel closing. After the virtual channel is created, γ.users can use it until
round γ.validity. When this round comes, the parties initiate the closing procedure. The functionality waits for a certain number of rounds (T .tcl rounds if both
parties are honest and at most T .TC(∆, γ.length) otherwise). The purpose of this
waiting time is to allow channel users to register contract instances created in the
virtual channel. Thereafter, the functionality distributes the coins of γ back to its
subchannels according to the balances in γ’s last version. If there exists cid such
that γ.cspace(cid ) is a contract instance with locked coins, then all of these coins
are assigned to γ.Ingrid in both subchannels. This is to guarantee that γ.Ingrid
never loses coins even if users of γ do not terminate their contract instance before
γ.validity. This ensures balance neutrality – the security property (S4). Since in
case all parties are honest, closure is completed in round γ.validity + T .tcl, where
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tcl ∈ N, constant round optimistic closure – the efficiency property (E4) – holds.
Contract instance update and execute. The procedure for updating and executing a contract instance in a virtual channel is almost identical as the one for
ledger channels which, in particular, implies that the update is preformed only
between users of the channel, γ.Alice and γ.Bob. The only difference between
update in a ledger channel and a virtual channel is in the number of rounds the
functionality waits for an “update–reply” message from the reacting party in case
one of the two users is corrupt. For virtual channels this is set to T .TD(∆, j),
where j is the length of the channel containing the contract instance.
Similarly, the only difference between execution in a ledger and a virtual channel
is in the maximal number of rounds it takes to inform users about execution and
to perform the execution in case one of the users is corrupt. These values are set
to T .TR(∆, j) and T .TE(∆, j) respectively.
The security properties (S2), (S3) and the efficiency property (E2) hold for the
same reason as for ledger channels, see Section 6.1.1.
Ideal Functionality sFivch (i, C, T )
Abbreviations: A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid, F`ch := F`ch (C, T 1 ).
...............................................................................
Ledger Channels
Upon receiving a message about a ledger channel, i.e., a channel γ with γ.length = 1,
then behave exactly as F`ch .

Channel creation
τ0

1. Upon (create, γ) ←
−- P , where γ.length ∈ {2, . . . , i}, record the message and :
If P ∈ {A, B}: Remove γ.cash(P ) coins from P ’s balance in γ.subchan(P ).
If P = I: Remove γ.cash(A) coins from I’s balance in γ.subchan(B) and remove
γ.cash(B) coins from I’s balance in γ.subchan(A).
2. Distinguish the following two cases:
All agree: If you record (create, γ) from all parties in γ.users+ within T .tcr
rounds, then define Γ(γ.id) := γ, send (created, γ) ,−
→ γ.users and wait for channel
closing (while accepting the update and execute messages concerning γ).
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Refund: Else refund the coins that you removed from the subchannels in Step 1
in round τ 0 , where τ 0 ≤ τ0 + T .tcr if all parties honest and τ 0 ≤ γ.validity +
T .TC(∆, γ.length) otherwise.
Automatic closure of a virtual channel γ when round γ.validity comes:
5. Let γ̂ be the current and γ be the initial version of the virtual channel. Let
X := (γ.cash(A) + γ.cash(B)) − (γ̂.cash(A) + γ̂.cash(B)).
6. Set T := γ.validity + T .tcl if all parties from γ.users+ are honest. Else set T :=
γ.validity + T .TC(∆, γ.length).
7. For every P ∈ γ.users in round τ ≤ T :
a) Add γ̂.cash(P ) coins to P ’s balance in γ̂.subchan(P ).
b) Add γ̂.cash(P ) + X coins to I’s balance in γ̂.subchan(P ).
T

8. Send (closed, γ.id) ,−
→ γ.users and set Γ(γ.id) = ⊥.

Contract instance update
Behave as sF`ch but replace T .TD(∆, 1) with T .TD(∆, j), where j is the length of
the channel containing the contract instance.

Contract instance execution
Behave as sF`ch but replace T .TR(∆, 1) with T .TR(∆, j) and T .TE(∆, 1) with
T .TE(∆, j), where j is the length of the channel containing the contract instance.

7.1.2. Functionality Checks
We are now prepared to complete the definition of our virtual channel functionality Fivch (i, C, T ) by adding all checks that were excluded from the simplified
functionality sFivch (i, C, T ) presented in the previous section. We describe the
functionality wrapper formally in Appendix D.2 and discuss here the main checks
it performs at a high level.
Ledger channels. The functionality wrapper behaves exactly as the simplified
functionality in case it receives a message about a ledger channel. As discussed
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in the previous section, the simplified functionality, in turn, behaves exactly as
the ledger channel functionality in this case. Hence, for i = 1, the virtual channel
functionality is equivalent to the ledger channel functionality.
Observation 1. For any set of contract codes C and any timing attribute tuple T
it holds that Fivch (1, C, T ) is equivalent to F`ch (C, T 1 ).
Let us now focus on the more interesting case when the ideal functionality
receives a message about a virtual channel.
Channel creation. As in the case of ledger channels, the functionality wrapper
makes sure that all the honest parties involved in channel creation have enough
funds for the new channel, that the channel identifier is unique and that the party
requesting the channel creation is a channel user. Moreover, it ensures that the
channel validity is not in the past, that the channel length is at most i and that both
subchannels of the virtual channel exist. In addition, it verifies that the length
of the two subchannels differs at most by one. As discussed in Chapter 4, we
make this assumption to achieve pessimistic time complexity which is linear in the
channel length. Finally, the wrapper verifies that the validity of the subchannels
is sufficient to support the virtual channel during its entire lifetime.
Contract instance update and execution. The functionality wrapper makes
analogous checks as for ledger channels and additionally ensures the following:
the update/execution is not requested after (or too close to) the channel validity
expiration round and there is only one contract instance in each virtual channel.1
While theoretically it is possible to allow arbitrary many contract instances in a
virtual channel with indirect dispute, practically, this is not desirable. Recall that
disputes in a virtual channel with indirect dispute are resolved via the subchannels
and hence involve the intermediary of the channel. In order to make sure that
the intermediary Ingrid can make a good estimate on the amount of work (and
blockchain fees) that might potentially be required in case users of the virtual
channel run into a dispute, she needs to know the maximal number of contract
instances and their code. As Ingrid does not have the power to influence an update
in a virtual channel, the number of contract instances has to be fixed by design.
This allows Ingrid to refuse to be an intermediary if the potential risk would be
too high. We elaborate on this in more detail in Section 7.3.2, see page 151.
1

Let us stress that the constant 1 could be replace by any other constant. In fact, this value
could be different for each virtual channel by adding an attribute to the definition of a virtual
channel.
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Before we proceed to the next section, let us state one simple but useful observation. At a high level, it says that two ideal functionalities Fivch (i, C, T ) and
Fivch (i, C, T 0 ) are equivalent if the timing attribute tuples T and T 0 are the same
for channel of length up to i. This follows from the fact that the ideal functionality
Fivch (i, C, T ) never uses any of the values T (∆, j) for j > i and T ∈ T .PES.
Observation 2. For any set of contract codes C, for any i ≥ 1 and any timing attribute tuples T and T 0 such that T i = T 0i , the ideal functionalities Fivch (i, C, T )
and Fivch (i, C, T 0 ) are equivalent.

7.1.3. Using the Ideal Functionality
As for ledger channels, we now give some practical advice for designing contracts
to be executed in virtual channels and provide a generic guideline on how to
interact with the virtual channel functionality. We mainly focus on highlighting
the differences between ledger and virtual channels.
Suitable Contract Code. In principle, any contract that can be run in a ledger
channel can also be run in a virtual channel. There are, however, two points that
one should keep in mind when designing a contract code for a virtual channel of
length up to i. Firstly, the worst case execution time is higher than for ledger channels. More precisely, contract execution takes T .TE(∆, i) instead of T .TE(∆, 1).
The contract code should hence take this into account. Secondly, virtual channels
have an a-priori fixed validity which is not the case for ledger channels. As a
consequence, users of a contract instance running in a virtual channel are responsible to terminate their contract instance before this round. Recall that for ledger
channels, we emphasized the importance of each party being able to eventually
terminate a contract instance. For virtual channels we need to strengthen this
requirement; namely, each party should be able to terminate the contract before
the validity time. In Appendix F we discuss the suitability of our lottery contract
code for virtual channels.
Interacting with the Functionality. Interaction with the virtual channel functionality is, in principle, the same as for ledger channel. The differences are in
the maximal number of rounds it takes to add a new contract instance, i.e.,
T .TD(∆, i) + 2 · T .tu instead of T .TD(∆, 1) + 2 · T .tu, and the maximal number of rounds it takes to execute a contract instance, i.e., T .TE(∆, i) instead of
T .TE(∆, 1). Moreover, as discussed already above, parties need to make sure to
terminate their contract instance before the validity of the virtual channel expires.
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7.2. Modular Approach
In the previous section, we defined and described our ideal functionality for channels of length up to i that support contracts from the set C and whose time complexity is defined by the timing attribute tuple T . We denote this functionality
Fivch (i, C, T ). Our goal is now to realize this ideal functionality for every i and
every C assuming the existence of a state channel smart contract. This means that
we want to construct a protocol Πivch (i, C) and find a timing attribute tuple Tivch
for which the following (informal) theorem holds.
Theorem 4 (Virtual Channels from Smart Contracts – Informal). For every set
of contract codes C, every i ≥ 1 and every ∆ ∈ N, there exists a set of contract
b
codes Cb such that the protocol Πivch (i, C) working in Fscc (C)-hybrid
model L̄-UC
realizes the ideal functionality Fivch (i, C, Tivch ).
Instead of designing the protocol Πivch (i, C) as a monolithic protocol, our aim
is to follow a modular approach which allows us to reuse constructions that we
already have. More precisely, we first show how to construct channels of length
i = 1 assuming the existence of a state channel contract, i.e., we define the protocol
Πivch (1, C). As a next step, we describe an auxiliary protocol πivch that defines how
to construct channels of length up to i > 1 assuming the existence of a protocol
for channels of length up to i − 1. The desired protocol Πivch (i, C) is then defined
as a composition of the auxiliary protocol πivch and the protocol for channels of
length up to i − 1. Let us now discuss each step of our inductive construction in
more detail.
Ledger Channels. As mentioned above, our first step is to construct a protocol
for channels of length up to 1, i.e., ledger channels, assuming the existence of a
state channel contract. Note that this is exactly what we focused on in Chapter 6.
Namely, in Section 6.2 we first constructed the protocol Π`ch (C) in the hybrid
world of Fscc (C). Moreover, we defined a concrete timing attribute tuple T`ch and
proved Theorem 3 saying that the protocol Π`ch (C) L̄-UC realizes F`ch (C, T`ch ) in
the Fscc (C)-hybrid world.
By Observation 1, we know that the ideal functionality for ledger channels
F`ch (C, T`ch ) and the ideal functionality Fivch (1, C, Tivch ) are equivalent if Tivch 1 =
T`ch . This implies that we already made the first step towards our goal. Namely,
we constructed a protocol Πivch (1, C) := Π`ch (C) and defined the timing attribute
tuple Tivch for ledger channels. The main focus of this chapter is hence to construct
a protocol for channels of length i > 1 and defined the timing attribute tuple for
these channels.
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Virtual channels from shorter channels. Our next step is to construct channels
of length up to i using channels of length up to i−1. More precisely, for every i > 1,
every C and every T , we construct a protocol πivch (i, C, T ) in the Fivch (i−1, C 0 , T )hybrid world for some C 0 . When designing πivch , our goal is to ensure that there
0
, for which the protocol
exist one timing attribute tuple, which we denote Tivch
0
πivch (i, C, Tivch ) realizes the ideal functionality Fivch (i, C, Tivch ) for some Tivch .
Let us now outline the main ideas of our construction of πivch and discuss the
consequences of our design on the contract set C 0 which, intuitively, contain contract codes that must be supported by channels of length up to i − 1. Parties
in our protocol πivch (i, C, T ) use the hybrid functionality Fivch (i − 1, C 0 , T ) in the
following two cases:
Shorter channels: If a party receives a message regarding a channel of length
j < i, then she simply forwards this message to the hybrid ideal functionality
Fivch (i − 1, C 0 , T ). When the hybrid ideal functionality produces a reply, the
party forwards this message to the environment. Since any contract C ∈ C
must be supported in channels created via the protocol πivch (i, C, T ), we need
the hybrid ideal functionality to support them as well. To this end, it must
hold that C ⊆ C 0 .
Channels of length i: The more interesting case is when a party receives a message regarding a virtual channel γ whose length is exactly i. Then the hybrid
ideal functionality Fivch (i − 1, C 0 , T ) is used to make changes in the subchannels of γ. This is needed: (a) during creation and closure of γ, and (b) during
disputes between the users of γ. As we discuss in more detail later in this
section, changes in subchannels are performed in a controlled way. Namely,
by adding a special contract to these subchannels and executing it. We call
this special contract a virtual state channel contract and denote it VSCC(C).
Since subchannels of γ are handled via Fivch (i − 1, C 0 , T ) and must support
contract instances of code VSCC(C), we require VSCC(C) ∈ C 0 .
The above discussion implies that the channel set C 0 must be such that
C ∪ VSCC(C) ⊆ C 0 .
Let us now elaborate on the consequences of our construction on the candidate
0
timing attribute tuples Tivch and Tivch
. Since parties of the protocol πivch handle requests about shorter channels by forwarding them to the hybrid ideal functionality,
the time complexity of the operations with shorter channels in the protocol πivch is
the same as the time complexities defined by the hybrid ideal functionality. This
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0
0
implies that πivch (i, C, Tivch
) can realize Fivch (i, C, Tivch ) only if Tivch i−1 = Tivch
i−1 .
0
Hence by Observation 2 we can safely restrict ourselves to Tivch and Tivch such that
0
Tivch = Tivch
.
The question is how to find a suitable Tivch . We already know that Tivch 1 should
be equal to T`ch . The remaining task is to define the candidate timing attribute
tuple for virtual channels. This implies that when describing our protocol πivch ,
our goal is to find suitable constants Tivch .tcr and Tivch .tcl for optimistic creation
and closure of virtual channels. Moreover, for every T ∈ Tivch .PES we need to
define the value T (∆, i) for i > 1.
As discussed above, operations in channels of length i might require execution
of contract instance in the subchannels. Therefore, we can define the value T (∆, i)
in terms of the value T 0 (∆, j) for some T 0 ∈ T .PES and j < i begin the length
of the subchannels. The most challenging part of our protocol design is to ensure
that recurrent equation defining T (∆, i) results in a timing function that depends
linearly on the channel length i.
To conclude, we find a timing attribute tuple Tivch and define a protocol πivch
such that the following (informal) statement holds.

Theorem 5 (Virtual Channels from Shorter Channels – Informal). For every set
of contract codes C, every i > 1 and every ∆ ∈ N the protocol πivch (i, C, Tivch )
working in Fivch (i − 1, C 0 , Tivch )-hybrid model L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality
Fivch (i, C, Tivch ), where C 0 = C ∪ VSCC(C).
Virtual channels from a state channel contract. Recall that our overall goal is
to construct channels of arbitrary length assuming only a state channel contract.
ˆ hybrid world
Technically, we want to construct a protocol Πivch (i, C) in the Fscc (C)
that realizes Fivch (i, C, Tivch ).
As discussed at the beginning of this section, we construct the protocol inductively over the channel length. We already have the protocol Πivch (1, C) and we
defined the protocol Πivch (i, C) as the auxiliary protocol πivch (i, C, Tivch ) where calls
to the hybrid ideal functionality Fivch (i − 1, C 0 , Tivch ) are replaced by calls to the
protocol Πivch (i−1, C), where C 0 = C∪VSCC(C). Using the notation from Section 2.4
the definition of Πivch (i, C) can be expressed as
(
Π`ch (C),
if i = 1
Πivch (i, C) :=
(7.2)
0
0
πivch (i, C, Tivch )Fivch (i−1,C ,Tivch )→Πivch (i−1,C ) , otherwise.
The idea is to show that Πivch (i, C) realizes Fivch (i, C, Tivch ) by induction on i. The
base case of i = 1 was already proven in Chapter 6 and the induction step follows
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from Theorem 5 and the GUC composition theorem (Theorem 2). A pictorial
representation of our inductive approach for i = 3 can be found in Figure 7.1
Πivch (3, C)
5
Fivch (3, C, T ) Th.
∼

πivch (3, C, T )

Πivch (2, C 0 )

5
Fivch (2, C 0 , T ) Th.
∼

πivch (2, C 0 , T )

⇔

Fivch (1, C 00 , T )
Ob. 1

3
F`ch (C 00 , T 1 ) Th.
∼

Πivch (1, C 00 )
Π`ch (C 00 )
Fscc (C 00 )

Figure 7.1.: Graphical representation of our modular approach. Above T := Tivch ,
C 0 := C ∪ VSCC(C) , C 00 := C 0 ∪ VSCC(C 0 ).

7.3. Construction
Following the modular approach discussed in the previous section, we now design
a virtual channel protocol πivch (i, C, T ) in the Fivch (i − 1, C ∪ VSCC(C), T )-hybrid
model for every i > 1, C and T . During the protocol design, we step by step
identify a concrete timing attribute tuple Tivch for which the protocol πivch satisfies
Theorem 5. Before we describe the protocol, let us elaborate on the special contract
code VSCC, whose instances are needed for the virtual channel construction.

7.3.1. Virtual State Channel Contract
In order to create a virtual channel, let us denote it γ, parties of te channel need
to open a special contract instance in both subchannels of γ. We call the code
of these special contract instance Virtual State Channel Contract and denote it
VSCC(C), where the parameter C defines the supported contract codes.
Let us demonstrate the role of the VSCC(C) contract instance on the following
example. Consider three parties: Alice, Bob, and Ingrid, and suppose that Alice
and Ingrid have opened a channel α, and Bob and Ingrid have created a channel
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β. During the creation of the virtual channel γ between Alice and Bob, the parties
Alice and Ingrid agree on updating α such that it contains the contract instance
(σA , VSCC(C)). Here, σA denotes the initial contract storage created by calling
Init, the constructor of VSCC(C), on input tuple (Alice, γ, T ). On a very informal
level, one may think of the contract storage σA := Init(Alice, γ, T ) as being a
“copy” of the virtual channel description γ, where Ingrid plays the role of Bob. This
“copy” of the virtual channel γ is stored in α.cspace under the identifier cid A :=
Alice||γ.id. Symmetrically, Ingrid and Bob agree on updating their channel β such
that it contains the contract instance (σB , VSCC(C)), where σB := Init(Bob, τ, γ)
is the initial state representing γ. This “copy” of the virtual channel γ will be
stored in β.cspace under the identifier cid B := Bob||γ.id.
So for example (see Figure 7.2), if γ is a virtual channel in which Alice locks 10
coins and Bob locks 1 coin, then (i) Alice locks 10 coins and Ingrid locks 1 coin
in the special contract instance cid A opened in α and (ii) Bob locks 1 coin and
Ingrid locks 10 coins in the special contract instance cid B opened in β.
10

Alice

10

VSCC(C)

1

γ

Ingrid

1

1

VSCC(C)

10

Bob

Figure 7.2.: Example of a virtual channel γ in which Alice initially locks 10 coins
and Bob locks 1 coin. In both subchannels of γ, a contract instance
of the code VSCC(C) has to be opened. The figure depicts the initial
balances of parties in each of these contract instances.
Since Ingrid plays the role of Bob in the contract instance cid A , and the role
of Alice in the contract instance cid B , she has to react to events happening in
one of the contract instances and mimic them in the corresponding other contract
instance to avoid any money loss. Hence, the contract functions of VSCC(C) are
defined in such a way that they provide Ingrid with enough time to react on possible
changes in cid A or cid B and to always keep both virtual channel “copies” in the
same state. For the users of the channel, Alice and Bob, the two contract instances
of VSCC(C) can be seen as an analogy of the state channel contract running on the
ledger in the case of ledger channels. Namely, the two contract instance referred
to by cid A and cid B together guarantee that if a party behaves honestly, she never
loses money.
The contract code VSCC(C) is described and formally defined together with the
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protocol for virtual channels in Section 7.3.2. Here we provide only the interface
of the contract VSCC(C).
Interface of the contract VSCC(C)
Attributes:
• users, cash, invested (mandatory attributes – see Section 5.2)
• virtual–channel: stores the initial version of the virtual channel γ;
• cspace: stores the latest registered version of a contract instance created in γ;
• preRegistered: stores a valid version of a contract instance of γ whose registration
was not completed yet;
• toExecute: stores all valid execution requests of a contract instance of γ.
• timings: stores a timing attribute tuple to derive (i) the maximal reaction delay
of the intermediary and (ii) the first round in which force closing is allowed;
Functions:
• Init: the constructor of the contract (see page 149);
• Reg: a contract function whose purpose is to register a contract instance created
in the virtual channel γ (see page 152);
• Exe: a contract function that is called during the force execution of a contract
instance created in γ (see page 159);
• Close: a contract function called when the virtual channel is being closed (see
page 164).

7.3.2. Protocol Description
We are now prepared to describe our virtual channel protocol πivch (i, C, T ) which
works in the Fivch (i − 1, C ∪ VSCC(C), T )-hybrid model. For brevity, we denote the
hybrid functionality H := Fivch (i − 1, C ∪ VSCC(C), T ) for the rest of this section.
As in case of the ledger channel protocol, we split our protocol description into
two parts. We first present a simplified protocol sπivch (i, C, T ) that excludes many
checks that are needed in order to realize the virtual channel functionality. The
full description of the protocol πivch (i, C, T ) is given in Section 7.3.4, where we
wrap the simplified protocol and add all required checks.
The protocol has to handle messages about channels of any length j, where
1 ≤ j ≤ i. If a party P of the protocol is instructed by the environment to create,
update, execute or close a channel of length 1 ≤ j < i, the party forwards this
message to the hybrid ideal functionality H, and hence we focus on the protocol
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for virtual channels of length exactly i.
For channels of length exactly i, our virtual channel protocol consists of four
subprotocols: create channel, contract instance update, contract instance execute
and channel close. As for ledger channels, we additionally define a procedure
Register which is used by parties when they run into a dispute about a contract
instance in a virtual channel. We now describe each protocol part separately by
first providing a high level idea of the protocol and then describing it formally.
Create a virtual channel
To create the virtual channel γ of length i in which contract instances with code
from set C can be constructed, the environment sends a message (create, γ) to
all three parties γ.Alice, γ.Bob and γ.Ingrid in the same round τ0 . Parties first
synchronize about the creation request by sending the message (create–start, γ)
to each other. The purpose of this hand-shake is to ensure that all honest parties
indeed received the same request in the same round.
As already explained in Section 7.3.1, the users of the virtual channel, γ.Alice
and γ.Bob, both need to construct a new contract instance with the code VSCC(C)
in the subchannels they each have with γ.Ingrid. Let us denote these channels by
α, β in the outline that follows below. To create these contract instances, party
γ.Alice first locally executes the constructor Init to obtain the initial admissible
contract storage of VSCC(C). Recall that, informally, this contract storage can
be viewed as a “copy” of the virtual channel γ, where γ.Ingrid plays the role of
γ.Bob. Thereafter, she sends an update request of the channel α to the hybrid ideal
functionality H. At the same time, γ.Bob analogously requests the update of the
channel β. If γ.Ingrid receives consistent update requests of both channels α and β
from H, she immediately confirms both of them. As already mentioned before, it
is crucial for γ.Ingrid that either both of her channels α and β are updated or none
of them. Only then she is guaranteed that if she loses coins in the subchannel α,
she can claim these coins back from the subchannel β.
To ensure that at the end of the protocol two honest users γ.Alice and γ.Bob
can conclude whether the virtual channel γ was successfully created, there is one
additional technicality in our protocol. Notice that if γ.Ingrid is honest, once γ.Alice
receives a confirmation that her update request of α was successfully completed,
she can conclude that the virtual channel is created. However, we cannot assume
that γ.Ingrid is honest. Hence, to guarantee that when both γ.Alice and γ.Bob are
honest, they agree on the channel creation, they exchange confirmation messages
at the end of the protocol.
To conclude, if creation of a virtual channel is successful, both users output
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(created, γ) to the environment after 2 · T .tu + 2 rounds (recall that 2 · T .tu is a
constant that upper bounds the maximal number of rounds an optimistic update
of a channel takes, one round is needed for the initial hand-shake and one round is
needed to agree on creation success or failure). To this end, we define the timing
attribute tuple Tivch as
Tivch .tcr := 2 · Tivch .tu + 2.
We emphasize that virtual channel creation runs in constant time – independent
of the ledger processing time ∆ and length of the virtual channel. This is in
contrast to the ledger channels which always require 2∆ time for creation. Formal
description of the protocol for virtual channel creation and the corresponding part
of the contract code VSCC(C) are given below.
Protocol sπivch (i, C, T ): Create a virtual channel
Abbreviations: H := Fivch (i − 1, C ∪ VSCC(C), T ), A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob,
I := γ.Ingrid, C := VSCC(C), tu := T .tu.
...............................................................................
τ0P

Party P ∈ γ.users+ upon (create, γ) ←−- Z
τ0P

1. Send (create–start, γ) ,−→ γ.users+ and set τ1P := τ0P + 1.
τ1P

2. If not (create–start, γ) ←−- Q from each Q ∈ γ.users+ \ {P }, then stop.
Party T ∈ γ.users in round τ1T
τ1T

3. Compute σ̃T := C.Init(T, γ, T ) and send (update, id T , cid T , σ̃T , C) ,−→ H, where
cid T := T ||γ.id and id T := γ.subchan(T ).
Party I in round τ2I := τ1I + tu
4. Set σ̃A := C.Init(A, γ, T ), σ̃B := C.Init(B, γ, T ), id A := γ.subchan(A), idB :=
γ.subchan(B), cid A := A||γ.id and cid B := B||γ.id.
≤τ2I

5. If both messages (update–req, id A , cid A , σ̃A , C) ←−−- H and (update–req, id B ,
≤τ2I

cid B , σ̃B , C) ←−−- H are received, then set ΓI (γ.id) := γ and send (update–
τ2I

τ2I

reply, id A , cid A ) ,−→ H and (update–reply, id B , cid B ) ,−→ H and wait until time
γ.validity. Else stop.
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Party T ∈ γ.users in round τ2T := τ1T + 2tu
≤τ2T

τ2T

6. If (updated, id T , cid T ) ←−−- H, then send (create–ok, γ) ,−→ γ.other–user(T ).
τ2T +1

7. If (create–ok, γ) ←−−−- γ.other–user(T ), set ΓT (γ.id) := γ and output (created,
τ2T +1

γ) ,−−−→ Z.
8. Wait until time γ.validity.

Contract VSCC(C): constructor Init(P, γ, TR sub )
Check that P ∈ γ.users, γ.cash(γ.Alice) > 0, γ.cash(γ.Bob) > 0, γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥
for all cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ . If one of the checks fails, output ⊥. Else output the attribute
tuple σ defined as follows:
(
{γ.Alice, γ.Ingrid}, if P = γ.Alice,
σ.users :=
{γ.Bob, γ.Ingrid},
if P = γ.Bob,
(σ.cash(P ), σ.cash(γ.Ingrid)) := (γ.cash(P ), γ.cash(γ.other–user(P ))),
(σ.invested(P ), σ.invested(γ.Ingrid)) := (γ.cash(P ), γ.cash(γ.other–user(P ))),
σ.virtual–channel := γ,
σ.cspace(cid ) := ⊥, for all cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
σ.preRegistered := ⊥,
σ.toExecute := ∅,
σ.timings := T .

Register a contract instance in a virtual channel.
Similarly to the procedure Register defined for ledger channels, the subprotocol
Register is called with parameters (P, id , cid ) the first time users of a virtual
channel γ with identifier id disagree on a contract instance ν := γ.cspace(cid ).
Intuitively, we need the intermediate party γ.Ingrid to play the role of the ledger
and resolve the dispute between γ.Alice and γ.Bob. If the intermediary would be
trusted, then both users could simply send their latest contract instance version
to γ.Ingrid, who would then decide whose contract instance version is the latest
valid one.
Unfortunately, the situation is more complicated since γ.Ingrid is not a trusted
party. She might, for example, stop communicating or collude with one of the
users. This is the point where the contract instances with code VSCC(C), created in
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the underlying subchannels during the virtual channel creation, play an important
role. Parties instead of sending versions of ν directly to each other send them
indirectly by executing the contract instances in their subchannels with γ.Ingrid
on the contract function Reg. Since this execution of the contract instance in the
subchannel cannot be stopped (i.e., in the worst case it may involve the ledger
which resolves the conflict), this guarantees that the users eventually can settle
the latest state on which they both have agreed on. Let us now take a closer look
at how this is achieved by VSCC(C).
Let cid A := γ.Alice||γ.id be the contract instance with code VSCC(C) stored in the
channel γ.subchan(γ.Alice) and cid B := γ.Bob||γ.id the contract instance stored in
γ.subchan(γ.Bob). The initiating party (assume for now that it is γ.Alice) first
executes cid A on the function Reg with input parameters (cid , ν A ), where ν A is
γ.Alice’s current off-chain contract instance version. Notice that this execution
is in a channel of length strictly less than i and hence will be handled by the
trusted hybrid ideal functionality H. The contract function Reg is defined in such
a way that it first verifies the validity of γ.Alice’s contract instance version, and
if all checks pass, it stores (cid , ν A ) together with a timestamp in the auxiliary
attribute preRegistered.
The intermediary γ.Ingrid upon receiving the information about the execution of
cid A on the function Reg with input parameters (cid , ν A ) can now symmetrically
request execution of cid B on Reg with input (cid , ν A ). We emphasize that γ.Ingrid
only needs the information that cid A is being executed and does not need to wait
until the execution of cid A is completed to start the execution of cid B .
Once γ.Bob is notified about the execution request of cid B on Reg with input parameters (cid , ν A ), he immediately submits ν B , his own off-chain contract
instance version, by executing cid B on the contract function Reg with input parameters (cid , ν B ). If γ.Bob’s version of the contract instance with identifier cid is
submitted in time and is valid, the contract function Reg compares the two submitted versions of cid and stores the one with higher version number in the attribute
cspace(cid ). Otherwise, ν A will be considered as the registered one. Note that once
honest γ.Bob learns about ν A and submits ν B , he knows whose contract instance
version will be registered in cid B . Thus, he can mark (id , cid ) as registered in
ΓB
aux and update his channel space accordingly without waiting for the execution
of cid B to be completed. We emphasize that there is no particular order in which
parties can register state and our protocol can handle all possible variants.
Once γ.Alice receives the information about γ.Bob’s version of the contract instance, she already knows whose contract instance version will be registered in
cid A . Thus, analogously to γ.Bob, she can mark (id , cid ) as registered ΓA
aux and
update her channel space accordingly without waiting for the execution of cid A
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to be completed. If γ.Alice does not receive any information about γ.Bob’s version until certain round (because γ.Bob is corrupt and did not reveal his version
to γ.Ingrid or because γ.Ingrid is corrupt and did not execute cid A with γ.Bob’s
version in time), she can conclude that ν A will be the registered contract instance
version in cid A and hence mark (id , cid ) as registered in ΓA
aux .
To conclude, the dispute process in a virtual channel of length i can take up to
T .TR(∆, di/2e) rounds. This follows from our assumption that both subchannels
have length at most di/2e. Hence, we defined the timing attribute tuple Tivch as
Tivch .TD(∆, i) := 4 · Tivch .TR(∆, di/2e).

(7.3)

We prove that this definition of Tivch .TD(∆, i) results in a function that is linear
in i · ∆ later in this section when defining the timing function Tivch .TR.
One contract instance. Before we proceed to the formal description of the registration subprocedure, let us explain here the reason why we restrict the number of
contract instances in a virtual channel although the syntax as defined in Section 5.3
supports infinitely many contract instances as in the ledger channel.
Assume the following scenario. Alice and Bob open a virtual channel on top of
two ledger channels which they each have with Ingrid and thereafter they create
(off-line) many contract instances in this virtual channel. At some point Alice
starts registering all the contract instances by executing the subchannel she has
with Ingrid. According to the protocol, Ingrid has to symmetrically execute the
subchannel she has with Bob otherwise she might lose money. If Bob is corrupt
and does not react to peaceful execution requests, Ingrid has to execute all the
requests forcefully on the blockchain. While in our theoretical model this is not
an issue, in practice, this step would be very expensive for Ingrid due to the large
amount of fees Ingrid would have to pay to the miners in common cryptocurrencies
such as the Ethereum network. Thus, if Ingrid has no control over the amount of
contract instances that Alice and Bob can create, the two parties can force Ingrid
to pay an arbitrary amount of money in fees. Therefore, we restrict the number of
contract instances so that Ingrid can estimate the costs in fees that might result
from the virtual channel before she agrees to be the intermediary of that virtual
channel.
Protocol sπivch (i, C, T ): procedure Register(P, id , cid )
Abbreviations: H := Fivch (i − 1, C ∪ VSCC(C), T ), I := γ.Ingrid, Q := γ.other–
user(P ), TR sub := T .TR(∆, di/2e).
...............................................................................
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Party P :
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id ), ν P := γ P .cspace(cid ), id P := γ P .subchan(P ), cid P := P ||id
and let τ1P be the current round. Then send (execute, id P , cid P , Reg, (cid , ν P ))
τ1P

,−→ H.
Party I:
τ1I

2. Upon (execute–req, id P , cid P , Reg, (cid , ν P )) ←−- H, set α := ΓI (id P ), P :=
α.other–user(I), σP := α.cspace(cid P ).storage, γ I := σP .virtual–channel, Q :=
γ I .other–user(P ), id Q := γ I .subchan(Q) and cid Q := Q||γ I .id. Send (execute,
τ1I

id Q , cid Q , Reg, (cid , ν P )) ,−→ H.
Party Q:
τ1Q

3. Upon (execute–req, id Q , cid Q , Reg, (cid , ν P )) ←−- H, parse Q||id := cid Q , set
ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).corrupt = 1 and distinguish the following two situations:
• If VerifyInstance(id , cid , ν P ) 6= 1, then stop.
• Else set ν Q := ΓQ (id ).cspace(cid ) and (execute, id Q , cid Q , Reg, (cid , ν Q ))
τ1Q

,−→ H. Then execute Q.CompareVersions(id , cid , ν P ).
Back to party I:
τ2I ≤τ1I +2·TR sub

4. If you receive (execute–req, id Q , cid Q , Reg, (cid , ν Q )) ←−−−−−−−−−−- H, then send
τ2I

(execute, id P , cid P , Reg, (cid , ν Q )) ,−→ H.
Back to party P :
≤τ1P +4·TR sub

5. If (execute–req, id P , cid P , Reg, (cid , ν Q )) ←−−−−−−−−- H and ν Q is valid, i.e.,
VerifyInstance(id , cid , ν Q ) = 1, execute P.CompareVersions(id , cid , ν Q ).
6. Else set ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered := 1 and stop.

Auxiliary procedure: T.CompareVersions(id , cid , ν)
Let ν T := ΓT (id ).cspace(cid ). If ν.version ≥ ν T .version, set νb := ν. Else set νb := ν T .
Set ΓTaux (id , cid ).registered := 1 and ΓT := UpdateChanSpace(ΓT , id , cid , νb).
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Contract VSCC(C): Function Reg(σ, P, τ ; (cid , νcid ))
Let γ := σ.virtual–channel, id := γ.id, A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid, i :=
γ.length and TR sub := σ.timings.TR(∆, di/2e).
1. Make the following checks:
• P ∈ σ.users;
• If P ∈ {A, B}, then τ ≤ γ.validity and if P = I, then τ ≤ γ.validity + TR sub ;
• One for the following is true: (i) σ.preRegistered = ⊥ or (ii) νcid 6= ⊥ and
Q
σ.preRegistered = (Q, τ Q ; cid , νcid
), where P 6= Q and τ − τ Q ≤ TR sub if
Q
P ∈ {A, B} and τ − τ ≤ 3 · TR sub if P = I.
• σ.cspace(cid 0 ) = ⊥ for every cid 0 ∈ {0, 1}∗ ;
• If νcid 6= ⊥, then VerifyInstance(id , cid , νcid ) = 1; νcid .code ∈ C; and for
σcid := νcid .storage it holds that σcid = {A, B} and σcid ∈ C.Λ.
If one or more checks fail, then output (σ, ⊥).
2. If all checks pass, then define σ̃ := σ and consider the following cases:
Initialize registration: If σ.preRegistered = ⊥, proceed as follows
a) Add (P, τ ; cid , νcid ) to σ̃.preRegistered
b) In order to prevent force execution requests without parallel contract
instance registration, delete from σ̃.toExecute all entries e = (τ 0 , cid ,
Pcid , τcid , fcid , zcid ) such that τ 0 < τ if P ∈ {A, B} and τ 0 + TR sub < τ
if P = I.
c) Output (σ̃, m), where m := (instance–registering, cid , νcid ).
Q
React on registration: If σ.preRegistered := (Q, τ Q ; cid , νcid
), proceed as follows:
Q
Q
.version, set νbcid := νcid , else set
= ⊥ or νcid .version > νcid
a) If νcid
Q
νbcid := νcid .

b) Set σ̃.cspace(cid ) := (b
νcid .storage, νbcid .code) and modify the cash values
accordingly, i.e., for σ̃cid := σ̃.cspace(cid ).storage
• If σ.users = {A, I}, then σ̃.cash(I) := σ.cash(I) − σ̃cid .cash(A) and
σ̃.cash(B) := σ.cash(B) − σ̃cid .cash(B).
• If σ.users = {B, I}, then σ̃.cash(I) := σ.cash(I) − σ̃cid .cash(B) and
σ̃.cash(A) := σ.cash(A) − σ̃cid .cash(A).
c) In order to prevent double execution, if νbcid = νcid and there exists
an entry e := (τ 0 , cid , Q, τcid , fcid , zcid ) ∈ σ̃.toExecute such that for
Q
(σ̃cid , m0 ) := fcid (νcid
.storage, Q, τcid , zcid ) it holds that νcid .storage =
σ̃cid , delete e from σ̃.toExecute.
Q
d) Finally, delete (Q, τ Q ; cid , νcid
) from σ̃.preRegistered and output (σ̃, m),
where m := (instance–registered, cid , νbcid ).
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Update a contract instance in a virtual channel
As long as both users of a virtual channel follow the protocol, they can update a
contract instance exactly the same way as if it would be a ledger channel. Differences between updates in a ledger channel and a virtual channel appear only
when users of the channel run into dispute, i.e., when the parties run the contract
instance registration procedure, which was defined above. Hence, if both parties
are honest, the update takes 2 rounds. If one of the parties misbehaves, the update
takes up to 2 + T .TD(∆, i) rounds.
Execute a contract instance in a virtual channel
In order to execute a contract instance in a virtual channel γ with identifier id ,
the environment sends a message (execute, id , cid , f, z) to one of the users of the
virtual channel. Let us assume for now that this party is γ.Alice and let τ0 be the
round when she received the message from the environment. The party γ.Alice first
tries to execute the contract instance “peacefully”, exactly as if γ would be a ledger
channel (see page 124). In case the peaceful execution fails, γ.Alice needs to register the contract instance cid by calling the subprocedure Register(γ.Alice, id , cid )
and then execute the contract instance “forcefully” via the intermediary γ.Ingrid.
Since the intermediary is not trusted, execution must be performed by executing
the contract instances with code VSCC(C) stored in the underlying subchannels of
γ (recall that the contract instance in the subchannel γ.subchan(γ.Alice) is stored
under the identifier cid A := γ.Alice||γ.id and the contract instance in the channel γ.subchan(γ.Bob) is stored under the identifier cid B := γ.Bob||γ.id). Since
both subchannels are channels of length strictly less than i, the execution of their
contract instances is handled by the trusted hybrid ideal functionality H.
Naive solution. The first attempt to design the force execution protocol would be
to let γ.Alice execute cid A on the function Exe with parameters p = (cid , τ0 , γ.Alice,
f, z, sA ), where sA is γ.Alice’s signature on the tuple (cid , τ0 , γ.Alice, f, z). We call
the value τ0 the timestamp of the execution request. The contract function Exe
would be defined such that it verifies the execution request (for example, checks
that γ.Alice’s signature is valid) and then executes the contract instance with
identifier cid . After successful execution of cid A , γ.Ingrid symmetrically executes
cid B on the same contract function Exe with the same input parameters p. It is
important to emphasize that γ.Ingrid is not able to modify the tuple p (for example
change the time-stamp) in a way that would be accepted by Exe since she would
need to forge γ.Alice’s signature.
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Unfortunately, this straightforward solution does not work since we allow parties
to interact fully concurrently. To illustrate the problem consider an example where
while the execution between γ.Alice and γ.Ingrid is running, γ.Bob also wants to
forcefully execute the contract instance with identifier cid on different inputs.
This means that before γ.Ingrid has time to execute cid B on γ.Alice’s request,
γ.Bob executes cid B on the function Exe with his own parameters p 0 = (cid , τ00 ,
γ.Bob, f 0 , z 0 , sB ). Consequently, the order of executions of the contract instance
cid is different in cid A and cid B . Depending on the contract code of cid , this
asymmetry may lead to γ.Ingrid losing money. This happens, for example, if
f ◦ f 0 (σ) assigns all coins to γ.Alice and f 0 ◦ f (σ) assigns all coins to γ.Bob, where
σ denotes the latest state of cid .
Support for parallel executions. In order to overcome this issue, the contract
function Exe is defined such that it verifies the validity of the submitted execution
request as before and if all checks pass, then it only stores the request in an
auxiliary attribute toExecute. This means that during the lifetime of the virtual
channel γ, the contract instances cid A and cid B in the subchannels of γ only
collect information about the force executions of cid , but they do not perform any
of them. Thus, if γ.Ingrid mimics all requests from cid A to cid B and vice versa,
then, after the last accepted force execution, the (unordered) set toExecute stored
in cid A is equal to the (unordered) set toExecute stored in cid B .
All the internal executions are postponed until the virtual channel is being closed
and the contract instance cid A and cid B are being terminated via the contract
function Close. Looking ahead, this function first sorts the elements of the set
toExecute, which are of tuples of the form (τ0 , P, f, z), lexicographically using an
algorithm Sortlex (defined in Section 5.2) and only then performs all the internal
executions. This guarantees the same order of internal executions in both cid A
and cid B which implies that both of these contract instances terminate with the
same money distribution.
To complete the description of our force execution protocol, it remains to discuss
how do users of the virtual channel learn the result of the force execution and when
do they produce an output to the environment. Since internal executions of cid
are postponed until the virtual channel closure, users of the virtual channel cannot
wait until they learn the results from the hybrid ideal functionality H as they did
in the straightforward solution. Instead, they have to derive the results themselves.
They proceed as follows.
Party γ.Alice, after initiating the force execution, waits for some time to be
sure that γ.Bob did not initiate force execution of cid that should be performed
before her own force execution request. The sufficient waiting time can be derived
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as follows: Recall that up to 5 rounds may be needed for a peaceful execution
attempt. Thereafter, γ.Bob must initiate the force execution by executing cid B
in the channel he has with γ.Ingrid. It takes up to T .TR(∆, di/2e) before γ.Ingrid
learns about the execution request of cid B and she can mimic γ.Bob’s execution
request to cid A . Again, it might take up to T .TR(∆, di/2e) rounds before γ.Alice
learns about γ.Ingrid’s execution request of cid A . To conclude, γ.Alice has to wait
for at least 5 + 2T .TR(∆, di/2e) rounds.
After the waiting is over, γ.Alice performs her execution of cid locally and outputs the result to the environment. The other party acts similarly. Once γ.Bob
learns about γ.Alice’s force execution, he checks if he has some pending execution
requests that should take place before the one requested by γ.Alice. If this is the
case then he locally executes them first. Thereafter, he locally executes the new
request by γ.Alice and outputs the result to the environment.
Execution with linear time complexity. The execution of a contract instance in
a virtual channel of length i as described above would achieve the following time
complexity (recall that Tivch .TD(∆, i) = 4 · Tivch .TR(∆, di/2e) rounds are needed
for the contract instance registration):
Tivch .TR(∆, i) = Tivch .TE(∆, i) := 5 + Tivch .TD(∆, i) + 2 · Tivch .TR(∆, di/2e),
= 5 + 6 · Tivch .TR(∆, di/2e).
Unfortunately, the above recurrent equation leads to timing functions that are
super-linear in the channel length as we show next. As a first step, we state the
following auxiliary lemma whose proof can be found in Appendix E.2 (recall that
the time complexity of an execution request in a ledger channel is Tivch .TR(∆, 1) =
T`ch .TR(∆) = 4∆ + 4).
Lemma 2. Let ∆ ∈ N be a constant and f : N → N be a function such that
f (1) := 4∆ + 4 and f (i) := 5 + 6f (di/2e). Then f (i) = 6dlog2 ie · (4∆ + 5) − 1.
Using Lemma 2 we can conclude that the pessimistic time complexity of the
contract execution request is super-linear in the channel length since
Tivch .TR(∆, i) = 6dlog2 ie · (4∆ + 5) − 1 6∈ O(i · ∆).
This implies that our protocol would not satisfy the ideal functionality for any
timing attribute tuple. In order to achieve linear pessimistic time complexity as the
ideal functionality requires, we make two important observations which optimizes
our protocol. Firstly, the registration subprocedure can be run in parallel with the
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force execution phase. Moreover, parties do not need to wait until the registration
is completed in order to inform the environment that execution was requested.
These two observations reduce the pessimistic time complexities to:
Tivch .TR(∆, i) := 5 + 2 · Tivch .TR(∆, di/2e),

(7.4)

Tivch .TE(∆, i) := 5 + 4 · Tivch .TR(∆, di/2e).

(7.5)

Our goal is now to show that both equations result in a timing function that is
linear in i · ∆. As a first step, we state an auxiliary lemma, analogous to Lemma 2.
The proof can be found in Appendix E.3.
Lemma 3. Let ∆ ∈ N be a constant and f : N → N be a function such that
f (1) := 4∆ + 4 and f (i) := 5 + 2f (di/2e). Then f (i) = 2dlog2 ie · (4∆ + 9) − 5.
We are now prepared to show that both T .TR(∆, i) and T .TE(∆, i) defined
using Equation (7.4) and Equation (7.5) are linear functions in O(i · ∆). From
Lemma 3, we have that
Tivch .TR(∆, i) = 2dlog2 ie · (4∆ + 9) − 5
≤ 2log2 i+1 · (4∆ + 9) − 5
= 2i · (4∆ + 9) − 5 ∈ O(i · ∆).

(7.6)

From Equation (7.5), we have that
Tivch .TE(∆, i) = 5 + 4 · Tivch .TR(di/2e) = 2 · Tivch .TR(∆, i) − 5 ∈ O(i · ∆) (7.7)
We can now also show that the pessimistic time complexity of a dispute in a virtual
channel is linear in i · ∆. From Equation (7.3) and Equation (7.4) we know that
Tivch .TD(∆, i) = 4 · Tivch .TR(di/2e) = 2 · Tivch .TR(∆, i) − 10 ∈ O(i · ∆).

(7.8)

Formal description. The informal description omits some technicalities, and we
refer the reader for further details to the full specification of the protocol and the
corresponding part of the contract code VSCC(C) which can be found below.
Protocol sπivch (i, C, T ): Contract instance execution
Abbreviations: H := Fivch (i − 1, C ∪ VSCC(C), T ), I := γ.Ingrid, Q := γ.other–
user(P ), TR sub := T .TR(∆, di/2e).
...............................................................................
Peaceful execution is defined exactly as for ledger channels (see page 124), with one
additional check made my party Q in step 5: τ0 ≤ γ.validity − T .TE(∆, i).
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ForceExecute
Back to party P
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Let τ3 be the current round.
Set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and let id P := γ P .subchan(P ), cid P := P ||id.
Set e := (τ0 , P, f, z) and sign scid ← SignskP (cid , e), set pcid := (cid , e, scid ).
Add e to ΓPaux (id , cid ).toExecute.
τ3
Send (execute, id P , cid P , Exe, pcid ) ,−
→ H. If ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered 6= 1, run
Register(P, id , cid ) in parallel.
17. Wait until round τ4 := τ0 + 4 · TR sub + 5 to distinguish:
Executed: If ΓP (id ).cspace(cid ).storage = σ̃ (i.e., Q registered the contract instance version after execution), then delete e from ΓPaux (id , cid ).toExecute,
τ4
→ Z and stop.
output (executed, id , cid , σ̃, m) ,−
Not executed:

Else execute the suprocedure P.LocalExe(τ4 , id , cid , τ0 ).
Party I:
τ1I

Upon receiving (execute–req, id P , cid P , Exe, pcid ) ←−- H:
18. Set α := ΓI (id P ), P := α.other–user(I), σP := α.cspace(cid P ).storage, γ I :=
σP .virtual–channel, Q := γ I .other–user(P ), id Q := γ I .subchan(Q) and cid Q :=
τ1I

Q||γ I .id. Then send (execute, id Q , cid Q , Exe, pcid ) ,−→ H.
Party Q:
τ2Q

Upon receiving (execute–req, id Q , cid Q , Exe, pcid ) ←−- H:
19. Parse Q||id := cid Q and (cid , e, scid ) := pcid . Let γ Q := ΓQ (id) and ν Q :=
γ Q .cspace(cid ). If γ Q = ⊥ or ν Q = ⊥, then stop.
Q
20. Set ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1. If Vfypk P (cid , e; scid ) 6= 1 or f 6∈ ν .code, stop.
21. Add e to ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).toExecute and parse (τ0 , P, f, z) := e.

τ2Q

22. If ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).registered = 1, output (execute–req, id , cid , f, z) ,−→ Z, execute
the subprocedure Q.LocalExe(τ2Q , id , cid , τ0 ) and stop.
23. Wait until round τ3Q := τ0 + 2 · TR sub + 5 to distinguish:
Not registered: If ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).registered 6= 1 (i.e., P requested force execution
without starting the contract instance registration in parallel), then delete
e from Γaux (id , cid ).toExecute and stop.
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τ3Q

Registered: Otherwise output (execute–req, id , cid , f, z) ,−→ Z and execute the
subprocedure Q.LocalExe(τ3Q , id , cid , τ0 ) and stop.

Auxiliary procedure: T.LocalExe(τ, id , cid , τ0 )
1.
2.
3.
4.

Let γ := ΓT (id ), σ (0) := γ.cspace(cid ).storage and C := γ.cspace(cid ).code.
Let E ⊆ ΓTaux (id , cid ).toExecute consist of all tuples (τ00 , T 0 , f 0 , z 0 ), where τ00 ≤ τ0 .
(e(1) , . . . , e(`) ) := Sortlex (E)
For k = 1 to ` do:
(k)

a) Parse (τ0 , T (k) , f (k) , z (k) ) := e(k)
(k)

b) Compute (σ (k) , m(k) ) := f (k) (σ (k−1) , T (k) , τ0 , z (k) ).
τ

c) Output (executed, id , cid , σ (k) , m(k) ) ,−
→Z
d) Set ΓT := UpdateChanSpace(ΓT , id , cid , σ (k) , C).
e) Delete e(k) from ΓTaux (id , cid ).toExecute.

Contract VSCC(C): Function Exe(σ, P, τ, p)
Let γ := σ.virtual–channel, A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid, i := γ.length and
let TR sub := σ.timings.TR(∆, di/2e).
1. Parse (cid , e, scid ) := p
2. Make the following checks:
• P ∈ σ.users and Pcid ∈ {A, B};
• VfypkP

cid

(cid , e; scid ) = 1;

• If P ∈ {A, B}, then τ − τcid ≤ 5 and P = Pcid ;
• If P = I, then τ − τcid ≤ 5 + TR sub and Pcid ∈ σ.users ∩ {A, B};
• τcid ≤ γ.validity.
If one of the checks fails, then output (σ, ⊥) and stop.
3. Let σ̃ := σ, add e to σ̃.toExecute.
4. Output (σ̃, m) for m := (instance–executing, p).

Close a virtual channel
Recall that in case of ledger channels, the environment instructs one party to close
the ledger channel. The parties of the ledger channel have some time to register all
contract instances that were opened in the ledger channel off-chain. If thereafter
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there is a contract instance in the ledger channel which is not terminated, then
the ledger channel is not closed.
For virtual channels the situation is different. We require that the closing procedure of a virtual channel γ always starts in round γ.validity and always results
in γ being closed. Hence, both contract instances with code VSCC(C) that were
opened in the subchannels of γ during channel creation must be terminated meaning that all coins locked in these contract instances must be unlocked back to the
subchannels. This ensures that virtual channels never can infinitely block closure
of ledger channels.
Let us now explain how the closing of a virtual channel works by first discussing
the optimistic case when all three parties of the channel, γ.Alice, γ.Bob and γ.Ingrid,
behave honestly and thereafter we focus on the more complex part of the protocol
when at least one of the parties misbehaves. In the description below, we denote
α := γ.subchan(γ.Alice) the channel between γ.Alice and γ.Ingrid, and cid A :=
γ.Alice||γ.id the VSCC(C) contract instance in this channel. Analogously, we denote
β := γ.subchan(γ.Bob) and cid B := γ.Bob||γ.id.
Peaceful closing. As discussed above, the purpose of virtual channel closure is to
terminate the contract instance cid A and cid B that were created in the subchannels
of γ during the virtual channel creation. Importantly, the way coins are unlocked
must correspond to the final balance of γ.Alice and γ.Bob in the virtual channel γ,
let us denote it xA and xB . To this end, honest γ.Alice initiates an update of cid A
that unlocks xA coins to γ.Alice and xB coins to γ.Ingrid back to α. Technically,
this means the following. Let σ be the latest state of cid A . Then γ.Alice defines a
new state σ̃ of cid A such that
σ.invested(γ.Alice) − σ̃.invested(γ.Alice) = xA ,
σ.invested(γ.Ingrid) − σ̃.invested(γ.Ingrid) = xB .
γ.Bob proceeds analogously; namely, he initiates an update of cid B that unlocks
xA coins to γ.Ingrid and xB coins to γ.Bob.
If γ.Ingrid receives symmetric update requests of cid A and cid B , she confirms
both of the updates. As in the case of virtual channel creation, γ.Alice and γ.Bob
exchange a confirmation that the update was successful on both sides. To conclude,
the peaceful closure takes exactly 2 · T .tu + 1 rounds. Hence, we define Tivch .tcl :=
2 · Tivch .tu + 1. For the rest of this section, we focus on the case when the peaceful
closing attempt fails.
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Forceful closing.
If the update of the subchannel fails, parties have to close
the channel forcefully. The goal of the closing procedure is still the same; namely,
to terminate the contract instance cid A and cid B such that the amount of coins
unlocked to each party represents the final balance in γ. Parties proceed in two
steps. They first synchronize the state of cid A and cid B with the final state of
γ. This means that they register the contract instance cid if it has been created
in the virtual channel γ but has never been registered before.2 After this step,
cid A and cid B can be seen as “copies” of the final state of the channel γ. Parties
now proceed to the second phase, in which they terminate the contract instance
by executing the on the function Close.
The contract function Close is defined in such a way that it first (if necessary)
finalizes registration if there is a pre-registered contract instance cid . This step
is needed in case one party initiated registration of a contract instance with identifier cid but the other party did not react. As a next step the function Close
internally executes all the force execution requests stored in toExecute. As already
discussed before (see page 155), the order in which the force execution requests of
the contract instance cid are processed is very important. To this end, the contract function Close sorts the elements of the set toExecute, which are tuples of
the form (τ0 , P, f, z) lexicographically, using the sorting algorithm Sortlex defined
in Section 5.2.
Let us now discuss what happens if there exists a registered contract instance cid
which after all the executions were performed is still not terminated (the amount
of locked coins is not equal to zero). The first idea would be to let Close ignore
the contract instance. However, this could cause the intermediary of the virtual
channel, γ.Ingrid, to lose coins. Instead, the contract function Close gives all the
coins locked in the unterminated contract instance to γ.Ingrid. This implies that
users of virtual channels are responsible to open a contract instance only if they
are certain that they can terminate it before the channel validity expires since
otherwise they will lose money.
Once the cid contract instance is terminated, Close unlocks the current amount
of coins each user holds in the channel contract. Technically, this means for each
party P of channel contract, it sets invested(P ) := invested(P ) − cash(P ) and
cash(P ) := 0 by which it terminates the channel contract.

2

Recall that we assume that there can be at most one contract instance in a virtual channel.
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Time complexity. The pessimistic time complexity of closing a virtual channel
of length i can be computed as
2T .tu + T .TD(∆, di/2e) + 5T .TE(∆, di/2e) + T .TR(∆, di/2e) + 1.
Let us take a closer look at this complex formula. Since parties first try to close the
channel peacefully, they initiate an update of the subchannels. In case γ.Ingrid is
malicious, this can take up to 2 · T .tu + T .TD(∆, di/2e) rounds. Let us stress that
for the peaceful closing, parties are interested only in the peaceful update which
is why the additive factor T .TD(∆, di/2e) does not appear in the calculation of
T .tcl. If the peaceful execution fails, parties proceed with forceful closure.
As discussed above, before parties call the Close function, they first get some
time to register the contract instance cid if needed. This is done via the subprotocol Register. Although parties learn the result of Register already after
T .TD(∆, i) = 4 · T .TR(∆, di/2e) rounds, the registration in the VSCC contract instances is completed only later when the subchannel are actually executed. For
this reason, we instruct parties to wait for 4 · T .TE(∆, di/2e) rounds instead of
4 · T .TR(∆, di/2e) to call Close. The execution of the function Close takes again
up to T .TE(∆, di/2e) rounds.
If γ.Alice or γ.Bob are malicious and do not executed Close (which γ.Ingrid
discovers after T .TR(∆, di/2e) rounds), γ.Ingrid is allowed to initiate the closure
herself. This explains the additional T .TR(∆, di/2e) rounds in the pessimistic
time complexity. Since the ideal functionality requires both users of the channel
to output the closed message in the same round, the closing protocol uses one
additional round used for confirmation exchange between the users.
To conclude, we define the timing attribute tuple Tivch as
Tivch .TC(∆, i) :=2Tivch .tu + Tivch .TD(∆, di/2e)
+ 5Tivch .TE(∆, di/2e) + Tivch .TR(∆, di/2e) + 1.
Using the Equation (7.7), Equation (7.8) and the fact that Tivch .tu = 1, we can
express Tivch .TC(∆, i) as
Tivch .TC(∆, i) = 13T .TR(∆, di/2e) − 32 ∈ O(i · ∆).
Closing uncreated channels. Before we provide the full specification of the protocol and the corresponding part of VSCC(C), let us briefly explain one additional
technicality. Recall that in case γ.Ingrid is corrupt, it can happen that the contract instances with code VSCC(C) are opened in the subchannels of γ although
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the virtual channel γ was not successfully created. This in particular means that
the coins needed to create γ are locked in the subchannels and can be unlocked
only after round γ.validity by executing the contract function Close. Our protocol
hence has to take this possibility into account.
Protocol sπivch (i, C, T ): Close a virtual channel γ
Abbreviations: H := Fivch (i − 1, C ∪ VSCC(C), T ), I := γ.Ingrid, Q := γ.other–
user(P ), cid P := P ||γ.id and id P := γ.subchan(P ), tv := γ.validity, TE sub :=
T .TE(∆, di/2e), TR sub := T .TR(∆, di/2e), TD sub := T .TD(∆, di/2e), tu := T .tu.
...............................................................................
Let γ the virtual channel requested to be created in round τ0 .
Party P ∈ γ.users in round tv
1. Distinguish the following three cases:
τ1 ≤τ0 +2tu+TD sub

Not created: If ΓP (γ.id) = ⊥ but (updated, id P , cid P ) ←−−−−−−−−−−−- H, go
to ForceClose.
Corrupt: If γ P := ΓP (γ.id) 6= ⊥ and for cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that γ P .cspace(cid ) 6=
⊥, it holds that ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered = 1, go to ForceClose.
Peaceful attempt: Let α := ΓP (id P ), ν := α.cspace(cid P ) and σ := ν.storage.
Define σ̃ := σ and set
σ̃.invested(P ) := σ.invested(P ) − γ.cash(P ),

σ̃.cash(P ) := 0

σ̃.invested(I) := σ.invested(I) − γ.cash(Q),

σ̃.cash(I) := 0

tv

→H
and (update, id P , cid P , σ̃, ν.code) ,−
Party I in round tv
τv +tu

2. If both messages (update–req, id A , cid A , σ̃A , C) ←−−−- H and (update–req, id B ,
τv +tu

cid B , σ̃B , C) ←−−−- H are received, then set σA := ΓI (id A ).cspace(cid A ).storage
and σB := ΓI (id B ).cspace(cid B ).storage and verify
• Both terminated: σ̃A .locked = σ̃B .locked = 0,
• Balance neutrality: σ̃A .invested(I) + σ̃B .invested(I) = 0.
τv +tu

If both checks pass, send (update–reply, id A , cid A ) ,−−−→ H and (update–reply,
τv +tu

id B , cid B ) ,−−−→ H, set ΓI (γ.id ) = ⊥ and stop.
3. If the messages were not received or they did not pass the test, goto ForceClose.
P ∈ γ.users
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τ1 ≤τv +2tu+TD sub

τ1

→ γ.other–
4. If (updated, id T , cid T ) ←−−−−−−−−−−−−- H, then send (close–ok, γ) ,−
user(T ) and goto OutputClose. Else goto ForceClose.

ForceClose
Party P ∈ γ.users
5. If γ P := ΓP (γ.id) 6= ⊥ and for cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that γ P .cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, it
holds that ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered 6= 1, then execute Register(P, id , cid ).
t2

6. In round τ2 := tv + 2tu + TD sub + 4TE sub , (execute, id T , cid T , Close, ∅) ,−
→ H.
Party I
For both P ∈ γ.users in round τ3 := tv + 2tu + TD sub + 4TE sub + TR sub :
≤τ3

7. If you did not receive (execute–req, id P , cid P , Close, ∅) ←−−- H, send (execute,
τ3
→ H.
id P , cid P , Close, ∅) ,−
Back to party P ∈ γ.users
τ4 ≤t2 +TE sub

8. Upon (executed, id P , cid P , σP , contract–closed) ←−−−−−−−−- H, send (close–ok,
τ1
γ) ,−
→ Q and goto OutputClose.

OutputClose
Party P ∈ γ.users
Wait until either (close–ok, γ) ←
−- Q or the round tv +2tu+TD sub +5TE sub +TR sub +1
P
comes, to set Γ (γ.id) := ⊥ and output (closed, id ) ,−
→ Z.
Contract VSCC(C): function Close(σ, P, τ )
Let γ := σ.virtual–channel, A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid, i := γ.length,T :=
σ.timings, t1 := γ.validity + 2 · T .tu + T .TD(∆, di/2e) + 4 · T .TE(∆, di/2e)
1. Make the following checks γ 6= ⊥; P ∈ σ.users; and τ > t1 . If one of the checks
fails, the output (σ, ⊥).
2. Let σ (0) := σ.
3. If σ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ and σ.preRegistered 6= ⊥ (i.e., there is
a uncompleted registration), then parse (T, τ T ; cid T , ν T ) := σ.preRegistered and
define σ (0) .cspace(cid T ) := ν T .
4. If σ (0) .cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥ for some cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ , then let E ⊆ σ (0) .toExecute(cid )
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consist of all tuples (τ0 , T, f, z), where f is a contract function with respect to
C := σ (0) .cspace(cid ).code.
5. Let (e(1) , . . . , e(`) ) := Sortlex (E)
6. For k = 1 to ` do the following:
a) Compute σ (k) := Evaluate(σ (k−1) , cid , e(k) )
b) Delete e(k) from σ (k) .toExecute(cid ).
7. Set σ̃ := σ (`) and for both T ∈ σ.users make the following changes (unlock coins):
σ̃.invested(T ) := σ̃.invested(T ) − σ̃.cash(T ), σ̃.cash(T ) := 0.
8. If σ̃.locked > 0, then σ̃.invested(I) := σ̃.invested(I) − σ̃.locked. (If unterminated
contract instance in γ, Indrig gets all coins locked in this contract instance).
9. Set σ̃.virtual–channel := ⊥ and output (σ̃, m), where m = (contract–closed).
Auxiliary procedure: Evaluate(σ, cid , e)
Let γ := σ.virtual–channel, I := γ.Ingrid, ν := σ.cspace(cid ) and σcid := ν.storage.
1. Parse (τcid , Pcid , fcid , zcid ) := e.
2. Compute (σ̃cid , mcid ) = fcid (σcid , Pcid , τcid , zcid ).
3. Let σ̃ := σ.
4. If mcid 6= ⊥, then make the following changes:
a) Set σ̃.cspace(cid ).storage := σ̃cid .
b) Define add A := σcid .invested(A) − σ̃cid .invested(A).
c) Define add B := σcid .invested(B) − σ̃cid .invested(B).
d) If γ.users ∩ σ.users = A, then
• σ̃.cash(A) := σ.cash(A) + add A ,
• σ̃.cash(I) := σ.cash(I) + add B .
e) If γ.users ∩ σ.users = B, then
• σ̃.cash(I) := σ.cash(I) + add A ,
• σ̃.cash(B) := σ.cash(B) + add B .
5. Output σ̃.

7.3.3. Timing Attribute Tuple
Let us summarize the definition of the candidate timing attribute tuple Tivch that
corresponds to the time complexity of our virtual channel construction. The optimistic time complexity of updating and executing a contract instance in a channel
are the same as for ledger channel, i.e.,
Tivch .tu = 1,

Tivch .tr = 4,
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The time complexity of virtual channel creation and closure in the case that all
parties behave honesty are
Tivch .tcr = 2 · Tivch .tu + 2 = 4 and Tivch .tcl = 2 · Tivch .tu + 1 = 3.
And finally the pessimistic time complexities are defined as
Tivch .TR(∆, i) := 2dlog2 ie (4∆ + 9) − 5,
Tivch .TE(∆, i) := 2 · Tivch .TR(∆, i) − 5 = 2dlog2 ie (8∆ + 18) − 10,
Tivch .TD(∆, i) := 2 · Tivch .TR(∆, i) − 10 = 2dlog2 ie (8∆ + 18) − 15,
Tivch .TC(∆, i) := 13 · Tivch .TR(∆, i) − 32 = 2dlog2 ie (52∆ + 117) − 97.

7.3.4. Protocol Checks
We are now prepared to complete the description of our protocol πivch (i, C, T ) by
adding a protocol wrapper around our simplified protocol sπivch (i, C, T ) presented
in the previous section. Let us first describe the functionality of the protocol
wrapper for shorter channels and thereafter focus on channels of length exactly i.
For the formal description of πivch (i, C, T ), we refer the reader to Appendix D.2.
Shorter channels. In addition to performing natural checks, the protocol wrapper makes one syntactic change that we describe next. If a party P receives a
message about creating/closing a channel of length j < i, then the party behaves
exactly as in the protocol sπivch (i, C, T ). In case a party P receives a message
m which is of the form (update, id , cid , σ, C), (update–reply, id , cid ) or (execute,
id , cid , f, z) and id is an identifier of a channel of length j < i, then the party
P sightly modifies the message m before executing the code of sπivch (i, C, T ). In
particular, party P extends the contract instance identifier cid by adding a prefix
“short”. For example, if m = (execute, id , cid , f, z), then the party behaves as if
the received message was m0 = (execute, id , short||cid , f, z). Analogously, if the
protocol instructs the party P to output a message that the contract instance with
identifier short||cid was updated/executed, the party removes the prefix “short”
before outputs the message to the environment.
The reason for adding/removing this prefix is to prevent the environment from
instructing honest parties to update/execute a contract instance with identifier
P ||id , where P ∈ P and id is an identifier of a virtual channel of length i. Contract
instance identifiers of this form are used for contract instances with the code VSCC
that are created in the subchannels of a virtual channel of length i and hence
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should be updated/executed only when the virtual channel is being created or
closed.
Channels of length i. The purpose of the protocol wrapper for channels of length
exactly i is to add all checks that are excluded from the simplified protocol description. Let us give a few examples of invalid requests from Z that a party
refuses.
• Z instructs the party P to create a virtual channel of length i using an
intermediary I but there does not exist any channel between P and I yet.
• Z instructs the party P to create a virtual channel of length i whose subchannel are of length j > di/2e.
• Z instructs the party P to add more than one contract instance in a virtual
channel.
• Z instructs the party P to update or execute a contract instance in a channel
that was never created by P or that was already closed.
• Z instructs the party P to update/execute a contract instance after the
channel validity is expired.
• Z instruction to party P contains malformed inputs (e.g., missing or unknown parameters).

7.4. Security Analysis
Let us now formally state Theorem 5 which says that the protocol πivch that
we described in the previous section indeed L̄-UC realizes the virtual channel
functionality Fivch for all sets of contract codes C and any channel length bound
i > 1.
Theorem 5 (Virtual Channels from Shorter Channels – Formal). Let Σ be a
EUF–CMA-secure signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Then for any set of contract codes C and every blockchain delay ∆ ∈ N and every i > 1 the protocol
L̄
πivch (i, C, Tivch ) working in (Fivch
(∆, i, C 0 , Tivch ), FGDC )-hybrid L̄-UC realizes the
L̄
ideal functionality Fivch
(∆, i, C, Tivch ), where C 0 = C ∪ VSCC(C).
The main theorem of this chapter says that the composed protocol Πivch defined
in Equation (7.2) L̄-UC realizes our channel functionality in the hybrid world of a
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smart contract. The proof of the theorem, whose sketch was given in Section 7.2
can be found in Appendix E.4.
Theorem 4 (Virtual Channels from Smart Contracts – Formal). Let Σ be a
EUF–CMA-secure signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Then for any set of contract
codes C and every blockchain delay ∆ ∈ N and every i ≥ 1, there exists a set of
L̄
b FGDC )contract codes Cb such that the protocol Πivch (i, C) working in (Fscc
(∆, C),
L̄
hybrid model L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fivch
(∆, i, C, Tivch ).

7.5. Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter, we defined the ideal functionality of virtual channel with indirect dispute of arbitrary length and presented a concrete protocol realizing this
functionality assuming a state channel contract on the Ethereum blockchain. Our
construction follows a modular approach where a channel of length i is built on
top of two shorter channels in a black-box way. Importantly, if all involved parties are honest, the entire life-time of the channel takes place off-chain and hence
the optimistic time complexity of all channel operations are independent of the
blockchain delay. The worst-case time complexity of all channel operations is linear in the channel length. Let us now discuss possible extensions to our protocol
and interesting directions for future research.
Fine-grained time complexity analysis. Although several optimizations had to
be performed in order to achieve worst case time complexity linear in the channel
length, many were omitted not to complicate the protocols even further. For
instance, parties in our protocol do not take into account the exact length of each
subchannel but use the upper bound di/2e for both channels to determine the
worst case time complexity of their execution. Moreover, the waiting times in our
registration, force execution and force closing protocols are always set in such a
way that they cover the worst possible scenario (i.e., both subchannels are executed
forcefully with the maximal possible delay). However, there are many situations in
which this upper bound is not reached and hence parties could proceed with the
protocol steps earlier. While these optimizations would not influence the worst
case time complexity, they may have a huge impact in practice when maximal
delays are rare.
Dispute Recovery. As for ledger channels, our virtual channel construction does
not allow parties to peacefully execute a contract instance that has already been
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registered. One way to add the dispute recovery mechanism would be to follow the
approach for ledger channels and add a function to the VSCC contract code that
would allow to deregister contract instance. The design of such s feature would
have to take into account the reaction delay of the intermediary that has to mimic
execution from one subchannel to the other.
There is also a simpler way to implement the dispute recovery which does not
require any change to the VSCC contract code. Namely, both Alice and Bob could
propose to update the VSCC contract instance they each have with Ingrid in a way
that deletes the registered contract instance to be executed peacefully again. If
Ingrid receives a symmetric request from both parties, it is safe for her to confirm
both updates.
Privacy. We note that the privacy guarantees provided by virtual channels with
indirect dispute are even stronger than the ones of ledger channels. Recall that
in the case of ledger channels, the existence of the channel and the transfer made
via this channel are visible on the public blockchain. For virtual channels this
information may remain hidden. If all three parties involved in the channel are
honest, the information that the channel exists is never revealed to the blockchain.3
And even if one of the parties is corrupt, the way disputes are resolved may prevent
information leakage to the public blockchain. Defining the privacy guarantees
provided by virtual channels with indirect dispute is left for future work.
Fees for the intermediary. Our virtual channel construction guarantees that the
intermediary of a virtual channel can never lose coins. Let us stress that this is
a minimal guarantee that we need to provide to intermediaries. Note that the
intermediaries need to lock their own coins for the entire life-time of the virtual
channels. Moreover, they may need to resolve disputes between parties. Hence,
in practice, intermediaries would charge fees for their services. Let us now briefly
sketch how to add the notion of intermediary fees to our construction. Both
channel users, Alice and Bob, would lock some additional coins in the VSCC contract
instance they open in the channel they have with Ingrid during virtual channel
creation. These coins would be assigned to Ingrid during virtual channel closure
when the VSCC are being terminated.
The interesting question is how high should the service fees be. This might
depend on multiple factors such as, for example, on the validity of the virtual
channel, the amount of coins locked in the channel, the type of contract parties
might execute in the virtual channel (how large the state is, maximal possible
3

Here we assume that ledger channels are constructed with the peaceful closing option.
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execution cycles, etc.), on the current value of the blockchain fees and many more.
Designing a meaningful fee model is a problem of independent interest which we
leave as an interesting direction for future research.
Virtual channels without validity. Our construction assumes that virtual channels have an a-priori fixed validity. Let us stress that we make this assumption
to simplify our already complex protocol and not because there is a fundamental
problem in designing virtual channels without validity. The reason that we add
validity to our channels is to ensure that the intermediary Ingrid of the virtual
channel knows at the channel creation time for how long she must lock coins and
be reachable to resolve disputes. If we remove the fixed validity from the definition
of virtual channels, we have to design a different mechanism which allows Ingrid
to unlock her coins from the channel and stop being an intermediary. Note that
otherwise Alice and Bob could lock Ingrid’s coins forever.
A naive way to add such a mechanism would be to allow Ingrid to close the virtual channel at any time. More precisely, Ingrid would be allowed to call the function Close of the contract instance VSCC in the subchannels at any time, thereby
initiating their termination leading to virtual channel closure. This, however, ruins the force execution guarantees to the users of the virtual channel. Assume,
for example, that Alice and Bob are in the middle of a lottery game when Ingrid
initiates channel closure. Hence, a fair closing mechanism should give Alice and
Bob some time to complete the execution of their contract instance. The length
of such “closing window” would define the contracts that Alice and Bob can safely
execute in their channel. Namely, for any state of the contract it should be possible to reach a terminated state within the time defined by the closing window.
Another approach, proposed by Close [37], is to add the feature of virtual channel
off-loading which turns a virtual channel into a ledger channel. This way, Ingrid
can step out of her role of an intermediary while Alice and Bob can continue their
trades.
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In the previous sections, we defined and constructed a protocol for virtual channels
with indirect dispute (IV–channels for short). Recall that in the optimistic case,
when all parties involved in the channel behave honestly, the entire lifetime of the
channel takes place off-chain. This means that the time complexity of creation,
update, execution and closure is independent of the length of the channel and the
blockchain delay. In case of a dispute, parties execute subchannels of the IV–channel. This results in a pessimistic time complexity that is linear in i · ∆, where i
denotes the channel length and ∆ the blockchain delay.
Our goal is now to extend the ideal functionality and the protocol such that also
virtual channels with direct dispute (DV–channels for short) are supported. Recall
from Chapter 4 that these channels behave exactly as IV–channels if all parties
are honest. The difference is in the worst case time complexity of the channel
operations that must be independent of the channel length.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.1, we extend the ideal functionality such that it also supports DV–channel on any length. Thereafter, in
Section 8.2, we explain how to reuse existing results and design a protocol realizing this new ideal functionality in a modular way. In Section 8.3 we present our
protocol. Formal theorem statements can be found in Section 8.4. We conclude
this chapter in Section 8.5 where we discuss the differences between IV–channels
and DV–channels, and propose directions for future work.

8.1. Ideal Functionality
In this section we introduce our ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C, T ) that allows to
build any type of two party channel (ledger channel, IV–channel and DV–channel)
of length up to i in which contract instances with code from the set C can be
opened and whose time complexity is defined by the timing attribute tuple T . At
a high level, the ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C, T ) extends the ideal functionality
Fivch (i, C, T ) in the following way:
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• Messages about ledger and IV–channels are handled as in Fivch (i, C, T ).
• DV–channels are created (resp. closed) using the procedure of Fivch (i, C, T )
for creating (resp. closing) IV–channels.
• Update (resp. execute) requests of contract instances in DV–channels are
handled as Fivch (i, C, T ) handles such queries for ledger channels.
Hence, intuitively, a DV–channel γ can be seen a “hybrid” between a ledger channel
and an IV–channel, meaning that it is created and closed as a IV–channel and its
contract instances are updated and executed as if γ was a ledger channel.
While this high level description provides a good intuition about the definition
of DV–channels, there is one technicality that we need to take care of; namely,
the functionality checks. Recall that the ideal functionality Fivch (i, C, T ) upon
receiving a message for a party, first performs several sanity checks. The purpose
of these checks is to ensure that a channel protocol does not work on malformed
messages and obviously illegal requests. While the checks for DV–channels and IV–
channels (resp. ledger channels) are very similar, there are a few minor differences
which we explain in the functionality description that follows.

8.1.1. Functionality Description
As discussed above, if Fdvch (i, C, T ) receives a message about a ledger channel or an
IV–channel, then it behaves exactly as Fivch (i, C, T ). Since Fivch (i, C, T ) satisfies
all the security and efficiency goals for these type of channels (see Section 7.1),
Fdvch (i, C, T ) satisfies them as well in this case. Let us thus focus on the novel
case, i.e., DV–channels.
Create a DV–channel. The users of the channel, γ.Alice and γ.Bob, and the
intermediary γ.Ingrid express that they want to create γ by sending the message (create, γ) to Fdvch (i, C, T ). As already mentioned above, the functionality
Fdvch (i, C, T ) handles such messages exactly as Fivch (i, C, T ) when receiving a creation message about a IV–channel. There is, however, one difference in the checks
that the functionality performs. Namely, the check whether γ is a valid IV–channel
is replaced by a check that γ is a valid DV–channel. We refer the reader to Section 7.1.1, page 136, for the high level description of the creation process and the
explanation why consensus on creation – the security property (S1) – and constant
time optimistic creation – the efficiency property (E1) – hold.
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Close a DV–channel. Once the DV–channel γ is successfully created, γ.Alice
and γ.Bob can use it (open and execute contract instance) until round γ.validity
when the closing of the channel γ begins. In round γ.validity, Fdvch (i, C, T ) behaves
exactly as Fivch (i, C, T ) when the validity of an IV–channel comes. We refer the
reader to Section 7.1.1, page 136 for the high level description of the closing process
and explanation why balance neutrality – the security property (S4) – and constant
round optimistic closure – the efficiency property (E4) – holds.
Update a contract instance. At a high level, update of a contract instance in
a DV–channel is defined as an update of a contract instance in a ledger channel.
Technically, this means that Fdvch (i, C, T ) executes the same code as the functionality Fivch (i, C, T ) when updating a contract instance in a ledger channel. There
is, however, one additional check that Fdvch (i, C, T ) has to perform before accepting an update request. Since in contrast to ledger channels, DV–channels have
a validity time, the functionality needs to check that the update request is not
performed after or too close to the channel validity time.
We refer the reader to Section 6.1.1, page 110 for the high level description
of the update process and the reason why consensus on update – the security
property (S2) – and constant round optimistic update – the efficiency property
(E2) – hold. Let us stress that since the worst case time complexity of an update
in a DV–channel is the same as for ledger channels; namely 2 · T .tu + TD(∆, 1),
it is independent of the length of the DV–channel. This in particular implies that
pessimistic update in O(∆) rounds – efficiency property(E3) – is satisfied.
Execute a contract instance. Execution of a contract instance in a DV–channel
is defined as an execution of a contract instance in a ledger channel. As for the
case of an update, this means that Fdvch (i, C, T ) executes the same code as the
functionality Fivch (i, C, T ) when executing a contract instance in a ledger. Again,
there is one additional check that needs to be made. Namely, the execution request
cannot not be made after or too close to the channel validity.
We refer the reader to Section 6.1.1, page 111 for the high level description
of the execution process and the explanation why guarantee of execution – the
security property (S3) – and constant round optimistic execution – the efficiency
property (E2) holds. As for the update procedure, we stress that since the worst
case time complexity of an execution in a DV–channel is the same as for ledger
channels; namely TE(∆, 1), it is independent of the length of the DV–channel.
This in particular implies that pessimistic update in O(∆) rounds – efficiency
property(E3) – is satisfied.
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Ideal Functionality Fdvch (i, C, T )
τ0

−- P , depending on m distinguish the following cases:
Upon m ←
• If m = (create, γ) and γ.dispute = direct, execute the “IV–Channel Creation”
procedure of Fivch (i, C, T ) but replace the check whether γ is a IV–channel
with the check that γ is a DV–channel.
• If m = (update, id , cid , σ̃, C), γ := Γ(id ) is such that γ.dispute = direct,
τ0 < γ.validity−(T .TD(∆, 1)+2T .tu), execute the “Contract Instance Update
in a ledger channel” procedure of Fivch (i, C, T ).
• If m = (update–reply, id , cid ) and γ := Γ(id ) is such that γ.dispute = direct,
execute the “Contract Instance Update in a ledger channel” procedure of
Fivch (i, C, T ).
• If m = (execute, id , cid , f, z), γ := Γ(id ) is such that γ.dispute = direct and
τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1), execute the “Contract Instance Execute in a
ledger channel” procedure of Fivch (i, C, T ).
• If none of the former cases apply, proceed as the functionality Fivch (i, C, T ).
For every id where γ := Γ(id ) is such that γ.dispute = direct, execute the “IV–
Channel Closure” procedure of Fivch (i, C, T ) in round γ.validity.

Before we explain how to use our new ideal functionality, let us make two simple
but important observations. The first observation says that the ideal functionalities Fdvch (i, C, T ) and Fivch (i, C, T ) are equivalent when i = 1, i.e., when both
functionalities accept only message about ledger channels.
Observation 3. For any set of contract codes C and any timing attribute tuple T
it holds that Fdvch (1, C, T ) is equivalent to Fivch (1, C, T ).
Our second observation is analogous to Observation 2. At a high level, it says
that two ideal functionalities Fdvch (i, C, T ) and Fdvch (i, C, T 0 ) are equivalent if the
timing attribute tuples T and T 0 are the same for channel of length up to i. This
follows from the fact that the ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C, T ) never uses any of
the values T (∆, j) for j > i and T ∈ T .PES.
Observation 4. For any set of contract codes C, for any i ≥ 1 and any timing attribute tuples T and T 0 such that T i = T 0i , the ideal functionalities Fdvch (i, C, T )
and Fdvch (i, C, T 0 ) are equivalent.
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8.1.2. Using the Ideal Functionality
As for ledger and IV–channels we now give some design advice for contracts that
can be run in a DV–channel and provide a generic guideline on how to interact with
the ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C, T ). Our goal is to highlight the differences between DV–channels and the two-party channel that were already discussed before,
i.e., ledger and IV–channels.
Suitable Contract Code. As mentioned several times in this section, DV–channels can be seen as a hybrid between ledger and IV–channels. This reflects also
into the contract design advice. Since DV–channels are virtual channels, they do
have a validity time. This means that a designer of the contract code has to keep
in mind that both parties should be able to terminate the contract instance before
the validity round. Recall that a weaker property suffices for ledger channels.
Namely that both users are eventually able to terminate the contract instance.
In contrast to IV–channels, the time complexity of contract instance execution
in DV–channels is independent of the channel length. More precisely, execution
takes as most T .TE(∆, 1) rounds as for ledger channels and not T .TE(∆, i) as for
IV–channels.
To conclude, any contract instance which is suitable for IV–channels is also
suitable for DV–channels. However, the code can be optimized by reducing the
worst case time complexity of execution from T .TE(∆, i) to T .TE(∆, 1).
Interacting with the Functionality Interaction with the functionality Fdvch (i, C,
T ) about a DV–channel is essentially the same as for ledger channels. In particular,
the maximal number of rounds it takes to add a new contract instance is equal to
T .TD(∆, 1) + 2 · T .tu, and the maximal number of rounds it takes to execute a
contract instance is T .TE(∆, 1). The only difference is that parties need to make
sure to terminate their contract instance before the validity of the DV–channel
expires as discussed above.

8.2. Modular Approach
In the previous section, we defined our ideal functionality for any kind of two-party
channel of length up to i that supports contracts from the set C and whose time
complexity is defined by the timing attribute tuple T . We denote such functionality
Fdvch (i, C, T ). Our goal is now to realize this functionality for every i and every
C assuming the existence of smart contracts on an ideal blockchain. Technically,
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this means that we want to construct a protocol Πdvch (i, C), find a timing attribute
tuple Tdvch and a concrete smart contract (defined as an ideal functionality) such
that for every i and every C, the protocol Πdvch (i, C) realizes Fdvch (i, C, Tdvch ) in
the hybrid world of the smart contract.
Note that we already made several steps towards realizing Fdvch . Namely, in
Chapter 7 we found a timing attribute tuple Tivch and designed the protocol
Πivch (i, C) that would realize the functionality Fdvch (i, C, Tivch ) if the only allowed
request would be about ledger and IV–channels. Our goal is thus to find a way to
extend the protocol Πivch (i, C) such that it also handles requests about DV–channels. Before we explain our approach of extending the protocol Πivch (i, C), let us
briefly recall the inductive construction of Πivch (i, C).
As a first step, we defined the protocol Πivch (1, C) in the hybrid world of the
channel smart contract Fscc (C). Thereafter, we found a concrete timing attribute
tuple Tivch , and constructed an auxiliary protocol πivch (i, C, Tivch ) in the hybrid
world of the functionality for shorter channels Fivch (i − 1, C 0 , Tivch ). Finally, we
b
defined our protocol Πivch (i, C) in the Fscc (C)-hybrid
world for some Cb as
0

0

Πivch (i, C) := πivch (i, C, Tivch )Fivch (i−1,C ,Tivch )→Πivch (i−1,C ) .
At a very high level, when extending the protocol Πivch (i, C) to Πdvch (i, C), we
follow the inductive construction of Πivch (i, C) and add support for DV–channels
to each step of the induction. First observe that there is nothing to extend for
the base case of i = 1. Since DV–channels are virtual channels, the ideal functionalities Fdvch (1, C, T ) and Fivch (1, C, T ) are equivalent for every C and T (see
Observation 3). Let us therefore focus on the cases when i > 1.
For every i > 1, every C and every T , we construct an auxiliary protocol
πdvch (i, C, T ) for building any kind of two-party channels, including the ones with
direct dispute. Our construction uses three ingredients: (1) the protocol πivch (i, C,
T ) for ledger and IV–channels of length up to i which uses shorter channel in a
black-box way, (2) the ideal functionality Fdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T ) for two-party channels
of length up to length i − 1 and (3) an ideal dispute board. Our protocol can
roughly be described by distinguishing three cases:
Case 1: If a party receives a message about a two-party channel of length j < i,
then it forwards the request to the ideal functionality Fdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T ).
Case 2: If a party receives a message about an IV–channel of length exactly i,
then it behaves as in the protocol πivch (i, C, T ).
Case 3: For the case when a party receives a message about a DV–channel γ of
length exactly i, we describe a new protocol. This protocol uses:
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• The ideal functionality Fdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T ) to make changes in the subchannels of γ during creation and closure. As we will discuss in more
detail later in this section, changes in subchannels are performed in a
controlled way via a special contract dVSCC.
• A special smart contract on the blockchain, which we call a dispute board
FDB and detail shortly, to resolve disputes about contract instances
in the channel γ. Let us stress that disputes cannot be handled via the
subchannels of γ as this would result in a time complexity that depends
on the channel length. This is the reason why we need to add this
additional building block to our protocol.
In the rest of this section, we discuss in more detail our new building block – the
dispute board – and describe how to combine it with the remaining building blocks
such that it can be used by our protocol πdvch (i, C, T ). We first provide a high
level overview and thereafter present technical details.

8.2.1. High-Level Ideas
Ideal dispute board. At a high level, the functionality FDB (C) models a smart
contract on an ideal blockchain which allows the users to achieve consensus on
contract instances whose codes are from the set C. For this, FDB (C) maintains a
public “dispute board”, which is a list of contract states available to all parties.
FDB (C) admits two different procedures to manipulate these states: registration
of a contract instance and execution of a contract instance.
The registration procedure works as follows: whenever a party determines a
dispute regarding a specific instance whose code is in the set C, it can register this
contract instance by sending its latest valid state to FDB (C). The dispute board
gives the other party1 of the contract instance some time to react and to send her
latest state. Then, FDB (C) compares both states, judges which is the latest valid
one and adds it to the dispute board.
To execute a function of a contract instance without the other party cooperating,
the execute procedure of FDB (C) can be called. We stress that the other party
cannot interfere and merely gets informed about the execution. Upon receiving an
execution request for a contract instance that is contained in the dispute board,
FDB (C) executes the called function and updates the contract instance on the
dispute board according to the outcome.
1

For simplicity, we describe here how the functionality FDB handles a dispute about a 2-party
contract. FDB handles disputes about multi-party contracts in a similar fashion.
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Let us point out the difference between the dispute board FDB (C) and the state
channel contract Fscc (C) used to open, maintain and close ledger channels. Both
smart contracts provide an interface to dispute a contract instance whose code
is from the set C. However, the state channel contract Fscc (C) requires that a
contract instance in dispute is linked to a concrete ledger channel that was created
via Fscc (C). Moreover, Fscc (C) immediately reflects the result of the dispute to
the corresponding channel. This is in contrast to FDB (C) which does not know
about the existence of any channel. One can think about FDB (C) as a platform
to publicly resolve disputes without interpreting the results. We formally describe
the dispute board ideal functionality in Section 8.2.2.
Combining building blocks. Let us now explain how to incorporate the dispute
board ideal functionality into our UC modeling. For the sake of readability, we
drop the set of contract codes and the timing attribute tuple from the parameters
of our functionalities and protocols in this high level explanation.
Intuitively, we want our protocol πdvch (i) to communicate with both the dispute
board FDB and the ideal functionality for shorter channels Fdvch (i − 1). Unfortunately, we cannot simply add the ideal dispute board as another hybrid functionality of the protocol, i.e., we cannot design πdvch (i) in the (FDB , Fdvch (i − 1))-hybrid
world. In a nutshell, when closing a DV–channel γ, the final balance of γ has to
be reflected to the subchannels of γ. This reflection is done via the functionality
for shorter channels Fdvch (i − 1). The final balance of γ might, however, depend
on disputed contract instances of γ. Hence, when reflecting the final balance of
γ to the subchannel, we may need to refer to values stored on the dispute board
FDB . However, in the UC model it is not possible that hybrid ideal functionalities
communicate their state.
In order to overcome this modeling issue, we artificially allow state sharing by
merging both ideal functionalities. Technically, this is done by putting a wrapper
Wdvch around both functionalities, which can be seen as a piece of code distributing
queries to the wrapped functionalities and facilitating the exchange of information
about their states. We denote Wdvch (i − 1) the wrapper combining Fdvch (i − 1)
and FDB , and formally define it in Appendix C.
To conclude, in Section 8.3, we construct a protocol for any kind of two-party
channels in the hybrid world of the wrapper Wdvch (i−1). In Section 8.4 we formally
state the following theorem whose graphical version can be found in Figure 8.5.
Theorem 6 (DV–channels from IV–channels– Informal). Let i > 1 and πivch (i)
be a protocol that realizes the ideal functionality Fivch (i) in the Fivch (i − 1)-hybrid
world. Then protocol πdvch (i) working in the Wdvch (i − 1)-hybrid model L̄-UC
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Fivch (i)

∼

Fdvch (i)

∼

πdvch (i)

πivch (i)
Theorem 6

======⇒
Wdvch
(i −(i1)− 1)
Wdvch
FDB
Fdvch
(i −
− 1)
1)
F
dvch(i
FDB

Fivch (i − 1)

Figure 8.1.: Pictorial representation of Theorem 6. We build DV–channels (right)
out of IV–channels of the same length (left). The functionality
Wdvch (i − 1) is a wrapper combining two functionalities; namely,
Fdvch (i − 1) and FDB .
realizes the ideal functionality Fdvch (i).
Remember that our goal is to add direct dispute to a two-party channel protocol
that is itself inductively built from shorter channels. While it might seem that
Theorem 6 completes the induction step, there is still one technicality that needs
to be solved. Note that Theorem 6 yields a protocol realizing Fdvch (i), while it
requires a wrapped Fdvch (i − 1). Thus, to be able to apply Theorem 6 inductively,
we need to “lift” a protocol Π realizing Fdvch (i−1) such that it realizes Wdvch (i−1).
Realizing the wrapped functionality Wdvch . The difference between the ideal
functionality Fdvch and the wrapper Wdvch is that the latter additionally handles
messages addressed to the dispute board. Hence, we design a protocol wrapper
around the protocol Π which defines the behavior of parties on these additional
messages. We denote the wrapper around the protocol Π which additionally handles messages for the dispute board as Wprot (i, Π). Let us now explain how to use
the protocol wrapper for every i.
We first focus on the case i = 1. Recall that the functionality Wdvch (1) is a
wrapper that merges two ideal functionalities: the dispute board FDB and the ideal
functionality Fdvch (1) for channel of length up to 1. As discussed at the beginning
of this section, we already have a protocol realizing the ledger channel functionality
Fdvch (1) in the hybrid world of the state channel smart contract Fscc . Our goal is
hence to extend this protocol such that it additionally handles messages addressed
to the dispute board. To this end we (i) merge the state channel contract Fscc with
the dispute board contract FDB using a functionality wrapper, denoted by Wscc ,
and (ii) wrap the protocol for ledger channels such that it works in the hybrid
world of Wscc and relays direct dispute messages to this hybrid ideal functionality.
We denote the protocol wrapper around a ledger channel protocol Π as Wprot (1, Π).
The full definition of both wrappers can be found in Appendix C. The following
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technical lemma (informally) states that the wrapped protocol indeed realizes the
wrapped functionality. For the formal treatment and proof, see Appendix E.5.
Lemma 4 (The Blue Lemma – Informal). Let Π be a protocol that L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fdvch (1) in the Fscc -hybrid world. Then the protocol
Wprot (1, Π) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Wdvch (1) in the Wscc -hybrid world.

Fdvch (1)

∼

WW
(1)
dvch
dvch (1)
FDB
Fdvch
(1)
F
dvch(1)
FDB

Π

∼

Wprot (1, Π)

Lemma 4

======⇒
Wscc
scc
W
FDB
Fscc
FDB
scc
F

Fscc

Figure 8.2.: Pictorial representation of Lemma 4. Using a protocol realizing
Fdvch (1) in the hybrid world of a state channel contract (left), we
construct a protocol realizing the wrapped functionality Wdvch (1) in
the hybrid world of Wscc which combines the state channel contract
and the ideal dispute board (right).
Assume now that we have a protocol Π that L̄-UC-realizes the ideal functionality
Fdvch (i) in the hybrid world of the state channel smart contract wrapper Wscc . In
order to realize the wrapped idea functionality Wdvch (i), we proceed exactly as
in the case of ledger channels. Namely, we wrap the protocol Π such that it
additionally handles messages from the environment that are addressed to the
dispute board. Note that the wrapped protocol Π, which we denote Wprot (i, Π),
makes two kinds of calls to Wscc : (i) the forwarded dispute board calls from the
environment and (ii) the internal call triggered by the protocol Π itself. The formal
statement of the following technical lemma can be found in Section 8.4.
Lemma 5 (The Red Lemma – Informal). Let i > 1 and Π be a protocol that L̄-UC
realizes the ideal functionality Fdvch (i) in the Wscc -hybrid world. Then the protocol
Wprot (i, Π) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Wdvch (i) in the Wscc -hybrid world.
When defining the wrapper Wscc formally including all parameters (see Appendix C.2), we observe that the state channel contract functionality Fscc can be
seen as a special case of Wscc . At a high level, this is the case when the dispute
board, which is part of Wscc , does not accept any messages. Hence, the Blue
Lemma can be seen as a special case of the Red Lemma.
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Fdvch (i)
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Figure 8.3.: Pictorial representation of Lemma 5. Using a protocol realizing the
functionality for two-party channels (left), we construct a protocol realizing the wrapped functionality that in addition to two-party channels handles requests to the dispute board (right).
Summary. We finish this high level description with the complete picture of our
approach of building any two-party channel of length up to i using only smart contracts on the blockchain. Our construction yields the following inductive definition
of the protocol Πdvch (i),

Πdvch (i) :=

(
Πivch (1)Fscc →Wscc ,
Wdvch (i−1)→Wprot (i−1,Πdvch (i−1))

(πdvch (i))

if i = 1,
, if i > 1.

(8.1)

The main theorem of this chapter states that the protocol Πdvch (i) realizes the
ideal functionality Fdvch (i) in the hybrid world of a smart contract combining
the dispute board and the state channel contract, i.e., in the Wscc hybrid world.
The informal statement of the theorem and its proof sketch including graphical
representation follow. For the formal statement see Section 8.4.
Theorem 7 (DV–channels from smart contracts – informal). For every i ≥ 1
the protocol Πdvch (i) working in the Wscc -hybrid model L̄-UC realizes the ideal
functionality Fdvch (i).
Proof. (Sketch.) We prove the theorem by induction on the channel length. For
i = 1, the result follows from Theorem 4 and Observation 3. Assume now that
the protocol holds for i − 1, i.e., there exists a protocol Π that realizes the ideal
functionality Fdvch (i − 1) in the Wscc -hybrid world. By Lemma 5, this implies
that the protocol Wprot (i − 1, Π) realizes the ideal functionality Wdvch (i − 1). By
Theorem 6, we know that the auxiliary protocol πdvch (i) realizes Fdvch (i) in the
Wdvch (i − 1) hybrid world. Using the GUC composition theorem (Theorem 2), we
can conclude the Πdvch (i) indeed L̄-UC-realizes Fdvch (i) which is exactly what we
wanted to prove. See Figure 8.4 for the graphical representation of the induction
step.
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IV–channels
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FDB
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Figure 8.4.: Graphical representation of the induction step.
In the rest of this section, we formally describe the dispute board. In Section 8.3,
we construct the new protocol πdvch . We formally state all theorems and lemmas in
Section 8.4. The formal description of the functionality and protocol wrappers can
be found in Appendix C. Let us here just introduce their full notation that is needed
to for the formal theorem statements. We denote Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C) the wrapper
combining Fdvch (i, C 0 , Tdvch ) and FDB (C). We denote Wscc (C 0 , C) the wrapper combining Fscc (C 0 ) and FDB (C). Finally, if i = 1 then the protocol Wprot (i, C, Π)
wraps a ledger channel protocol Π and the dispute board FDB (C). If i > 1, then
Wprot (i, C, Π) is a wrapper around a virtual channel protocol Π and the dispute
board FDB (C).

8.2.2. Dispute Board Ideal Functionality
We now present the formal description of the dispute board ideal functionality
L̄
FDB
(∆, C). The functionality models a smart contract on the blockchain which
means that processing of received messages may be delayed up to ∆ rounds and
any message received by the functionality is immediately leaked to the adversary.
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The functionality is parameterized by a set of contract codes C whose instances
can be disputed and executed via this functionality. The functionality accepts
messages from parties from the set P. For brevity, we often drop the parameter
∆ and refer to the dispute board functionality as FDB (C).
The state of the functionality includes the set of dispute contract instances stored
in the set DB, and some auxiliary information about ongoing dispute stored in the
set DB aux . More precisely, the value stored in DB(id , cid , Q) denotes the latest
valid state of the contract instance with identifier cid which is open in the channel
with identified id and runs between parties from the set Q ⊂ P. The purpose of
the auxiliary set is to store the latest submitted (but not yet confirmed) states
together with the party who submitted them and a time stamp. For convenience,
we denote DB id the concatenation of all non-empty strings DB(id , ·, ·).
As discussed already in Section 8.2.1, the functionality accepts registration and
execution messages. The messages “instance–register” and “finalize–register” allows two users of a channel with direct dispute to reach an agreement about the
latest valid state of their contract instance. Before we proceed to the execution
part of the dispute board, let us discuss one technicality. Looking ahead, when a
party P wants to open a new contract instance ν in the channel γ, she sends her
signature on the first version of the contract instance to the other party Q. If Q
does not reply to P ’s request by sending a valid signature on the proposed contract
instance, P is in a difficult situation. Note that P does not have any valid version
of the contract instance that she could submit to the dispute board and initiate
the registration process. On the other hand, Q can decide at any later point to
register ν since it has P ’s signature. Because of this special case, the dispute board
allows P to initiate the registration process by submitting the set {P, Q} instead
of a valid contract instance version. The dispute board then knows that it should
inform the party Q about P ’s registration request and expect an immediate reply.
If Q does not react, then P can trigger the dispute board who marks the contract
instance cid in the channel γ as “unregistrable”, which prevents Q from registering
ν in some later round.
The message “instance–execute” allows a party to execute a registered contract
instance. There is one technicality in case the contract instance to be executed
is a contract instance supporting a DV–channel (which can be recognized by the
contract code being equal to dVSCC and the contract instance identifier having a
special format T ||id ∗ , where T is a user of the contract) and the function to be
executed is Close. In this case, the dispute board takes into account all registered
contract instances of the DV–channel before it performs the execution.
Looking ahead, we use the dispute board also for disputing about multi-party
contracts opened in multi-party channels in Chapter 9. For this reason, we define
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the dispute board such that it handles both multi-party and two-party contracts.
Moreover, if execution of the function Close in a contract instance supporting a
multi-party channel is called, the dispute board takes into account all registered
contract instances of the multi-party channel before performing the execution.
Functionality Dispute Board FDB (C)
Contract instance registration
τ0

−- P , proceed as follows:
Upon (instance–register, id , cid , ν) ←
1. If DB(id , cid , ν.storage.users) 6= ⊥, then stop.
2. If ν ⊆ P, then set Q := ν, ν := ⊥ and goto step 4. Else set Q :=
ν.storage.users and goto step 3.
3. If VerifyInstance(id , cid , ν) 6= 1 or ν.code 6∈ C, then stop.
4. If P 6∈ Q, then stop.
5. If DB aux (id , cid , Q) = ⊥, then set DB aux (id , cid , Q) := (P, id , cid , ν, τ0 )
τ1 ≤τ0 +∆

and send (instance–registering, id , cid , ν, direct) ,−−−−−−→ Q and stop.
Else let (Q, id , cid , νb, τb0 ) := DB aux (id , cid , Q).
6. If ν = ⊥ or Q =
6 νb.storage.users, then stop.
7. If νb = ⊥ or ν.storage.version > νb.storage.version, set DB aux (id , cid , Q) :=
τ1 ≤τ0 +∆

(P, id , cid , ν, τ0 ) and (instance–registering, id , cid , ν, direct) ,−−−−−−→ Q.
τ2

Upon (finalize–register, id , cid , Q) ←
−- P , s.t. P ∈ Q proceed as follows:
• If DB(id , cid , Q) = ⊥ and (P, id , cid , νb, τb0 ) := DB aux (id , cid , Q) such that
τ2 − τb0 ≥ 2∆, then set ν̃ = “unregisterable” if νb = ⊥ and ν̃ :=
(b
ν .storage, νb.code) otherwise, send (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃, direct)
τ3 ≤τ2 +∆

,−−−−−−→ Q and set DB(id , cid , Q) := ν̃.
• Else ignore this call.

Contract instance execution
τ0

Upon (instance–execute, id , cid , Q, f, z) ←
−- P, s.t. P ∈ Q set ν := DB(id , cid , Q)
and proceed as follows:
1. If ν = ⊥ or f 6∈ ν.code, then stop. Else let σ := ν.storage.
τ1 ≤τ0 +∆

2. Within ∆ rounds, send (execute–req, id , cid , f, z, direct) ,−−−−−−→ σ.users.
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3. If ν.code = dVSCC, f = Close and the identifier cid can be parsed as T ||id ∗
for T ∈ σ.users, set z := DB id ∗ .
4. If ν.code = mpVSCC, f = Close and the identifier cid can be parsed as
TL ||TR ||id ∗ for TL , TR ∈ σ.users, set z := DB id ∗ .
5. Compute (σ̃, m) := f (σ, P, τ1 , z). If m = ⊥, then stop. Else set DB(id , cid ,
τ1
→
Q).storage := σ̃ and send (instance–executed, id , cid , σ̃, m, direct) ,−
σ.users and stop.

8.3. Construction
As discussed in the previous section, our goal is to construct any kind of two-party
channels of length up to i assuming that we know how to construct channels of
length up to i − 1 and we can use the ideal dispute board. More precisely, for
every i > 1, every set of contract codes C and any timing attribute tuple T , we
describe a protocol πdvch (i, C, T ) in the hybrid world of the ideal functionality
Wdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T , C) for some C 0 . Recall that Wdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T , C) combines the
functionality of Fdvch (i − 1, C 0 , Tdvch ), which is an ideal functionality that allows
to build any channel of length up to i − 1 in which contract instance with code
from C 0 can be opened, and the functionality of the dispute board FDB (C) that
allows parties to dispute about contract instances from the set C. In the rest of
this section, we abbreviate H := Wdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T , C).
Our strategy of constructing the new protocol πdvch (i, C, T ), is to distinguish
three cases which we already informally described in Section 8.2. We recall these
cases here and additionally explain the minimal requirements on the content of the
set C 0 . At a high level, this C 0 contains the contract codes that must be supported
by channels of length up to i − 1.
Case 1: If a party receives a message about a two-party channel of length j < i,
then it forwards the request to the hybrid ideal functionality H. Since all
channels opened via our protocol must support contracts from C, we require
that C ⊆ C 0 .
Case 2: If a party receives a message about a DV–channel of length exactly i, then
it behaves as in the protocol πivch (i, C, T ), which was defined in Section 7.3,
but replaces calls to Fdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T ) by calls to H. Since the construction
of an IV–channel of length i relies on subchannels that support contract
instances of the special code VSCC(C), we require VSCC(C) ∈ C 0 .
Case 3: For the case when a party receives a message about a IV–channel γ of
length exactly i, we describe a new protocol using (a) shorter channels as
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building blocks that provide monetary guarantees and (b) the dispute board
for fair resolution of disagreements. For (a) we need the subchannels of γ to
support contract instances of a special contract code which we denote dVSCC
and formally define later in this section. Thus, we require that dVSCC ∈ C 0 .
To conclude, we require that the set of contract codes C 0 supported by the shorter
channels is such that C ∪ VSCC(C) ∪ dVSCC ⊆ C 0 .
Let us now take a closer look at the suitable timing attribute tuples. As we did
for the protocol πivch (i, C, T ), we define the protocol πdvch (i, C, T ) for every T . During the protocol design, we keep in mind that there must be one timing attribute
tuple, let us denote it Tdvch , for which πdvch (i, C, Tdvch ) realizes the ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C, Tdvch ) for every C and every i. Since our approach is to reuse results
that we already have, i.e., the protocols for ledger channels and IV–channels, and
the ideal functionalities Fdvch (i, C, T ) and Fivch (i, C, T ) are equivalent on messages
about these channel types, our aim is to prove that Tdvch = Tivch , where Tivch is
the timing attribute tuple defined in the previous chapter, see Section 7.3.3.
We begin with the explanation of the contract code dVSCC and, thereafter, we
describe all parts of the protocol πdvch (i, C, T ).

8.3.1. Direct Dispute Virtual State Channel Contract
In order to create a DV–channel, let us denote it γ, parties of the channel need to
open a special contract instance in both subchannels of γ. We call these special
contract instances Direct Dispute Virtual State Channel Contract instances and
denote their code dVSCC. In contrast to the VSCC(C) contract instance that were
used for building IV–channels, contract instance of dVSCC do not provide any
dispute or force execute interface (which is also why we do not need to parameterize
dVSCC by any contract set). This is because disputes happen over the dispute board
smart contract and the dVSCC gets only informed about the dispute results during
channel closing. Except for this difference, the role of dVSCC contract instance
is analogous to the role of VSCC(C) contract instance in IV–channels. We refer
the reader to Section 7.3.1 for a more detailed description. The interface of the
contract code dVSCC can be found below. The description of the contract functions
is presented together with the protocol πdvch (i, C, T ) later in this section.
Interface of the contract dVSCC
Attributes:
• Mandatory attributes: users, cash, invested (see Section 5.2)
• virtual–channel: stores the initial version of the virtual channel γ;
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• timings: stores a timing attribute tuple to derive the first round in which
force closing is allowed;
Functions:
• Init: the constructor of the contract (see page 379);
• Close: a contract function called when the virtual channel is being closed
(see page 192).

8.3.2. Protocol Description
We divide the description of the protocol πdvch (i, C, T ) in two parts. We first describe a simplified version of the protocol, which we denote sπdvch (i, C, T ). The
simplified version excludes several natural checks that honest parties in the protocol should perform in order for the protocol to realize the ideal functionality. We
complete the description of the protocol πdvch (i, C, T ) in Section 8.3.3, where we
add all the necessary check by wrapping the simplified protocol sπdvch (i, C, T ).
The first two cases, i.e., when a message about a shorter channel or IV–channel
of length i is received are straightforward. Let us therefore focus on the third case
when parties of the protocol πdvch (i, C, T ) receive a message about a DV–channel
of length exactly i.
At a very high level, upon receiving a creation request, parties behave as if the
channel would be a IV–channel except that they open dVSCC contract instance
in the subchannels instead of VSCC(C) contract instance. When parties receive
update or execution requests, they behave as if the channel was a ledger channel
except that disputes are not resolved by the state channel smart contract Fscc but
the dispute board captured by H. Finally, when the validity round of the channel
comes, parties first try to close the channel peacefully as if it was an IV–channel. In
case this process fails, parties have to close the channel forcefully. While the main
idea of the process is similar to IV–channels, there are significant differences that
follow from the different dispute mechanisms. Let us now discuss each protocol
part in more detail.
Create a DV–channel. As already explained in Section 8.3.1, in order to create
a DV–channel γ of length i, parties have to open a dVSCC contract instance in both
subchannels of γ. This is done using the “update” mechanism of the subchannels
in the same way as in the protocol for IV–channels, where parties added VSCC(C)
contract instances to subchannels. The only difference between the creation of
a IV–channel and a DV–channel is the hybrid functionality that is being called
and the contract code whose instances are being opened in the subchannels. The
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constructor of the dVSCC contract code is defined exactly as the constructor of VSCC
except for the initialization of the attributes σ.cspace, σ.preRegistered, σ.toExecute
which dVSCC does not have. We refer the reader to for the high level description
of this process to Section 7.3.2, page 147, and for the formal description of the
creation protocol and the constructor of dVSCC to Appendix B.1.
Register a contract instance in a DV–channel. As long as users of the DV–
channel γ of length i behave honestly, they can update/execute contract instance
in the channel γ without communicating with the hybrid ideal functionality H
which models the dispute board and the subchannels of γ. However, once the
users disagree with each other on the latest state of a contract instance in the
channel γ, they need some third party to fairly resolve their disagreement. In
the case of DV–channels, the dispute board plays the role of such a judge which
intuitively means that, as soon as parties disagree about a contract instance, they
go directly to the blockchain to resolve their disagreement. Let us emphasize that
this is different from in the case of an IV–channel, where parties try to resolve
their dispute via the subchannels.
The registration procedure works very similarly as the registration procedure
for ledger channels, see Section 6.2.2, page 119 for the detailed description. Let us
here just mention the difference between the two procedures. In addition to the
different hybrid ideal functionality (H modeling the dispute board instead of Fscc
modeling the state channel contract), there is one minor technicality. As already
discussed in Section 8.2.2, when party P tries to add a new contract instance to a
channel, it might happen that P needs to initiate a dispute without having a valid
contract instance version to submit to the dispute board. In this special case, P is
allowed to submit the set {P, Q} to the dispute board instead of a valid contract
instance version. The dispute board then knows that it should inform the party
Q about P ’s registration request and expect an immediate reply. If Q does not
react, then P can trigger the dispute board who marks the contract instance cid
in the channel γ as “unregistrable”. This prevents Q from registering ν in some
later round. Recall that in the case of ledger channels, P could simply submit an
empty string the aforementioned special case as the state channel contract Fscc
knows who the other party of the channel is.
For completeness, we include the formal description of the registration procedure
in Appendix B.1.
Update a contract instance in a DV–channel. As long as both users of a DV–
channel γ follow the protocol, they can update a contract instance in the channel γ
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exactly as if γ would be a ledger or IV–channel, see Section 6.2.2, page 122 for the
description of the optimistic update procedure. The differences show up when the
users run into a dispute about the update. In order to achieve consensus whether
the update was accepted or rejected, the initiating party initiates the registration
procedure RegisterDirect which we described in above. In summary, the update
protocols for ledger, IV–channel and DV–channel differ only in the registration
procedure that is called.
Execute a contract instance in a DV–channel. Execution of a contract instance in a DV–channel works very similarly as the execution in a ledger channel.
Namely, users of the channel first try to perform the execution peacefully by exchanging signatures on the new contract instance version after execution. In case
this peaceful process fails, the initiating party of the execution starts the registration process by calling the procedure RegisterDirect. Recall that this procedure
allows parties to agree on the latest contract instance version by utilizing the dispute board. Once the registration is over, the initiating party can execute the
contract instance forcefully over the dispute board. Hence, the force execution
differs for ledger channels only by the fact that is not performed over the state
channel contract Fscc as in ledger channel but over the dispute board modeled by
H. We refer the reader for more detailed description of the execution process to
Section 6.2.2, page 124 and for the formal definition to Appendix B.1.
Close a DV–channel. The closing procedure of a DV–channel γ starts automatically in round γ.validity. The goal of the closing procedure is to unlock the coins
that were locked in the subchannels of γ when the channel γ was created. Importantly, the coins have to be unlocked back to the subchannels in a way that
corresponds to the final distribution in the virtual channel γ. Let us now give a
high-level explanation on how this is done.
The users of the channel, γ.Alice and γ.Bob, first try to unlock the coins back
to the subchannels peacefully by updating the dVSCC contract instances in the
subchannels. This is done in the exact same way as in the case of IV–channels.
Namely, party γ.Alice requests an update of the dVSCC contract instance with identifier cid A := γ.Alice||γ.id in the channel she has with γ.Ingrid and γ.Bob requests
an update of the dVSCC contract instance with identifier cid B := γ.Bob||γ.id in
the channel he has with γ.Ingrid. If both requests are symmetric, γ.Ingrid confirms
both updates. We refer the reader to Section 7.3.2, page 159 for more details and
focus now on the case when at least one of the parties misbehaves and the peaceful
closing fails.
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A failure during peaceful closure forces the users of γ to first publicly reach
consensus on the final balance of γ, which is represented by the content of the set
γ.cspace, and only then complete the closing procedure. Hence, parties γ.Alice and
γ.Bob register all the contract instances in γ.cspace on the dispute board which
guarantees a unique global view on the set γ.cspace. This is done by running
RegisterDirect. After the registration procedure, γ.Alice requests execution of
cid A on the function Close and γ.Bob requests execution of cid B on the function
Close. If one of the parties does not request the execution, the intermediary can,
after some time, request it herself.
The execution of cid A and cid B on the function Close is done via the hybrid
ideal functionality H. Since cid A , cid B are dVSCC contract instances, the hybrid
ideal functionality H adjusts the input parameter z is set to the content of γ.cspace
as it appears on the dispute board in both execution requests (see Appendix C.1).
The function Close is designed in such a way that it processes every contract
instance ν ∈ z and adjusts the cash attributes of the dVSCC contract instance
according to the coin distribution in ν. Once all contract instances from z are
processed, the balances in the dVSCC contract instance correspond to the final
balances of γ. Hence, Close can unlock coins from the dVSCC contract instance,
and output a terminated contract instance storage. Let us emphasize that since H
sets z to the content of the dispute board in both execution requests, symmetric
termination of cid A and cid B is guaranteed.
The time complexity of the pessimistic closing procedure for a DV–channel of
length up to i can be computed as follows:
2T .tu + T .TD(∆, j) + T .TD(∆, 1) + T .TE(∆, j) + T .TR(∆, j) + 1
where j = di/2e. Let us elaborate on the complex formula and highlight the
differences compared to IV–channels. Since parties first try to close the channel
peacefully, they initiate an update of the subchannels. In case γ.Ingrid is malicious,
this can take up to 2 · T .tu + T .TD(∆, j) rounds. If the peaceful execution fails,
parties proceed with forceful closure. As discussed above, they first need to register
all contract instances that were open in γ. This is done via the procedure Register
Direct that calls the dispute board. As all registrations are done in parallel, this
takes at most T .TD(∆, 1) rounds. After the registration, users can execute the
dVSCC contract instance in the subchannels on the function Close. This takes
up to T .TE(∆, j) rounds. If γ.Alice or γ.Bob are malicious and do not execute
Close (which γ.Ingrid discovers after T .TR(∆, j) rounds), γ.Ingrid is allowed to
initiate the closure herself. This explains the additional T .TR(∆, j) rounds in the
pessimistic time complexity. Since the ideal functionality requires both users of
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the channel to output the closed message in the same round, the closing protocol
uses one additional round used for confirmation exchange between the users.
The difference compared to IV–channels is only in the time complexity of the
registration process. While in IV–channels, registration takes place via the subchannels and is fully completed within 4 · T .TE(∆, di/2e), in DV–channels, parties
dispute directly over the blockchain which takes T .TD(∆, 1) rounds. Since for
every i > 1 it holds that
T .TD(∆, 1) < 4 · T .TE(∆, di/2e),
we can conclude that the pessimistic time complexity of closing a DV–channel
is upper bounded by the pessimistic complexity of closing a IV–channel which is
what we wanted to show.
We now present the formal description of the closing procedure and the Close
function of the dVSCC contract code. In the pseudo-code below, we use a gray box
to highlight the differences compared to the closing procedure of IV–channels.
Protocol sπdvch (i, C, T ): Close a DV–channel
Abbreviations: H := Wdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T , C) , I := γ.Ingrid, Q := γ.other–user
(P ), cid P := P ||γ.id, id P := γ.subchan(P ), tv := γ.validity, TD := T .TD(∆, 1),
TE sub := T .TE(∆, di/2e), TR sub := T .TR(∆, di/2e), TD sub := T .TD(∆, di/2e),
tu := T .tu.
...............................................................................
Let γ the virtual channel requested to be created in round τ0 . Peaceful closure of γ
which start in round tv is defined exactly as for virtual channels (see page 163).

ForceClose
Party P ∈ γ.users
5. If γ P := ΓP (γ.id) 6= ⊥, then for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that γ P .cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥
execute (in parallel) the subprocedure RegisterDirect (P, id , cid ).
t2

→ H.
6. In round τ2 := tv + 2tu + TD sub + TD , (execute, id T , cid T , Close, ∅) ,−
Party I
For both P ∈ γ.users in round τ3 := tv + 2tu + TD sub + TD + TR sub :
≤τ3

7. If you did not receive (execute–req, id P , cid P , Close, ∅) ←−−- H, send (execute,
τ3
id P , cid P , Close, ∅) ,−
→ H.
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Back to party P ∈ γ.users
τ4 ≤t2 +TE sub

8. Upon (executed, id P , cid P , σP , contract–closed) ←−−−−−−−−- H, send (close–ok,
τ1
→ Q and goto OutputClose.
γ) ,−

OutputClose
Party P ∈ γ.users
Wait until either (close–ok, γ) ←
−- Q or the round tv + 2tu + TD sub + TD + TR sub +
P
TE sub + 1 comes, to set Γ (γ.id) := ⊥ and output (closed, id ) ,−
→ Z.

Contract code dVSCC: Function Close(σ, P, τ, z)
Let γ := σ.virtual–channel, A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid, i := γ.length,
T := σ.timings, t1 := γ.validity + 2 · T .tu + T .TD(∆, di/2e) + T .TD(∆, 1).
1. Make the following checks γ 6= ⊥; P ∈ σ.users; and τ > t1 . If one of the checks
fails, the output (σ, ⊥).
2. Let σ (0) := σ and parse (ν1 , . . . , ν` ) := z.
3. For every k ∈ [`] proceed as follows (reflect all contract instances of γ):
a) Let σ (k+1) := σ (k) .
b) Define add A := −νk .storage.invested(A)
c) Define add B := −νk .storage.invested(B).
d) If γ.users ∩ σ.users = A, then
• σ̃.cash(A) := σ.cash(A) + add A ,
• σ̃.cash(I) := σ.cash(I) + add B .
e) If γ.users ∩ σ.users = B, then
• σ̃.cash(I) := σ.cash(I) + add A ,
• σ̃.cash(B) := σ.cash(B) + add B .
4. Set σ̃ := σ (`) and for both T ∈ σ.users make the following changes (unlock coins):
σ̃.invested(T ) := σ̃.invested(T ) − σ̃.cash(T ), σ̃.cash(T ) := 0.
5. If σ̃.locked > 0, then σ̃.invested(I) := σ̃.invested(I) − σ̃.locked. (If unterminated
contract instances in γ, Indrig gets all coins locked in them).
6. Set σ̃.virtual–channel := ⊥ and output (σ̃, m), where m = (contract–closed).
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8.3.3. Protocol Checks
We are now prepared to complete the description of our protocol πdvch (i, C, T ) by
adding all checks that were excluded from the simplified protocol sπdvch (i, C, T )
presented in the previous section. We discuss the necessary checks here at a high
level and provide the formal description in Appendix D.3.
Case 1: Shorter channels. If a party P receives an instruction to create or close
a channel of length j < i, then the party immediately forwards this instruction
to the hybrid ideal functionality H. Analogously, if the hybrid ideal functionality
outputs a message that the channel was created/closed, then the party simply
forwards this message to the environment.
In case a party P receives a message m which is of the form (update, id , cid ,
σ, C), (update–reply, id , cid ) or (execute, id , cid , f, z) and id is an identifier of a
channel of length j < i, then the party P sightly modifies the message m before sending it to the hybrid ideal functionality. In particular, party P extends
the contract instance identifier cid by adding a prefix “short”. For example, if
m = (execute, id , cid , f, z), then the party sends the message m0 = (execute,
id , short||cid , f, z) to H. Analogously, if a party P receives a message from the
hybrid ideal functionality that the contract instance with identifier short||cid was
updated/executed, the party removes the prefix “short” before forwarding it to
the environment.
The reason for adding/removing this prefix is to prevent the environment from
instructing honest parties to update/execute a contract instance with identifier
P ||id , where P ∈ P and id is an identifier of a virtual channel of length i. Contract
instance identifiers of this form are used for contract instances with the code dVSCC
or VSCC(C) that are created in the subchannels of a virtual channel of length i and
hence should be updated/executed only when the virtual channel is being created
or closed.
Case 2: IV–channels of length i. Recall that in the case a party receives a
message about an IV–channel of length exactly i, then it behaves as in the protocol
πivch (i, C, T ) which already contains all necessary checks (see Section 7.3.4). Hence,
in this case, πdvch (i, C, T ) is defined exactly as sπdvch (i, C, T ).
Case 3: DV–channels of length i. Most of the checks that need to be performed
when receiving a message about a IV–channel of length exactly i are the same as for
IV–channels. Let us here highlight the main differences. For the channel creation,
parties replace the verification that γ is an IV–channel to the verification that γ
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is a DV–channel. In case parties receive an update message, they do not need
to verify that there are no other contract instances in the channel. Finally, for
both update and execute is allowed to be performed closer to the validity round.
More precisely, parties accept execute message until round γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1)
instead of γ.validity−T .TE(∆, γ.length) as for IV–channels. Analogously for update
messages.

8.4. Security Analysis
We are now prepared to formally state that the protocol designed in this chapter
realizes our ideal functionality that supports any kind of two party channels of
arbitrary length. As a first step, we formally state that the auxiliary protocol
πdvch that uses IV–channels and the dispute board realizes the ideal functionality.
The graphical representation of our theorem is presented in Figure 8.5.
Theorem 6 (DV–channels from IV–channels– Formal). Let Σ be a EUF–CMAsecure signature scheme used by the ledger L̄. Let i > 1, ∆ ∈ N and C be an arbitrary set of contract codes. Let π be a protocol that L̄-UC realizes the ideal funcL̄
L̄
tionality Fivch
(∆, i, C, Tdvch ) in the (Fivch
(∆, i − 1, C 0 , Tdvch ), FGDC )-hybrid world.
L̄
Then the protocol πdvch (i, C, Tdvch ) working in the (Wdvch
(∆, i − 1, C 00 , Tdvch , C),
L̄
FGDC )-hybrid world, L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fdvch
(∆, i, C, Tdvch ),
0
00
0
where C = C ∪ {VSCC(C)} and C = C ∪ {dVSCC}.

Fivch (i, C, Tdvch )

∼

Fdvch (i, C, Tdvch )

∼

πdvch (i, C, Tdvch )

π
Th. 6

===⇒
Fivch (i −

1, C 0 , T

00 , T 00 , C)
WdvchW
(i − 1,(iC−
1,dvch
C , Tdvch , C)
dvch
FDB (C)
00
00
Fdvch
(i −
− 1,
1, CC ,, TTdvch
F
FDB (C)
dvch(i
dvch))

dvch )

Figure 8.5.: Pictorial representation of the formal statement of Theorem 6. We
build virtual channels supporting direct dispute (right) out of virtual
channels with only indirect dispute of the same length (left). In the
figure, C 0 = C ∪ VSCC(C) and C 00 = C 0 ∪ dVSCC.
We now formally state the technical Red Lemma. It says that if we have a
protocol realizing DV–channels of length i which uses the smart contract combining
the dispute board and state channel contract, we can wrap this protocol such that
it realizes the wrapped functionality for channels of length i which additionally
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handles calls to the dispute board. The graphical representation of the technical
lemma is presented in Figure 8.6 and its proof can be found in Appendix E.6.
Lemma 5 (The Red Lemma – Formal). Let i ≥ 1, ∆ ∈ N, C be a set of contract
codes and T be a timing attribute tuple. Let Π be a protocol that L̄-UC realizes
L̄
L̄
b Cb0 ), FGDC )-hybrid world
the ideal functionality Fdvch
(∆, i, C, T ) in the (Wscc
(∆, C,
b
b
for some sets C, C0 . Then for every C0 ⊆ C, the protocol Wprot (i, C0 , Π) L̄-UC realL̄
L̄
b Cb0 ∪ C0 ), FGDC )izes the ideal functionality Wdvch
(∆, i, C, T , C0 ) in the (Wscc
(∆, C,
hybrid world.

Fdvch (i, C, T )

∼

Wdvch
(i,(i,
C, C,
T ,TC0, C
) 0)
Wdvch
FDB (C0 )
Fdvch
(i, C,
C, TT ))
F
FDB (C0 )
dvch(i,

Π

∼

Wprot (C0 , Π)

L.5

==⇒
b bCb0 )
Wscc((C,
bC,
W
C0 )
scc
FDB (Cb0 )
b
b
Fscc
C)
scc((C)
F
FDB (Cb0 )

b Cb0 ∪ C0 )
W(scc
b (CbC,
Wscc
C,
0 ∪ C0 )b
FDB (C0 ∪ C0 )
b
b
F
(
C)
scc
Fscc (C)
FDB (Cb0 ∪ C0 )

Figure 8.6.: Pictorial representation of the formal statement of Lemma 5. Using
a protocol realizing the functionality for two-party channels (left),
we construct a protocol realizing the wrapped functionality that in
addition to two-party channels handles requests to the dispute board
about contracts whose codes are from C0 ⊆ C (right).
Using the results from Chapter 7, Theorem 6, Lemma 5 and the GUC composition theorem (Theorem 2), we can prove the main theorem of this chapter. It says
that the composed protocol Πdvch defined in Equation (8.1) L̄-UC realizes our ideal
functionality in the hybrid world of a smart contract. The formal proof, whose
main ideas were presented already in Section 8.2, can be found in Appendix E.7.
Theorem 7 (DV–channels from smart contracts – Formal). Let Σ be a EUF–CMAsecure signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Let i ≥ 1, ∆ ∈ N and C be an
arbitrary set of contract codes. Then the protocol Πdvch (i, C) working in the
L̄
b Cb0 ), FGDC )-hybrid, L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality F L̄ (∆, i, C,
(Wscc
(∆, C,
dvch
Tdvch ) for some Cb and Cb0 .

8.5. Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter, we extended the notion of virtual channel to virtual channel with
direct dispute that allows for dispute resolution that is independent of the channel
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length. Our approach of defining and constructing DV–channels was modular and
allowed us to reuse results from previous chapters. Let us now discuss possible
extensions to our protocol and summarize the main difference between IV–channels
and DV–channels.
Virtual Channel Comparison. In case users of a DV–channel run into a dispute,
they resolve it directly over the blockchain and not via the subchannels as in IV–
channels. The advantage of this dispute mechanism is that the worst case time
complexity of the registration and force execution is independent of the channel
length. Moreover, the intermediary of the channel is not involved in the dispute
and hence we can allow DV–channels to have an arbitrary amount of open contract instances and in practice, could result in lower service fees charged by the
intermediary. On the other hand, direct dispute implies that once channel users
disagree, the privacy guarantees provided by virtual channels are lost immediately.
This is because parties register the disputed contract instance on-chain, thereby
revealing that they have a virtual channel between each other. Recall that for
IV–channels provide “layers of defense” meaning that disputes might be resolved
via subchannels and hence completely off-chain.

γ

Alice

α

Ingrid

β

Bob

Figure 8.7.: Simple example of a two-party virtual channel.
Another difference, which may have practical implications, is who can force a
party to go on-chain. Consider the simple example depicted in Figure 8.7. If γ is a
DV–channel, then Bob can force Alice to communicate with the blockchain, i.e., he
simply posts an old state of their contract instance to the dispute board and hence
Alice must react. If γ is a IV–channel, then Alice can be forced to go on-chain
only by Ingrid. The choice between DV–channels and IV–channels hence depends
on the concrete situation. If Alice and Bob know each other well and do not
expect any disputes between each other (e.g., they are friends or family members),
a DV–channel would be a sensible choice. If Alice and Bob are strangers that
are both connected to a “service provided” Ingrid (i.e., Ingrid is a hub connecting
parties that do not know each other (well)), establishing a IV–channel would be
preferable from the point of view of Alice. This is because Alice knows very little
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IV–channels
DV–channels
Dispute complexity
O(i · ∆)
O(∆)
# contract instances A-priori fixed
Arbitrary
When on-chain
In the worst case
Every dispute
On-chain by
Ledger channel neighbors Other virtual channel user
Protocol description Complex
Simpler
UC-modeling
Simpler
Complex
Table 8.1.: Comparison between IV–channels and DV–channels
about Bob and his trustworthiness. On top of that Alice may assume that it is
in Ingrid’s best interest to resolve disputes with Alice peacefully as she might lose
her customer otherwise.
Finally, the protocol description for DV–channels is much simpler than for IV–
channels as it closely follows the protocol description for ledger channels in case of
a dispute. On the other hand, the UC-modeling is not as natural as for IV–channels due to the technicalities caused by adding the dispute board smart contract
into the system. The main differences between IV–channels and DV–channels
discussed in this paragraph are summarized in Table 8.1.
Combining channel types. Our construction of a two-party channel of arbitrary
length follows a modular approach which allows parties to construct a channel of
length i on top of two channels of length bounded by di/2e. Let us stress that we
do not put any restriction on the type of the subchannel. Hence, it can be a ledger
channel, DV–channel or IV–channel. Moreover, each of the two subchannels can
be of a different type. This allows for flexible virtual channel constructions, where
at each layer parties can decide which channel type is more suitable for them.
Efficiency optimizations. We note that, for the sake of simplicity, our protocol
description does not consider the type of each subchannel when calculating the
waiting times. In other words, even if a IV–channel is built on top of two DV–
channels, it will use the bound di/2e to compute the worst case time complexity of
the update in these channels. A more careful protocol design which distinguishes
between the subchannel types would hence significantly improve the efficiency of
our protocol. Another way to increase the efficiency of our protocol even further
is to parallelize the registration and force execution process as we do in the case
of IV–channels.
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Assuming a network of ledger channels, the main goal of our virtual channel framework is to allow any subset of parties to create a virtual channel. In the previous
two chapters, we made the first steps towards achieving our goal. Namely, we
showed how to connect arbitrary two parties with a virtual channel. In this chapter, we formalize the ideas from Chapter 4 (concretely Section 4.1.5) and generalize
our results to the multi-party setting. Technically, this means that we extend our
ideal functionality and protocol such that multi-party channels are supported as
well.
The organization of this chapter follows the same pattern as the organization of
the previous two chapters. Namely, we first present our extended ideal functionality in Section 9.1. We explain our modular approach of realizing this functionality
in Section 9.2 and describe the protocol in Section 9.3. Formal security statements
can be found in Section 9.4 and discussion about possible extensions in Section 9.5.

9.1. Ideal Functionality
We start by describing the ideal functionality that defines the lifetime of any
kind of two-party channels and multi-party channels (MP–channels for short).
We denote the ideal functionality as Fmpch (i, C, T ), where i ∈ N is the maximal
length of a channel that can be opened via the functionality, C denotes the set of
contract codes whose instances can be created in the channels and T is a multiparty timing attribute tuple whose attributes upper bound the number of rounds
individual channel operations take in the pessimistic and optimistic case.
We require a multi-party timing attribute tuple T to contain all attributes of
a two-party timing attribute tuple. Recall that these are the pessimistic timing functions for dispute, force execution and force closure T .PES = {T .TD,
T .TR, T .TE, T .TC}, the optimistic timing values for peaceful update and execution T .opt = {T .tu, T .tr, T .te} and the optimistic timing values for peaceful
creation and closure of virtual channels T .v–opt := {T .tcr, T .tcl}.
In addition to attributes for two-party channels, we require a multi-party timing
attribute tuple T to contain two additional attributes for MP–channels. Namely,
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the pessimistic timing function T .TCmp : N × N → N that takes as input the
blockchain delay and channel length and outputs an upper bound on the worst
case time complexity of MP–channel closure. We require that T .TCmp is of order
O(i · ∆). The second additional attribute is a function T .tcrmp : N → N that takes
as input the number of channel users n and outputs an upper bound on the time
complexity of MP–channel creation. We require that T .tcrmp (n) is of order O(n).
For convenience, we define T .mp := {T .TCmp , T .tcrmp } and introduce the following notation. When we write T 2party , then we mean an attribute tuple T 0
defined as follows
T 0 .PES := T .PES,

T 0 .opt := T .opt,

T 0 .v–opt := T .v–opt,

T 0 .mp := ⊥

Hence, the timing attribute tuple T 2party is defined exactly as the timing attribute
tuple T except that it considers only two-party channels.
Our strategy for describing the MP–channel functionality is the same as for
two-party channels. Namely, we first discuss a simplified functionality, which we
denote sFmpch (i, C, T ). This simplified functionality defines the intended behavior
of a MP–channel protocol; however, it excludes many natural checks. We complete
the definition of our MP–channel functionality Fmpch (i, C, T ) by adding all the
missing check in a wrapper around sFmpch (i, C, T ).

9.1.1. Functionality Description
The functionality sFmpch (i, C, T ) extends the functionality for two-party channels Fdvch (i, C, T 2party ), which we described in Section 8.1, in the following way.
In the discussion below, we abbreviate sFmpch := sFmpch (i, C, T ) and Fdvch :=
Fdvch (i, C, T 2party ).
Two-party channels. In case sFmpch receives a message about a two-party channel, then it behaves exactly as the functionality Fdvch . Since the functionality Fdvch
satisfies all the security and efficiency goals for two-party channels, these goals are
met by sFmpch as well. For the rest of this informal description, we focus on the
more interesting case, when sFmpch receives a message about a MP–channel.
MP–channel creation. Parties express that they want to create a MP–channel
γ by sending a message (create, γ) to the ideal functionality Fmpch . Once the functionality receives such a message from a party P ∈ γ.users, it locks coins needed for
the channel γ in all subchannels of γ party P is participating in. Let us elaborate
on this step in more detail. For every Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ) the ideal functionality
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1
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P1
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Figure 9.1.: If the ideal functionality receives the message (create, γ) from party
P2 , where γ.cash(T ) = 1 for every T ∈ γ.users, then it locks 3 coins
of party P2 in the subchannel P1 ↔ P2 and 2 coins of party P2 in the
subchannel P2 ↔ P3 .
proceeds as follows. It first defines the two sets (VP , VQ ) := γ.split({P, Q}). Intuitively, the set VP contains all the users of γ that are “closer” to P than to Q.
P
Analogously for the set VQ . The ideal functionality then locks T ∈VP γ.cash(T )
coins of party P from the subchannel between P and Q. See Figure 9.1 for a
concrete example.
If the functionality receives the message (create, γ) from all n channel users
within T .tcrmp (n) rounds, then the channel γ is created. The ideal functionality informs all parties about the successful creation by outputting the message
(created, γ). If the creation fails, the functionality unlocks coins that were locked
in the subchannels. If all parties are honest, this happens immediately. In the
presence of malicious parties, unlocking may be delayed.
As successful creation requires all parties to submit the “create” message and
“created” is returned to all parties, consensus on creation – the security goal
(S1) – holds. Moreover, as T .tcr(n) is independent of the channel length and the
blockchain delay, constant round creation – the efficiency goal (E1) – is met as
well.
MP–channel closure. Once the MP–channel is successfully created, parties can
use it (open and execute contract instances in it) until the round γ.validity comes.
In round γ.validity, the ideal functionality first waits for at most τ rounds, where
τ = T .tcl if all parties are honest and τ = T .TCmp (∆, γ.length) otherwise (the
exact time is decided by the adversary). Thereafter, it unlocks the coins from
the channel γ to its subchannels. The coin distribution happens according to the
following rules (let γ̂ denote the final version of γ): If there are no unterminated
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contract instances in γ̂.cspace, then the ideal functionality simply distributes the
coins back to the subchannels according to the function γ̂.cash. The situation is
more subtle when there are unterminated contract instances in γ̂.cspace. Intuitively, this means that some coins of the channel are not attributed to any of the
users. In this case, our ideal functionality distributes the attributed coins according to γ̂.cash and the unattributed coins equally among the users. We discuss the
practical consequences of this design choice Section 9.1.3.
Once the coins are distributed back to the subchannels, the MP–channel γ is
closed which is communicated to the parties via the message (closed, γ.id). Since in
the optimistic case, γ is closed in round γ.validity + T .tcl, where T .tcl is a constant
independent of the blockchain delay, channel length and the number of channel
users, optimistic channel closure – the efficiency goal (E4) – is clearly met.
Update a contract instance in a MP–channel. The procedure for updating a
contract instance in a MP–channel is a rather straightforward generalization of
the update process in a ledger or DV–channel (see Section 6.1 and Section 8.1).
This means that updates must be approved by all n users of the channel and all
n users have to agree whether the update is successful or not. There is only one
non-trivial difference. Namely, we do not require that all n parties output the
update success message in exactly the same round.
Execute a contract instance in a MP–channel. The procedures for executing
a contract instance in a MP–channel is again similar to the execution procedure
for ledger or DV–channels. We refer the reader to Section 6.1 and Section 8.1 for
the high-level description of this process and focus only on the differences here.
As in case of contract instance update, we do not require that all n parties
output the execution success message in exactly the same round. Moreover, our
functionality does not inform parties that execution was requested, i.e., no message
“execute–req” is returned by the functionality. Recall that the purpose of this message in the case of two-party channels was to speed up the channel protocols built
on top of our two-party channels (recall our inductive construction for two-party
virtual channels in, e.g., Section 7.2). Since we do not aim to build any channels
on top of MP–channels in this thesis, the “execute–req” message is not needed and
hence we drop it for simplicity. Let us stress that there is no fundamental problem
with adding this feature to our functionality if needed.
Time complexity. Before we present the formal description of our ideal functionality, let us summarize the time complexity requirements. Let us stress that time
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complexity of the optimistic and pessimistic update/execution is the same as for
DV–channel. This, in particular, implies that these operations are independent
of the number of channel users. This statement is also true for MP–channel closure. In the optimistic case, the time complexity of closure is again the same as in
the case of two-party channels. In presence of malicious parties, it might take up
to T .TCmp (γ.length, ∆) rounds instead of T .TC(γ.length, ∆) rounds. Recall that
channel closure requires changes in the subchannel of γ. Hence, the reason why the
timing functions for pessimistic closure are different is the fact that subchannels
e as in the case of a
of a MP–channel are of length up to γ.length (and not d γ.length
2
two-party virtual channel).
The only MP–channel operation whose time complexity depends on the number
of channel users n is channel creation. We discuss at the end of this chapter
(see Section 9.5) that we could achieve channel creation in a constant number of
rounds if we slightly weaken the consensus on creation security property defined
by our ideal functionality. However, as the alternative definition would result in
a highly convoluted ideal functionality, we decided to present channel creation as
an operation whose complexity is dependent on the number of channel users.
Functionality Fmpch (i, C, T )
Abbreviations: n = |γ.users|
...............................................................................
Two-party channels
Upon receiving a message about a two-party channel, i.e., a channel γ with n = 2,
behave exactly as Fdvch (i, C, T 2party ).

MP–channel creation
τ0

1. Upon (create, γ) ←
−- P , for every Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ) proceed as follows:
a) Let (VP , VQ ) := γ.split(P, Q)
P
b) Remove T ∈VP γ.cash(T ) coins from P ’s balance in γ.subchan({P, Q}).
c) Add Γ(γ.id) := Γ(γ.id) ∪ {P }.
2. In round τ := τ0 + T .tcrmp (n) distinguish the following cases:
τ

All agreed: If |Γ(γ.id)| = n, set Γ(γ.id) := γ, send (created, γ) ,−
→ γ.users and
wait until γ.validity (while accepting update and execute messages for γ).
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Refund: Else, for each party P ∈ Γ(γ.id), refund the coins that you removed from
the subchannels in Step 1 in round τ 0 , where τ 0 = τ if all parties honest
and τ 0 ≤ γ.validity + T .TCmp (∆, γ.length) otherwise. Once all parties are
refunded, set Γ(γ.id) = ⊥.
Automatic closure of a MP–channel γ when round γ.validity comes:
1. Let γ̂ be the current and γ be the initial version of the MP–channel. Let
C :=

X

γ.cash(P ),

X

Ĉ :=

P ∈γ.users

γ̂.cash(P ),

X :=

P ∈γ.users

C − Ĉ
.
n

2. If C > Ĉ, then for every P ∈ γ.users add X to γ̂.cash(P ).
3. Set T := γ.validity + T .tcl if all parties from γ.users are honest. Else set T :=
γ.validity + T .TCmp (∆, γ.length).
4. For every {P, Q} ∈ γ̂.E in round τ ≤ T :
a) Let (VP , VQ ) := γ̂.split(P, Q)
P
b) Add T ∈VP γ̂.cash(T ) coins to P ’s balance in γ̂.subchan({P, Q})
P
c) Add T ∈VQ γ̂.cash(T ) coins to Q’s balance in γ̂.subchan({P, Q}).
≤T

5. For every {P, Q} ∈ γ̂.E, send (closed, γ.id) ,−−→ γ.users.
6. In round T set Γ(γ.id) = ⊥.

Contract instance update in a MP–channel
τ0

Upon (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- P , let γ := Γ(id ) and proceed as follows:
τ1 ≤τ0 +T .tu

1. Send (update–req, id, cid , σ̃, C) ,−−−−−−−→ γ.other–user(P ).
2. Set T := τ1 in the optimistic case when all parties in γ.users are honest. Else set
T := τ1 + TD(∆, 1).
3. If by round τ2 ≤ T you received (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
−- Q from every party
Q ∈ γ.other–user(P ), then
≤τ2 +T .tu

a) For every party Q ∈ γ.users send (updated, id , cid ) ,−−−−−−→ Q.
b) Set Γ := UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , σ̃, C) and stop.
Otherwise stop in round T + T .tu + 1.
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Contract instance execution in a MP–channel
τ0

−- P , let γ := Γ(id ) and proceed as follows:
Upon (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
1. If all parties in γ.users are honest, set T := τ0 + T .te. Else set T := τ0 +
T .TE(∆, 1).
2. In round τ1 ≤ T ,
a) Let γ := Γ(id), ν := γ.cspace(cid ) and σ := ν.storage.
b) Compute (σ̃, m) := f (σ, P, τ, z), where τ := τ0 is all parties in γ.users honest
and τ ≤ τ1 otherwise. If m = ⊥, then stop.
≤τ1

c) For every Q ∈ γ.users, send (executed, id , cid , σ̃, m) ,−−→ Q.
d) Set Γ := UpdateChanSpace(Γ, id , cid , σ̃, ν.code) and stop.

9.1.2. Functionality Checks
We are now prepared to complete the definition of our ideal functionality for twoparty and MP–channels Fmpch (i, C, T ). We do so by adding all necessary checks
to the simplified functionality sFmpch (i, C, T ) described in the previous section.
In case the ideal functionality Fmpch receives a message about a two-party channel, then it simply behaves as the simplified functionality sFmpch . The reason why
we do not need to add any checks in this case is that the simplified functionality sFmpch upon receiving a message about a two-party channel behaves as the
functionality Fdvch which already contains all necessary checks, see Section 8.1.
The checks made by Fmpch when receiving a message about a MP–channel are
rather a straightforward generalization of the checks performed for DV–channels
(two-party virtual channel with indirect dispute). The main difference lies in
the creation and pessimistic closure timing functions, which are replaced by their
multi-party alternatives. Moreover, the length of the subchannels is bounded by
the length of the MP–channel i and not di/2e. For completeness, we formalize all
the checks in Appendix D.4.

9.1.3. Using the Ideal Functionality
As for two-party channels, we now give some practical advice for designing contracts to be executed in MP–channels and provide a generic guideline on how to
interact with the MP–channel functionality. We mainly focus on highlighting the
differences between two-party and MP–channels.
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Suitable Contract Code. The advice given for two-party virtual channels naturally extends also for MP–channels. Namely, designers should keep in mind that
contract execution takes up to T .TE(∆, 1) rounds and that the channel has an
a-priori fixed validity which implies that all parties of the channel should be able
to terminate the contract instance before the validity round comes. Let us elaborate on the latter in a bit more detail as the reasoning is slightly different from
for two-party channels.
Recall that in case there is an unterminated contract instance in a MP–channel when it is being closed, coins locked in this contract instance are distributed
equally among channel users. This is in contrast to two-party channels, where all
the coins are assigned to the intermediary of the two-party channel. At first sight
it might look that equal distribution of unassigned coins is “fair” and hence does
not require any special attention. However, this is in general not true. As an
example, consider the situation when users of the MP–channel play a game and
one of the users is about to win all the coins when round γ.validity comes. If we
apply the rule of equal coin distribution, the winning party clearly “loses” coins.
This is why we advise honest parties to agree on new contract instances only if
they can enforce contract termination before time γ.validity (or if they are willing
to take this risk).
Interacting with the Functionality. Assuming a network of ledger channels, our
overall goal is to allow any subset of parties (nodes) in the ledger channel network
to create, maintain and close a virtual channel between them. Let us now explain
how this can be done using the MP–channel functionality Fmpch . We do so on a
concrete example depicted in Figure 9.2.
Assume that the following ledger channels have already been created via the
ideal functionality Fmpch :
γ1,2 := P1 ⇔ P2 ,

γ2,3 := P2 ⇔ P3 ,

γ4,5 := P4 ⇔ P5 ,

γ4,6 := P4 ⇔ P6 .

γ3,4 := P3 ⇔ P4

Consider the situation in which parties P1 , P4 , P5 and P6 want to create a 4-party
channel γ. Since our functionality Fmpch allows us to build a MP–channel only
if all users of the channels are directly connected with two-party channels, some
preparation steps are needed. In particular, we need to connect parties P1 and P4 .
This can be done, for example, by P1 and P3 creating a two-party virtual channel
using the ledger channels they each have with P2 . Technically, this means that
parties P1 , P2 , P3 send the message (create, γ1,3 ) to Fmpch , where the users of γ1,3
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γ
P6
γ1,4
γ4,6
γ1,3
P1

γ1,2

P2

γ2,3

P3

γ3,4

P4

γ4,5

P5

Figure 9.2.: Example of a 4-party channel γ between parties P1 , P4 , P5 and P6 . The
channel γ is built of top of the virtual channel γ1,4 and the two ledger
channels γ4,5 adn γ4,6 .
are set to
γ1,3 .Alice := P1 ,

γ1,3 .Ingrid := P2 ,

γ1,3 .Bob := P3 ,

and the subchannels of the γ1,3 are defined as
γ1,3 .subchan(P1 ) := γ1,2 .id,

γ1,3 .subchan(P3 ) := γ2,3 .id.

Since the channel is built on top of two ledger channels, i.e., channels of length 1,
the length of the channel γ1,3 is set to γ1,3 .length := 2.
Once γ1,3 is successfully created, which Fmpch signals by outputting the message
(created, γ1,3 .id) within T .tcr rounds, parties P1 and P4 can create a two-party virtual channel γ1,4 using this new channel and the ledger channel γ3,4 between P3 and
P4 . Technically, this means that parties P1 , P3 , P4 send the message (create, γ1,4 )
to Fmpch , where the users of γ1,4 are set to
γ1,4 .Alice := P1 ,

γ1,4 .Ingrid := P3 ,

γ1,4 .Bob := P4 ,

and the subchannels of γ1,4 are defined as
γ1,4 .subchan(P1 ) := γ1,3 .id,

γ1,4 .subchan(P4 ) := γ3,4 .id, .

Since the channel is built on top of a channel of length 2 and a ledger channel, the
length of γ1,4 is set to γ1,4 .length := 3.
Once γ1,4 is successfully created, which Fmpch signals by outputting the message
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(created, γ1,4 .id) within T .tcr rounds, the preparation steps are completed and
parties P1 , P4 , P5 , P6 can request creation of the MP–channel γ. Technically, this
means that all parties submit the message (create, γ) to the ideal functionality.
The users and edges of the channel are set to
γ.users := {P1 , P4 , P5 , P6 },

γ.E := {{P1 , P4 }, {P4 , P5 }, {P4 , P6 }},

and the subchannel of γ are defined as
γ.subchan({P1 , P4 }) := γ1,4 .id,
γ.subchan({P4 , P5 }) := γ4,5 .id,
γ.subchan({P4 , P6 }) := γ4,6 .id.
Recall that the length of a MP–channel is defined as the maximal length of its
subchannels. Hence, parties set γ.length := 3. Once γ is successfully created,
which Fmpch signals by outputting the message (created, γ.id) within T .tcrmp (4)
rounds, parties can use this channel (add and execute contract instances) until
round γ.validity when the channel is close.
To conclude, it takes up to 2·T .tcr+T .tcrmp (4) rounds to set up the MP–channel
assuming that the underlying ledger channels already exist.

9.2. Modular Approach
In the previous section, we defined our ideal functionality for any kind of twoparty and MP–channels of length up to i that supports contracts from the set C
and whose time complexity is defined by the multi-party timing attribute tuple
T . We denote this functionality Fmpch (i, C, T ). Our goal now is to realize this
functionality assuming the existence of a smart contract on an ideal blockchain.
Technically, this means that we want to construct a protocol Πmpch (i, C), find a
concrete timing attribute tuple Tmpch and concrete smart contract (defined as an
ideal functionality) such that for every i and every C, the protocol Πmpch (i, C) realizes the ideal functionality Fmpch (i, C, Tmpch ) the hybrid world of a smart contract.
Recall that Fmpch is an extension of the ideal functionality for two-party channels
Fdvch which we know how to realize for the two-party timing attribute tuple Tdvch ,
see Section 8.3. Our goal is hence to reuse results that we already have and
design our MP–channel protocol in a modular way. To this end, we first design
a protocol πmpch (i, C, T ) that uses two building blocks: (1) the ideal functionality
Fdvch (i, C 0 , T ) for two-party channels and (2) an ideal dispute board FDB (C). As
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a next step, we show that there exist a timing attribute tuple Tmpch such that this
protocol L̄-UC realizes Fmpch (i, C, Tmpch ). Finally, using the GUC composition
theorem (Theorem 2) and results from Chapter 8, we obtain a protocol for MP–
channels that uses only smart contracts on the blockchain. Let us elaborate on
each step in a bit more detail.
MP–channels from two-party channels. Our strategy of constructing the protocol πmpch (i, C, T ) is to distinguish the following two cases.
Case 1: If a party receives a message about a two-party channel, it forwards the
request to the hybrid ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C 0 , T ).
Case 2: For the case when a party receives a message about a MP–channel γ, we
design a new protocol in which parties use:
• the ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C 0 , T ) to make changes in the subchannels
of γ during creation and closure. As we will discuss in more detail
later in this section, changes in the subchannels are performed in a
controlled way via contract instances of a special code mpVSCC.
• the dispute board FDB (C) for fair resolution of disagreements between the users of γ.
Unfortunately, we cannot simply allow πmpch to work in the hybrid world of both
the dispute board and the functionality for two-party channels. At a high level,
the problem arises when the MP–channel γ is being closed and dispute results
recorded on the dispute board should be reflected to the subchannels of γ. In this
case, the two hybrid ideal functionalities would need to share their state which is
not allowed. Recall that we had to face an analogous problem when constructing
our protocol for DV–channels. Therefore, we refer the reader for a more detailed
discussion to Section 8.2.
To overcome this technical problem, we make use of the wrapped ideal functionality Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C). Recall that this functionality combines the dispute board
FDB (C) and the functionality for two-party channels Fdvch (i, C 0 , T ) in a way that
allows necessary communication between the two functionalities. Hence, our goal
is to design our protocol πmpch (i, C, T ) in the hybrid world of Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C) for
some C 0 .
When designing πmpch we need to make sure that there exists a multi-party
timing attribute tuple Tmpch and a two-party timing attribute tuple T ∗ for which:
(i) πmpch (i, T ∗ , C) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fmpch (i, C, Tmpch ) in the
hybrid world of Wdvch (i, C 0 , T ∗ , C), and
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(ii) we can L̄-UC realize the functionality Wdvch (i, C 0 , T ∗ , C).
In order to satisfy requirement (i), it must hold that Tmpch 2party = T ∗ . This
follows from the fact that parties of the protocol πmpch (i, C, T ∗ ) forward requests
about two-party channels to the hybrid ideal functionality Wdvch (i, C 0 , T ∗ , C) (see
Case 1 above). From Chapter 8, we know that the requirement (ii) is fulfilled if
T ∗ = Tdvch . To conclude, we look for a multi-party timing attribute tuple Tmpch
such that Tmpch 2party = Tdvch .
Remark 2. Since we already know that T ∗ = Tdvch is a suitable timing attribute
tuple, we could also define the protocol πmpch with Tdvch hardwired in its code.
We choose to leave the timing attribute tuple as a parameter to keep the protocol
description generic. In particular, if at some point in the future a realization of
Wdvch for a different timing attribute tuple is found, our modular approach would
still work.
To conclude, in the next section we design a protocol πmpch which satisfies the
following theorem (for the formal statement, see Section 9.4).
Theorem 8 (MP–channels from two-party channels – informal). For every i ≥ 1,
any set of contract codes C, there exists a timing attribute tuple Tmpch such that the
protocol πmpch (i, C, Tdvch ) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fmpch (i, C, Tmpch ) in
the Wdvch (i − 1, C 0 , Tdvch , C)-hybrid world for some C 0 .
0
MP–channels from smart contracts. Let us denote Tmpch
:= Tmpch 2party . Once
0
we prove that the protocol πmpch (i, C, Tmpch ) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality
0
Fmpch (i, C, Tmpch ) in the hybrid world of Wdvch (i, C 0 , Tmpch
, C), we can make our
final step. Namely, define a protocol Πmpch (i, C) for MP–channels that uses only
smart contracts on the blockchain.
From Chapter 8, we know that there exists a protocol Π that L̄-UC realizes the
0
ideal functionality Wdvch (i, C 0 , Tmpch
, C) in the hybrid world of the ideal functionˆ
ˆ
ality Wscc (C, C0 ) for some set of contract codes Cˆ and Cˆ0 . Recall that this ideal
functionality models a smart contract on a blockchain which combines: (i) the dispute board resolving disputes about contract instance whose code is from Cˆ0 and
(ii) the state channel contract allowing creation of ledger channels with support
ˆ Our protocol Πmpch (i, C) is hence defined
for contract instance with code from C.
as πmpch but calls to the hybrid ideal functionality Wdvch are replaced by calls to
the protocol Π. Using the formalism from Section 2.4, this means that
0

0

0
Πmpch (i, C) := πmpch (i, C, Tmpch
)Wdvch (i,C ,Tmpch ,C)→Π .
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Using the GUC composition theorem, we conclude that Πmpch (i, C) L̄-UC realizes
ˆ Cˆ0 ).
Fmpch (i, C, Tmpch ) in the hybrid world of Wscc (C,
Theorem 9 (MP–channels from smart contracts – informal). For every i ≥ 1,
any set of contract codes C, there exists a timing attribute tuple Tmpch such that
the protocol Πmpch (i, C) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fmpch (i, C, Tmpch ) in
ˆ Cˆ0 )-hybrid world for some sets C,
ˆ Cˆ0 .
the Wscc (C,

9.3. Construction
Let us now focus on the construction of MP–channels from two-party channels. For
every maximal channel length i, every two-party timing attribute tuple T and every
set of contract codes C, we now describe the MP–channel protocol πmpch (i, T , C) in
the hybrid world of Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C) for some set of contract codes C 0 . Recall that
this ideal functionality combines the functionality of the dispute board FDB (C) and
the functionality of two-party channels of length up to i denoted Fdvch (i, C 0 , T ).
For the rest of this section, we abbreviate H := Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C).
Before we describe our protocol, let us elaborate on the minimal requirements we
have on the set C 0 . At a high level, this set defines which contracts are supported
by two-party channels used as building blocks of our protocol πmpch . As discussed
in the previous section, if parties of the protocol πmpch received a message about a
two-party channel (Case 1), then they simply forward this message to the hybrid
ideal functionality. Hence, we require that C 0 contains all two-party contracts
from the set C. In case parties of our protocol πmpch received a message about a
MP–channel (Case 2), they use the hybrid functionality to make changes in the
subchannels. This is done in a controlled way via a special contract instance of
the code mpVSCC. Hence, we additionally require mpVSCC ∈ C 0 .
The rest of this section is organized as follows. We first discuss the new contract code mpVSCC in Section 9.3.1. Thereafter, we present our protocol πmpch .
To improve readability, we split the definition of this protocol into two steps. In
Section 9.3.2, we describe a simplified version of our protocol, which we denote
sπmpch . This simplified protocol defines the intended behavior of parties but excludes several checks that they must perform in order for the protocol to satisfy
the ideal functionality Fmpch . We complete the description of πmpch by adding all
the missing checks to sπmpch in Section 9.3.3.
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9.3.1. Multi-Party Virtual State Channel Contract
In order to create a MP–channel γ, parties of the channel need to open a special two-party contract instance in each subchannel of γ. We call this contract
Multi-Party Virtual State Channel Contract and denote the code of these instances
mpVSCC. A contract instance of mpVSCC in a subchannel of γ between two parties
P and Q can be understood as a “copy” of γ, where P plays the role of all
parties from the set VP and Q plays the role of parties from the set VQ , where
(VP , VQ ) := γ.split({P, Q}). The purpose of the mpVSCC contract instances is to
guarantee to every user of γ that she gets the right amount of coins back to his
subchannels when γ is being closed in round γ.validity. And this must be true even
if all other parties collude.1
The interface of the contract code mpVSCC can be found below. The description
of the contract functions is presented together with the protocol πmpch (i, C 0 , T )
later in this section.
Interface of the contract code mpVSCC
Attributes:
• users, cash, invested (mandatory attributes – see Section 5.2)
• virtual–channel: stores the initial version of the virtual channel γ;
• timings: stores a timing attribute tuple to derive the first round in which
force closing is allowed;
Functions:
• Init: the constructor of the contract (see page 215);
• Close: a contract function called when the virtual channel is being closed
(see page 226).

9.3.2. Protocol Description
The simplified protocol sπmpch (i, C, T ) working in the H-hybrid world has to handle
messages about both two-party and multi-party channels. In case parties receive a
message about a two-party channel, then they forward this message to the hybrid
ideal functionality H. If the functionality outputs a reply, then they relay it to
the environment. Let us now focus on the more interesting case, i.e., when parties
receive a message about a MP–channel.
1

This statement assumes that the only contract instances that can be opened in the MP–channel
are the ones whose code allows any user to enforce termination before time γ.validity.
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Create a MP–channel. Party P upon receiving a message (create, γ) in round
τ0 , first informs all other users of γ about the creation request by sending the
(create–start, γ). If P receives the same message from all parties in round τ0 + 1,
she knows that all parties were instructed to create γ in round τ0 and hence they
can start the creation process.
As already mentioned before, parties have to add an instance of the special contract mpVSCC to every subchannel of γ in order to create γ. This can be done via the
hybrid ideal functionality H as follows. Let P and Q be the two users of a subchannel α. Then one of the parties, say party P , locally runs the constructor of mpVSCC
to obtain the initial contract instance storage of the new mpVSCC contract instance.
Thereafter, she initiates an update of α to add this contract instance to the channel. Technically, this means that P send the message (update, α.id, cid , σ̃, C) to
the hybrid ideal functionality in round τ0 + 1. As parameters of this request,
P chooses the contract instance identifier cid := P ||Q||γ.id, the contract storage
σ̃ := mpVSCC.Init(P, Q, (γ, T )) and contract code C := mpVSCC. Party Q knows
that it should receive an update request from the hybrid ideal functionality latest
in round τ0 + 1 + T .tu. If this is indeed the case, Q inspects P ’s proposal and
confirms the update.
In round τ1 := τ0 + 1 + 2 · T .tu, each party P knows whether the subchannels
in which she is participating are peacefully updated or not. Since our ideal functionality requires that either all honest parties to output the message “created” in
the same round or all of them abort the creation, we need honest parties to agree
on creation success or failure. Moreover, if there is an honest party knowing that
creation failed, then all honest parties must abort.
In order to achieve such agreement, we instruct every honest party P to execute
the following steps:
Round τ1 : If the creation failed from your point of view (i.e., either you did not
receive a “create–start” message from all parties in round τ0 + 1 or one of the
subchannels was not updated by round τ1 ), then send the signed message
“create–fail” to every other party and abort. Otherwise wait.
Round τ1 + r: If you receive the message “create–fail” signed by r parties (including the party that sent the message to you), then sign “create–fail” yourself
and send it, together with all the r + 1 signatures, to all parties and abort.
Round τ1 + n: Output “created”.
Let us briefly discuss why this protocol, which can be seen as a variant of the
Dolev-Strong protocol for Byzantine agreement [48], satisfies the aforementioned
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goals. If there is an honest party P from whose point of view the creation failed,
then all other parties receive a “create–fail” message in round τ1 + 1 that is signed
by P . Since n > 1, all honest parties abort the creation protocol which is what
the ideal functionality dictates.
It remains to argue about the agreement property, i.e., that either all or none
of the parties outputs “created”. For the sake of contradiction, assume that there
is an honest party P that outputs created and an honest party Q that aborts the
protocol in round τ1 + r. Since P outputs “created”, she never signs the failure
message. From the unforgeability of the signature scheme, this implies that Q
can never receive more than n − 2 signatures on the failure message and hence
r ≤ n − 2. Since Q is honest and aborts in round τ1 + r, this means that P
receives the message “create–fail” together with r + 1 signatures in round r + 1.
Since r + 1 ≤ n − 1, the honest party P aborts the protocol in round τ0 + (n − 1)
at latest. This is a contradiction with our assumption that P outputs “created”
which can happen only in round τ1 + n.
To conclude, successful creation takes 1+2·T .tu+n rounds. Recall that 1 rounds
is required for parties to synchronize about the creation request, adding mpVSCC
contract instance to subchannels takes up to 2·T .tu rounds and reaching agreement
on the successful creation takes n rounds as described above. Our protocol can
hence satisfy the ideal functionality if the timing attribute tuple Tmpch that we are
looking for satisfies
Tmpch .tcrmp (n) = 1 + 2 · Tmpch .tu + n.
Remark 3 (Creation without consensus). If the ideal functionality defines a
weaker consensus on creation security property, we could design a protocol that
terminates in a constant number of rounds. Such protocol would instruct an honest party P to output “created” if all subchannels of P contain a mpVSCC contract
instance in round τ0 + 1 + 2 · T .tu. In other words, an honest party would decide
on creation depending on her local view and would not synchronize with other
parties.
Protocol sπmpch (i, C, T ): Create a MP–channel
Abbreviations: H := Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C), C := mpVSCC, n = |γ.users|.
...............................................................................
τ0

−- Z
Party P ∈ γ.users upon (create, γ) ←
τ0

1. Send (create–start, γ) ,−
→ γ.other–user(P ).
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τ0 +1

2. If (create–start, γ) ←−−−- Q for each Q ∈ γ.other–user(P ), then:
For each Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ), set id Q := γ.subchan({P, Q}) and distinguish:
• If OrderP (P ) < OrderP (Q), then compute σ̃Q := C.Init(P, Q, γ, T ) and set
τ0
→ H.
cid Q := P ||Q||γ.id. Then send (update, id Q , cid Q , σ̃Q , C) ,−
• If OrderP (P ) > OrderP (Q), then compute σ̃Q := C.Init(Q, P, γ, T ) and set
τ0 +T .tu

cid Q := Q||P ||γ.id. If (update–req, id Q , cid Q , σ̃Q , C) ←−−−−−- H reply by sendτ0 +T .tu

ing (update–reply, id Q , cid Q ) ,−−−−−→ H.
≤τ1

3. Wait until round τ1 := τ0 + 2 · T .tu + 1. If not (updated, id Q , cid Q ) ←−−- H for
each Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ), then execute CreateFail(∅, τ1 ).
τ1 +r

4. Upon receiving (create–fail, S) ←−−−- Q, execute CreateFail(S, τ1 + r) if the
following conditions are met:
• S can be parsed as {(P1 , s1 ), . . . , (Pr , sr )}, and
• {P1 , . . . , Pr } ⊂ γ.other–user(P ), and
• Vfypk P (create–fail, si ) = 1 for each i ∈ [r], and
i

• |{P1 , . . . , Pr }| = r, and
• Q ∈ {P1 , . . . , Pr }.
τ1 +n

5. In round τ1 + n, set ΓP (γ.id) := γ, output (created, γ) ,−−−→ Z.

CreateFail(S, τ )
6. S := S ∪ {(P, Signsk P (create–fail)}
τ

7. Send (create–fail, S) ,−
→ γ.other–user(P ) and stop.

Contract mpVSCC: Constructor Init(P, Q, γ, T )
If {P, Q} 6∈ γ.E or γ.cash(T ) < 0 for some T ∈ γ.users, then output ⊥. Else let
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(VP , VQ ) := γ.split(P, Q) and output the attribute tuple σ defined as follows:
σ.users := (P, Q)


X
X
(σ.cash(P ), σ.cash(Q)) := 
γ.cash(T ),
γ.cash(T ) ,
T ∈VP

T ∈VQ

(σ.invested(P ), σ.invested(Q)) := (σ.cash(P ), σ.cash(Q)),
σ.virtual–channel := γ,
σ.timings := T .

Register a contract instance in a MP–channel. As long as users of the MP–
channel γ behave honestly, they can update/execute contract instances in the
channel γ by communicating with each other. However, once the users disagree,
they need some third party to fairly resolve their disagreement. The dispute board,
modeled by the hybrid ideal functionality H, plays the role of such a judge.
Parties might run into dispute when they update/execute the contract instance
or when they are closing the channel γ. In order to avoid code repetition, we define
the dispute process as a separate procedure mpRegister(P, id , cid ). The input
parameter P denotes the initiating party of the dispute process, the parameter id
identifies the channel γ and cid is the identifier of the contract instance parties
disagree on. The registration process is a straightforward generalization of the
registration process for DV–channels. Namely, the initiating party submits its
version of the contract instance, ν P , to the dispute board which then informs all
other parties about P ’s registration request. Other parties react to this message
by submitting their latest version of the contract instance. In fact, parties could
skip this step if their latest version is the same (or older) than the one of party P .
After a certain time, which is sufficient for other parties to react to P ’s registration
request, the process can be completed via a “finalize” message sent to the dispute
board which then informs all parties about the result.
As for two-party channels, it might happen that an honest party does not have
a valid contract instance version to submit when initiating a dispute. In this
special case, the dispute board allows the initiating party to submit the set of all
other parties in the channel instead of a valid contract instance version. In this
way, the dispute board knows who to contact in order to obtain a valid contract
instance version to register. In case none of the other parties replies to the dispute
board, the party initiating the dispute can ensure that the contract instance is
“unregistrable” in the future by sending “finalize” to the dispute board.
To conclude, the registration process requires at most 3 sequential interactions
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with the dispute board. As each interaction takes at most ∆ rounds, the time
complexity of the dispute process is bounded by 3∆. Hence, we need the timing
attribute tuple Tmpch to be such that Tmpch .TD(∆, 1) = 3∆. Let us stress that
this is in line with our goal to achieve Tmpch = Tdvch as also Tdvch .TD(∆, 1) = 3∆.
For completeness, we include the formal description of the registration process in
Appendix B.2.
Update a contract instance in a MP–channel. In order to update the storage
of a contract instance in a MP–channel from σ to σ̃, the environment sends the
message (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) to one of the parties P , which becomes the initiating
party. Let τ0 denote the round in which P receives this message. On a high level
the update protocol works as follows.
The initiating party P sends the signed new contract storage σ̃ to all other
parties of γ. Each of these parties Q ∈ γ.other–user(P ) verifies if the update
request is valid (i.e., if P ’s signature is correct) and outputs the update request to
the environment. If the environment confirms the update, Q signs the new contract
storage σ̃ as well and sends her signature as part of the “update–ok” message to all
other channel users. In case the environment does not confirm, Q sends a rejection
message “update–not–ok” which contains Q’s signature on the original storage σ
but with a version number that is increased by two, i.e., if the original version
number was w, then Q signs σ with w + 2. After sending the rejection message,
Q aborts the update process. Let us stress that since Q never signs σ̃, signature
unforgeability guarantees that the update will eventually be rejected and hence it
is safe for Q to abort.
Let us now discuss all possible cases from the point of view of a party Q ∈ γ.users
that signed the new contract storage σ̃. If Q is missing a valid acceptance or
rejection message from at least one party in round τ0 + 2, it is clear that someone
misbehaved. Either the initiating party P did not send the update request to this
party or this party refused to send a reply. In this situation, party Q initiates
the registration procedure to resolve the disagreement via the dispute board. She
outputs “updated” in case the contract storage registered on the dispute board is
the new contract storage σ̃.
If Q receives a valid “update–ok” from all parties in round τ0 +2, she knows that
agreement on the update will eventually be reached. This is because in the worst
case, Q can register σ̃ on the dispute board as Q holds a signature of all parties
on this contract storage and never signed a contract storage with a higher version
number. Hence, the party Q outputs the message “updated” to the environment
and considers the update completed. Analogously, if Q receives a valid “update–
not–ok” from all parties in round τ0 +2, she knows that agreement on rejection will
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eventually be reached. Hence, party Q aborts the update process and considers
the update rejected.
In the remaining case, i.e., when Q receives a mixture of valid acceptance and
rejection messages, the situation is unclear. Note that from Q’s point of view, it
is impossible to distinguish whether one (or more) honest user wants to peacefully
reject the update, or if there is a malicious party that sends inconsistent messages
to parties. To resolve this uncertainty, Q communicates to all other channel users
that the update failed by sending the rejection message “update–not–ok” which
contains Q’s signature on the original storage σ with the version number w + 2.
Now if all parties behave as described above, party Q must have signatures of all
channel users on the original storage σ with version number w + 2 in round τ0 + 3.
In this case, Q knows that agreement on rejection will eventually be reached and
hence aborts the update process. If Q does not have all the signatures on the
tuple (σ, w + 2) at this point, it is clear that at least one party is malicious. Thus,
Q initiates the registration process which enforces the consensus via the dispute
board. Let us briefly argue that the above protocol satisfies the consensus of
update security property required by our ideal functionality. If there is a party
Q that does not wish to update, then she never signs σ̃. Signature unforgeability
guarantees that no party holds a valid signature of Q on σ̃ implying that no honest
party outputs “updated”. This holds since: (i) no honest party outputs “updated”
in round τ0 + 2 as it is missing at least the signature of Q and (ii) the new state
σ̃ can never be successfully registered and hence if the registration is initiated, no
honest party outputs “updated” after its completion.
It remains to argue about the agreement property, i.e., that either all or none of
the parties outputs “updated”. For the sake of a contradiction, assume that there
is an honest party P that outputs “updated” in round τ0 + rP and that there is an
honest party Q that aborts the update process in round τ0 + rQ . Assume first that
rP = 2, i.e., party P outputs “updated” since she holds a signature of each party
on (σ̃, w + 1) in round τ0 + 2. This, in particular, implies that P never signs the
tuple (σ, w + 2). Hence, the party Q cannot abort because of peaceful rejection
but because the old state σ is registered on the dispute board. As (σ, w + 2) is
never signed by P , signature unforgeability guarantees that σ is registered with
the version number w. This is a contradiction as we assume that P holds a valid
state with higher version w + 1. Consider now the case that rP 6= 2, i.e., party
P outputs “updated” because (σ̃, w + 1) is registered on the dispute board. If
Q aborts in round τ0 + 2 or τ0 + 3, then Q holds a valid signature of all parties
on (σ, w + 2) which is a contradiction with the assumption that (σ̃, w + 1) is the
registered storage. Hence Q must abort after the registration process. This yields
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a contradiction as well because an honest Q outputs “updated” if σ̃ is registered
and does not abort as we assume.
To conclude, it takes one round before parties output the update request message
and one round to agree on update acceptance in case all parties are honest. Hence,
we need that the timing attribute tuple Tmpch is such that
Tmpch .tu = 1.
Recall that also Tdvch .tu = 1, hence such definition of Tmpch .tu is in line with our
goal. In the pessimistic case when at least one party misbehaves, the update might
trigger a dispute latest in round τ0 +3. Note that for a timing attribute tuple Tmpch
as defined above, it indeed holds that the pessimistic time complexity of update
is upper bounded by
2 · Tmpch .tu + 1 + Tmpch .TD(∆, 1)
as our ideal functionality requires.
Remark 4. Let us stress that the time complexity independent of the number of
parties is achieved thanks to the option of a direct dispute over the blockchain.
In other words, we do not force parties to reach consensus on updates off-chain.
Instead, we instruct them to reach consensus using the trusted judge in form of a
dispute board immediately when some misbehavior is detected.
Protocol sπmpch (i, C, T ): Contract instance update in a MP–channel
Abbreviations: Q := γ.users.
...............................................................................
τ0

Party P upon (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- Z
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id ) and for every Q ∈ Q, set okP (Q) := −1.
2. If γ P .cspace(cid ) = ⊥, set wP := 1. Else let wP := ΓPaux (id , cid ).next-version.
3. Compute sP := SignskP (id , cid , σ̃, C, wP ).
τ0

→ Q and set okP (P ) = 1.
4. Send (update, sP , id , cid , σ̃, C) ,−
τ1

Every party Q upon (update, sP , id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- P
5. Let γ Q := ΓQ (id ), ν Q := γ Q .cspace(cid ), σ Q := ν Q .storage and CQ := ν Q .code.
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6. If ν Q = ⊥, set wQ := 1. Else set wQ := ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).next-version.
7. For every T ∈ Q, set okQ (T ) := −1 .
8. If VfypkP (id , cid , σ̃, C, wQ ; sP ) 6= 1, then set Γaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and stop.
τ1

→ Z and distinguish:
Else set okQ (P ) := 1, output (update–req, id , cid ) ,−
τ1

−- Z, then
Accept: If (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
a) Set okQ (Q) := 1;
b) Sign sQ := Signsk Q (id , cid , σ̃, C, wQ );
τ1

→ Q.
c) Send (update–ok, id , cid , sQ ) ,−
Reject: Else
Q
a) Set ΓQ
aux .next-version(id , cid ) := w + 2;

b) Sign sQ := SignskQ (id , cid , σ Q , CQ , wQ + 1);
τ1

→ Q and stop.
c) Send (update–not–ok, id , cid , sQ ) ,−
Every party Q ∈ Q in round τ2 := τ0 + 2
9. For every T ∈ γ.other–user(Q), distinguish:
τ2

Aaccept: If (update–ok, id , cid , sT ) ←
−- T , where okQ (T ) = −1 and Vfypk T (id ,
cid , σ̃, C, wQ ; sT ) = 1, then set okQ (T ) := 1.
τ2

Reject: If (update–not–ok, id , cid , sT ) ←
−- T , where okQ (T ) = −1 and Vfypk T (id ,
cid , σ Q , CQ , wQ + 1; sT ) = 1, then
a) Set okQ (Q) := 0, okQ (T ) := 0,
b) Compute sQ := Signsk Q (id , cid , σ Q , CQ , wQ + 1),
τ2

c) Send (update–not–ok, id , cid , sQ ) ,−
→ Q.
Error: Else run Dispute(τ2 )
Q
10. If T ∈Q okQ (T ) = 1, then
a) Set ΓQ := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓQ , id , cid , σ̃, C, wQ , {sT }T ∈Q )
Q
b) Set ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).next-version := w + 1.
τ2

c) Output (updated, id , cid ) ,−
→ Z and stop.
Else
a) Set okQ (Q) := 0.
b) Compute sQ := Signsk Q (id , cid , σ Q , CQ , wQ + 1).
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τ2

c) Send (update–not–ok, id , cid , sQ ) ,−
→ Q.
τ3 :=τ0 +3

11. Upon (update–not–ok, id , cid , sT ) ←−−−−−- T , s.t. Vfypk T (id , cid , σ Q , CQ , wQ + 1;
sT ) = 1, set okQ (T ) := 0.
P
12. If T ∈Q |okQ (T )| = 0, then
a) Set ΓQ := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓQ , id , cid , σ Q , CQ , wQ + 1, {sT }T ∈Q )
Q
b) ΓQ
aux .next-version(id , cid ) := w + 2.

c) Stop.
Else Dispute(τ3 ).

Dispute(τ ) run by party Q
1. Set ΓQ
aux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1.
2. Execute the subprocedure mpRegister(Q, id , cid ).
3. If ΓQ (id ).cspace(cid ) = (σ̃, C) after the subprocedure execution (in round τ 0 ≤
τ0

τ + 3∆), then output (updated, id , cid ) ,−
→ Z.

Execute a contract instance in a MP–channel. The environment triggers the
execution process by sending the message (execute, id , cid , f, z) to a party P in
round τ0 . Party P first tries to perform the execution of the contract instance with
identifier cid in a channel γ with identifier id peacefully, i.e., without touching the
blockchain. An intuitive design of this process would be to let P compute f (z)
locally and send her signature on the new contract storage (together with the
environment’s instruction) to all other users of γ. Every other user Q would verify
this message by recomputing f (z) and confirm the new contract storage by sending
her signature on it to the other users of γ.
It is easy to see that this intuitive approach fails when two (or more) parties
want to peacefully execute the same contract instance cid in the same round.
While in two party channels this can be solved by assigning “time slots” for each
party, this idea cannot be generalized to the n-party case, without blowing up
the number of rounds needed for peaceful execution from O(1) to O(n). To keep
the peaceful execution time constant, we let each contract instance have its own
execution period which consists of three rounds:
Round 1: If P received (execute, id , cid , f, z) in this or the previous 2 rounds, it
sends (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, τ0 ) to all other parties.
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Round 2: P locally sorts2 all requests it received in this round (potentially including its own from the previous round), locally performs all the executions
and sends the signed resulting contract storage σ̃ to all other parties.
Round 3: If P receives a signature from all parties on the new contract storage
σ̃, then she outputs an execution success message. Otherwise, P starts the
registration process.
Hence, if all parties are honest, the execution time is bounded by 5 rounds (parties
wait for at most 2 rounds to run the 3 round protocol described above). Let us
now discuss how to complete the execution in case one or more parties misbehave.
As mentioned above, if the peaceful execution fails from the point of view of the
party P , she initiated the registration procedure which takes up to 3∆ rounds. If
the registered contract storage is σ̃ (this means that at least one party collected
signatures of all other users on the new storage after all executions), then P outputs
the execution success message and stops. Otherwise, P starts executing all her
execution requests forcefully via the dispute board modeled by the hybrid ideal
functionality H. This takes at most ∆ rounds.
To conclude, in presence of malicious parties, the execution process takes up to
5 + 4∆ rounds. Hence, the multi-party timing attribute tuple Tmpch must be such
that
Tmpch .te = 5,

Tmpch .TE(∆, 1) = Tmpch .te + Tmpch .TD(∆, 1) + ∆.

Let us stress that both of these equations hold also for the two-party timing attribute tuple Tdvch which is what we wanted.
We now present the formal protocol description. Recall from Section 5.6 that
since we consider a MP–channel, we assume that every party P ∈ P maintains the
following three sets in its auxiliary channel space: ΓPaux (id , cid ).toPeaceExecute to
store peaceful execution requests, ΓPaux (id , cid ).PeaceExecuted to store successfully
executed requests and ΓPaux (id , cid ).toForceExecute to store execution requests that
have to be executed over the dispute board. All the sets are initially empty.
Protocol πmpch (i, C): Contract instance execution
Abbreviations: H := Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C).
...............................................................................
τc

Party P upon (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- Z:
2

We assume a fixed ordering on peaceful execution requests. See Section 5.2 for more details.
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1. Add the tuple (τc , P, f, z, ) to the set ΓPaux (id , cid ).toPeaceExecute.
2. Wait for at most three rounds until the round number, let us denote it τ0 , is such
that τ0 = 0 mod 3.
3. Let E consist of all (τc0 , P, f 0 , z 0 ) ∈ ΓPaux (id , cid ).toPeaceExecute, s.t. τc0 ∈ [τ0 −
2, τ0 ]. Distinguish the following two situations:
• If ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt = 1, then
a) Add elements from E to the set ΓPaux (id , cid ).toForceExecute
b) If ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered 6= 0, run mpRegister(P, id , cid ).
c) Execute ForceExecute().
τ0

→
• Else for every (τc0 , P, f 0 , z 0 ) ∈ E send (peaceful–request, id , cid , f 0 , z 0 , τc0 ) ,−
γ.other–user(P ) and run PeacefulExecute().
τ

Party P upon (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, τc ) ←
−- Q:
4. Let γ := ΓP (id), ν := γ.cspace(cid ), σ := ν.storage, C := ν.code.
5. If τ 6= 1 mod 3 or τc 6∈ [τ − 3, τ − 1], then ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and stop.
6. Add (τc , Q, f, z) to ΓPaux (id , cid ).toPeaceExecute and run PeacefulExecute().

PeacefulExecute() run by party P ∈ γ.users
7. Wait for at most one round until the round number, let us denote it τ1 , is such
that τ1 = 1 mod 3.
8. Let γ := ΓP (id ), σ (0) := γ.cspace(cid ).storage, C := ν.code
9. Let w := Γaux (id , cid ).next-version.
10. Let E ⊆ ΓPaux (id , cid ).toPeaceExecute consist of all tuples (τc0 , T 0 , f 0 , z 0 ), s.t. τc0 ∈
[τ1 − 3, τ1 − 1].
11. (e(1) , . . . , e(`) ) := Sortlex (E).
12. For k = 1 to ` do
(k)

a) Compute (σ (k) , m(k) ) := f (σ (k−1) , T (k) , τc , z (k) ).
b) If m(k) = ⊥, set σ (k) := σ (k−1) . Else add (executed, id , cid , σ (k) , m(k) ) to the
set ΓPaux (id , cid ).PeaceExecuted.
13. Remove all elements of E from ΓPaux (id , cid ).toPeaceExecute.
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14. Set σ̃ := σ (`) , compute sP := Signsk P (id , cid , σ̃, C, w) and send (peaceful–confirm,
τ1

→ γ.other–user(P ).
id , cid , sP ) ,−
15. In round τ2 := τ1 + 1 distinguish:
τ2

−- Q, where Vfypk Q (id , cid , σ̃, C, w;
All agree: If (peaceful–confirm, id , cid , sQ ) ←
sQ ) = 1, from every party Q ∈ γ.other–user(P ), then proceed as follows:
a) Set ΓP := UpdateChanSpace∗ (ΓP , id , cid , σ̃, C, w, {sQ }Q∈γ.users ).
τ2

→ Z.
b) For every e ∈ Γaux .PeaceExecuted(id , cid ), output e ,−
c) Set Γaux .PeaceExecuted(id , cid ) = ⊥ and stop.
Signature missing: Else:
a) Set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt = 1.
b) Run the subprocedure mpRegister(P, id , cid ).
c) If after the registration procedure, distinguish:
• If ΓP (id ).cspace(cid ) = (σ̃, C), for every e ∈ Γaux .PeaceExecuted(id , cid )
output e ,−
→ Z and stop.
(k)

• Else add every (τc , P, f (k) , z (k) ) ∈ E to ΓPaux (id , cid ).toForceExecute and
run ForceExecute().

ForceExecute() run by party P ∈ γ.users
7. Let τ3 be the current round. Let E := ΓPaux (id , cid ).toForceExecute.
τ3

8. For every e := (τc , P, f, z) ∈ E send (instance–execute, id , cid , f, z) ,−
→ H and
delete e from ΓPaux (id , cid ).toForceExecute.
9. Upon (instance–executed, id , cid , σ
b, m) ←
−- H, set ΓP := UpdateChanSpace(ΓP ,
id , cid , σ
b, C), output (executed, id , cid , σ
b, m) ,−
→ Z and stop.

Close a MP–channel. The closing procedure of a MP–channel begins automatically in round γ.validity. The main purpose of this process is the same as for twoparty virtual channels. Namely, the contract instances of the special code mpVSCC
created in the subchannels of γ during creation must be terminated. Moreover,
they must be terminated in a way that reflects all trading done in γ during its
lifetime.
As for two-party virtual channels, we instruct parties to first try to terminate
the mpVSCC contract instances without any blockchain interaction. This means
that every pair of parties {P, Q} ∈ γ.E tries to update the mpVSCC contract in-
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stance in their subchannel α := γ.subchan({P, Q}) to a state that corresponds
to the final balance of γ (recall that the identifier of this contract instance is
cid α := P ||Q||γ.id ). In order to perform such update of cid α , both parties locally
execute the function mpVSCC.Close of contract instance cid α with input parameter z := γ.cspace – the tuple of all contract instances that were ever opened in γ.
The function mpVSCC.Close adjusts the balances of users in cid α according to the
provided contract instances in z and unlocks all coins from the contract instance
cid α back to the channel α.
If the peaceful update fails, then at least one party is malicious and either
does not communicate or tries to close the channel γ with a false view on the
set γ.cspace. In this case, parties have to register all contract instances of γ
on the dispute board. This guarantees a fixed global view on γ.cspace. Once
the registration process is over, the mpVSCC contract instances in the subchannels
that were not terminated peacefully can now be terminated using the execute
functionality of H on function mpVSCC.Close. Since the set γ.cspace is now publicly
available on the dispute board, the parameter z will be the same in all the mpVSCC
contract instance executions in the subchannels. Technically, this is taken care of
by the wrapper H which overwrites the parameter z of every execution request
with function mpVSCC.Close to the relevant content of the dispute board. See
Section 8.2.2 for more details.
To conclude, in the case that all subchannels are peacefully updated, all honest
parties output the message “closed” in round γ.validity+2·T .tu. Hence, we require
Tmpch to be such that
Tmpch .tcl = 2 · T .tu.
Recall that this equation holds also for the timing attribute tuple Tdvch which is
what we wanted to achieve. In case peaceful update fails for at least one of the
subchannels, then users of this subchannel first wait until the update procedure
is completed, this happens before round γ.validity + 2 · T .tu + T .TD(∆, i), where
i := γ.length. In case the updates fails, parties register contract instance of γ over
the dispute board, which takes at most T .TD(∆, i) rounds and then request force
execution of Close which takes up to T .TE(∆, i) rounds. This implies that require
Tmpch to be such that
Tmpch .TCmp (∆, i) = 2 · Tmpch .tu + 2 · Tmpch .TD(∆, i) + Tmpch .TE(∆, i).
As Tmpch .tu is a constant and both Tmpch .TD(∆, i) and Tmpch .TE(∆, i) are of order
O(i·∆), also Tmpch .TCmp (∆, i) is of order O(i·∆) as our ideal functionality requires.
Before we present the formal description of the closing procedure, let us discuss
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one technicality. It might happen that although the creation of γ failed (honest
parties did not output the message “created”), some mpVSCC contract instances
were added to the subchannels of γ. The closing procedure has to additionally
handle this special case and make sure that all these contract instances are terminated and locked coins returned back to the respective channels.
Protocol sπmpch (i, C, T ): Close a MP–channel γ
Abbreviation: H := Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C), C := mpVSCC, τv := γ.validity, tu := T .tu,
TD := T .TD(∆, γ.length), TE := T .TE(∆, γ.length), τC := tv + 2tu + TD + 3∆.
...............................................................................
Party P ∈ γ.users when round τv comes
1. For every Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ) do:
• If OrderP (P ) < OrderP (Q) set cid Q := P ||Q||γ.id. Else cid Q := Q||P ||γ.id.
• id Q := γ.subchan({P, Q}).
• σQ := ΓP (id Q ).storage.cspace(cid Q ) .
2. If ΓP (γ.id) = ⊥, then for every Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ) for which σQ 6= ⊥ send
τC

(execute, id Q , cid Q , Close, ⊥) ,−→ H and stop.
3. Set z := ∅. For every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, add γ.cspace(cid )
to z.
4. For every Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ), set term(Q) := 0 and disgusting the following two
cases:
Initiate update: If OrderP (P ) < OrderP (Q), compute (σ̃Q , m) := C.Close(σQ ,
τv
P, τC , z) and send (update, id Q , cid Q , σ̃Q , C) ,−
→ H.
Confirm update: If OrderP (Q) < OrderP (P ), compute (σ̃Q , m) := C.Close(σQ ,
τv +tu

Q, τC , z). Upon receiving (update–req, id Q , cid Q , σ̃Q , C) ←−−−- H, reply by
τv +tu

sending (update–reply, id Q , cid Q ) ,−−−→ H.
≤τv +2tu+TD

In both cases, set term(Q) := 1 if (updated, id Q , cid Q ) ←−−−−−−−−- H.
5. For every Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ) s.t. term(Q) := 0 in round τv + 2tu + TD do
a) For every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ , s.t., Γaux (γ.id, cid ).registered 6= 1, execute the subprocedure mpRegister(P, γ.id, cid ).
τC

b) Send (execute, id Q , cid Q , C.Close, ⊥) ,−→ H.
≤τC +TE

c) Upon (executed, id Q , cid Q , σ̃Q , m) ←−−−−−−- H, set term(Q) := 1.
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6. Let τP be the first round in which

Q

Q∈γ.neighbors(P ) term(Q)

= 1. Set ΓP (γ.id) :=

τP

⊥ and output (closed, γ.id) ,−→ Z.

Contract mpVSCC: Function Close(σ, P, τ, z)
Let L := σ.users(1), R := σ.users(2), γ := σ.virtual–channel, T := σ.timings.
1. If γ = ⊥; P 6∈ {L, R}; or τ < γ.validity + 2T .tu + T .TD(∆, γ.length) + 3∆, output
(σ, ⊥).
2. Let σ (0) := σ, set (VL , VR ) := γ.split({L, R}) and parse (ν1 , . . . , ν` ) := z.
3. For every k ∈ [`] proceed as follows (reflect all contract instance of γ):
a) Define σ (k+1) := σ (k) .
b) If νi .storage.users = γ.users, set
σ (k+1) .cash(L) := σ (k) .cash(L) −

X

νi .storage.cash(T )

T ∈VL

σ (k+1) .cash(R) := σ (k) .cash(R) −

X

νi .storage.cash(T ).

T ∈VR

4. Set σ̃ := σ (`) and make the following changes (unlock coins):
σ̃.invested(L) := σ̃.invested(L) − σ̃.cash(L),

σ̃.cash(L) := 0,

σ̃.invested(R) := σ̃.invested(L) − σ̃.cash(R),

σ̃.cash(R) := 0.

5. If σ̃.locked > 0, then set X :=

σ̃.locked
|γ.users|

and

σ̃.invested(L) := σ̃.invested(L) − |VL | · X,
σ̃.invested(R) := σ̃.invested(R) − |VR | · X
6. Set σ̃.virtual–channel := ⊥ and output (σ̃, contract–closed).

9.3.3. Protocol Checks
We are now prepared to complete the description of our protocol πmpch (i, C, T ) by
adding all checks that were excluded from the simplified protocol sπmpch (i, C, T )
presented in the previous section. Here we discuss the required checks at a high
level and refer the reader to Appendix D.4 for the formal description.
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Case 1: Two-party channels. If a party P receives a message about creating/closing a two-party channel, then the party immediately forwards the message
to the hybrid ideal functionality H. Analogously, if the hybrid ideal functionality
outputs a message that the channel was created/closed, then the party simply
forwards this message to the environment.
In case a party P receives a message m which is of the form (update, id , cid ,
σ, C), (update–reply, id , cid ) or (execute, id , cid , f, z) and id is an identifier of
a two-party channel, then the party P sightly modifies the message m before
sending it to the hybrid ideal functionality. In particular, party P extends the
contract instance identifier cid by adding a prefix “2party”. For example, if
m = (execute, id , cid , f, z), then the party sends the message m0 = (execute,
id , 2party||cid , f, z) to H. Analogously, if a party P receives a message from the
hybrid ideal functionality that the contract instance with identifier 2party||cid was
updated/executed, the party removes the prefix “2party” before forwarding it to
the environment.
The reason for adding/removing this prefix is to prevent the environment from
instructing honest parties to update/execute a contract instance with identifier
P ||Q||id , where P, Q ∈ P and id is an identifier of a MP–channel. Contract instance identifiers of this form are used for contract instances with the code mpVSCC
that are created in the subchannels of a MP–channel and hence should be updated/executed only when the MP–channel is being created or closed.
Case 2: MP–channels. Most of the checks that need to be performed when
receiving a message about a MP–channel are analogous to the ones performed for
DV–channels. The only non-trivial difference comes in channel creation, where the
maximal allowed subchannel length can be up to γ.length (and not dγ.length/2e as
for two-party virtual channels). This also influences the length parameter of the
timing functions.

9.4. Security Analysis
We are now prepared to formally state that the protocol designed in this section
realizes our ideal functionality that supports any kind of two-party and multi-party
channels of arbitrary length. As a first step, we state that our protocol πmpch
that uses two-party channels and the dispute board realizes the ideal functionality
Fmpch .
Theorem 8 (MP–channels from two-party channels). Let Σ be a EUF–CMAsecure signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Let i > 1, ∆ ∈ N and C be an arbi-
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trary set of contract codes. Then the protocol πmpch (i, C, Tdvch ) working in the
L̄
(Wdvch
(∆, i − 1, C 0 , Tdvch , C), FGDC )-hybrid world L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionL̄
ality Fmpch
(∆, i, C, Tmpch ), where C 0 = C ∪ mpVSCC.
Having a construction for MP–channels that uses two-party channels we can use
the result from Chapter 8 show that the protocol Πmpch defined in Equation (9.1)
is a MP–channels channel protocol that relies only on a smart contract on the
blockchain. The proof, whose main ideas were presented already in Section 9.2,
can be found in Appendix E.8.
Theorem 9 (MP–channels from smart contracts). Let Σ be a EUF–CMA-secure
signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Let i > 1, ∆ ∈ N and C be an arbitrary set
of contract codes. For every i ≥ 1, every set of contract codes C the protocol
L̄
b Cb0 ), FGDC )-hybrid world, L̄-UC realizes the
Πmpch (i, C) working in the (Wscc
(∆, C,
L̄
b Cb0 .
ideal functionality Fmpch (∆, i, C, Tmpch ) for some sets C,

9.5. Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter, we completed our state channel framework by showing how to
allow any set of parties connected through a network of two-party ledger channels
to create a virtual multi-party channel and execute several multi-party contract
instances off-chain. Importantly, if all parties are honest, the entire lifetime of such
MP–channel takes place off-chain and hence all channel operations are independent
of the blockchain delay in this case. In case one or multiple channel users of the
channel misbehave and parties run into a dispute, they utilize the dispute board, a
smart contract on an ideal blockchain, to resolve their disagreement. The presence
of a trusted judge allows us to achieve consensus on update and force execution in
a number of rounds that is independent of the number of channel users.
Let us now discuss possible extensions to our protocol and mention several
interesting directions for future research.
Constant round creation. The only MP–channel operation whose time complexity depends on the number of channel users n is channel creation. In fact, we
discussed in Remark 3, we could achieve channel creation in a constant number of
rounds if we slightly weaken the consensus on creation security property defined
by our ideal functionality. Namely, our ideal functionality would still require all
honest users to agree with the creation of γ in order for γ to be created. Hence no
one can force an honest party to lock coins in a channel she does not agree with.
However, we would allow the ideal functionality to output “(created, γ)” to some
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honest users even if the creation fails. In other words, some honest parties could
think that the channel γ is created while others would know that it is not. As honest parties never approve an update in a channel that does not exist, the consensus
on update security property would guarantee that no contract instance could be
added to such channel γ and hence no trading could be done over γ. The honest
parties that would think that γ exists, would simply wait until round γ.validity to
unlock all the coins locked in the subchannels during the (failed) channel creation.
As this alternative definition would result in a highly convoluted ideal functionality (note that the functionality would need to book-keep which party knows what
to output “updateReq” messages correctly during potential updates), we decided
to present channel creation as an operation whose complexity is dependent on the
number of channel users.
Indirect dispute. A natural question is whether one could design a multi-party
virtual channel with indirect dispute. The main technical challenge when designing
such a protocol would be to give enough time to each party to mimic events from
one subchannel to all the other subchannels. Recall that this was challenging
already in the case of IV–channels when the intermediary Ingrid has to keep both of
her subchannels synchronized. The protocol design would be even more convoluted
for the multi-party case.
Contracts among a subset of channel users. Our MP–channel construction
assumes that the n-party channel contains only n-party contract instances. In
other words, all channel users participate in all contracts that are opened in the
MP–channel. A natural question is whether we could design a protocol allowing
a subset of channel users to open a m-party contract for m < n. Technically, this
means n − m parties would not be part of the execution of such a contract instance
(or at least their signature would not be required).
Note that in the protocol presented in this thesis, all parties have the same
view on the latest state of the channel all the time. This would, however, not
be the case if a subset of parties executes a contract instance just between them.
Hence, the main technical challenge of such protocol extension would be to prevent
parties from double spending the coins available in the channel. A promising
approach would be to involve all n parties in the creation of the m-party contract.
This would guarantee that all users of the channel know how many coins are
locked in the contract instance. The execution of the contract instance would
then be performed only between the m contract users. Once the contract instance
terminates, the m contract users would again have to inform all the remaining
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parties in the channel about the final distribution of coin.
Efficiency optimization and possible extensions. In general, efficiency optimization and interesting extensions for MP–channels are analogous as in the case
of two-party channels. Therefore, we mention the here only briefly and refer the
reader to Sections 6.4, 7.5 and 8.5
Our protocol treats all subchannels of the MP–channel the same way and does
not distinguish whether it is a IV–channel or DV–channel when calculating maximal waiting time in the force closing protocol. Hence, a more fine-grained treatment of the subchannels could significantly improve the efficiency of this process.
Our MP–channels are defined with an a-priori fixed validity. The simplifying assumption could be removed by allowing any channel user to initiate a channel
closure at any time. In order to ensure that parties cannot misuse this additional
feature, closure would not take place immediately once a party requests it but
only after some time such that termination of running contract would be possible. As for two-party channels, we assume that execution of registered contract
instances have to be performed on-chain. In practice, it would be convenient to
allow parties to proceed off-chain if all of them agree. Finally, formalizing the
privacy guarantees provided by MP–channels is an interesting direction for future
research.
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State Channels on Bitcoin
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Summary. The state channel framework developed in the previous part of the
thesis assumes a payment system with support for complex smart contracts. The
class of considered blockchains is hence fairly restricted and, in particular, does
not include the first and probably the most famous cryptocurrency – Bitcoin [123].
In this part of the thesis, we focus on weaker payment systems that are based
on the UTXO model and hence that do not support complex smart contracts.
We first present a protocol for generalized channels that was described in the work
called “Generalized Bitcoin-Compatible Channels” [6]. Similarly to state channels,
generalized channels inherit the functionality of the underlying blockchain and
hence allow any blockchain application to be executed in an off-chain manner. This
reduces the amount of transactions that needs to be processed by the underlying
system and thus contributes to blockchain scalability.
Furthermore, we describe a protocol allowing multiple users of a UTXO-based
payment system to efficiently execute a multi-round smart contract off-chain by
utilizing a trusted execution environment (TEE). This result was presented in
the publication “FastKitten: Practical Smart Contracts on Bitcoin” [45]. The
FastKitten protocol demonstrates that the functionality of off-chain protocols can
go beyond the functionality of the underlying payment system while remaining
efficient.
While the best known example of a UTXO-based payment system with limited
scripts is the Bitcoin blockchain [123], the results presented in this chapter are not
tailored to Bitcoin. Both protocols presented in this part of the thesis are agnostic
to the concrete instantiations of the underlying payment system and hence can be
built over centralized payment systems as well.
Organization. In the initial chapter of this part, Chapter 10, we explain the basic
principles of UTXO-based payment systems and provide a high-level overview of
our off-chain protocols. Thereafter, in Chapter 11, formally define and present our
construction for generalized channels. The TEE-aided protocol for off-chain smart
contract execution is then presented in Chapter 12.
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In this part of the thesis, we focus on blockchains based on the Unspent Transaction
Output (UTXO) model, such as Bitcoin. Before we present the main ideas of
our constructions, let us elaborate on the most important concepts of the UTXO
model, introduce the basic notation used in this part of the thesis and explain how
payment channels [137] are built on top of UTXO-based blockchains.
Principles of the UTXO model. In the UTXO model, coins are held in outputs.
Formally, an output θ is an attribute tuple (θ.cash, θ.ϕ), where θ.cash denotes the
amount of coins associated to the output and θ.ϕ denotes the conditions that need
to be satisfied to spend the output. The condition θ.ϕ can contain any script
supported by the considered blockchain. We say that a user P controls or owns
an output θ if θ.ϕ contains a signature verification w.r.t. the public key of P .
A transaction transfers coins across outputs meaning that it maps (possibly multiple) existing outputs to a list of new outputs. To avoid confusion, the existing
outputs that fund the transactions are called transaction inputs. Formally, a transaction tx is an attribute tuple consisting of the following attributes (tx.txid, tx.Input,
tx.Output, tx.Witness, tx.TimeLock). The attribute tx.txid ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the identifier of the transaction and is calculated as tx.txid := H([tx]), where H is a
hash function and [tx] is the body of the transaction defined as [tx] := (tx.Input,
tx.Output). The attribute tx.Input is a vector of strings identifying all inputs of tx.
The attribute tx.Output = (θ1 , . . . , θn ) is a vector of new outputs. The attribute
tx.Witness ∈ {0, 1}∗ contains the witness of the transaction allowing to spend the
inputs. Finally, the attribute tx.TimeLock ∈ N ∪ {⊥} defines the first round in
which tx can be accepted by the ledger. Unless specified otherwise, we assume
that tx.TimeLock = ⊥ meaning that the transaction can be accepted in any round.
To ease the readability, we illustrate the transaction flows throughout this part of
the thesis using charts. We now define and explain the symbols and notation used
in the charts (the reader is advised to read the paragraph below while observing
Figure 10.1). A transaction is represented as a rectangle with rounded corners.
Doubled edge rectangles represent transactions published on the blockchain, while
single edge rectangles are transactions that could be published on the blockchain
but they are not (yet). Transaction outputs are depicted as a box inside the
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transaction. The value of the output is written inside the output box and the
output condition is written above the arrow coming from the output.
Conditions of transaction outputs might be fairly complex and hence it would be
cumbersome to spell them out above the arrows. Instead, we define the following
abbreviated notation for conditions that are used frequently. If the output script
contains (among other conditions) signature verification w.r.t. some public keys
pk 1 , . . . , pk n , we write all the public keys below the arrow and the remaining conditions above the arrow. Hence, information below the arrow denotes “who owns
the output” and information above denotes “additional spending conditions”. If
the output script contains a check whether a given witness hashes to a predefined
hash value h, we express this by simply writing the hash value h above the arrow.
Moreover, if the output script contains a relative time lock, i.e., a condition that is
satisfied if and only if at least t rounds passed since the transaction was published,
we write the string “+t” above the arrow. Finally, if the output script ϕ can be
parsed as ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕn for some n ∈ N, we add a diamond shape to the
corresponding transaction output. Each of the subconditions ϕi is then written
above a separate arrow. Finally, we signal that a transaction has an absolute time
lock by adding a small clock inside the transaction box. An example is given
in Figure 10.1.
x1
tx
x2

h
pk A


tx0

+t

ϕ1
x

ϕ2
ϕ3

pk A , pk B

Figure 10.1.: (Left) Transaction tx is published on the blockchain. The output
of value x1 can be spent by a transaction containing a preimage of
h and signed w.r.t. pk A . The output of value x2 can be spent by a
transaction signed w.r.t. pk A and pk B but only if at least t rounds
passed since tx was accepted by the blockchain. (Right) Transaction
tx0 is not published on the ledger. Its only output, which is of value
x, can be spent by a transaction whose witness satisfies the output
condition ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∨ ϕ3 . It holds that tx0 .TimeLock 6= ⊥.

Constructing Payment Channels over Bitcoin. A payment channel enables several transactions between two users without committing every single transaction
to the blockchain. As explained already in Chapter 3, the cornerstone of payment
channels is depositing coins into an output controlled by two users, who then au-
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thorize new deposit balances in a peer-to-peer fashion while having the guarantee
that all coins are refunded at a mutually agreed time. Let us now explain the
construction of a payment channel over Bitcoin in a bit more technical detail.
Assume that Alice and Bob want to create a payment channel with an initial
deposit of xA and xB coins respectively. For that, Alice and Bob agree on a funding
transaction (that we denote by TXf ) that spends two outputs controlled by Alice
and Bob holding xA and xB coins respectively. The funding transaction assigns
the xA + xB coins to an output controlled by both Alice and Bob. When TXf is
added to the blockchain, the payment channel between Alice and Bob is effectively
created. Assume now that Alice wants to pay α ≤ xA coins to Bob. For that,
parties create a new commit transaction TXc representing the commitment from
both users to the new channel state. The commit transaction spends the output
of TXf into two new outputs: (i) one holding xA − α coins controlled by Alice; and
(ii) the other holding xB + α coins controlled by Bob. Finally, parties exchange
the signatures on the commit transaction.
At this point, Alice (resp. Bob) could add TXc to the blockchain. Instead, they
keep it locally in their memory and overwrite it when they agree on another commitment transaction TXc representing a newer channel state. This, however, leads
to several commitment transactions that can possibly be added to the blockchain.
Since all of them are spending the same output, only one can be accepted by the
blockchain. As it is impossible to prevent a malicious user from publishing an old
commit transaction, payment channels require a mechanism that punishes such
behavior.
Lightning Network [137], the state-of-the-art payment channel network for Bitcoin, implements such mechanism by introducing two commit transactions per
channel update, each of which contains a punishment mechanism for one of the
users. In more detail (see also Figure 10.2), the output of TXAc representing Alice’s
balance in the channel has a special condition. Namely, it can be spent by Alice
if a certain number of rounds passed since the transaction was published, or by
Bob if he presents a preimage of a hash value hA . During a channel update, Alice
chooses a value rA , called the revocation secret, and presents the hash hA := H(rA )
to Bob. Knowing hA , Bob can create and sign the commit transaction TXAc with
the built-in punishment for Alice (analogously for Bob and TXBc ). During the next
channel update, parties first commit to the new state by creating and signing
A
B
TXc and TXc , and then revoke the old state by sending the revocation secrets to
each other, thereby enabling the punishment mechanism. If a malicious Alice now
publishes the old commit transaction TXAc , Bob can spend both of its outputs and
hence claim all coins locked in the channel.
Let us now provide a high-level overview of our constructions. We stress that
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+∆
pk A
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by A

xA

xA + xB

xB
pk A , pk B

publishable
by B

spendable by
B knowing rA

pk B

TXAc

TXf

hA

xA

TXBc

pk B

pk A
hB

xB

pk A

spendable by
A knowing rB

+∆
pk B

Figure 10.2.: A Lightning style payment channel where A has xA coins and B has
xB coins. The values hA and hB correspond to the hash values of the
revocation secrets rA and rB . The value of ∆ upper bounds the time
needed to publish a transaction on a blockchain.
many technical details are omitted from this section as the goal is to provide a
first intuition about our approach and not its full specification. Formal definitions,
protocol descriptions and theorem statements are presented in later chapters of this
part of the thesis.

10.1. Generalized Channels
Our first goal is to extend the idea of payment channels such that parties can perform essentially any operation that they could do on-chain. Technically, this means
that we want the commit transaction to contain arbitrary many outputs with arbitrary conditions (as long as they are supported by the underlying blockchain).
The main question we need to answer when designing such channels, which we call
generalized channels, is how to implement the revocation mechanism in this case.
Revocation per update. The first idea would be to extend the revocation mechanism of payment channels explained above such that each output of TXAc contains
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a punishment mechanism for Alice (analogously for Bob). This approach is taken
by the Lightning network [137] whose channels support (multiple) HTLCs.1 While
this solution works, it has several disadvantages: (i) If one party, say Alice, cheats
and publishes an old commit transaction TXAc , Bob has to spend all outputs of TXAc
in order to punish Alice for her misbehavior. Although Bob could group some
of them within a single transaction (up to the transaction size limit), he might
be forced to publish multiple transactions, thereby paying high transaction fees
in order to punish Alice; (ii) such revocation mechanism requires a high on-chain
footprint not only for TXAc , but also for Bob to get the coins from the outputs.
Our goal is to design a punishment mechanism whose on-chain footprint and
potential transaction fees are independent of the channel state, i.e., the number
and type of outputs in the channel. To this end, we propose the punish-then-split
mechanism which separates the punishment mechanism from the actual outputs.
In a nutshell (see also Figure 10.3), the commit transaction TXAc has now only one
output dedicated to the punishment mechanism which can be spent (i) immediately
by Bob, if he proves that the commit transaction was old (i.e., he knows the
revocation secret rA of Alice); or (ii) after certain number of rounds by a split
transaction TXAs controlled by both parties and containing all the outputs of the
channel (i.e., representing the channel state). Hence, if TXAc is published on the
blockchain, Bob has some time to punish Alice if the commit transaction was old.
If Bob does not use this option, any of the parties can publish the split transaction
TXAs representing the channel state. Analogously for TXBc .
One commit transactions per channel update. Another drawback of the Lightning style revocation mechanism is the need for two commit transactions for the
same channel state. While this is not an issue for simple payment channels, for
generalized channels it might cause redundancy in terms of communication and
computational costs. This comes from the fact that generalized channels support
arbitrary output conditions and hence can be used as a source of funding for, e.g.,
another off-chain channel. Such an off-chain channel would, however, have to exist
twice. Once considering TXAc being eventually published on-chain and once considering TXBc . And again, the new channel can be used as a source of funding for
another channel which would now need to exist four times. Therefore, a natural
goal is to construct generalized channels that require only one commit transaction,
thereby avoiding the exponential blow-up.
The naive approach to design such a single commit transaction TXc would be to
simply “merge” the transactions TXAc and TXBc . Such TXc could be spent (i) by Alice
1

To recall the definition of a HTLC, see Chapter 3 on page 50.
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Figure 10.3.: Update of a channel whose state is equal to ((x1 , ϕ1 ), . . . , (xn , ϕn ))
using the punish-then-split revocation mechanism.
if she knows Bob’s revocation secret; (ii) by Bob if he knows Alice’s revocation
secret or (iii) by the split transaction TXs representing the channels state after some
time. Unfortunately, this simple proposal does not work since it allows parties to
misuse the punishment mechanism as follows. A malicious Alice could publish an
old commit transaction TXc and since she knows Bob’s revocation secret, she could
immediately try to punish Bob. In order to prevent such undue punishment of
honest Bob, we need to make sure that Alice can use the punishment mechanism
only if it was Bob publishing TXc . Hence, our new punishment mechanism built in
TXc should require the punishing party to prove that (i) this commit transaction
was old and (ii) this commit transaction was published by the other party.
The main idea on how to implement the requirement (ii), is to force the party
publishing TXc to reveal some secret, which we call publishing secret, that could be
used by the other party as a proof. We achieve this by leveraging the concept of
an adaptor signature scheme – a signature scheme that allows a party to pre-sign
a message w.r.t. some statement Y of a hard relation. At a high level, a statement/witness relation is hard, if given a statement Y is it computationally hard
to find a witness y (for a formal definition see Section 2.1). Such pre-signature can
be adapted into a valid signature by anyone knowing a witness for the statement
Y . Moreover, knowing both the pre-signature and the adapted full signature, it is
possible to extract a witness for Y . In our context, adaptor signatures allow parties
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Figure 10.4.: A generalized channel in the state ((x1 , ϕ1 ), . . . , (xn , ϕn )). The values
hA and hB correspond to the hash values of the revocation secrets
rA and rB . The value of ∆ upper bounds the time needed to publish
a transaction on a blockchain. If TXc is published by A, publishing
secret yA corresponding to YA is revealed. If TXc is published by B,
publishing secret yB corresponding to YB is revealed.
of the generalized channels to express the following: “I give you my pre-signature
on TXc which you can turn into a valid signature and publish TXc on-chain. But
this will reveal your publishing secret to me.”
To conclude, our solution, depicted in Figure 10.4, requires only one commit
transaction TXc per update. The commit transaction has one output that can be
spent (i) by Alice if she knows Bob’s revocation secret rB and publishing secret
yB ; (ii) by Bob if he knows Alice’s revocation secret rA and publishing secret yA
or (iii) by the split transaction TXs representing the channels state after some
time. In the depicted construction we assume that the statement/witness pairs
used for the adaptor signature scheme are public/secret keys of the blockchain
signature scheme. Hence, testing if a party knows a publishing secret can be
done by requiring a valid signature w.r.t. this public key. Let use emphasize that
public/secret keys can also be used for the revocation mechanism instead of the
hash/preimage pairs. This is actually preferable since the punishment output
script will only consist of signatures and thereby we require less complex scripting
language.
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10.2. State Channels Using TEEs
Generalized channels allows two parties to run any kind of application supported
by the Bitcoin blockchain in an off-chain fashion. This improves the scalability
of the blockchain as it reduces the number of transactions that must be posted
on-chain and at the same time, allows the users of such channels to interact instantaneously. The functionality of generalized channels, however, does not go beyond
the functionality of the underlying blockchain itself. For example, execution of
stateful smart contract is not supported. The natural question is whether one can
design a protocol that allows smart contract execution over the Bitcoin blockchain
and minimizes the amount of communication with the blockchain.
Assume for a while that there exists a trusted party, let us call her an operator
and denote Q, who is willing to execute a contract instance of parties P1 , . . . , Pn .
Having such a trusted operator, parties could execute their contract instance offchain as follows. Parties first inform Q about the contract code C and the initial
parameters (such as the amount of coins they want to invest). This allows Q to call
the constructor of C and obtain the initial contract storage σ0 of the new contract
instance which it sends to all parties. Each party Pi then funds the contract ini
stance by publishing a investment transaction TXPinv
transferring the corresponding
amount of coins to the operator Q. Note that if these setup steps are completed
successfully, each party P1 , . . . , Pn knows the initial storage σ0 and Q controls all
coins locked in the contract instance. Once the setup phase is completed, parties can execute their contract instance by sending execution requests f (z) to
the operator Q. Here f refers to the contract function to be executed and z is
a string representing all the input parameters of the function. Q applies f (z) to
the latest contract storage σi and informs all parties about the new contract state
σi+1 . When the contract instance terminates, Q generates and publishes an output
transaction TXout to payout the deposited coins back to P1 , . . . , Pn according to
the final outcome of the contract instance.
The assumptions in the discussion above are very strong and, in fact, go against
the main idea of blockchain technology. Note that parties have to fully trust
the operator as all the coins are controlled by this party during the entire run
of the protocol. The need of a central trusted party is exactly what blockchain
systems try to eliminate. There has been significant research effort in removing the
trusted operator from the solution described above. One approach how to build
smart contracts over Bitcoin is by using MPC with penalties [97, 98, 100]. At a
high level, this means that the trusted operator from the construction above is
replaced by a MPC protocol run between the parties P1 , . . . , Pn . As we discussed
in Chapter 3, the main disadvantage of the MPC-based solutions is the amount of
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coins that has to be locked by the contract users during the execution to achieve
fairness in case one or multiple parties misbehave – the so-called collateral. More
precisely, execution of a generic n-party contract with m execution cycles, requires
collateral of order O(n2 m) which is rather impractical for most use cases.
Another idea is to utilize a trusted execution environment (TEE). At a very high
level, a TEE is a hardware device that can be loaded with a program p. The TEE
guarantees that no one can read or tamper with the state of the program. If an execution of the program is requested, the TEE performs the computation correctly.
Moreover, the output of the computation comes with an attached attestation quote
– a publicly verifiable proof that the program p was correctly executed inside a
TEE and that the attached output is indeed the result of the computation. A TEE
is under full control of its owner, meaning that the TEE cannot directly communicate with any other entity. While the owner cannot read the internal state of the
TEE or influence the computations performed therein, it can always disconnect
the hardware device from power or destroy it in another way. A prominent TEE
instantiation is Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [75, 117, 118] which is
built into most recent Intel processors.
Several works considered smart contract execution over Bitcoin using one or
multiple TEEs [22, 82, 165]. These works, however, do not support execution of
contracts with money mechanics and do not aim to minimize the communication
with the blockchain. More precisely, the amount of blockchain interaction grows
linearly with the number of contract executions. Our goal is hence to describe a
provably secure protocol for off-chain contract execution over Bitcoin using a TEE
whose blockchain communication complexity and locked collateral are independent
of the number of execution cycles.
Off-chain contract execution using a TEE. Instead of assuming existence of a
trusted operator, we assume existence of a untrusted operator with a TEE. The
main idea of our protocol, which we call FastKitten, is similar to the protocol
described above. The tasks of the trusted party are now split among an untrusted
operator and the TEE. We use the TEE for correct execution and safe storage of
coins. The role of the untrusted operator Q is to connect the TEE to the outside
world. This means that Q upon receiving a message from a party Pi , forwards
this message to the TEE and vice versa. Moreover, Q informs the TEE about the
current state of the blockchain and post transactions produced by the TEE on the
blockchain.
The main challenge that we need to face in this setting is that the untrusted
operator has the power to abort the protocol and disconnect the TEE from the
outside world at any time. This, in particular, implies that all coins that are
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controlled by the TEE are now lost. As no one can stop a malicious Q from
launching this attack, we need to design a compensation mechanism which refunds
the parties P1 , . . . , Pn in case the operator Q misbehaves.
To this end, our protocol instructs the untrusted operator Q to make a security deposit during the setup phase. This deposit is then used to refund parties
P1 , . . . , Pn in case something goes wrong. In a bit more detail, the operator Q is
P
asked to send X =
xi coins to the TEE by posting a security deposit transaction TXdep . Here xi denotes the initial investment of party Pi into the contract
instance. Once TXdep is accepted by the blockchain, the TEE issues a penalty
transaction TXpen that spends TXdep and assigns xi coins to party Pi . This transaction has an absolute time-lock τfinal meaning that it can be published on the
blockchain only after round τfinal . Once a party Pi possesses a valid penalty transi
and
action TXpen , she knows that it is safe post her investment translation TXPinv
start the contract execution. When the contract instance terminates, the TEE
issues an output transaction TXout that spends all the investment transactions of
1
n
parties TXPinv
, . . . , TXPinv
and the deposit transaction of the operator TXdep and distributes: (i) the invested X coins back to parties P1 , . . . , Pn according to the final
state of the contract instance and (ii) the security deposit of X coins back to the
operator Q.
The transaction flow of our construction is depicted in Figure 10.5. Note that
both the penalty transaction and an output transaction spend TXdep which means
that only one of them can be accepted by the blockchain. Hence it is in Q’s own
interest to ensure that the TEE issues an output transaction TXout before the timelock of the penalty transaction expires as otherwise Q loses her security deposit. In
order to prevent parties P1 , . . . , Pn from misusing the punishment mechanism by
simply waiting until round τfinal comes, the TEE issues a default output transaction
that returns each party her investments when the round τfinal comes close. Hence, if
the contract instance is not terminated before round τfinal , all the trades of parties
P1 , . . . , Pn are reverted. It is the responsibility of parties P1 , . . . , Pn to make sure
that the contract instance can be terminated before this round as execution is not
guaranteed otherwise.
Let us stress that the high-level description given here abstracts from several
technical details. For example, we need to make sure that the untrusted operator
cannot influence the contract instance execution by, e.g., blocking one of the parties
from submitting her inputs. All technical details are presented in Chapter 12,
where we describe our construction formally and prove that it satisfies correctness,
operator balance neutrality and fairness.
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Figure 10.5.: Transaction flow of the FastKitten protocol. In the depicted example,
each party Pi invests xi coins
P and the untrusted operator Q makes a
security deposit of X =
xi coins.
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11. Generalized Channels
The purpose of this chapter is to formally define and construct so-called generalized
channels that allow two parties to engage in any off-chain application supported
by the underlying UTXO-based blockchain, such as Bitcoin. The high-level ideas
and the motivation for generalized channels was presented already in Chapter 10
(more precisely in Section 10.1).
The organization of this chapter is the following. We first discuss our security
model and formally present the syntax of generalized channels in Section 11.1.
Thereafter, in Section 11.2, we define the ideal functionality of a generalized channel protocol and demonstrate how to use this ideal functionality to build applications on top of generalized channels. Our construction is presented in Section 11.3,
and we argue about its security in Section 11.4. We compare our construction to
related work in Section 11.5. This chapter is concluded in Section 11.6, where we
discuss possible future work.

11.1. Security Model and Definitions
In this chapter of the thesis, we consider the security model introduced in Section 2.4. This means that we work in the GUC model [31] and consider one global
functionality L̄. At a high level, the role of the ledger functionality L̄ is treefold. The functionality maintains a PKI, it serves as a global clock and defines
the money mechanics of a UTXO-based blockchain. Technically, this means that
utxo
L̄ is parameterized the global clock functionality Ḡclock and a functionality Ḡbc
modeling the money mechanics offered by UTXO-based cryptocurrencies such as
Bitcoin. The global clock functionality, defined in Figure 2.2, allows us to formalize the notion of rounds and work in a synchronous model of communication. The
utxo
description of the functionality Ḡbc
is presented in this section.
We assume that our protocols are executed among a fixed set of parties P. Our
protocols are executed in the presence of an adversary A who can corrupt any
party at the beginning of the protocol execution (i.e, we assume static corruption). Moreover, we assume that parties are connected via authenticated communication channels with guaranteed delivery of exactly one round. We formalize
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this assumption via the ideal functionality FGDC presented in Figure 2.3.
Modeling a UTXO-based blockchain. We model the money mechanics offered
by UTXO-based cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, via a global ideal functionality
utxo
. Our functionality is parameterized by a delay parameter ∆ which upper
Ḡbc
bounds the maximal number of rounds it takes to publish a valid transaction, and
a set V defining what a valid transaction output is. The functionality accepts
messages from a fixed set of parties P.
utxo
The functionality Ḡbc
maintains two sets; namely, the set TX defining all published transactions and the set UTXO defining which outputs of the transactions
from TX that are unspent. Both sets are initialized by the environment Z at the
utxo
utxo
is public and can be
. Once initialized, the state of Ḡbc
initialization of Ḡbc
accessed by all parties of the protocol, the adversary A and the environment Z.
Any party P ∈ P can at any time post a transaction on the blockchain via the
message (post, tx). The blockchain functionality waits for at most ∆ rounds (the
exact number of rounds is determined by the adversary). Thereafter, it verifies
the validity of the transaction, adds it to the transaction set TX and updates the
set UTXO accordingly. The formal description of the functionality follows.
utxo
Ideal Functionality Ḡbc

Parameters: The functionality is parameterized by a blockchain delay ∆ ∈ N, a
set of valid scripts V and set of parties P.
Post transaction:
τ0

Upon (post, tx) ←
−- P , for P ∈ P forward this message to the adversary and wait
until round τ1 ≤ τ0 +∆ (the exact value of τ1 is determined by the adversary). Then
check if:
1. The transaction identifier id is unique, i.e., for all (t, tx0 ) ∈ TX, tx0 .txid 6= tx.txid.
2. All the inputs are unspent and the witness satisfies all the output conditions, i.e.,
for each (tid , i) ∈ tx.Input, there exists (t, tid , i, θ) ∈ UTXO and θ.ϕ(tx, t, τ1 ) = 1.
3. All outputs are valid, i.e., for each θ ∈ tx.Output it holds that θ.cash > 0 and
θ.ϕ ∈ V.
4. The value of the outputs is not larger than the value of the inputs, i.e., for
I := {utxo := (t, tid , i, θ) | utxo ∈ UTXO ∧ (tid , i) ∈ tx.Input}, it holds
X
X
θ0 .cash ≤
utxo.θ.cash
θ0 ∈tx.Output

utxo∈I
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5. The absolute time-lock of the transaction has expired, i.e., tx.TimeLock ≤ now.
If all the above checks return true, add (τ1 , tx) to TX, remove the spent outputs
from UTXO, i.e., UTXO := UTXO \ I and add the outputs of tx to UTXO, i.e., UTXO :=
UTXO∪{(τ1 , tx.txid, i, θi )}i∈[n] for (θ1 , . . . , θn ) := tx.Output. Else, ignore the message.
Get transactions:
Upon (get-tx) ←
−- Pi , where Pi ∈ P, reply with TX ,−
→ Pi .

Let us emphasize that our ledger functionality is fairly simplified. In reality,
parties can join and leave the blockchain system dynamically. Moreover, we completely abstract from the fact that transactions are published in blocks which are
proposed by parties and the adversary. These and other features are captured
by prior works [12, 66] that provide a more accurate formalization of the Bitcoin
ledger in the UC framework [30]. However, interaction with such ledger functionality is fairly complex. To increase the readability of our channel protocol and ideal
functionality, which is the main focus of this chapter, we decided for this simpler
ledger.
Syntax of Generalized Channels. A generalized channel γ as an attribute tuple (γ.id, γ.users, γ.cash, γ.st), where γ.id ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the identifier of the channel,
γ.users ∈ P 2 defines the identities of the channel users, γ.cash ∈ Dcoin represents the total amount of coins locked in this channel and γ.st = (θ1 , . . . , θn ) is
the state of the channel composed of a list of outputs. Each output θi has two
attributes: the value θi .cash ∈ Dcoin representing the amount of coins and the
function θi .ϕ : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} representing the spending condition of the output.
For convenience, we define a function γ.other–user : γ.users → γ.users defined as
γ.other–user(P ) := Q for γ.users = {P, Q}.
Security and Efficiency Goals. In the previous paragraph, we formally defined
the syntax of a generalized channel. Our next step is to define all the properties
that a generalized channel protocol should satisfy. As in the case of state channels
in Part I, we do so by defining an ideal functionality. In order to have some
guidelines for the ideal functionality definition, we first identify several informal
security and efficiency notions of interest.
We start with security goals that are very similar to the ones of ledger state
channels (see Section 5.4). At a high level, these properties guarantee that no
honest party can ever lose coins.
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(S1)B Consensus on creation: A generalized channel γ is successfully created
only if all parties in γ.users agree with the creation. Moreover, parties in
γ.users reach agreement whether the channel is created or not after an apriori bounded number of rounds.
(S2)B Consensus on updates: A generalized channel γ is successfully updated
only if both parties in γ.users agree with the update. Moreover, parties in
γ.users reach agreement whether the update is successful or not after an
a-priori bounded number of rounds.
(S3)B Instant finality with punish: An honest party P ∈ γ.users has the guarantee that either the current state of the channel can be enforced on the
ledger, or P can enforce a state where she gets all γ.cash coins. A state st is
called enforced on the ledger if a transaction with this state appears on the
ledger.
We additionally require that in the optimistic case when both parties are honest,
channel updates do not require any blockchain interaction. This is stated in the
following efficiency requirement which, again, is very similar to the one we put on
ledger state channels in Section 5.4.
(E2)B Optimistic update in O(1) rounds: If both parties in γ.users are honest,
the update procedure takes a constant number of rounds (independent of the
blockchain delay ∆).
Commonly used scripts. To simplify the exposition of our ideal functionality
and protocol descriptions, we introduce abbreviations for several commonly used
output conditions. We denote One–Sigpk P the output condition that requires a
valid signature of party P . In case a signature of multiple parties P1 , . . . , Pn is
required, we write Multi–Sigpk P ,...,pk P . If the output condition contains a relative
n
1
time-lock of X rounds, meaning that the output can be spent only if at least X
rounds have since the output was published, we write CheckRelX .

11.2. Ideal Functionality
We capture the desired functionality of a generalized channel protocol as an ideal
functionality Fgch interacting with parties from the set P, with the adversary S
(called the simulator) and observes the global ledger functionality L̄. In a bit
more detail, if a party wants to perform an action (such as open a new channel),
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she sends a message to Fgch who executes the action and informs the party about
the result. The execution might leak information to the adversary who may also
influence the execution. The possible leakage and influence are modeled via the
interaction with S. Finally, Fgch can observe the global ledger and hence verify
that a certain transaction appeared on-chain or that a given party owns a certain
amount of coins. The latter is done by checking if there exists an unspent output
whose condition requires signature of (only) the given party P . Recall that we
denote such script One–Sigpk P .
To keep Fgch generic, we parameterized it by two parameters: a natural number
k and an attribute tuple T . At a high level, the parameter k ∈ N defines the
number of ways the channel state γ.st can be published on the ledger. As discussed
in Chapter 10, in this work we present a protocol realizing the functionality for k =
1 (see Figure 10.4). Lightning style generalized channel protocol (see Figure 10.2)
would be a candidate protocol for k = 2. The parameter T is a generalized
channel timing attribute tuple whose role is analogous to the timing attribute
tuples for state channels; namely, it specifies the time complexity of individual
operations with the channel. Let us stress that a-priori fixing these timing values
in our ideal functionality would artificially restrict the class of protocols which
could potentially realize it. This is why we leave them as parameters. We require
a generalized channel timing attribute tuple to contain three attributes: T =
(T .tcom , T .tstp , T .TC) whose meaning we describe next.
The attributes T .tcom ∈ N and T .tstp ∈ N are constants (i.e., it is independent of
the blockchain delay ∆). The value T .tcom upper bounds the maximal number of
consecutive off-chain communication rounds between channel users. Since different
parts of the protocol might require different amounts of communication rounds,
the upper bound T .tcom might not be reached in all steps. For instance, channel
creation might require more communication rounds than old state revocation. To
this end, we give the power to the simulator to “speed-up” the process when
possible. The attribute T .tstp upper bounds the maximal number of rounds parties
can request for setting up off-chain applications during a channel update (meaning
of this attribute will become more clear later in this section when we describe the
definition of the update procedure). Finally, the attribute T .TC is a function that
takes as input a blockchain delay ∆ ∈ N and outputs an upper bound on the
number of rounds it takes to close a channel. We require that T .TC(∆) is of order
O(∆).
As our generalized channel functionality is fairly complex, we split its description
in two steps. We first define a simplified version of the ideal functionality, which
we denote sFgch (k, T ), that captures the intended functionality of a generalized
channel protocol. This simplified functionality, however, excludes many natural
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checks that a generalized channel functionality should make. For instance, the
functionality should ensure that only users of a channel γ are allowed to create
and close γ. In the second step, we wrap the simplified functionality by adding all
required checks which completes the definition of Fgch (k, T ).

11.2.1. Functionality Description
Before we present the ideal functionality sFgch (k, T ) formally, we discuss it at a
high level and argue why it captures the aforementioned security and efficiency
properties identified in Section 11.1. We assume that Fgch (k, T ) maintains a set
Γ, where it stores created channels in their latest state and the corresponding
funding transaction tx. We sometimes treat Γ as a function which on input id
outputs (γ, tx) s.t. γ.id = id if such a channel exists and ⊥ otherwise.
Channel Creation. If the ideal functionality receives a message of the form
(create, γ, tid P ) from both parties in γ.users within T .tcom rounds, it expects a
channel funding transaction to appear on the ledger L̄ within ∆ rounds. Such a
transaction must spend both funding sources (defined by transaction identifiers
tid P and tid Q , where γ.users = {P, Q}). Moreover, it must contain one output of
the value γ.cash. If this is true, then the ideal functionality stores this transaction together with the channel γ in the set Γ and informs both parties about the
successful channel creation via the message “created”. Since a “create” message
is required from both parties and both parties are informed about the successful
creation, consensus on creation – the security property (S1)B – holds.
Channel Closure. Any of the two parties can request closure of the channel via
the message (close, id ), where id identifies the channel to be closed. In case both
parties request closure within T .tcom rounds, peaceful closure is expected. This
means that a transaction satisfying the following two properties should appear on
L̄ within ∆ rounds: (i) the transaction spends the channel funding transaction
and (ii) the output of the transaction corresponds to the latest channel state γ.st.
If this is not the case, then the functionality outputs an ERROR message to signal
an illegal situation – both parties indicated that they want to close the channel,
but they did not publish the corresponding transaction.
In case only one of the parties requests closing, the functionality expects forceful
closure. As this procedure can be triggered also during an update (as explained
in the next paragraph), we defined this part of the functionality as a separate
subprocedure called ForceClose. This procedure first verifies that the funding
transaction of the channel is spent within ∆ rounds. This check verifies that the
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party requesting closure takes action and starts the closing process. If this is not
the case, the functionality output an ERROR message to signal an illegal situation.
Otherwise, the closing procedure expects a transaction satisfying (i) and (ii) to
appear on L̄ within T .TC(∆) rounds.
Channel Update. The channel update is initiated by one of the parties P (called
~ tstp ). The parameter id identifies
the initiating party) via a message (update, id , θ,
the channel to be updated, θ~ represents the new channel state and tstp ≤ T .tstp
denotes the number of rounds needed by the parties to setup off-chain applications
(e.g., new channels or HTLCs) that are being built on top of the channel via this
update request. The update is structured into two phases: (i) the prepare phase,
and (ii) the revocation phase. Intuitively, the prepare phase models the fact that
both parties first agree on the new channel state and get time to set up the off-chain
applications on top of this new state. The revocation phase models the fact that
an update is only completed once the two parties invalidate the previous channel
state. We detail these two phases in the following.
The prepare phase starts when the ideal functionality receives a vector of trans~ = (tid 1 , . . . , tid k ) from S.1 In the optimistic case it is comaction identifiers tid
pleted within 3T .tcom +tstp rounds and ends when the initiating party P receives an
“update–ok” message from the ideal functionality. The setup phase can be aborted
by both the initiating party P and the other party Q. In the ideal world this is
achieved by P not sending the “setup–ok” and by Q not sending the “update–ok”
message, respectively. This models two things. Firstly, the fact that Q might not
agree with the proposed update and secondly, the fact that setting up off-chain
objects might fail in which case parties want to abort the channel update. The
abort may also result in a forceful closing of the channel via the subprocedure
ForceClose (which we discussed above). It happens when one of the parties has
sufficient information to enforce the new state on-chain, while the other does not.
In order to complete the update, the revocation phase is executed. The functionality expects to receive the “revoke” message from both parties within 2T .tcom
rounds, in which case it updates the channel state in Γ(id ) accordingly and informs
both parties about the successful updated via the message “updated”. If one of
the messages does not arrive, the subprocedure ForceClose is called.
To conclude, consensus on updated – the security property (S2)B – holds since
consent of both parties is needed for the successful update and both parties are
informed about it. In the case that both parties are honest, the update takes up
1

For technical reasons, ideal functionality cannot sign transactions and thus it can also not
prepare the transaction ids (which is the task of the simulator).
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to 5T .tcom + T .tstp rounds. Since both T .tcom and T .tstp are constants independent
of the blockchain delay ∆, optimistic update – the efficiency property (E2)B – is
satisfied as well. In the case something goes wrong during the update procedure,
the ideal functionality chooses to force close the channel using ForceClose. This
procedure takes at most T .TC(∆) rounds as discussed above. Hence, in the worst
case, the update process is completed within 5T .tcom + T .tstp + T .TC(∆) rounds.
Punish. In order to guarantee instant finality with punishments – the security
property (S3)B , parties continuously monitor the ledger and apply the punishment
mechanism if misbehavior is detected. This is captured by the functionality in the
part “Punish” which is executed at the end of each round. The functionality checks
if a funding transaction of some channel was spent. If yes, then it expects one of
the following to happen within T .TC(∆) − ∆ rounds: (i) a punish transaction
appears on L̄, assigning γ.cash coins to the honest party P ∈ γ.users; or (ii) a
transaction whose output corresponds to the latest channel state γ.st appears on
L̄, meaning that the channel is peacefully or forcefully closed. If none of the above
is true, ERROR is returned. Hence, under the condition that no ERROR was returned,
the security property (S3)B is satisfied.
In summary, our functionality formally defined below satisfies the identified
security and efficiency properties if no ERROR occurs. In case of an ERROR, all
guarantees may be lost. Hence, we are interested only in protocols that realize our
ideal functionality and honest parties never output an ERROR.
Formal description. Since we do not aim to make any claims about privacy, we
implicitly assume that every message that sFgch receives/sends from/to a party
is directly forwarded to S. Recall that we made the same assumption for state
channel functionalities in Part I. Moreover, when sFgch expects the simulator S to
set certain values, such as the vector of tid ’s during the update process or exact
timing values, and it does not do so, we implicitly assume that an ERROR message
is returned.
Simplified ideal functionality sFgch (T , k)
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P ), tc := T .tcom .
...............................................................................
Channel Creation
τ0

Upon (create, γ, tid P ) ←
−- P , distinguish:
τ

Both agreed: If already received (create, γ, tid Q ) ←
−- Q, where τ0 − τ ≤ tc, wait
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if in round τ1 ≤ τ + ∆ + tc a transaction tx, with tx.Input = (tid P , tid Q ) and
tx.Output = (γ.cash, ϕ), appears on the ledger L̄. If yes, set Γ(γ.id) := (γ, tx) and
τ1
→ γ.users. Else stop.
(created, γ.id) ,−
τ ≤τ0 +tc

Wait for Q: Else wait for at most tc rounds to receive (create, id ) ←−−−−−- Q (in
that case “Both agreed” option is executed). If such message is not received, stop.

Channel Update
τ0
~
~ tstp ) ←
−- P , parse (γ, tx) := Γ(id ), set γ 0 := γ and γ 0 .st := θ.
Upon (update, id , θ,
Then proceed as follows:

~ s.t. |tid
~ | = k. Then (update–req, id , θ,
~ tstp ,
1. In round τ1 ≤ τ0 + tc, let S define tid
τ1
τ1
~ ) ,−
~ ) ,−
→ P.
→ Q and (setup, id , tid
tid
τ2 ≤τ1 +tstp

τ3 ≤τ2 +tc

2. If (setup–ok, id ) ←−−−−−−- P , then (setup–ok, id ) ,−−−−−−→ Q.
Else stop (setup failed – peaceful reject).
τ4 ≤τ3 +tc

τ3

3. If (update–ok, id ) ←
−- Q, then (update–ok, id ) ,−−−−−−→ P . Else distinguish:
• If Q honest or if instructed by S, set Γ(id ) := (γ, tx) and stop (peaceful reject).
• Else set Γ(id ) := ({γ, γ 0 }, tx), execute ForceClose(id ) and stop.
τ5 ≤τ4 +tc

τ4

4. If (revoke, id ) ←
−- P , send (revoke–req, id ) ,−−−−−−→ Q.
Else set Γ(id ) := ({γ, γ 0 }, tx), execute ForceClose(id ) and stop.
τ6 ≤τ5 +tc
τ5
~ ,−
5. If (revoke, id ) ←
−- Q, set Γ(id ) := (γ 0 , tx), send (updated, id , θ)
−−−−−→ γ.users
and stop (peaceful accept).
Else set Γ(id ) := ({γ, γ 0 }, tx), execute ForceClose(id ) and stop.

Channel Closure
τ0

Upon (close, id ) ←
−- P , distinguish:
τ

Both agree: If you already received (close, id ) ←
−- Q, where τ0 − τ ≤ tc, execute
ForceClose(id ) unless both parties are honest. In this case let (γ, tx) := Γ(id ) and
distinguish:
• If a transaction tx0 , with tx0 .Input = tx.txid and tx0 .Output = γ.st appears on
τ1
L̄ in round τ1 ≤ τ0 + ∆, set Γ(id ) := ⊥, send (closed, id ) ,−
→ γ.users and stop
(peaceful closure).
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τ0 +∆

• Otherwise output (ERROR) ,−−−→ γ.users and stop.
τ ≤τ0 +tc

Wait for Q: Else wait for at most tc rounds to receive (close, id ) ←−−−−−- Q (in
that case “Both agreed” option is executed). If such message is not received, execute
ForceClose(id ) in round τ0 + tc.

Punish (executed at the end of every round τ0 )
For each id ∈ {0, 1}∗ s.t. (X, tx) := Γ(id ) 6= ⊥, check if L̄ contains tx0 with tx0 .Input =
tx.txid. If yes, then define S := {γ.st | γ ∈ X}, T := τ0 + T .TC(∆) − ∆ and
distinguish:
Close: A transaction tx00 , with tx00 .Input = tx0 .txid and tx00 .Output ∈ S, appears on
τ1
L̄ in round τ1 ≤ T . Set Γ(id ) := ⊥ and (closed, id ) ,−
→ γ.users if not sent yet.
Punish: A transaction tx00 with tx00 .Input = tx0 .txid and tx00 .Output = (γ.cash,
One–Sigpk P ) appears on L̄ in round τ1 ≤ T , where P is an honest party. Then
τ1

(punished, id ) ,−
→ P , set Γ(id ) := ⊥ and stop.
T

Error: Otherwise (ERROR) ,−
→ γ.users.

Subprocedure ForceClose(id )
Let τ0 be the current round and (X, tx) := Γ(id ). If within ∆ rounds tx is still
τ0 +∆

an unspent transaction on L̄, then (ERROR) ,−−−→ γ.users and stop. Else, latest in
round τ0 + T .TC(∆), message m ∈ {closed, punished, ERROR} is output via Punish.

11.2.2. Functionality Checks
The ideal functionality sFgch (T , k) presented in the previous section is fairly simplified. Namely, several natural checks that one would expect an ideal functionality
for generalized channels to make when receiving a message are excluded from its
description. We complete the definition of Fgch (T , k) by adding all checks in form
of a functionality wrapper. Let us here informally discuss which checks need to
be added and why, and refer to Appendix D.5 for the formal description of the
wrapper.
Channel creation. Upon receiving a (create, γ, tid ) message from a party P , the
wrapper verifies that γ is a valid generalized channel, that its identifier is unique
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and that P is indeed a channel users. Moreover, the wrapper checks that the
initial state of the channel has only two outputs – each spendable by one of the
channel users only. As for state channels, we do not support creation of a channel
that already funds some off-chain applications. Let us stress that these can be
added immediately after the channel creation is completed via a channel update.
Finally, the wrapper verifies that tid refers to an output that is spendable by P
and contains a sufficient amount of coins.
~ tstp ) message from a party P ,
Channel update. Upon receiving a (update, id , θ,
the wrapper verifies that the channel with identifier id exists and that P is a user
of this channel. Moreover, the wrapper verifies the validity of the new state. This
means that the outputs contained in the state are not distributing more coins
than what is locked the channel and conditions of the outputs are valid scripts
of the underlying ledger. Finally, the wrapper verifies that there is no parallel
update of the channel being performed. Let us stress that this does not imply that
applications built on top of the channel cannot be executed in parallel. This only
says that all applications built on top of the channel must be created and closed
at the same time.
Channel closure. We do not allow closing requests during a channel update.
Otherwise, the checks performed upon receiving a (close, id ) message from a party
P are rather straightforward. The wrapper verifies that the channel with identifier
id exists and that P is a user of that channel.

11.2.3. Using the Ideal Functionality
Before we present a concrete protocol realizing the ideal functionality for generalized channels Fgch , let us provide guidelines on how to use the ideal functionality
for building applications on top of generalized channels and demonstrate our guidelines on concrete examples. Let us begin with a note of caution.
Suitable applications. In principle, any application that can be funded by the
underlying blockchain can also be funded by a generalized channel. There is,
however, one important difference that one needs to keep in mind before opening
an application on top of a channel. Namely, generalized channels provide “only”
instance finality with punishment. This implies that in the worst case when one
of the channel users misbehaves, anything built on top of a generalized channel
might be lost. Although the honest user of the channel is financially compensated
for this loss, in certain situations this might not be enough. For example, in
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case a third party is involved in the application. In summary, generalized channels are suitable for two-party applications in which parties are willing to accept
financial compensation in exchange for a lost state. Multi-party applications are
also possible, however, they should provide their own compensation mechanism
(funded from a different source) to parties not involved in the underlying channel.
Interacting with the functionality. We now provide a generic guideline on how
to interact with Fgch (k, T ) in order to build off-chain applications on top of a generalized channel in a black-box way. Assume that Alice and Bob already created
a generalized channel γ via Fgch (k, T ) and now want to use it for several applications. For that, parties have to carry out the following steps. Below we abbreviate
Fgch := Fgch (k, T ).
Initialize: Parties agree on a new state θ~ of γ and an upper bound tstp on the
time required to set up off-chain applications. Hence, for each application
parties need to agree on (i) the amount of coins they want to invest in it
and the funding condition; technically, this means that parties define θi =
(θi .cash, θi .ϕ), and (ii) the value ti denoting the maximal amount of rounds
that it takes to setup the corresponding application. The value tstp is defined
as maxi ti , thereby defining the maximal amount of rounds that it takes to
set up all the applications in parallel.
~ tstp ) to Fgch (k, T ) in order
Prepare: One party sends the message (update, id , θ,
to prepare the update. Upon receiving such message, Fgch responds within
~ – a vector of k transaction identifiers referring to
T .tcom rounds with tid
transactions that contain the output vector θ~ and hence are candidate funding sources of our applications.
~ , parties exchange the application-dependent informaSetup: For every tid j ∈ tid
tion required to fulfill all the conditions {θi .ϕ} according to the rules of each
application, assuming that θ~ is contained in a transaction with identifier tid j .
This takes at most tstp rounds.
Complete: Parties inform Fgch about setup completion by sending “setup–ok” and
“update–ok” messages. Thereafter, Fgch requests both parties to revoke the
old state of γ which they do by invoking Fgch on input the message revoke.
Fgch notifies the users of the completed update via the message “updated”.
The completion phase takes at most 4T .tcom rounds.
To conclude, for each application that one wants to build on top of a generalized
channel, the following must be defined: (i) the amount of coins and the funding
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conditions of the outputs as required for the initialize step, (ii) the setup algorithm
of the application and an upper bound on the number of rounds it takes, as needed
for setup step. We remark that the prepare and complete steps are common to all
applications. We demonstrate how to use the aforementioned generic process on
concrete examples in Appendix F.2.
Remark 5. Let us stress that low values of the parameter k are of great impor~ which means
tance. The setup phase is run for each transaction identifier in tid
that parties have to set up all their applications k times. This means that parties have to create and maintain k copies of each application which increases the
complexity by a factor k compared to the situation in which the applications are
funded directly via the ledger. In Section 11.3, we show how to construct generalized channels with the optimal k = 1.

11.3. Generalized Channel Construction
We now present a concrete construction for generalized channels. As already mentioned earlier in the chapter, our goal is to design a protocol which realizes the
Fgch for the parameter k = 1. This means that there is only one way how the latest
channel state can be published on the ledger. As explained in Section 11.2.3, this
is a very useful property as it implies that the communication complexity between
parties of the application is the same as if the application was funded directly over
the ledger. Moreover, we want to design our protocol in such a way that there
exists a timing attribute tuple Tgch for which our protocol satisfies Fgch (1, Tgch ).
We split the protocol description in two parts. First, we present a simplified
version of our protocol, which we denote sΠgch , that defines the intended behavior
of honest parties but excludes some several natural but very important checks.
This is done in Section 11.3.2. We complete the description of our protocol Πgch
in Section 11.3.3, where we add all the missing checks. We start by discussing the
main building blocks of our construction.

11.3.1. Building blocks
In order to achieve a protocol for k = 1, we utilize an adaptor signature scheme
ΞR,Σ = (pSign, Adapt, pVrfy, Ext) for signature scheme Σ = (GenS, Sign, Vfy) used
by the underlying ledger and a hard relation R. We refer the reader to Section 2.1
for the formal definitions of these three cryptographic primitives and a discussion
about their instantiation. Here we only recall the syntax and main guarantees
provided by hard relations and adaptor signatures.
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We say that R is a hard relation with statement/witness pairs (Y, y) if the
following holds: (i) There exists a PPT sampling algorithm GenR(1n ) that on
input 1λ outputs a statement/witness pair (Y, y) ∈ R; (ii) The relation is polytime decidable; (iii) For all PPT A the probability of A on input a statement Y
outputting a witness y is negligible. We denote LR the associated language defined
as LR := {Y | ∃y s.t. (Y, y) ∈ R}.
An adaptor signature scheme w.r.t. a hard relation R and a signature scheme
Σ = (GenS, Sign, Vfy) consists of four algorithms ΞR.Σ = (pSign, Adapt, pVrfy, Ext),
where: (i) pSignsk (m, Y ) gets as input a secret key sk , message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ and
statement Y ∈ LR , and outputs a pre-signature σ̃; (ii) pVrfypk (m, Y ; σ̃) gets as
input a public key pk , message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ , statement Y ∈ LR and pre-signature
σ̃, and outputs a bit b; (iii) Adapt(σ̃, y) gets as input a pre-signature σ̃ and witness
y, and outputs a signature σ; and (iv) Ext(σ, σ̃, Y ) gets as input a signature σ, presignature σ̃ and statement Y ∈ LR , and outputs a witness y such that (Y, y) ∈ R,
or ⊥. A secure adaptor signature scheme must, at a high level, satisfy the following
properties: existential unforgeability under chosen message attack (or EUF–CMA)
saying that no ppt adversary A is able to forge a signature for a fresh message m
even if A knows a pre-signature on m w.r.t. a random statement Y ∈ LR (i.e., A
does not know any corresponding witness y); pre-signature adaptability guaranteeing that any valid pre-signature w.r.t. to a statement Y can be completed given
a witness y; and witness extractability ensuring that given a valid signature/presignature pair (σ, σ̃) for message/statement (m, Y ), the Ext algorithm extracts a
corresponding witness y.

11.3.2. Protocol Description
We now define our simplified protocol sΠgch utilizing an adaptor signature scheme
ΞR,Σ = (pSign, Adapt, pVrfy, Ext) for signature scheme Σ = (GenS, Sign, Vfy) used
by the underlying ledger and a hard relation R. Throughout this section, we
assume that statement/witness pairs of R used by ΞR,Σ are also the public/secret
keys of the signature scheme. More precisely, we assume there exists a function
ToKey that takes as input a statement Y ∈ LR and outputs a public key pk .
The function is such that the distribution of (ToKey(Y ), y), for (Y, y) ← GenR, is
equal to the distributions of (pk , sk ) ← GenS. We emphasize that both ECDSA
and Schnorr based adaptor signatures satisfy this condition [6]. We discuss how
to modify our protocol if this assumption does not hold in Remark 6 below the
protocol description.
Our protocol consists of four subprotocols: Create, Update, Close and Punish. We present each subprotocol separately by providing both a high-level and a
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pseudo-code description. We assume that each party P ∈ P maintains a set ΓP
of all open channels together with auxiliary information about the channel (such
as the funding transaction, the latest commit transaction and corresponding revocation secret etc.). In addition to the channel set, we assume that each party
maintains a set ΘP containing all revoked commit transactions and corresponding
revocation secrets.
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pk A , pk B
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Figure 11.1.: Schematic description of the generalized channel creation protocol.

Channel creation. In order to create a channel γ, the users of the channel, say A
and B, have to agree on the body of the funding transaction [TXf ], mutually commit
to the first channel state defined by γ.st = ((xA , One–Sigpk A ), (xB , One–Sigpk B )),
and sign and publish the funding transaction TXf on the ledger. Recall that
One–Sigpk represents the script that verifies that the transaction is correctly signed
w.r.t. the public key pk . Once TXf is published, the channel creation is completed.
Looking at Figure 13.2, one can summarize the creation process as a step-by-step
creation of transaction bodies from left to right, and then a step-by-step signature
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exchange on the transaction bodies from right to left. Let us elaborate on this in
more detail.
Step 1: To prepare [TXf ], parties need to inform each other about their funding sources, i.e., exchange the transaction identifiers tid A and tid B . Each party
can then locally create [TXf ] with {tid A , tid B } as input and output requiring the
signature of both A and B. Step 2: Parties can now start committing to the
initial channel state. To this end, each party P ∈ {A, B} first generates a revocation public/secret pair (RP , rP ) ← GenR and publishing public/secret pair
(YP , yP ) ← GenR. The public values RP and YP are sent to the other party. Each
party can now locally generate the body of the commit transaction [TXc ] which
spends TXf and can be spent by a transaction satisfying one of these conditions:
Punish A: It is correctly signed w.r.t. pk B , YA , RA ;
Punish B: It is correctly signed w.r.t. pk A , YB , RB ;
Channel state: It is correctly signed w.r.t. pk A and pk B , and at least ∆ rounds
have passed since TXc was published.
Steps 3+4: Using the transaction identifier of TXc , parties can generate and
exchange signatures on the body of the split transaction TXs which spends TXc and
whose output is equal to γ.st (i.e., the coins that are owned by A and B). Step
5: Parties are now prepared to complete the committing phase by pre-signing the
commit transaction to each other. This means that party A executes the pSignsk A
on message [TXc ] and statement YB and sends the pre-signature to B (analogously
for B). Step 6: If valid pre-signatures are exchanged (validity is checked using
the pVrfy algorithm), parties exchange signatures on the funding transaction and
post it on the ledger in Step 7. If the funding transaction is accepted by the
ledger, channel creation is successfully completed.
The question is what happens if one of the parties misbehaves during the creation
process by aborting or sending a malformed message (w.l.o.g. let B be the malicious
party). If the misbehavior happens before A sends her signature on TXf (i.e., before
step 6), A can safely conclude that the creation failed. If the misbehavior happens
during step 6, A is in a hybrid situation. She cannot post TXf on-chain as she does
not have B’s signature which is needed to spend tid B . However, since she already
sent her signature on TXf to B, she has no guarantee that B will not post TXf later.
In order to resolve this issue, our protocol instructs A to spend her outputs tid A .
This guarantees that within ∆ rounds, tid A is spent. Either by the transaction
posted by A (in which case creation failed) or by TXf posted by B (in which case
creation succeeded).
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To conclude, channel creation as described above takes 5 off-chain communication rounds and up to ∆ rounds are needed to publish the funding transaction.
Our formal protocol description contains two optimizations that reduce the number of off-chain communication rounds to 3. The optimizations are based on the
observations that messages sent during steps 1 and 2 can be grouped into one as
well as the messages sent during steps 4 and 5. This implies that the creation
part of our protocol requires Tgch .tcom ≥ 3 in order for our protocol to realize
Fgch (k, Tgch ).
In the pseudo-code description of the creation process that follows, we define the
generation of TXf , TXc and TXs as separate subprocedures: GenFund, GenCommit
and GenSplit. This allows us to reuse these generation procedures in the later
parts of our protocol and hence avoid code repetition.
Protocol sΠgch : Channel creation
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P )
...............................................................................
t0
Party P upon (create, γ, tid P ) ←
−- Z:
1. Generate (RP , rP ) ← GenR, (YP , yP ) ← GenR
t0

2. Set id := γ.id and send (createInfo, id , tid P , RP , YP ) ,−
→ Q.
t0 +1

3. If (createInfo, id , tid Q , RQ , YQ ) ←−−−- Q, where RQ , YQ ∈ LR , create the transaction bodies:
[TXf ] := GenFund((tid P , tid Q ), γ)
[TXc ] := GenCom([TXf ], IP , IQ )
[TXs ] := GenSplit([TXc ].txidk1, γ.st)
for IP := (pk P , RP , YP ), IQ := (pk Q , RQ , YQ ). Else stop.
4. Compute sPc ← pSignsk P ([TXc ], YQ ), sPs ← Signsk P ([TXs ])
t0 +1

5. Send (createCom, id , sPc , sPs ) ,−−−→ Q.
t0 +2

Q
−−−- Q, s.t.
6. If (createCom, id , sQ
c , ss ) ←

pVrfypk Q ([TXc ], YP ; sQ
c ) = 1,

Vfypk Q ([TXs ]; sQ
s ) = 1,
t0 +2

compute sPf ← Signsk P ([TXf ]) and send (createFund, id , sPf ) ,−−−→ Q. Else stop.
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t0 +3

7. If (createFund, id , sQ
−−−- Q, s.t. Vfypk Q ([TXf ]; sQ
f)←
f ) = 1, define
TXf := ([TXf ], {sPf , sQ
f })
t0 +3

and (post, TXf ) ,−−−→ L̄. Else stop.
8. If TXf is accepted by L̄ in round t1 ≤ t0 + 3 + ∆, set
TXc := ([TXc ], {Signsk P ([TXc ]), Adapt(sQ
c , yP )})
TXs := ([TXs ], {sPs , sQ
s })
t1

→ Z.
Store ΓP (γ.id) := (γ, TXf , (TXc , rP , RQ , YQ , sPc ), TXs ) and (created, id ) ,−

Subprocedures for generating transactions
~ , γ) :
GenFund(tid


~ and tx.Output := γ.cash, Multi–Sig
Return [tx], where tx.Input := tid
γ.users .
GenCom([TXf ], (pk P , RP , YP ), (pk Q , RQ , YQ )) :
Let (c, Multi–Sigpk P ,pk Q ) := TXf .Output[1] and denote
ϕ1 := Multi–SigToKey(RQ ),ToKey(YQ ),pk P ,
ϕ2 := Multi–SigToKey(RP ),ToKey(YP ),pk Q ,
ϕ3 := CheckRel∆ ∧ Multi–Sigpk P ,pk Q .
Return [tx], where tx.Input = TXf .txidk1, tx.Output := (c, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∨ ϕ3 ).
~
GenSplit(tid , θ):
~
Return [tx], where tx.Input := tid and tx.Output := θ.

Channel closure. The purpose of the closing procedure is to publish the latest
channel state on the blockchain. The naive way to implement this procedure is to
let parties publish the latest agreed upon commit transaction and thereafter the
corresponding split transaction representing the latest channel state. However,
due to the punishment mechanism built-in the commit transaction, parties have
to wait for ∆ rounds after such a commit transaction is accepted by the ledger to
publish the split transaction. In order to realize our ideal functionality, we need to
design a more efficient solution which eliminates the redundant waiting time for
honest parties.
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When parties want to close a channel, they first run a “final update”. In short,
the final update preserves the latest channel state, but removes the punishment
layer. More precisely, parties agree on a new split transaction that has exactly
the same outputs as the last split transaction but spends the funding transaction
TXf directly (i.e., Steps 2+5 from Figure 13.2 are skipped). Once parties jointly
sign the split transaction, they can publish it on the ledger which completes the
channel closure. If the final update fails, parties close the channel forcefully. This
means that they first publish the latest commit transaction, wait until the time
for punishments expires and only then post the split transaction representing the
final channel state on-chain. Since it takes at most ∆ rounds to publish the
commit transaction and at most 2∆ rounds to publish the split transaction once
the commit transaction is accepted, the timing attribute tuple Tgch must be such
that Tgch .TC(∆) ≥ 3∆.
Since forceful closing might also be triggered during a channel update (as we discuss in the next paragraph), we define forceful closure as a separate subprocedure
ForceClose to avoid code repetition.
Protocol sΠgch : Channel closure
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P )
...............................................................................
t0

Party P upon (close, id ) ←
−- Z
1. Extract TXf and TXs from ΓP (id ) and set:
[TXs ] := GenSplit(TXf .txidk1, TXs .Output)
t0

2. Compute sPs ← Signsk P ([TXs ]) and send (peaceful–close, id , sPs ) ,−
→ Q.
t0 +1

3. If (peaceful–close, id , sQ
−−−- Q s.t. Vfypk Q ([TXs ]; sQ
s)←
s ) = 1, set
TXs := ([TXs ], {sPs , sQ
s })
t0 +1

and send (post, TXs ) ,−−−→ L̄. Else, execute ForceCloseP (id ) and stop.
4. Let t2 ≤ t1 + ∆ be the round in which TXs is accepted by L̄. Set ΓP (id ) := ⊥,
t2

ΘP (id ) := ⊥ and send (closed, id ) ,−
→ Z.

Subprocedure – ForceCloseP (id )
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Let t0 be the current round.
t0

→ L̄.
1. Extract TXc and TXs from Γ(id ) and send (post, TXc ) ,−
2. Let t1 ≤ t0 + ∆ be the round in which TXc is accepted by the blockchain. Wait
t1 +∆

for ∆ rounds to (post, TXs ) ,−−−→ L̄.
3. Once TXs is accepted by L̄ in round t2 ≤ t1 + 2∆, set ΘP (id ) := ⊥ and ΓP (id ) :=
t2

→ Z.
⊥ and output (closed, id ) ,−

Channel Update. In order to update a created channel γ to a new state, repre~ parties have to (i) agree on the new commit
sented by a vector of output scripts θ,
and split transaction that represent the new state (ii) invalidate the old commit
transaction.
Part (i) is very similar to the agreement on the initial commit and split transaction as described in the creation protocol (Steps 2-5 in Figure 13.2). There is one
major difference coming from the fact that the new channel state θ~ can contain
outputs that fund other off-chain applications (such as sub-channels).2 In order
to set up these applications, the identifier of the new split transaction is needed.
To this end, parties first prepare the commit (Steps 2+3) to learn the desired
identifier and set up all applications off-chain. Once this is done, which is signaled
by “setup–ok” and takes at most tstp rounds, parties execute the second part of
the committing phase (Steps 4+5).
To realize part (ii) in which the punishment mechanism of the old commit transaction is activated, parties simply exchange the revocation secrets corresponding
to the previous commit transaction which completes the update. Note that in this
optimistic case when both parties are honest, the update is performed entirely
off-chain and takes at most 5 + tstp rounds.
We now discuss what happens if one party misbehaves during the update. As
long as none of the parties pre-signed the new commit transaction, i.e., before
Step 5, misbehavior simply implies update failure. A more problematic case is
when the misbehavior occurs after at least one of the parties pre-signed the new
commit transaction. This happens, when one party pre-signs the new commit but
the other does not; or when one party revokes the old commit and the other does
not. In each of these situations, an honest party ends up in a hybrid state when
the update is neither rejected nor accepted. To this end, our protocol instructs
an honest party to ForceClose the channel. This means that the honest party
posts the latest commit transaction that both parties agreed on to the ledger
2

This is not the case during channel creation since we assume that the initial channel state
consist of two accounts only.
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guaranteeing that TXf is spent within ∆ rounds. If the transaction spending TXf is
the new commit transaction, the channel is closed in the updated state. Otherwise,
the update fails and either the channel is closed in the state before the update,
or the punishment mechanism is activated, in which case the honest party gets
financially compensated (as discussed in detail later in this section).
Protocol sΠgch : Channel update
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P )
...............................................................................
τ0P
~ tstp ) ←−Party P upon (update, id , θ,
Z
1. Generate (RP , rP ) ← GenR, (YP , yP ) ← GenR.
τ0P

~ tstp , RP , YP ) ,−→ Q.
2. Send (updateReq, id , θ,
τQ

~ tstp , RP , YP ) ←0−- P
Party Q upon (updateReq, id , θ,
3. If RP , YP 6∈ LR , then stop.
4. Generate (RQ , rQ ) ← GenR and (YQ , yQ ) ← GenR.
5. Extract TXf from ΓP (id ) and generate the transaction bodies
[TXc ] := GenCom([TXf ], IP , IQ )
~
[TXs ] := GenSplit([TXc ].txidk1, θ),
where IP := (pk P , RP , YP ), IQ := (pk Q , RQ , YQ ).
τ0Q

Q
6. Sign sQ
s ← Signsk Q ([TXs ]) and send (updateInfo, id , RQ , YQ , ss ) ,−→ P .
τ0Q +1

~ tstp , TX .txid) ,−−−→ Z.
7. Output (update–req, id , θ,
s
τ0P +2

Party P upon (updateInfo, id , RQ , YQ , sQ
s ) ←−−−- Q
8. Extract TXf from ΓQ (id ) and generate transaction bodies
[TXc ] := GenCom([TXf ], IP , IQ )
~
[TXs ] := GenSplit([TXc ].txidk1, θ),
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for IP := (pk P , RP , YP ) and IQ := (pk Q , RQ , YQ ). If Vfypk Q ([TXs ]; sQ
s ) = 1 and
τ0P +2

RQ , YQ ∈ LR , (setup, id , TXs .txid) ,−−−→ Z. Else stop.
τ1P ≤τ0P +2+tstp

9. If (setup–ok, id ) ←−−−−−−−−−- Z, compute sPc ← pSignsk P ([TXc ], YQ ), sPs ←
τ1P

Signsk P ([TXs ]) and send (updateComP, id , sPc , sPs ) ,−→ Q. Else stop.
τ1Q ≤τ0Q +2+tstp

Party Q upon (updateComP, id , sPc , sPs ) ←−−−−−−−−−- P
10. If pVrfypk P ([TXc ], YQ ; sPc ) = 1 and Vfypk P ([TXs ]; sPs ) = 1, output (setup–ok, id )
τ1Q

,−→ Z. Else stop.
11. Distinguish the following two cases:
τ1Q

Accept: If (update–ok, id ) ←−- Z, compute sQ
c ← pSign([TXc ], YP ) and send
τ1Q

(updateComQ, id , sQ
c ) ,−→ P .
τ1Q

Reject: Else send (update–not–ok, id , rQ ) ,−→ P and stop.
Party P in round τ1P + 2
12. Distinguish the following three cases:
τ1P +2

Q
Accept: If (updateComQ, id , sQ
c ) ←−−−- Q, s.t. pVrfypk Q ([TXc ], YP ; sc ) = 1, outτ1P +2

put (update–ok, id ) ,−−−→ Z.
τ1P +2

Reject: If (update–not–ok, id , rQ ) ←−−−- Q, s.t. (RQ , rQ ) ∈ R, set ΘP (id ) :=
ΘP (id ) ∪ ([TXc ], rQ , YQ , sPc ) and stop.
Nothing: Else, execute the procedure ForceCloseP (id ) and stop.
τ1P +2

13. If (revoke, id ) ←−−−- Z, parse ΓP (id ) as (γ, TXf , (TXc , r̄P , R̄Q , ȲQ , s̄Pc ), TXs ), set
TXs := ([TXs ], {sPs , sQ
s }),
TXc := ([TXc ], {Signsk P ([TXc ]), Adapt(sQ
c , yP )}),
ΓP (id ) := (γ, TXf , (TXc , rP , RQ , YQ , sPc ), TXs )
τ1P +2

and send (revokeP, id , r̄P ) ,−−−→ Q. Else, execute ForceCloseP (id ) and stop.
Party Q in round τ1Q + 2
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τ1Q +2

14. Parse ΓQ (id ) as (γ, TXf , (TXc , r̄Q , R̄P , ȲP , s̄Q
c ), TXs ). If (revokeP, id , r̄P ) ←−−−- P ,
τ1Q +2

s.t. (R̄P , r̄P ) ∈ R, output (revoke–req, id ) ,−−−→ Z. Else run ForceCloseQ (id )
and stop.
τ1Q +2

15. If (revoke, id ) ←−−−- Z, set
TXs := ([TXs ], {sPs , sQ
s })
TXc := ([TXc ], {Signsk Q ([TXc ]), Adapt(sPc , yQ )})
ΘQ (id ) := ΘQ (id ) ∪ ([TXc ], r̄P , ȲP , s̄Q
c)
ΓQ (id ) := (γ, TXf , (TXc , rQ , RP , YP , sQ
c ), TXs ),
τ1Q +3

τ1Q +2

send (revokeQ, id , r̄Q ) ,−−−→ P and in the next round output (updated, id ) ,−−−→
Z and stop. Else, in round τ1Q + 2, execute ForceCloseQ (id ) and stop.
Party P in round τ1P + 4
τ1P +4

16. If (revokeQ, id , r̄Q ) ←−−−- Q s.t. (R̄Q , r̄Q ) ∈ R, then set
ΘP (id ) := ΘP (id ) ∪ ([TXc ], r̄Q , ȲQ , s̄Pc )
τ1P +4

and (updated, id ) ,−−−→ Z. Else execute ForceCloseP (id ) and stop.

Punish. Since we are in the UTXO model, nothing can stop a corrupted party
from publishing an old commit transaction, thereby spending the funding transaction of the channel. However, the way we designed the commit transaction enables
the honest party to punish such malicious behavior and get financially compensated. If an honest party A detects that a malicious party B posted an old commit
transaction TXc , it can react by publishing a punishment transaction which spends
TXc and assigns all coins to A. In order to make such punishment transaction
valid, A must sign it under: (i) its secret key sk A , (ii) B’s publishing secret key
ȳB , and (iii) B’s revocation secret key r̄B . The knowledge of the revocation secret
r̄B follows from the fact that TXc was old, i.e., parties revealed their revocation
secrets to each other. The knowledge of the publishing secret ȳB follows from the
fact that it was B who published TXc . Let us elaborate on this in more detail.
Since TXc was accepted by the ledger, it had to include a signature of A. The only
signature A provided to B on TXc was a pre-signature w.r.t. ȲB . The unforgeability
and witness extractability properties of ΞR,Σ guarantee that the only way B could
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produce a valid signature of A on TXc was by adapting the pre-signature and hence
revealing the secret key ȳB to A.
Protocol sΠgch : Punish misbehavior
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P )
...............................................................................
t0

−- Z:
Party P upon punish ←
For each id ∈ {0, 1}∗ s.t. ΘP (id ) 6= ⊥:
(i)

(i)

(i)

1. Parse ΘP (id ) := {([TXc ], rQ , YQ , s(i) )}i∈[m] and extract γ from ΓP (id ).
(i)

2. If for some i ∈ [m], there exist a transaction tx on L̄ such that tx.txid = TXc .txid,
then parse the witness as (sP , sQ ) := tx.Witness, where Vfypk P ([tx]; sP ) = 1, and
(i)

(i)

set yQ := Ext(sP , s(i) , YQ ).
3. Define the body of the punishment transaction [TXpun ] as:
TXpun .Input := tx.txidk1,
TXpun .Output := {(γ.cash, One–Sigpk P )}
4. Sign sy ← Signy (i) ([TXpun ]), sr ← Signr (i) ([TXpun ]), sP ← Signpk P ([TXpun ]), and set
Q

Q

t0

TXpun := ([TXpun ], sy , sr , sP ). Then (post, TXpun ) ,−
→ L̄.
5. Let TXpun be accepted by L̄ in round t1 ≤ t0 + ∆. Set ΘP (id ) := ⊥, ΓP (id ) := ⊥
t1

and output (punished, id ) ,−
→ Z.

Remark 6. In the protocol described in this section, we assume statement/witness
pairs of R are valid keys pairs. This assumption can be eliminated by modifying
our protocol as follows. When creating a new commit transaction, each party
samples the publishing pair (YP , yP ) ← GenR and chooses a random revocation
secret rP . Thereafter, it computes a hash of both secrets as hP := H(rP ) and
HP := H(yP ) and sends YP and the hash values hP , HP to the other party.
In addition, it proves in zero knowledge the consistency of YP and HP . The
punishment mechanism for party P in the commit transaction then expects (i) a
preimage of hP (ii) a preimage of HP and (iii) valid signature w.r.t. pk Q .
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11.3.3. Protocol Checks
We are now prepared to complete the description of our protocol Πgch by adding
all checks that were excluded from the simplified protocol sΠgch presented in the
previous section. We discuss the required checks here at a high level and refer the
reader to Appendix D.5 for their formal description.
Channel creation. When an honest party receives the message (create, γ, tid P )
from the environment, she verifies that she is a user of the channel and that the
channel is correctly formed. Moreover, she verifies that the channel identifier is
unique. Finally, she checks that the transaction identifier tid P refers to a published
output that has the right amount of coins and belongs to her. If all the checks
pass, party P behaves as described in the simplified protocol.
Similarly, when P receives the transaction identifier tid Q from the other channel
users, she first verifies that tid Q refers to an output controlled by Q. Let us stress
that skipping this check would be very dangerous for P . Malicious party Q could
try to trick honest P to fund the channel completely on her own by proposing tid Q
that refers to an output controlled by P . As P sings the initial commit transaction,
she would give her consent to spend both tid P and tid Q .
~ tstp )
Channel update. When an honest party receives the message (update, id , θ,
from the environment, i.e., P is the initiating party of the update, she verifies that
the channel exists in her channel space and that there is no other update being
performed already. Moreover, she verifies that the new state is valid. This means
that it is not distributing more coins than is locked in the channel and all the
output conditions are supported by the underlying blockchain. If all checks pass,
party P behaves as described in the simplified protocol.
~ tstp , RQ , YQ ) from
Analogously, if party P receives the message (updateReq, id , θ,
some party Q, she verifies that id refers to an existing channel between P and Q
that is currently not being updated. Moreover, P verifies that that proposed new
state θ~ is valid. Thereafter, she proceeds as in the simplified protocol.
Channel closure. Upon receiving the message (close, id ) from the environment,
party P verifies that there exists a channel with identifier id in her channel space.
Moreover, it checks that there is no update currently being performed.
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11.4. Security Analysis
We now formally state the main theorem of this chapter, which essentially says
that the Πgch protocol is a secure realization, as defined according to the GUC
framework, of the Fgch (Tgch , 1) ideal functionality. We assume that the underlying
blockchain supports scripts that contain logical AND and logical OR, signature
verification and relative time-locks.
Theorem 10 (Generalized channels). Let Σ be a SUF–CMA secure signature
scheme, R a hard relation and ΞR,Σ a secure adaptor signature scheme. Suppose
that V defining the set of valid blockchain transactions accepts output conditions
composed of: signature verification, relative time locks, logical AND and logical
OR. Then for any ledger delay ∆ ∈ N, the protocol Πgch working in the FGDC hybrid model L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fgch (Tgch , 1).
The formal proof of the theorem can be found in the work of Aumayr et al. [6]
which forms the basis of this chapter. Let us here just summarize the main arguments why our protocol satisfies the most complex property defined by the ideal
functionality, i.e., instant finality with punishment.
Let us first argue that instant finality holds after the channel creation, meaning
that each of the two parties (alone) is able to unlock her coins from a created
channel if it was never updated. The pre-signature adaptability property of ΞR,Σ
guarantees that after a successful channel creation, each party P is able to adapt
the pre-signature of the other party Q on [TXc ] by using the publishing secret value
yP (corresponding to YP ). Party P can now sign [TXc ] herself and post TXc on the
ledger. Since parties never signed any other transaction spending TXf , the posted
TXc will be accepted by the ledger within ∆ rounds. Note that here we rely on
the unforgeability of the signature scheme and the unforgeability of the adaptor
signature scheme. Let us stress that parties have not revealed their revocation
secrets, i.e, the values rP and rQ , to each other yet. Hardness of the relation R
implies that none of the two parties is able to use the punishment mechanism of
the published commit transaction. This implies that after ∆ rounds, P can post
the split transaction TXs on the ledger by which she unlocks her xP coins.
After a successful update, each party P possesses a pre-signature of the other
party Q on the new commit transaction TXc and the revocation secret of the other
party on the previous commit transaction. The former implies that P is able
to complete Q’s pre-signature, sign [TXc ] herself and post TXc on-chain. Assume
first that the funding transaction of the channel TXf is not spent yet, hence TXc
is accepted by the ledger within ∆ rounds. Since party Q does not know the
revocation secret of party P corresponding to TXc , by hardens of the relation R,
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the only way how TXc can be spent is by publishing TXs representing the latest
channel state. Hence, instant finality holds in this case.
Assume now that TXf is already spent and hence TXc is rejected by the ledger.
The only transaction that could have spent TXf is one of the old commit transactions. This is because P never signed or pre-signed any other transaction spending
TXf . Note that here we rely on the unforgeability of the signature scheme and the
unforgeability of the adaptor signature scheme. Let us denote the transaction
spending TXf as TXc . Since TXc is an old transaction P knows Q’s revocation secret rQ . Moreover, the extractability property of the adaptor signature scheme
implies that P can extract Q’s publishing secret yQ from the pre-signature that
she gave to Q on this transaction and the completed signature contained in TXc .
Hence P can create a valid punishment transaction spending TXc . As our protocol instruct an honest party P constantly monitor the blockchain and publish
the punishment transaction immediately if TXc appears on-chain, the punishment
transaction will be accepted by the blockchain before the relative time-lock of TXc
expires. Hence, P receives all the coins locked in the channel which is what we
needed to show.

11.5. Related Work
For the detailed overview of different scalability solutions and their merits, we
refer the reader to Chapter 3. Here we compare generalized channels to the most
related second layer scalability solutions; namely, the proposals that go beyond
direct payments.
Ligthning Network. The Lightning Network [137] extends the functionality of
payment channels to additionally support (possibly multiple) HTLCs. We improve
on this construction in several directions. First, our generalized channels support
any output scripts that are accepted by the underlying blockchain, i.e., they are not
restricted to HTLCs. Secondly, we replace the per-output revocation mechanism
with a novel per-update revocation mechanism which is particularly suitable when
channels contain multiple outputs. Finally, by utilizing adaptor signatures, we are
able to combine the punishment mechanisms for both parties in the channel into
one commit transaction and hence eliminate the need for state duplication. This
significantly reduces the communication complexity between parties, especially
when building complex applications on top of generalized channels.
Kiayias and Litos [89] recently provided a formal security modeling of the Lightning Network in the UC framework. We note that their formalization is, however,
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tailored to the details of the current Lightning Network and cannot be leveraged
to formalize generalized channels as we proposed here.
State channels. In contrast to state channel constructions [35, 53, 56, 116, 120],
our protocol for generalized channels works over UTXO-based blockchains such as
Bitcoin. This, in particular, implies that our construction does not require the
underlying system to support complex smart contracts. In fact, the assumptions
on the underlying system are very lightweight (signature verification, relative time
locks, and logical operations), which enlarges the class of considered blockchains
and increases the impact of generalized channels as a scalability solution.
On the other hand, generalized channels do not support execution of complex
smart contracts as their functionality does not go beyond the functionality of the
underlying UTXO-based blockchain. Moreover, while users of a state channel
have the guarantee that the latest channel state can always be registered on-chain,
generalized channels provide this guarantee only to some extent. Namely, either
the channel will be closed in the latest state or honest parties get financially
compensated. Hence, while state channels achieve instant finality, generalized
channels achieve only instant finality with punishment.
MPC with penalties. The main goal of the research direction called MPC with
penalties [97, 99, 100] is to demonstrate the feasibility of generic smart contract execution over Bitcoin without changing the trust assumption in the system. Hence,
compared to generalized channels, the functionality offered by MPC-based solutions is more generic. As already discussed in Chapter 3, this comes at the cost of
a very high collateral that parties need to lock in the system which is in contrast
to our generalized channels that do not require any collateral. Moreover, while
MPC-based solutions require an on-chain setup for every contract to be executed,
generalized channels allow parties to build multiple off-chain applications on top
of an existing channel. The cost of channel deployment is hence amortized over
all the off-chain applications.
As generalized channels lift the functionality of the underlying blockchain offchain, an interesting direction for future research is to combine the two techniques
and execute a MPC with penalties on top of generalized channels. This would
allow parties to “reuse” the locked collateral for another off-chain smart contract
execution without any blockchain interaction.
Other second layer solutions. While the refereed delegation [81, 153] does support off-chain smart contract execution, it does not work over Bitcoin and other
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UTXO-based cryptocurrencies. Delegated computation for UTXO-based cryptocurrencies can be achieved by adding a TEE into the system [22, 82, 165].
These TEE-aided solutions do support off-chain smart contract execution and
hence achieve more general functionality than our work. On the other hand, the
presence of a TEE modifies the trust assumptions in the system. Moreover, every
execution of the smart contract requires interaction with the blockchain even if all
parties are honest. This is in contrast to generalized channels whose updates take
place purely off-chain in the optimistic case.

11.6. Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter we introduced the notion of generalized channels – an extension
to the concept of payment channels that allows two users to run any application
supported by the underlying UTXO-based cryptocurrencies in an off-chain manner.
We presented a concrete construction for generalized channels that utilizes adaptor
signatures and works over the Bitcoin blockchain.
Secured Update. Our generalized channel ideal functionality guarantees that after an a-priori bounded number of rounds, channel users reach agreement whether
a channel update was successful or not. If one of the channel users does not agree
with the update, the only possible outcome of the update is a rejection. If both
parties agree with the update, both outcomes are possible if one of the users is
malicious. This comes from the fact that generalized channel update does not only
include the agreement on the new state but also the revocation of the old state.
Hence, in case a malicious party indicates that she wants to update but does not
revoke the old state, parties need to reach agreement on the update success or
failure over the blockchain.
In certain situations it might be important to ensure an honest party that unless
she revoked the old channel state, the only possible outcome of the update is a
rejection. This could be achieved by adding an absolute time-lock to the new
commit transaction. The absolute time lock would be set in such a way that an
honest party would always have enough time to publish the old commit transaction
in case something goes wrong during the update.
Generalized Virtual Channels. A very natural question, especially in the context of the first part of this thesis, is whether we could build generalized virtual
channels, i.e., assuming that Alice and Ingrid have a generalized channel α and
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Bob and Ingrid have a generalized channel β, could we construct a generalized
channel γ without any blockchain interaction?
This question has a positive answer [5]. Aumayr et al. recently presented a
protocol that uses the generalized channel ideal functionality defined in this chapter to construct generalized virtual channels of length 2. The main technical
challenge of their construction is to ensure that no honest party ever loses coins.
While one might think that the same argumentation as for virtual state channels
should work, the situation is more subtle. Recall that generalized channels provide
slightly weaker security guarantees than ledger state channels. Namely, they do
not provide full instant finality, but only instant finality with punishment. In the
context of virtual channels, this means that the underlying ledger channel might
get forcefully closed in the middle of life-time of the virtual channel. Aumayr et
al. carefully design their protocol such that the security guarantees of generalized
ledger channels propagate to the generalized virtual channel. Especially since the
construction of Aumayr et al. uses generalized ledger channels in a black-box way,
this naturally opens the question, whether an inductive construction of longer generalized virtual channels would be possible. Another interesting direction would
be to extend the concept to the multi-party setting. To the best of our knowledge,
such protocols have been presented yet.
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The purpose of this chapter is to construct a protocol that allows parties to execute
smart contracts over a UTXO-based blockchain, such as Bitcoin. As explained in
the high-level overview of our construction given in Chapter 10 (more precisely,
in section Section 10.2), we achieve our goal by utilizing a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). Namely, if n parties want to execute a smart contract among
each other, they contact an untrusted party, called the operator, who owns a TEE.
Using the UTXO-based blockchain, parties fund the smart contract by depositing coins into an address controlled by the TEE. This trusted component then
facilitates correct execution of the smart contract. Once the contract terminates,
the TEE issues a transaction distributing the deposited coins back to the parties
according to the final state of the contract. As the TEE has no direct connection
with the parties or the blockchain, the role of the operator is to relay communication between the TEE and the outside world. Importantly, our protocol provably
guarantees correctness, balance neutrality for the operator, fairness to all involved
parties.
The organization of this chapter is the following. In Section 12.1 we present
our security model and state our stand-alone security definitions. Thereafter, in
Section 12.2, we present our construction and in Section 12.3 we formally analyze
its security. We compare our result to related work in Section 12.4. Finally, we
discuss possible extensions of our protocol in Section 12.5.

12.1. Security Model and Definitions
In this section, we detail our security model and formalize the security guarantees
that we want a secure protocol for off-chain smart contract execution to satisfy.
Let us stress that compared to previous chapters of this thesis, we do not work in
the UC model.
Let us first briefly recall the following notation that we use extensively in this
chapter (for more details, see Section 2.1). We refer to the i-th coordinate of the
vector s ∈ S n as s[i]. An n-by-m matrix of elements from S is denoted by S. The
element in the i-th row and j-column of S is S[i][j], the i-th row of S is denoted
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by S[i][·] and the j-th column of S is denoted by S[·][j].
Modeling coins and contracts. Since our model is not restricted to one specific
blockchain, we define a coin domain Dcoin as a subset of non-negative rational numbers. The concrete definition of the set Dcoin depends on the considered blockchain.
For Bitcoin, for instance, we have Dcoin := {c ∈ Q | c · 108 ∈ N ∪ {0}} which corresponds to the fact that the smallest Bitcoin unit, called Satoshi, is equal to 10−8
BTC.
In this chapter of the thesis, it is convenient to model contracts a bit differently
than in Part I. At a high level, by an n-party contract C, we understand a contract
code defining a state transition. On input a state st and a vector of n inputs, the
contract outputs a new state st 0 . This means that every party has to submit a
(potentially empty) execution request in every execution cycle. 1 Based on the
provided input vector, the contract defines the state transaction from st to st 0 .
Formally, we model an n-party contract C as a polynomial time Turing machine.
Every contract has to define a vector c ∈ (Dcoin \ {0})n that corresponds to the
deposits parties are supposed to make. Note that we require every party to make
some deposit. We write Cc when a reference to the deposit vector is needed. The
contract Cc takes as input a state st ∈ Dstate ∪ {>, ⊥} and a vector of inputs
n
, and returns an output out ∈ Dout , a new state st ∈ Dstate ∪ {⊥} and a
in ∈ Din
n
. The initial state of every contract is st = >. We call
coin distribution d ∈ Dcoin
st = ⊥ the termination state. Once a contract execution results in st = ⊥, the
vector d defines the final payout to each party of the contract. It must hold that
P
P
i∈[n] d[i] ≤
i∈[n] c[i]. This restriction guarantees that parties cannot create
money by executing the contract Cc . The input domain Din , the state domain
Dstate and the output domain Dout are application specific and defined by the
contract. For example, in case C is the “Rock-paper-scissor” game, then Din could
be {rock, paper, scissor} and the Dout could be {winA, winB, same}, where the
values “winA”, “winB” would define the winner and “same” signals that none of
the players won.
In this chapter, we consider contracts that always terminate after a certain
amount of execution cycles. Formally, a n-party contract C is called m-cycle
n×m
bounded (or shortly an (n, m)-contract) if for any matrix of inputs I ∈ Din

1

We use the term “execution cycle” instead of “execution round” to avoid confusion with the
term “communication round” used throughout this thesis.
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there exists m0 ∈ [m] such that st m0 = ⊥, where
st 0 := >
(st j , out, d) := Cc (st j−1 , I[·][j]), for j > 0.
In other words, for all possible inputs of the n parties, the contract terminates
latest after m execution cycles.
In order to formally state our security properties, we need to define what we
mean by correct evaluation of a contract. To this end, we define the algorithm Eval
in Figure 12.1 which takes as input an (n, m)-contract C and a matrix of inputs
n×m
I ∈ Din
. The output of the algorithm is the tuple (out, d), where out is the
output and d is the coin distribution after the contract’s termination.
Eval(C, I)
j := 1, st := >
while st 6= ⊥ do
(st, out, d) := C(st, I[·][j])
j := j + 1
endwhile
return (out, d)

n×m
Figure 12.1.: Correct evaluation of an (n, m)-contract C on inputs I ∈ Din
.

A contract instance is a tuple (st, P, C), where st is a valid state of the n-party
contract C and P is a set of n public keys defining the users executing this concrete
instance of the contract. Let us stress that the concept of contract instances is not
as important here as in state channels discussed in Part I. Recall that in the case
of state channels, parties were exchanging signatures on such contract instances to
achieve consensus on the latest state. In this part of the thesis, contract executions
are performed inside a TEE. Users of the contract hence reach consensus via this
trusted element and do not need to exchange any signatures on the latest state.
Protocol execution. We consider an n + 1 party protocol π that runs between
parties from the set P + = {P1 , . . . , Pn , Pn+1 }. Sometimes it is convenient to refer
to the set of parties without the operator Pn+1 .2 To this end we define P :=
P + \ {Pn+1 }. We will slightly abuse the notation and write i ∈ P + instead of
2

For simplicity, we denote the operator Q as Pn+1
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Pi ∈ P + . We consider synchronous communication meaning that the protocol
execution happens in rounds. Moreover, we assume that all parties are connected
to the operator by authenticated channels with guaranteed delivery of 1 round.
A protocol is executed in presence of an adversary A who can corrupt parties
from P + . By saying “A corrupts the party Pi ” we mean that the adversary takes
complete control over the party Pi (i.e., the adversary learns the inputs of the
party Pi , party’s internal state and has the power to decide about messages Pi
sends and the output Pi returns).
The input of the protocol execution is an (n, m)-contract Cc , a matrix of inputs
n×m
I ∈ Din
, where the value I[i][j] defines the input of party Pi for the j-the
n+1
execution cycle, and a vector of account balances accold ∈ Dacc (c) ⊆ Dcoin
. The
account domain Dacc (c) is defined such that
X
∀i ∈ P : accold [i] ≥ c[i] and accold [i + 1] ≥
c[i].
i∈P

This restriction guarantees that every party has enough coins for the initial deposit.
The output of the execution of the protocol π in presence of an adversary A is
defined as
(out, accnew ) := REALπ,A (Cc , I, accold ).
n+1
Here accnew ∈ Dcoin
represents the balance vector after the protocol execution.
Let us stress that in this part of the thesis, we consider only standalone security
definition; thus, the account values cannot be changed by other processes. The
out ∈ (Dout ∪ {setupFail , abort})n is the vector of parties’ outputs. The meaning of the output setupFail is to signal that the setup phase of the protocol did
not complete successfully (which might, for example, include the situation when
malicious parties do not make their initial deposits or when parties disagree on
the contract to be executed, etc.). The meaning of the output abort is to signal
that the setup phase was successful but the contract execution did not complete
successfully (this might happen, for example, when a malicious party does not
provide its input or the operator stops communicating with the parties, etc.). In
case all parties are honest, for brevity we write only REALπ (Cc , I, accold ).

Security definitions. We first define the security property called operator balance
security which, intuitively, says that an honest operator can never lose coins via
the protocol execution.
Definition 17 (Operator balance security). A protocol π run by parties from
P + satisfies the operator balance security property if for every (n, m)-contract Cc ,
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for every adversary A corrupting only parties from P (i.e., the operator must be
n×m
honest), for every I ∈ Din
and every accold ∈ Dacc (c), the output of the protocol
execution (out, accnew ) := REALπ,A (Cc , I, accold ) is such that
accnew [n + 1] ≥ accold [n + 1].
Our second property is correctness which, intuitively, states that in case all
parties behave honestly (including the operator), every party Pi ∈ P outputs the
correct result and earns the amount of coins she is supposed to get according to
the correct contract execution.
Definition 18 (Correctness). Protocol π run by parties from P + is correct if for
n×m
every (n, m)-contract Cc , every I ∈ Din
and every accold ∈ Dacc (c), the protocol
new
old
output (out, acc ) := REALπ (Cc , I, acc ) is such that ∀i ∈ P :
out[i] = out and accnew [i] = accold [i] − c[i] + d[i],
where (out, d) := Eval(Cc , I) (recall that c is the vector of deposits made by parties
P as per contract Cc ).
Finally, we define the fairness property which, on high level, guarantees that if
at least one party Pi ∈ P is honest, then (i) either the protocol correctly completes
a contract execution or (ii) all honest parties output setupFail and stay financially
neutral or (iii) all honest parties output abort, stay financially neutral, and at least
one corrupt party is punished.
Definition 19 (Fairness). A protocol π run by parties from P + satisfies the
fairness property if for every (n, m)-contract Cc , for every adversary A corrupting parties from P + such that at least one party from P is honest, for every
n×m
I ∈ Din
and every accold ∈ Dacc (c), the output of the protocol execution
(out, accnew ) := REALπ,A (Cc , I, accold ) is such that one of the following statements is true (below H+ denotes the set of honest parties and H the set of honest
parties excluding the operator):
n×m
(i) ∃I∗ ∈ Din
such that ∀i ∈ H the following holds:

I[i][·] = I∗ [i][·],

out[i] = out,

accnew [i] ≥ accold [i] − c[i] + d[i]

where (out, d) := Eval(Cc , I∗ ).
(ii) ∀i ∈ H : out[i] = setupFail , accnew [i] ≥ accold [i].
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(iii) ∀i ∈ H : out[i] = abort, accnew [i] ≥ accold [i] and
X
X
accnew [`] <
accold [`].
`∈P + \H+

`∈P + \H+

Note that if the statement (i) holds, then the protocol terminated in the finalize
phase. Hence, the only thing the adversary A might have done was changing the
inputs of the malicious parties and/or spending their coins. This in particular
implies that an honest party’s output is the same as it would be if no party was
corrupt but inputs of parties from P \ H can be different.
Modeling an ideal blockchain. Our modeling of a UTXO blockchain is slightly
different from in the previous chapter. Recall that for the purpose of defining and
constructing generalized channels, we could completely abstract from the fact that
Bitcoin transactions are published in blocks and that a new block is only valid
if it contains a solution to a PoW, which guarantees that it is computationally
infeasible generate a “fake” blockchain. The reason why we could abstract from
the block creation mechanism is that all entities in the considered system had
direct access to the public and trusted blockchain. This is not the case in this
chapter as we assume that one party owns a TEE which is not directly connected
to the blockchain. Hence, the TEE must be informed about the current blockchain
state by its owner. Since we assume that the owner can be malicious, the TEE
needs to have a way to verify that the provided transactions were accepted by the
blockchain and not maliciously created by the owner.
To this end, we model the functionality of the blockchain BC as follows. It
internally maintains an array of blocks B and a block counter which we denote c.
The purpose of the counter is to indicate the field B[c] into which BC stores new
transactions. The counter is regularly increased by one. We allow the adversary
to influence the exact round in which the counter is increased as long as at least
tmin and at most tmax rounds have passed since the last change of the counter.
This process is captured by the procedure newBlock which first generates a proof
that links the blocks B[c − 1] and B[c] together, stores this proof in the set B[c]
and only then increases the counter c. We assume that there exists a function
Extends that takes as input a checkpoint block b0 and a vector of blocks b1 , . . . b` ,
and for every i ∈ [`] verifies that the block bi contains valid proof with respect
to bi−1 . This means that, Extends verifies if b1 , . . . b` is a valid extension of the
blockchain starting from the checkpoint block b0 . We assume that the probability
of a PPT adversary producing k consecutive valid blocks is negligible. We say that
transactions that are in a block B[i], where i ≤ c − k, are confirmed.
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Ideal Functionality BC(Σ, tmin , tmax , δ)
State: Blockchain B, counter c, the latest change t, unspent transaction outputs
UTXO.
New block: If now = t + tmax or if instructed by A and now ≥ t + tmin , then
newBlock().
...............................................................................
newBlock()

post(tx)

B[c] := B[c] ∪ Prove(B[c], B[c − 1])

Let c0 := c

c := c + 1

Wait for at most δ blocks

t := now

if ValidateΣ (tx) = 1 then

getLast()

UTXO := UTXO \ tx.Input

return (c, B[c])
getAll(cp)

UTXO := UTXO ∪ tx.Output
B[c] := B[c] ∪ {tx}

return (B[cp], . . . , B[c])

Figure 12.2.: An ideal UTXO-based blockchain.
A new transaction tx can be posted to the blockchain via the procedure post(tx).
If tx is valid, it is included in one of the next δ blocks. It is again up to the adversary
to decide in which one. This implies that including a valid transaction into the
blockchain takes at most δ ·tmax and this transaction is confirmed after (δ +k)·tmax
rounds at the latest. For the description of our protocol, it is convenient to denote
∆ := (δ +k)·tmax . Since transaction validation is defined exactly as in Chapter 11,
we refer the reader to Section 11.1 and here only assume the existence of a function
ValidateΣ , parameterized by a signature scheme Σ, that on input a set of unspent
transaction outputs UTXO and a new transaction tx outputs 1 if the transaction is
valid and 0 otherwise. The counter and the latest blocks can be retrieved via the
procedure getLast(). The procedure getAll(cp) returns all the blocks from the given
checkpoint cp, i.e., the vector of blocks B[cp], . . . , B[c]. The formal definition of
the ideal blockchain can be found in Figure 12.2. Let us stress that although the
definition captures creations of blocks it is still very simplified.
Modeling an ideal TEE. We closely follow the work of Pass et al. [131] in order
to formally model the functionality a TEE. We assume that the functionality is
parameterized by a signature scheme Σ and a security parameter λ. The function-
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ality upon initialization, generates and stores a signing key pair (mpk , msk ). The
master public key mpk can be retrieved through a getKey() call. The functionality
of TEE consists of two operations install and resume.
As the name suggests, the purpose of the procedure install is to install new programs into the TEE. It takes as input a program p and first generates a unique
identifier eid . It stores p under the identifier eid in the set of all installed programs Γ that it maintains. More precisely, it defines Γ(eid ) := (p, ∅), where ∅
indicates that the program does not use any memory yet. The procedure returns
the identifier eid .
The procedure resume is used to execute an installed program on a provided
input in TEE . In a bit more detail, the procedure takes as input a program eid and
a string in TEE , parses Γ(eid ) as (p, mem) and executes the program p in the state
mem on the input in TEE . The result of the execution is a new state mem 0 and
an output out TEE . The procedure updates Γ(eid ) by replacing mem with mem 0 .
Thereafter, it signs the tuple (eid , out TEE , pfk ) using the master secret key msk .
At a high level, this means that the TEE attests that the program p which is
installed under the identifier eid was correctly executed and the produced output
was out TEE . The procedure returns the output out TEE together with the signature,
which we sometimes refer to as attestation quote. We assume that there exists a
publicly executable function
VrfyQuote(mpk , eid , out TEE , p, ρ)
whose purpose it to verify an attestation quote ρ. Let us stress that this function
does not only verify the signature ρ, but also checks that mpk is a master public
key generated by a TEE. This guarantees that no one can forge an attestation
quote of an existing TEE and no one can pretend to have a TEE although he
does not. For more information how this verification of the attestation is done in
practice we refer the reader to [131]. The formal description of an ideal TEE, see
Figure 12.3.
Since in this thesis, we consider only the case when TEE contains one single
installed program, we use the following abbreviated notation for the sake of readability. Let eid be the identifier of the installed program instance. Then we define
Ep (·) := TEE.resume(eid , ·).
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Ideal functionality TEE(Σ, λ)
init()

install(p)

resume(eid , in TEE )

(mpk , msk ) ← GenS(1λ )

eid ←$ {0, 1}λ

(p, mem) := Γ(eid )

Γ(eid ) := (p, ∅)

(out TEE , mem) := p(mem, in TEE )

return eid

Γ(eid ) := (p, mem)

getKey()

ρ ← Signmsk (eid , out TEE , p)

return mpk

return (out TEE , ρ)

Figure 12.3.: An ideal TEE.

12.2. Construction
We now formally present our construction, called FastKitten, which allows n parties to execute a contract C off-chain using a UTXO-based blockchain as a source
of monetary guarantees. As explained at a high level in Section 10.2, we consider
the situation in which n contract users P = {P1 , . . . , Pn } all agree on one operator
Q which owns a TEE. As we discuss in Section 12.5, our construction works also
the operator is one of the contract users, i.e., Q ∈ P. For simplicity, we assume
that Q 6∈ P (sometime it is convenient to write Pn+1 = Q and use the notation
P + := P ∪ {Q}).
We assume that all parties in P + have access to an ideal blockchain BC :=
BC(tmin , tmax , δ) and can execute the blockchain verification function Extends.
We assume that the only party who has access to an ideal trusted execution environment TEE := TEE(Σ, λ) is the operator Q. However, all parties can execute
the quote verification function VrfyQuote. Hence, all parties can interact with the
blockchain BC and all parties can verify correctness of execution performed by
the trusted execution environment TEE but the only party that can interact with
TEE is the operator. For the graphical representation of the FastKitten setup, see
Figure 12.4.
Our construction consists of two ingredients: the program pfk (P, Q, C) that can
be installed inside TEE and the protocol Πfk which instructs honest parties how
to interact with each other, the blockchain BC and, in the case of the operator,
with the TEE. The program pfk (P, Q, C) can be seen as a trusted party ensuring
correct execution of C and fair dispute resolution. The main technical challenge
when designing this program is that it does not have direct access to BC and to
parties in the set P. Hence, the way in which it resolves disputes takes this into
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BC

Operator Q

Parties P
P1
..
.

TEE

Pn

pfk (P, Q, C)

Figure 12.4.: The protocol Πfk runs among contract users P1 , . . . , Pn and an operator Q. All parties have access to an ideal blockchain BC. Only Q
has access to an ideal TEE which contains an installed program pfk
orchestrating the execution of the contract C.
consideration in a way we describe next.

12.2.1. TEE Program Description
We now define a concrete program, which we denote it pfk , that is installed inside
the TEE (hence its correct execution is guaranteed). The purpose of this program is
to orchestrate the off-chain execution of contracts. The program is parameterized
by a (n, m)-contract Cc whose code it is supposed to run, a set of n + 1 public keys
P + , the security parameter λ and an initial checkpoint block b.
The program consists of five procedures: genKeys whose purpose is to generate
signing keys, Qdep that verifies that the operator correctly deposited coins, Pdep
verifying the correctness of the deposit from contract users, exe–cycle performing
one contract execution cycle and finally errorProof that attributes faults to parties
in case of misbehavior. In order to ensure that the procedures are executed in a
certain order, we assume that the program maintains a status flag which we denote
f . This flag is initially set to f := genKeys signaling that the first procedure that
should be executed is the key generation.
The state of the program additionally consists of: a checkpoint block bcp , initially set to bcp := b, a set TID in which the program stores the identifier of
parties’ deposit transactions. Initially, TID := ∅ signaling that no parties made
any deposit yet. Finally, the program stores information about the current state of
the program, i.e, st ∈ Dstate representing the current state of the contract, initially
set to st := >, and the latest output produced by the contract out C ∈ Dout . This
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genKeys()

end()

if f 6= genKeys then end()
λ

(sk TEE , pk TEE ) ← GenS(1 )

f := term
return abort

f := Qdep
return pk TEE

Figure 12.5.: The key generation procedure (left) and the abort procedure (right)
of pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b)
is initially set to ⊥.
Let us now explain each procedure of the program separately by first giving a
high-level intuition about its purpose and thereafter presenting its pseudo-code.
Key generation. The purpose of the key generation procedure is rather straightforward. The program generates a public/secret key pair (pk TEE , sk TEE ) which it
uses for communication with the outside world. This means that messages sent
to parties or transactions posted to the blockchain will be signed using the secret
key sk TEE . The key generation procedure outputs the public key pk TEE . If the
procedure is called for the second time, i.e., the status flag f 6= genKeys, then the
procedure ends the entire contract execution. This means that it sets the status
flag to term to signal that all future procedure calls should abort. For the formal
description, see Figure 12.5.
Verifying the deposit of the operator. The purpose of the procedure Qdep is
to verify that the operator made a deposit that corresponds to the amount of
coins locked in the contract. Technically, this means that the procedure takes as
input a vector of blockchain blocks b and first verifies that these blocks indeed
extend the blockchain from the checkpoint block bcp . This verification step is done
via an auxiliary function Extends. If the function returns true, the procedure
stores the last block of b as the new checkpoint block. Thereafter, it calls an
auxiliary function Transfer that searches through the blocks b to find a confirmed
P
transaction TXdep that transfers X := i∈[n] c[i] coins from the operator Q to the
public key pk TEE . If all these checks pass, the procedure stores the identifier of
TXdep in the set TID and generates a penalty transaction TXpen . This transaction
takes as input the security deposit transaction TXdep and contains n outputs, each
of which assigns c[i] coins to a party Pi . For the graphical representation of
this transaction, see Figure 12.10d. The transaction has an absolute time which
guarantees that the penalty transaction cannot be posted on the blockchain in
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case the operator behaves honestly. Let us denote this time-out τfinal for now and
discuss its value at the end of this section (see page 296). The procedure outputs
the signed penalty transaction TXpen . For the formal description of the deposit
procedure, see Figure 12.6.
Qdep(b)

Transfer(b, pk S , pk R , X, K)

if f 6= Qdep ∨ Extends(bcp , b) 6= 1 then end() (b1 , . . . , b` ) := b
X
foreach i ∈ [` − (k + K)]
X :=
c[i]
foreach tx ∈ bi
TXdep := Transfer(b, pk n+1 , pk TEE , X, 0)
y := ((X, One–Sigpk R ) ∈ tx.Output)
if TXdep = ⊥ then end()
y := y ∧ Vfypk S ([tx]; tx.Witness)
(f , b ) := (Pdep, b.last)
cp

if y = 1 then

TID := {TXdep .txid}

return tx

Generate TXpen
TXpen .Input := TXdep .txid
TXpen .Output := {(c[i], One–Sigpk i )}i∈[n]
TXpen .TimeLock := τfinal
TXpen .Witness := SignskTEE ([TXpen ])
return TXpen

Figure 12.6.: Procedure of pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b) verifying operator’s deposit.

Verifying the deposit of contract users. The Pdep procedure, formally defined
in Figure 12.7, verifies that all contract users made their deposits correctly. Technically, this means that the procedure takes as input a vector of blockchain blocks
b and first verifies that these blocks extend the blockchain from the checkpoint
block bcp and that the number of provided blocks is at least δ + k. Recall that δ + k
upper bounds the maximal number of blocks it takes to include and confirm a new
transaction; hence, the latter check verifies that parties had enough time to make
their deposits. If all checks pass, the procedure stores the last block of b as the
new checkpoint block. Thereafter, it searches through the blocks b to verify that
for every contract user Pi , there exists a confirmed transaction TXiinv that transfers
c[i] coins from the party Pi to the public key pk TEE . This search is performed via
the function Transfer. If all these checks pass, the procedure outputs a signed
tuple (>, 1) signaling that the initial state of the contract instance is st = > and
that the procedure expects the first execution cycle to take place.
In case one (or multiple) contract users fail to make their deposits, then the program generates a refund transaction TXref that returns back the security deposit to
the operator and the c[i] coins to each party Pi that did make her deposit. For the
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graphical representation of the refund transaction, see Figure 12.10a. Since there
are multiple points at which our program might generate a transaction distributing coins controlled by pk TEE , we define this process as a separate subprocedure
GenTX.
Pdep(b)

GenTX(TID, I, x, X, d)

I := ∅

O := (X, One–Sigpk n+1 )

if f 6= Pdep ∨ Extends(bcp , b) 6= 1 ∨ |b| ≤ δ + k then end()

foreach i ∈ I do

foreach i ∈ [n] do

O := O ∪ {(x[i], One–Sigpk i )}

TXiinv := Transfer(b, pk i , pk TEE , c[i], 0)

tx.Input := TID

if TXiinv 6= ⊥ then

tx.Output := O

TID := TID ∪ TXiinv .txid

tx.Data := d

I := I ∪ {i}

tx.Witness ← Signsk TEE ([tx])

if |TID| = n + 1 then

return tx

(f , bcp ) := (exe–cycle1 , b.last)
return (st, Signsk TEE (st, 1))
else
(f , cp) := (term, b.last)
return GenTX(TID, I, c,

X

c[i], setupFail )

Figure 12.7.: Procedure of pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b) verifying initial investments.

Round execution. In order to perform the j-th execution of the contract Cc , the
program expects a signed tuple (in i , j) from each of the n contract users Pi . If one
or more inputs are missing, the program aborts. Otherwise, the program takes
the latest state of the contract st and executes the contract Cc on the provided
inputs to obtain the triple (out C , st 0 , d). If the new state st 0 = ⊥, i.e., the contract
terminated, the program generates and returns an output transaction TXout which
assigns the security deposit to the operator and distributes funds among contract
users according to the vector of final balances d. For a graphical representation of
this transaction, see Figure 12.10b. If the new state st 0 6= ⊥, the program sets the
status flag to exe–cyclej+1 , signaling that it expect the cycle j + 1 to be executed,
and returns the output out C of the execution together with a signature on the pair
(out C , j). See Figure 12.8 for the formal description.
Attributing faults. The purpose of the procedure errorProof(j, b) is to verify the
claim of the operator that one or multiple parties refuse to provide inputs for the
next execution cycle. In order to accept such a complaint about party Pi , the
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exe–cycle(j, (in 1 , s1 ) . . . , (in n , sn ))
if f 6= exe–cyclej ∨

Y

Vfypk i (in i , j; si ) 6= 1 then end()

(out C , st, d) := Cc (st, (in 1 , . . . , in n ))
if st 6= ⊥ then
f := exe–cyclej+1
return (out C , Signsk TEE (out C , j))
else
f := term
I := {1, . . . , n}
return GenTX(TID, I, d,

X

c, out C )

Figure 12.8.: The contract execution procedure of pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b).
program needs to be sure that Q informed this party about the output from the
previous execution cycle and that Pi did not react to this message. As the program
does not have access to the communication channel between Q and Pi , it requires
the communication to happen via the blockchain. This means that the program
inspect the provided blocks b, verifies the following:
• Blocks b extend the blockchain from the checkpoint block bcp .
• Blocks b contain a challenge transaction TXchal that is spendable by Pi ,
its value is µ < min c[i] and its data field contains the signed output of the
previous cycle. This transaction must have been published at least ∆ rounds
ago. This is to ensure that Pi had enough time to react to the challenge and
post the response transaction. Recall that ∆ = (δ +k)·tmax , where tmax is an
upper bound on the block creation time, δ is an upper bound on the number
of blocks it might take to include a new transaction into the blockchain and
k is the confirmation constant (see Section 12.1 for more details).
• Blocks b do not contain a response transaction TXresp . This means that
either there is no transaction spending TXchal or there is such a transaction
but it is not spendable by Q or does not contain a signed input of Pi to the
j-th cycle in its data field.
If all the conditions are fulfilled, the program returns a punishment transaction
TXpun which assigns the security deposit back to the operator, all investments to
parties that did not cheat and µ coins to the operator for every cheating party.
Hence, it refunds honest parties, punishes the malicious ones and compensates
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the operator for the loss caused by challenging cheating parties. For the graphical representation of the punishment transaction, see Figure 12.10c. The formal
description of errorProof(j, b) can be found in Figure 12.9.
errorProof(j, b)

ChalResp(i, j, out C , σ, b)

if f 6= exe–cyclej ∨ Extends(bcp , b) 6= 1 then end() tx := Transfer(b, pk Q , pk i , ·, ∆/tmax − k)
X
bitchal := (tx 6= ⊥ ∧ tx.Data = (out C , σ))
X :=
c[i]
tx0 := Transfer(b, pk i , pk Q , ·, 0)
I := {1, . . . , n}
bitresp := (tx0 6= ⊥ ∧ tx0 .Input = tx.txid)
for i ∈ [n] do
(in i , si ) := tx0 .Data
if ChalResp(i, j, out C , σ, b) then
bitresp := (bitresp ∧ Vfypk i (in i , j; si ))
X := X + µ
return bitchal ∧ ¬bitresp
I := I \ {i}
f := term
if |I| =
6 n then
return GenTX(TID, I, c, X, abort)

Figure 12.9.: The procedure of pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b) verifying misbehavior.

12.2.2. Protocol Description
We are now prepared to describe our protocol Πfk (Cc ) that utilizes the program pfk
to execute contracts off-chain. Recall that our protocol runs among n + 1 parties,
where n of them P1 , . . . , Pn are users of the contract Cc and one party takes the role
of an operator Q. We assume that the operator owns a TEE whose master public
key is mpk . We assume that all n + 1 parties have access to a public blockchain BC
and a quote verification function VrfyQuote. Our protocol consists of three phases:
the setup phase, the execution phase and the finalization phase. We now describe
each phase separately.
Setup phase. Our protocol starts with the setup phase in which the operator
loads the program pfk with the correct parameters into her TEE and all parties
make their initial deposits. Let us elaborate on this in a bit more detail.
Each party first informs the operator about the contract Cc to be executed and
the set of parties P among which the contract should run. Recall that c denotes the
vector of coins representing parties’ initial investments. If the operator Q receives
the same request from all parties in P, she installs the program pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b)
into the TEE. Here λ is the security parameter and b refers to the latest block of
the blockchain that serves as the initial checkpoint block. Let us denote Efk the
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installed instance of the program (see Section 12.1 on page 281 for the explanation of this abbreviated notation). After the installation, Q executes the genKeys
procedure of Efk , thereby obtaining the public key pk TEE together with a publicly
verifiable attestation quote ρ. At a very high level, this attestation quote states
the following: “The TEE identified by the public key mpk contains the instance
Efk of the program pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b) and generated the public key pk TEE .”
Having the public key pk TEE , the operator can generate and post her security
P
deposit transaction TXdep which transfers X :=
c[i] coins from the operator to
pk TEE . Once this transaction is accepted by the blockchain, the operator executes
the Qdep(b) procedure of Efk to convince the program about her deposit. Here
b refers to the blockchain blocks starting from the checkpoint b. If the operator
behaved honestly, Efk returns the signed penalty transaction TXpen . Recall that
this transaction takes as input TXdep and distributes the X coins to parties in P
according to the vector c. As this transaction has an absolute time lock (which is
sufficient for the entire contract execution), it cannot be used unless the operator
misbehaves. We denote this time-lock τfinal and discuss its value at the end of this
section (see page 296).
The operator informs all parties in P about the successful setup by sending
them: (i) the attestation quote ρ and the public key pk TEE such that parties can
verify that program with correct parameters is loaded into the TEE and that the
public key to be used is indeed pk TEE and (ii) the penalty transaction TXpen such
that parties have a guarantee that if something goes wrong and the operator stops
communicating, they will not lose coins. Once the parties are convinced about the
correctness of the setup, they start funding the contract. This means that each
party Pi publishes a transaction TXiinv that transfers c[i] coins to pk TEE .
The operator Q then executes the Pdep(b) procedure of Efk . Recall that this
procedure verifies that all funding transactions were published and if so, then sings
the initial state of the contract. In this case, the protocol transitions to the first
execution cycle. If one of the funding transactions is missing, Efk returns a refund
transaction TXref that returns coins to parties that did make a deposit as depicted
in Figure 12.10a. In this case the operator publishes TXref which transitions the
protocol to the finalization phase. The formal description of the setup phase
follows.
Πfk : Setup phase
Party Pi : access to BC, VrfyQuote; input (Cc , P, Q, I[i][·], λ);
Party Q: access to TEE, BC; input λ, mpk ;
...............................................................................
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Party Pi ∈ P
1. Get the latest blockchain block (cp, b) := BC.getLast().
τ0

→ Q.
2. Send (init, b, P, Cc ) ,−
Party Q
3. Get the latest blockchain block (cb , b) := BC.getLast()
τ0

−- P from every P ∈ P, then terminate.
4. If you do not receive (init, b, P, Cc ) ←
5. Install the program eid := TEE.install(pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b)) and define Efk (·) :=
TEE.resume(eid , ·).
6. Generate keys [pk TEE , ρ] := Efk .genKeys()
7. Make the security deposit:
P
a) Define X := c[i]
b) Generate a valid TXdep with TXdep .Output := (X, One–Sigpk TEE )
c) BC.post(TXdep ) and wait until round τ1 ≤ τ0 + ∆.
d) Get latest blockchain blocks b := BC.getAll(cb )
e) Let TEE verify your deposit [TXpen , ρ0 ] := Efk .Qdep(b).
τ1

8. Send (make–deposit, mpk , eid , pk TEE , ρ, TXpen ) ,−
→ P.
9. Store cp := cb + |b|.
τ1

Party Pi ∈ P upon (make–deposit, mpk , pk TEE , ρ, TXpen ) ←
−- P
10. Let p := pfk (Cc , P, Q, λ, b)
11. Make the following checks:
• VrfyQuote(mpk , eid , pk TEE , p, ρ) = 1
• TXpen is a valid penalty transaction
If one of the checks fails, terminate and output setupFail .
12. Fund the contract
a) Generate a valid TXiinv with TXiinv .Output := (c[i], One–Sigpk i )
b) BC.post(TXiinv ).
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Party Q in round τ2 := τ1 + ∆
13. Get latest blockchain blocks b := BC.getAll(cp)
14. Let TEE verify all deposits [x, ρ] := Efk .Pdep(b) and distinguish:
Deposits failed: If x = TXref , then BC.post(TXref ) and terminate.
Deposits ok: Else cp := cp + |b| and go to execution cycle 1.

Execution phase. Let us now describe how parties execute the contract Cc that
was correctly loaded (via the program Efk ) into the TEE owned by the operator
Q and funded by all parties via the blockchain BC.
The j-th execution cycle starts when the operator Q sends (exe–cyclej , out C , σ)
to every party from P. Here out C denotes the output of the (j − 1)-th contract
execution cycle and σ is the signature over the tuple (out C , j) under the public key
pk TEE . Each contract user Pi ∈ P upon receiving this message, first verifies the
signature σ to be sure that that out C is indeed the correct output of the previous
contract execution cycle. The party Pi then replies to Q by sending her input I[i][j]
for the j-th execution cycle. In order to prevent the operator from tampering with
her input, she attaches a signature on the tuple (I[i][j], j).
Upon receiving an input in i and a correct signature si from every party Pi , the
operator runs the procedure exe–cycle(j, (in 1 , s1 ) . . . , (in n , sn )) of Efk . This procedure either returns a signed output of the j-th execution cycle or a TXout . In the
first case, the operator simply forwards this information to all parties and transitions the protocol to the next execution cycle. In the latter case, the operator posts
the output transaction TXout , see Figure 12.10b, which transitions the protocol to
the finalization phase.
The above description assumes that all parties behave honestly. Namely, the
operator informs all contract users about the output from the previous execution
cycle and all contract users reply with their signed inputs to the next execution
cycle. Let us now discuss what happens if someone misbehaves. If the operator
misbehaves and does not inform one of the parties about the output from the
previous cycle, the party transitions to the finalization phase. Looking ahead, this
party simply waits until the time-out of the penalty transaction expires and then
punishes Q for her misbehavior.
Assume now that the operator Q is honest and does not receive an input from one
of the parties, let us denote this party P . The goal of the operator Q is to achieve
a proof that P is misbehaving and refusing to provide her input. Importantly, this
proof must be verifiable by Efk running inside the TEE. To this end, Q publishes a
challenge transaction TXchal that transfers a very small amount of coins µ from Q
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to P (more precisely, µ < min c[i]). Importantly, the data field of the transaction
contains the tuple (out C , σ), i.e., the information that Q was supposed to provide
to P in order to trigger the j-th execution cycle. Party P has now two options.
Ignore the challenge or respond to it.
In case P ignores the challenge, Q loses the µ coins but can prove to Efk that P
is malicious. This can be done using the errorProof(j, b) procedure which verifies
Q’s claim and returns an punishment transaction TXpun . This transaction returns
coins to parties that did not cheat and assigns the security deposit and µ coins per
cheating party to the operator, see Figure 12.10c . Hence, while Q loses µ coins
in the challenge transaction, she gains these coins back by publishing the TXpun
transaction. Once TXpun is accepted on-chain, the protocol execution transitions
to the finalization phase.
Let us now discuss the second case, i.e., when party P responds to the challenge. She can do this by publishing a response transaction TXresp which spends
TXchal , returns the small amount of coins µ back to Q and, importantly, contains
a correctly signed input of party P for the j-th execution cycle in its data field.
In this case, the operator Q gains her coins back and obtains all information she
needs to run the exe–cycle procedure of Efk as described above.
Before we present the formal description of the protocol, let us discuss the
upper bound on the duration of one execution cycle. In the optimistic case, when
the operator informs all parties about the output of the previous cycle and all
parties reply with their inputs for the next cycle, the process takes exactly 2
communication rounds. In case something goes wrong, the operator needs to use
the challenge-response mechanism to convince Efk about the malicious behavior
of parties. As two transactions need to be posted on-chain, this phase might take
up to 2∆ rounds. Hence, one execution cycle is bounded by τround := 2∆ + 2
communication rounds.
Πfk : Execution phase – execution cycle j
Party Q in round τj
1. Set in[i] := ⊥ for every i ∈ P.
τj

2. Initiate the execution cycle by (exe–cyclej , (out fk , σ)) ,−
→P
τj +1

Party Pi upon in (exe–cyclej , (out fk , σ)) ←−−−- Q
τj +1

3. If Vfypk TEE ((out fk , j); σ) = 1, send (exe–cyclej , I[i][j], Signsk i (I[i][j], j)) ,−−−→ Q.
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Party Q in every round τ ≤ τj + 2 + 2∆
τ

4. Upon (exe–cyclej , in i , si ) ←
−- Pi , s.t., Vfypk i (in i , j; si ) = 1, set in[i] := (in i , si ).
5. If τ = τj + 2, then for every i ∈ [n] s.t. in[i] = ⊥ do (challenge malicious parties):
a) Generate valid TXchal with
TXchal .Output = (ν, One–Sigpk i ),

TXchal .Data = (out fk , σ).

b) BC.post(TXchal ) and wait for 2∆ rounds to b := BC.getAll(cp)
c) Set cp := cp + |b| and distinguish:
Response: If tx ∈ b s.t.
tx.Input = TXchal .txid,

tx.Output = (ν, One–Sigpk Q ),

tx.Data = (in i , si )

Vfypk i (in i , j; si ) = 1,

set in[i] := (in i , si ).
Error proof: Else prove of misbehavior by [TXpun , ρ] := Efk .errorProof(j, b).
Then BC.post(TXpun ) and terminate.
6. If ∀i∈[n] in[i] 6= ⊥, then execute the cycle by [(out fk , σ), ρ] := Efk .exe–cycle(j, in)
and go to execution cycle j + 1.
Party Pi in every round τ ≤ τj + 2 + ∆
7. (cb , b) := BC.getLast()
8. If tx ∈ b s.t.,
tx.Output = (ν, One–Sigpk i ),
tx.Data = (out fk , σ) s.t. Vfypk TEE ((out fk , j); σ) = 1,
then BC.post(TXresp ), where
TXresp .Input = tx.txid,
TXresp .Output = (ν, One–Sigpk Q ),
TXresp .Data = (I[i][j], Signsk i (I[i][j], j)).

Finalization phase. There are two ways how the protocol can transition to the
finalization phase. Either the operator publishes a transaction tx ∈ {TXref , TXout ,
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TXpun } or the time-out of the penalty transaction expires. In the first case, contract
users terminate the protocol with the output corresponding to the data field of tx.
Recall that this field either contains the final output of the successfully executed
contract or an error message. Let us now discuss the second case.
If the operator misbehaves and refuses to communicate with one or more parties,
these parties wait until round τfinal . In this round, the absolute time-lock of the
penalty transaction expires which allows them to publish TXpen on the blockchain.
The penalty transaction assigns the initial investments back to the contract users
while punishing the malicious operator, see Figure 12.10d. If TXpen is accepted
by the blockchain, honest parties terminate and output either abort or setupFail .
The output setupFail is chosen by the parties in case one of the initial investment
transactions is missing (which means that the operator failed to communicate
already during the setup phase). Otherwise, i.e., when the operator aborts during
the execution phase, parties output abort.
Πfk : Finalization phase
Party Pi in every round τ :
1. If τ = τfinal , then BC.post(TXpen ).
2. (cp 0 , b0 ) := BC.getLast()
3. If tx ∈ b s.t., TXiinv .txid ∈ tx.Input, then output tx.Data and terminate.
4. If TXpen ∈ b, then distinguish:
∗

• If ∃i∗ ∈P s.t. TXiinv 6∈ BC.getAll(cp), output setupFail and terminate.
• Else output abort and terminate.

Time complexity. Let us conclude the protocol description with a discussion
about the time-out value τfinal that must be set such that there is enough time to
complete the execution of the m cycle protocol even if the contract users try to
delay the execution as much as possible. Let τ0 denote the first round of the protocol. The setup phase takes at most τsetup = 2 + 2∆ rounds to complete successfully.
Each execution cycle takes at most τround = 2 + 2∆ communication rounds and
it takes ∆ rounds for an honest operator to publish an output transaction. To
conclude, the upper bound on the time complexity of our protocol if the operator
is honest is τsetup + m · τround + ∆. Hence, we need to set the time-out of the penalty
transaction τfinal such that
τfinal > τ0 + τsetup + m · τround + ∆.
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Figure 12.10.: The four possible transaction flows of the FastKitten protocol for
n = 3 assuming that the operator publishes the security deposit.
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12.3. Security Analysis
We now formally state and prove the main theorem of this chapter which says that
the protocol ΠTEE is secure according to the definitions given in Section 12.1.
Theorem 11. Let λ be the security parameter, 1 ≤ tmin ≤ tmax , δ ∈ N and let
Σ = (GenS, Sign, Vfy) be an EUF–CMA-secure digital signature scheme. Assuming
existence of an ideal trusted execution environment TEE(Σ) and an ideal blockchain
BC(Σ, tmin , tmax , δ), the protocol Πfk (Cc ) satisfies correctness, fairness and operator
balance security properties for any (n, m)-contract Cc .
We prove each of the three security properties separately. Let us begin with
the balance neutrality for the operator which, at a high level, says that an honest
operator never loses coins by participating in the protocol Πfk .
Lemma 6. Under the assumptions stated in Theorem 11, the protocol Πfk satisfies
operator balance neutrality.
Proof. Let us fix an arbitrary (n, m)-contract Cc , a ppt adversary A corrupting
n×m
parties from P, an arbitrary input matrix I ∈ Din
and arbitrary vector of initial
old
balances acc ∈ Dacc (c). By Definition 17, we need to prove that
accnew [n + 1] ≥ accold [n + 1].
In other words, assuming that the operator is honest and follows our protocol, we
need to show that she never loses coins (even if all other parties are malicious).
If the contract users do not agree on a (n, m)-contract to be executed or propose
a initial blockchain checkpoint that does not correspond with the view of Q, the
operator does not load the pfk to the TEE and does not make its deposit TXdep .
Hence the operator cannot lose any coins in this case. Let us therefore focus on
the case when parties do agree on a (n, m)-contract Cc , Q loads the program pfk
into her TEE (let us denote the installed program instance Efk ) and Q makes the
P
security deposit. This means that X =
c[i] coins of Q are controlled by pk TEE
generated by Efk . Moreover, an honest operator asks the Efk to create and sign a
penalty transaction TXpen that assigns the X coins to contract users. This penalty
transaction has an absolute time lock τfinal whose value is
τfinal > τ0 + τsetup + m · τround + ∆,
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where τ0 the first round of the protocol execution. The operator sends this transaction to all contract users. Hence, we need to prove that even if all contract users
are malicious, the operator is able to publish a different transaction that spends
TXdep and assigns the X coins to Q before round τfinal .
If at least one of the contract users does not publish her initial investment
transaction by round τsetup , the Efk outputs a transaction TXref which refunds all
parties that made a deposit. This in particular means that X coins are assigned
to the operator (see Figure 12.10a). The operator posts this transaction to the
blockchain. Since τ0 + τsetup + ∆ < τfinal , this transaction is accepted.
Consider now the situation that the setup phase successfully completes, i.e., all
parties made their initial investments. If all contract users provide their input to
the next execution cycle, the operator performs the contract execution via the Efk
and proceeds to the next execution cycle. If there is a party Pi which at cycle
j ∈ [m] of the execution phase does not provide correctly signed input, then the
operator applies the challenge-response mechanism. This means the Q posts a
transaction which assigns µ < c[i] coins to Pi . If Pi replies by sending these coins
back to Q and providing a signed input for the next execution cycle, Q behaves as
in the peaceful case (note the Q does not lose any coins by the challenge-response
mechanism in this case). If Pi does not reply before round τ0 + τsetup + j · τround ,
Q loses the µ coins. However, she can prove to the TEE that Pi misbehaved
which results in the Efk outputting the transaction TXpun , see Figure 12.10c. This
transaction assigns X + µ coins to Q (if there are multiple contract users that did
not respond the challenge of Q, then µ coins are assigned to Q for each of them).
Hence, Q does not lose any coins if TXpun is accepted by the blockchain. Since
τ0 + τsetup + j · τround + ∆ ≤ τ0 + τsetup + m · τround + ∆ < τfinal ,
TXpun is accepted by the blockchain before the time-lock of TXpen expires.
It remains to discuss the case when all contract users provide their input for every
execution cycle. Since we assume that Cc is a (n, m)-contract, latest after cycle m,
the contract terminates. This implies that the Efk outputs the transaction TXout
that returns X coins to the operator and assigns coins to contract users according
to the final outcome of the contract execution, see Figure 12.10b. Since
τ0 + τsetup + m · τround + ∆ < τfinal ,
Q has enough time to publish this transaction on the blockchain before the timelock of the penalty transaction expires and hence does not lose any coins which
completes the proof.
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Let us now proceed with the proof of Theorem 11 by proving that our protocol
satisfies correctness. Intuitively, this security property states that if all parties
behave honestly, then the contract is executed correctly and the trades being made
via the contract are reflected to the blockchain.
Lemma 7 (Correctness). Under the assumptions stated in Theorem 11, the protocol Πfk satisfies correctness.
Proof. Let us fix an arbitrary (n, m)-contract Cc , arbitrary input matrix I ∈
n×m
Din
and arbitrary vector of initial balances accold ∈ Dacc (c). Let (out, d) :=
Eval(Cc , I). By Definition 18, we need to prove that every contract user Pi ∈ P
outputs out[i] = out and that the new balance of this parties is
accnew [i] = accold [i] − c[i] + d[i],
if all contract users in P and the operator are honest.
The protocol starts with the setup phase, where the parties from P agree to
the contract Cc , Q installs the program pfk into its TEE (let us denote Efk the
installed instance) and makes the security deposit TXdep . Once operator’s deposit
is confirmed on the blockchain, then each party Pi ∈ P make her initial investment
by posting TXiinv which send c[i] coins from Pi to pk TEE . Next, the protocol proceeds
to the execution phase. For every Pi ∈ P and every cycle j ∈ [m] the following
holds: (1) Pi sends input (I[i][j], si ) to operator Pn+1 , who (2) confirms that the
input (I[i][j], si ) is correctly signed, i.e. Vfy(pk i ; I[i][j], si ) = 1.
The operator loads the input vector I[·][j] into Efk who runs the contract Cc
as (out C , st 0 , d0 ) := Cc (st, I[·][j]). Since Cc is an (n, m)-contract, we know that
after at most m rounds the output of the contract execution is (out C , ⊥, d0 ) which
signal the final round. The Efk outputs transaction TXout , which assigns d0 [i] coins
to party Pi (see Figure 12.10b) and contains out C in its data field. Once such
a transaction is published, every Pi terminates the protocol and returns out C as
output. Since the contract execution is performed via Efk run inside TEE, and all
parties provided the correct inputs, it must holds that out C = out and d0 = d.
Hence, for every Pi ∈ P it holds that
accnew [i] = accold [i] − c[i] + d[i], and out[i] = out
which is what we wanted to prove.
It remains to show that our protocol satisfies the fairness property. At a high
level, this security property guarantees that either the contract execution fails and
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all honest parties stay financially neutral, or the execution completes in a way that
respects the inputs of all honest parties.
Lemma 8 (Fairness). Under the assumptions stated in Theorem 11, the protocol
Πfk satisfies fairness.
Proof. Let us fix an arbitrary (n, m)-contract Cc , an arbitrary input matrix I ∈
n×m
Din
, an arbitrary vector of initial balances accold ∈ Dacc (c) and an arbitrary PPT
adversary A corrupting parties from P + such that at least one contract users, i.e.,
party from P, is honest. Let us denote H ⊂ P the set of honest contract users and
H+ ⊂ P + the set of all honest parties. Let (out, accnew ) := REALπ,A (Cc , I, accold )
be the output of the protocol execution.
As a first step, we focus on the setup phase of the protocol Πfk and show that
if it does not complete successfully, then all parties in H output “setupFail ” and
stay financially neutral.
Claim 1. If there exists Pi ∈ H such that out[i] = setupFail , then the statement
(ii) of the fairness property holds, i.e.,
∀Pi ∈ H : out[i] = setupFail ,

and

accnew [i] ≥ accold [i].

Proof. According to the protocol description, there are three cases when an honest party Pi can output setupFail : (i) If Pi does not receive a valid message
(make–deposit, mpk , pk TEE , ρ, TXpen ) from the operator in round τ0 + 2 + ∆. In
that case the party does not post the transaction TXiinv ; (ii) If a refund transaction TXref is posted to the blockchain before τfinal . In that case, by definition of the
∗
procedure Pdep, at least one party Pi∗ did not post the transaction TXiinv before
round τ0 + τsetup ; and (iii) If Pi is posting the penalty transaction TXpen in round
∗
τfinal and at least one transaction TXiinv was not posted on the blockchain before
round τ0 + τsetup .
Hence, we proved that if an honest party Pi outputs “setupFail ”, then there
∗
exists i∗ ∈ P such that TXiinv was not published on the blockchain before round
τ0 +τsetup . Let us now show that the opposite implication holds as well, i.e., that all
honest parties output “setupFail ” if one of the initial investments is not published
in time.
Let us fix an arbitrary honest party Pi ∈ H. If Pi = Pi∗ , i.e., Pi does not post
her initial investment on the blockchain, then Pi outputs setupFail , viz case (i).
Assume now that Pi does make her initial investment but some other party Pi∗
does not. The only procedure of Efk that can be executed in this phase is Pdep.
If called, Pdep returns the transaction TXref and terminates (Efk cannot be called
anymore). If TXref is posted on the blockchain before round τfinal , then Pi outputs
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setupFail viz case (ii). Since Efk is terminated, it does not produce any other
transaction. Hence if TXref is not posted on the blockchain, then in round τfinal
party Pi posts the penalty transaction TXpen and returns setupFail viz (iii).
Hence, we showed that if one honest party outputs “setupFail ”, then all honest
parties output “setupFail ”. It remains to prove that if an honest Pi outputs
“setupFail ”, then she does not lose coins. Consider again the three possible cases
in which an honest Pi outputs “setupFail ”. In the case (ii) Pi never makes any
deposit and hence cannot lose coins; in cases (i) and (iii) Pi gets c[i] coins back by
definition of the TXref , resp. TXpen , transaction.
The above claim shows that fairness holds in case the setup phase fails. let
us now focus on the more interesting case; namely, that fairness holds also if the
setup phase completes. The claim below discusses the case when an honest party
outputs “abort”.
Claim 2. If there exists Pi ∈ H such that out[i] = abort, then the statement (iii)
of the fairness property holds, i.e., ∀Pi ∈ H : out[i] = abort, accnew [i] ≥ accold [i]
and
X
X
accnew [`] <
accold [`].
`∈P + \H+

`∈P + \H+

Proof. According to the protocol description, there are two cases when an honest
party Pi outputs “abort”: (i) a transaction TXpun is published on the blockchain
before round τfinal , or (ii) all transactions TXiinv are accepted by the blockchain
before round τ0 + τsetup and the transaction TXpen is published. In a similar way as
in the proof of Claim 1, we can prove that the opposite implication holds as well
and hence, if one honest party outputs “abort”, then so do all honest parties. It
remains to discuss that no honest party loses coins and that malicious parties are
punished.
Let us first consider the case (i). By definition of pfk , the transaction TXpun ,
punishing parties from the non-empty set J ⊂ P, is output if and only if the operator executes the procedure errorProof and contract user from J did not submit
a valid input for the next execution cycle even if challenged on-chain. Since an
honest party always provides input for the next execution cycle, H ∩ J = ∅. By
definition of the punishment transaction, all parties from P \ J get their deposit
back, which implies that
∀Pi ∈ H : accnew [i] = accold [i].
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It remains to prove that the adversary lost coins. The punishment transaction
does not assign any coins to parties from the set J and returns the investments
of other contract users. Hence,
X
X
X
X
accnew [`] =
accold [`] −
c[`] <
accold [`].
(12.1)
`∈P\H

`∈J

`∈P\H

`∈P\H

If the operator is honest, then P \ H = P + \ H+ and hence the above equation
implies that the adversary lost coins. If the operator is corrupt, then the above
equation implies
X
X
accnew [`] = accnew [n + 1] +
accnew [`]
`∈P + \H+

`∈P\H
(12.1)

X

= accnew [n + 1] +

accold [`] −

X

c[`].

(12.2)

`∈J

`∈P\H

In addition to the value of the security deposit, the punishment transaction assigns
|J | · µ coins to the operator. Hence
accnew [n + 1] = |J | · µ + accold [n + 1].

(12.3)

Since µ < min`∈J c[i], it holds
|J | · µ <

X

c[`].

(12.4)

`∈J

To conclude, we have
X

(12.2)

X

accnew [`] = accnew [n + 1] +

`∈P + \H+

accold [`] −

=

X

accold [`] + |J | · µ −

`∈P + \H+
(12.4)

<

X

c[`]

`∈J

`∈P\H
(12.3)

X

X

c[`]

`∈J

accold [`].

`∈P + \H+

Hence, even if the operator is malicious, the adversary lost coins.
In case (ii) the penalty transaction is posted on the blockchain which means
that every Pi ∈ P gets c[i] coins back, i.e. accnew [i] = accold [i] and the operator
P
loses all the deposited coins, i.e. accnew [n + 1] = accold [n + 1] − i∈[n] c[i]. The
operator balance property implies that the operator must be malicious. Since the
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malicious operator lost coins and no other malicious party earned any coins, this
completes the proof.
What remains to show it that the fairness property holds when the execution of
the contract completes successfully.
Claim 3. If there exists Pi ∈ H such that out[i] 6∈ {abort, setupFail }, then statement (i) of the fairness property holds.
Proof. From Claim 1 and Claim 2, we know that if one honest party does not
output abort or setupFail , then no honest party outputs one of these two messages.
According to the protocol description, out[i] 6∈ {abort, setupFail } for Pi ∈ H if
only if a transaction TXout is posted on the blockchain. Moreover, we know that
out[i] = TXout .Data must be the case. Since only one output transaction can be
accepted by the blockchain, all honest parties output the same value TXout .Data.
Hence, we proved that honest parties reach consensus on the output value.
n×m
By Definition 19, it remains to prove that there exists an input matrix I∗ ∈ Din
such that ∀i ∈ H the following holds:
I[i][·] = I∗ [i][·],

out[i] = out,

accnew [i] ≥ accold [i] − c[i] + d[i]

where (out, d) := Eval(Cc , I∗ ). In other words, the output returned by honest
parties and the final distribution of coins correspond to the correct execution of
the contract Cc considering that honest parties followed the protocol and used the
inputs defined by I (malicious parties might have deviated from the protocol).
By definition of the function exe–cycle, the program instance Efk outputs a
transaction TXout if only if the loaded contract terminates after at most m execution
cycles with d as the final distribution and TXout .Data as the final output. This,
in particular, implies that every party Pi provided a signed input ini,j in every
execution cycle j and the operator loaded all of them into the Efk . Let us denote
the matrix of the provided inputs I∗ [i][j] := ini,j . Since Efk is installed inside a
TEE, correctness of the execution is guaranteed. Hence, it remains to argue that
inputs of honest parties correspond to I the loaded contract is indeed Cc .
Unforgeability of the signature scheme guarantees that for every honest party
Pi and every round j it holds that ini,j = I[i][j], i.e., honest parties’ inputs could
not have been modified. Since we assume that at least one party Pi ∈ P is honest,
we know that the executed contract inside Efk must be Cc (if the operator loads a
different contract, the verification of the attestation quote would fail in which case
an honest party outputs “setupFail ”).
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To conclude, we proved Lemma 8 by case analysis on the output of honest
parties. We first proved Claim 1 stating that if there exists an honest party who
outputs setupFail , then fairness holds. Thereafter, we proved that if there exists
an honest party that outputs abort, then fairness holds as well. This was done
in Claim 2. Finally, we proved Claim 3 which says that if there exists an honest
party who outputs anything else then abort or setupFail , then the fairness holds
as well. Since by our protocol description every honest party terminates latest in
round τfinal + ∆, the proof of the fairness property is completed.

12.4. Related work
For a detailed overview of different scalability solutions and their merits, we refer
the reader to Chapter 3. Here we compare our protocol to second layer scalability
solutions that do support execution of generic smart contracts.
State and channels.
In contrast to our state channel construction presented
in Part I (as well as all other state channel constructions [35, 37, 116, 120]), the
FastKitten protocol does not require the underlying system to support complex
smart contracts and hence works over UTXO-based blockchains such as Bitcoin.
This enlarges the class of considered blockchains and increases the blockchain
scalability impact. On the other hand, the FastKitten protocol modifies the trust
assumptions in the system as it requires one party to own a TEE. Moreover, we
note that the fairness security guarantee provided by our FastKitten protocol is
strictly weaker than the force execution guarantee provided by state channels. In
particular, any party (inducing the potentially external operator) has the power to
abort the contract execution at any time. While the fairness property guarantees
that all honest parties get their investments back and the adversary is punished
for the malicious abort, this does not necessarily reflect the amount of coins honest
parties own according to the latest state of the contract. Another advantage of
our state channel construction presented in Part I is that it supports execution of
multiple smart contracts in one state channel. This is in contrast to our FastKitten
protocol which requires a new on-chain setup for each contract to be executed offchain.
Multi-party computation (MPC) with penalties. Similarly to FastKitten, the
research direction of MPC with penalties [97, 99, 100] aims to support execution
of smart contracts over Bitcoin. As discussed in Chapter 3, these solutions are
impractical for most use-cases. Their main downside is the requirement of rather
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complex (and hence expensive) Bitcoin transactions and the need for a high collateral locked by parties. To be more precise, in order to execute a generic n-party
contract with m execution cycles, the existing MPC-based solutions require collateral of order O(n2 · m). While our FastKitten protocol assumes one party to
possess a TEE, the total amount of collateral locked in the system is independent
of the number of execution rounds. Concretely, it is of order O(n). Moreover, the
on-chain requirements are minimal; namely, signature verification, data storage
and absolute time locks.
In summary, MPC-based solutions are an interesting research direction showing
the feasibility of smart contract execution over Bitcoin. However, the existing proposals can not be seen as a practical platform for generic smart contract execution
which is the main goal of FastKitten.
Delegated computation. While the refereed delegation [81, 153] does support
off-chain smart contract execution, it does not work over Bitcoin and other UTXObased cryptocurrencies. Delegated computation for UTXO-based cryptocurrencies
can be achieved by adding multiple TEEs into the system [22, 82, 165]. The main
idea of these works is to outsource complex computation to a set of parties owning
a TEE. In a bit more detail, users request execution of a smart contract via the
blockchain, the request is then processed off-chain inside a TEE and the new
state of the contract is then posted back to the blockchain. To achieve privacy
preserving smart contract execution, inputs and the contract state are posted
to the blockchain in an encrypted form. As the blockchain is used only as a
shared data storage, there is essentially no computation being performed on-chain.
For more detail and comparison between the three proposals, we refer the reader
to Chapter 3.
The main difference between FastKitten and TEE-aided delegate computation
is the amount of blockchain interaction needed to facilitate execution of smart
contracts with multiple execution cycles. All three aforementioned works require
at least one on-chain transaction (containing a potentially large contract state)
per execution cycle. As this holds even if all parties in the system are honest,
the amount of transactions being posted to the blockchain compared to direct onchain execution is not decreased (in fact, sometimes even the opposite). This is
in contrast to FastKitten where the execution phase is performed completely offchain as long as parties behave honestly. Moreover, the fairness property of our
protocol guarantees that misbehavior is punished and hence parties are financially
incentivised to follow the protocol. On the other hand, FastKitten requires parties
to agree on the maximal number of execution rounds a-priori which is not the
case for TEE-aided delegate computation. Although we do not present a formal
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description of the privacy preserving variant of FastKitten in this thesis, we discuss
this extension in detail in the next section.

12.5. Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter, we presented a protocol that allows n parties to execute a large
class of smart contracts off-chain over a blockchain that does not natively support
smart contracts such as the Bitcoin blockchain. Hence, our FastKitten protocol
extends the functionality of the underlying blockchain in a scalable way. Our
protocol relies on an ideal TEE to provably guarantee correctness, fairness and
balance neutrality for the operator.
Let us now elaborate on several possible extensions to the presented protocol
and discuss interesting directions for future research.
Privacy. In the protocol described above, we assume that parties send their inputs and receive the outputs of the contract execution in plain. This means that
the operator can see what inputs parties provide as well as the results of the contract execution. Moreover, since the TXout transaction contains the final output of
the contract in its data field, everyone observing the blockchain learns this string.
Let us stress that our protocol can be adjusted such that inputs and outputs
remain private. This can be done as follows. The program pfk generates, in
addition to the signing key pair, also an encryption key pair. This allows contract
users to first encrypt their inputs, using the encryption public key of pfk , before
signing and sending them to the operator. While the operator can still verify the
signature, she cannot read the content of the provided input. Similarly, every
contract user can have an encryption key pair such that the pfk can encrypt the
execution output for each party. Instead of returning the output in plain, the
program now returns a vector of n ciphertexts – one for each contract user.
Fees for the operator. Our modeling of the Bitcoin blockchain is very idealistic. The considered functionality BC, for example, does not capture the fact that
posting a transaction typically costs a small amount of coins – so call blockchain
fees. Hence, in practice, parties engaging in our protocol Πfk always lose a small
amount of coins in form of blockchain fees. More precisely, each contract user has
to post at least one transaction (the initial investment transaction TXiinv ) and at
most m + 2 transactions (in addition to TXiinv , contract user might need to respond
to a challenge transaction in every execution cycles by posting TXresp and if the
operator misbehaves the penalty transaction TXpen ). An honest operator posts at
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least 2 transactions (the initial security deposit TXdep and one of the transactions
that spends this transaction tx ∈ {TXref , TXout , TXpun }). Moreover, the operator
might need to post a challenge transaction TXchal for every party in every cycle to
obtain a proof of misbehavior or required inputs for the given cycle. Hence, the
amount of transactions posted by an honest operator might be up to 2 + mn.
While for the contract users, additional expenses in terms of blockchain fees can
be viewed as the price they pay for the off-chain contract execution, the situation
is different for the operator as she does not benefit from the contract execution
but has to pay a considerable amount of coins not to be punished. When fees
are taken into consideration, our protocol should be adjusted to compensate the
operator’s expenses. This can be done by instructing contract users to invest
some additional coins which are paid out to the operator as service fees unless
the operator misbehaves. Technically, each transaction tx ∈ {TXref , TXout , TXpun }
would assign the additional invested coins to the operator. The value of the service
fees should cover the potential costs in blockchain fees at least. Since the operator
needs to lock her own funds for the duration of the protocol (and hence cannot use
these coins for other purposes), additional compensation for the locked collateral
would be appropriate. We leave the design of a fair fee model as an interesting
direction for future research.
Instant finality. We note that the fairness security guarantee provided by our
protocol Πfk is weaker than the security guarantees provided by state or generalized channels that were discussed earlier in this thesis. In particular, any party
(inducing the potentially external operator) has the power to abort the contract
execution at any time. While our fairness property guarantees that all honest
parties get their investments back and the adversary is punished if such malicious
interruption occurs, this does not always fairly reflect the amount of coins honest
parties own according to the latest state of the contract. Consider, for example,
the situation in which n parties initially invest 1 coin into a contract and party P1
is about to win all n coins when the malicious operator aborts the execution. Our
fairness property guarantees that P1 gets the invested coin back; however, she was
just about to win n coins. This example demonstrates that our protocol does not
provide instant finality with compensation and punishment to contract users.
The attack from above can be mitigated if the operator locks a higher security
deposit; namely, the operator locks n times the maximal amount that one party
can win. So in the example from above, the operator would lock n2 coins instead
of n. The penalty transaction now assigns n coins to each of the n parties which
guarantees that every party gets at least the amount of coins she possesses according to the latest contract state. While this prevents the operator from interrupting
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the contract execution, instant finality with compensation and punishment is not
achieved yet. Note that any of the contract users can still abort the protocol
without honest parties being compensated.
Consider again the example from above. Assume now that the party P1 is
about to win n coins and all other parties P2 , . . . , Pn are malicious. Then one of
the parties, say P2 , aborts the execution by not providing her input to the final
execution cycle. According to our protocol, party P1 gets only the one coin she
invested instead of n coins that she was about to win. Moreover, since parties
P3 , . . . , Pn get their initial deposit back as well, the malicious parties (together)
earn n − 2 coins. One way to achieve instant finality with compensation and
punishment would be to add a mechanism to our program pfk that “removes”
provably malicious contract users from the execution and allows the remaining
parties to proceed. The formal description of this extension to our construction is
left for future work.
Other blockchains. In this chapter, we focus primarily on the Bitcoin blockchain
as it is the most prominent example of a blockchain without support for smart
contracts. It is, however, not the only blockchain for which our protocol works.
In fact, any UTXO-based blockchain that supports transactions with an absolute
time-locks and allows transactions to have a data field containing an arbitrary bit
string can be used by our protocol. Clearly, our protocol can also be executed over
an account-based blockchains whose smart contracts can simulate a UTXO-based
blockchain, e.g., the Ethereum blockchain.
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Payment Routing
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Routing Interdimentionally
Summary. To successfully route a payment through a large PCN, it is crucial
to find one or several routes with sufficient capacities on every link between the
sender and the receiver. While the sender knows the channels in the network
and their initial funding, the current channel capacities are known only to parties
involved in them. Hence, the sender can only guess which routes will be successful.
Especially when the transaction value is high, it is likely that channel capacities
on the path are insufficient and the source routed payment fails.
In this part of the thesis, we describe a novel payment channel routing protocol that was put forward in the work called “Splitting Payments Locally while
Routing Interdimentionally” [59]. Our goal is to increase the success probability
of large payments by allowing intermediaries on the path to freely choose the next
hop of the payment based on their local view on channel capacities. Moreover,
intermediaries can decide to split the payment on the fly which allows them to
route incoming payments, even if they do not have a single outgoing channel with
sufficient capacity. The combination of local routing and support for on-path splitting significantly increases the success probability of large payments compared to
existing routing proposals [61, 76, 111, 141, 145, 161, 166]. In addition to our basic
protocol, we present an extended protocol that provably guarantees unlinkability
of payment shares, thereby preventing censorship of payments that have been split.
Organization. We recall the basic principles of payment routing and summarize
the main ideas of our protocol in Section 13.1. In Section 13.2, we present the
security model and formally define a secure payment protocol. Our constructions
are described in Section 13.3. The protocols are parameterized by a routing algorithm whose possible instantiations are discussed in Section 13.4. We prove that
our basic protocol as well as our extended protocol are secure in Section 13.5. We
formally define and prove unlinkability of our extended protocol in Section 13.6.
An overview of related work can be found in Section 13.7. Finally, in Section 13.8,
we discuss possible extensions to our work and interesting problems for future
research.
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13.1. Overview
As discussed above, in order to successfully route a payment of v coins through a
large PCN, it is crucial to find one or several routes with capacity at least v on
every link between the sender and the receiver. While there exists a multitude of
proposed single or multi-path routing protocols for PCNs [61, 76, 111, 141, 145,
161, 166], most of them rely on source routing, where the sender selects the route
of the payment.
Recall from Chapter 3 that the main technique for routing payments is to use
conditional payments for each involved channel. In the Lightning Network, which
uses only one path chosen by the sender, the atomicity of the conditional payments
follows from the use of Hash-Time-Locked-Contracts (HTLC) [137]. At a high
level, in an HTLC, the receiver of a payment sends a hash hR := H(xR ) of a
random value xR to the sender. The sender then creates a conditional payment of
v coins with the first intermediary I1 on the path. The conditional payment can
be redeemed by presenting a preimage of hR . Once the conditional payment is set
up between the sender and I1 , the intermediary I1 initiates a conditional payment
with the next intermediary on the path and so on, until the receiver is reached.
The receiver then reveals the preimage xR , which settles all conditional payments
on the path. The above construction has been extended by the Atomic Multi-Path
(AMP) payment protocol [124]. In AMP, the sender of a v coin payment can split
the payment over multiple paths, such that an amount of vi ≤ v coins is routed
along the i-th path. On a technical level, AMP also relies on HTLCs, but the
preimage is split by the sender into preimage shares. Only if all shares arrive at
the receiver, the payment is completed.
We argue that leaving it to the sender to determine the paths, or at least the
number of paths, is a key reason for the high failure rate of PCNs. Recall that
current channel capacities are known only to parties involved in the channels and
hence the sender can only guess which paths will be successful. In this part of the
thesis, we follow a more flexible and adaptable approach similar to SpeedyMurmurs [141], in which intermediaries on the path can freely choose the next hop
of the payment based on their local view on channel capacities. In contrast to
AMP, where the splitting of the payment is done by the sender, we design a novel
protocol that allows splitting payments by intermediaries on the fly. If the routing
of all parts of the payment succeeds, the receiver recombines all partial payments
and obtains the v coins.
Security grantees. We formally define suitable security properties and prove
that our protocol satisfies these properties. Concretely, our protocol guarantees
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balance neutrality, which says that no honest intermediary or receiver can lose coins
by executing the protocol and bounded loss for the sender ensuring that a sender
does not lose more coins than what he wanted to pay. The atomicity property of
our protocol guarantees that if an honest sender loses v coins, then he obtains a
valid payment receipt over the correct transfer of v coins. At the same time, an
honest receiver will never issue a correct receipt unless he gets v coins in exchange.
Finally, the protocol terminates in finitely many rounds and achieves correctness,
which ensures that the payment succeeds if all parties in the protocol are honest
and all channels in the network have sufficient capacity.
Furthermore, we extend our basic protocol to provide unlinkability between split
payments. This additional security property guarantees that even if intermediaries
collude, they cannot link parts of the same split payment. Unlinkability prevents
intermediaries from censoring split payments, which – as we argue – they might
do in order to optimize the amount of earned fees from payment forwarding. Our
extended construction uses a preimage-resistant hash function that is additively
homomorphic and an additively homomorphic encryption scheme. It can be instantiated using exponentiation in a group for which Dlog is hard and Paillier’s
encryption scheme. We emphasize that both the basic construction and the extended protocol can be integrated into Bitcoin.
Routing algorithms. Our protocol description follows a modular approach that
allows us to instantiate the protocol with a variety of routing algorithms. To this
end, the sender (and each intermediary) can choose between multiple options for
(i) determining a suitable set of candidates to route a payment over, and (ii) for
appropriately splitting the payment into multiple subpayments that are routed via
some subset of these candidates. The candidate set is selected via the Closer algorithms, for which we design two options. The first is similar to Lightning’s routing
protocol, with candidates being selected such that the routing takes a shortest
path. As a second algorithm, we design Interdimensional SpeedyMurmurs, a variant of the tree-based routing protocol SpeedyMurmurs [141], that combines the
information from multiple spanning trees. Based on this information, Interdimensional SpeedyMurmurs offers a high number of paths towards the receiver and
hence high flexibility in choosing the candidate set. Given the candidate set, the
splitting algorithm Split selects a subset of candidates over which the splitting is
carried out. We compare three splitting variants: (a) no splitting, (b) splitting
over the candidates with the shortest paths to be the receiver, and (c) splitting
only if the payment would fail otherwise.
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13.2. Security Model and Definitions
We now specify our security model and formally define the security guarantees
that a secure payment routing protocol should satisfy.
Modeling payment channel networks. We model a payment channel network
(PCN) as a connected directed graph G = (V, E) together with a capacity function
C : E → Dcoin , where Dcoin is a subset of non-negative rational numbers. The
set of vertices V represents the parties involved in the PCN, the set of edges
E represents payment channels open between parties, and the capacity function
assigns coins to parties in a channel. To simplify the notation in our formalization,
we represent a payment channel as two uni-directional channels and require that
(P, Q) ∈ E ⇔ (Q, P ) ∈ E. Hence, the value C(P, Q) represents the amount of
coins that party P has in the channel between P and Q and C(Q, P ) represents
the number of coins that Q has in that channel. This is equivalent to modeling a
PCN as an undirected graph with a capacity function that on input of edge {P, Q}
and party R ∈ {P, Q} outputs the balance party R has in the channel. We define
EP := {e ∈ E | ∃Q ∈ V s.t. e = (P, Q)} as the set of all channels in which P ∈ V
has locked coins and use CP := C EP to denote the restriction of the capacity
S
function C to the set EP . We note that E = P ∈V EP , where the sets EP are
disjoint.
Recall that our goal is to design a protocol that allows parties to securely route
payments through a PCN. In order to design such a protocol, we do not need
to fix one concrete PCN implementation, e.g., the Lightning Network. In fact,
we aim for our protocol to apply to any PCN in which parties can perform conditional payments and payment routing. To this end, we abstractly specify the
minimal functionality and input/output behavior of a PCN and allow parties in
our protocol to interact with such a PCN in a black-box way. As we work with
stand-alone security definitions and assume a static network topology, we do not
need to capture certain payment channel mechanics such as channel creation and
closure. Let us stress that more accurate PCN abstractions exist in the literature
[89, 112, 113]. We choose not to rely on them to keep our protocol description
as simple as possible. Our abstraction is formally described below and possible
instantiations are discussed in Section 13.3.4.
We model the functionality of payment channels using an ideal functionality
FPCN (G, C0 , ∆), parameterized by a connected directed graph G = (V, E), where
(P, Q) ∈ E ⇔ (Q, P ) ∈ E, and the initial capacity function C0 : E → Dcoin . The set
of vertices V defines the parties from which the functionality can receive messages.
Furthermore, the functionality has a timing parameter ∆ representing the upper
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bound on the blockchain delay. Let us explain the functionality of PCN at a high
level first and thereafter provide its formal description. Every party P ∈ V can
instruct the functionality to perform a payment of v from P to Q by sending a
message “pay”. If P has a sufficiently funded channel with Q, the functionality
subtracts v coins from (P, Q) and adds v coins to (Q, P ). We assume that all such
payment takes 1 round.
Remark 7. In many payment channel constructions, payments require more than
1 round of off-chain communication between the two channel users. Hence, it
would be more accurate to replace the constant 1 by a parameter δ (we stress
that the value of δ would always be a constant w.r.t. the blockchain delay ∆). We
choose to implicitly set δ = 1 to simplify the exposition.
In addition to standard payments, the functionality supports conditional payments. Such a payment can be initiated by a party P ∈ V via the message “cPay”.
In addition to specifying the channel (P, Q) and amount of coins v being conditionally transferred to Q, party P needs to define the condition ϕ : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}
and the time-lock T ∈ N of the payment. Additionally, P has the option of attaching some auxiliary information info ∈ {0, 1}∗ . If the channel is sufficiently funded,
the functionality subtracts v from the channel (P, Q) and informs Q about the
conditional payment. If the party Q submits, via the message “cPay–unlock”,
a witness w s.t. ϕ(w) = 1, v coins are added to the channel (Q, P ). After the
round specified by the time-lock T , party P can request a refund via the message
“cPay–refund” in which case the functionality adds v coins back to the channel
(P, Q). In order to model the fact that operations triggered by the unlock and
refund instructions might require blockchain interaction, their execution might be
delayed by at most ∆ rounds.
The state of the functionality consists of a capacity function C : E → Dcoin
keeping track of balances in the network (initially set to C0 ) and a function
Θ : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ keeping track of conditional payments currently being executed in the network. This means that on input a payment identifier pid ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
the function returns either ⊥, signaling that no payment with this identifier is currently open, or information about the conditional payment in the form of the tuple
(e, v, ϕ, T ). Here e ∈ E is the edge on which the payment takes place, v ∈ Dcoin
denotes the amount of coins being transferred, ϕ : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} is the condition
of the payment and T the time-lock. The function Θ is initialized such that it
outputs ⊥ for any input.
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Payment channel functionality FPCN (G, C0 , ∆)
Initial state: C := C0 and Θ(pid ) := ⊥ for all pid ∈ {0, 1}∗ .
• Upon receiving (pay, e, v) ←
−- P , where e = (P, Q) ∈ E and C(e) ≥ v, define
0
e := (Q, P ). In the next round, set C(e) := C(e) − v and C(e0 ) := C(e0 ) + v and
send (paid–out, e0 , v) ,−
→ Q.
• Upon receiving (cPay, pid , e, v, ϕ, T, info) ←
−- P , where e = (P, Q) ∈ E, C(e) ≥ v
and Θ(pid ) = ⊥, wait for one round to set C(e) := C(e) − v, store Θ(pid ) :=
(e, v, ϕ, T ) and send (cPaid, pid , e, v, ϕ, T, info) ,−
→ Q.
• Upon receiving (cPay–unlock, pid , w) ←
−- Q, wait for at most ∆ + 1 rounds. If
((P, Q), v, ϕ, T ) := Θ(pid ) 6= ⊥ and ϕ(w) = 1, then set C(e0 ) := C(e0 ) + v, for
e0 = (Q, P ), set Θ(pid ) = ⊥ and send (cPay–unlocked, pid , w) ,−
→ P.
• Upon receiving (cPay–refund, pid ) ←
−- P , wait for at most ∆ + 1 rounds. If
(e, v, ϕ, T ) := Θ(pid ) 6= ⊥ and the current round number is larger than T , then
set C(e) := C(e) + v, Θ(pid ) = ⊥ and send (cPay–refunded, pid ) ,−
→ P.

Protocol execution. We consider a protocol π whose execution is parameterized
by a graph G = (V, E), where V defines the set of parties running the protocol
and E defines the payment channels that exist between parties from the set V; an
initial capacity function C defines the amount of coins in each payment channel;
a party S ∈ V being the sender of a payment of v ∈ Dcoin coins to a receiver
R ∈ V. The protocol is executed in presence of a PPT adversary A that can
corrupt an arbitrary number of parties from V at the beginning of the protocol
(i.e., we consider so-called static corruption). The adversary takes full control over
the actions of every corrupt party (i.e., the messages it sends to other parties and
to the functionality).
The protocol execution begins with a setup phase during which (1) the ideal
functionality FPCN (G, C, ∆), representing the PCN functionality, is initialized by
the graph G = (V, E) and the initial capacity function C; (2) every party P ∈ V
gets as input the graph G and the capacity of its channels, i.e., the partial function
CP ; moreover, the sender S and the receiver R additionally get as input the tuple
(S, R, v); (3) the adversary A, learning G, decides which parties from the set V it
corrupts and sets the inputs of all those parties. We denote by Honest the set of
all parties in V not corrupted by the adversary.
After the setup phase, parties can arbitrarily interact with each other and the
ideal functionality FPCN (G, C, ∆). The protocol terminates once all honest parties
produce an output m ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {>}. The special symbol > signals that a party
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wants to terminate the protocol without producing any particular output. Looking
ahead, this is the case for all parties in our protocol except for the sender S who
outputs a receipt when the payment is successful. The set of honest parties, the
output of the sender and the final state of the functionality FPCN (G, C, ∆) form
PCN
the output of the protocol.1 We denote this output as EXECF
π,A (G, C, ∆, S, R, v).
As in the other parts of this thesis, we consider synchronous communication
meaning that the protocol execution happens in rounds. If a party P sends a
message to party Q in round t, then Q receives this message in round t + 1. For
simplicity, we assume that any local computation takes zero rounds.
Finally, let us briefly comment on fees in PCNs. Fees incentivize intermediaries
to forward payments and thus play an important role for the PCN ecosystem. Fees
could be integrated to our protocol as, i.e., the difference between the incoming
and outgoing payments (similar to the Lightning network). However, we choose
not to explicitly add fees into our protocol description as existing studies show
that the currently used fee model in the Lightning network enables attacks and
sub-optimal network topologies for routing [8, 156]. The design and game-theoretic
analysis of fees (similar to [8]) in terms of their impact on routing success is hence
an overall challenge of PCNs and left to future work.
Security Definitions. We now define the security properties that we require our
protocol to satisfy. Before we state the properties formally, let us give a high-level
explanation of each of them. Firstly, we want the protocol to terminate, meaning
that all honest parties produce an output in finitely many rounds. Secondly, we
want the protocol to guarantee that no honest party loses money. This requirement is formalized by two properties: balance neutrality that says that no honest
intermediary or honest receiver loses any coins, and bounded loss for the sender
that says the monetary loss of an honest sender is never more than the v coins he
wanted to send. Moreover, we want the protocol to guarantee payment atomicity.
Briefly, this property guarantees to an honest sender that if he loses any coins,
then he holds a receipt signed by the receiver that he paid v coins; and it grantees
to an honest receiver that if a sender holds a valid receipt for v coins, then the
receiver earned at least v coins. Finally, in order to exclude a trivial protocol in
which payments always fail, we require the protocol to satisfy correctness, meaning
that if all parties are honest and the capacity of all channels is at least v, then the
payment completes successfully.
In order to formalize the properties above, we need to precisely describe what
1

If the sender is malicious and does not produce any output before the protocol terminates, it
is automatically set to >.
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valid receipt means. To this end, we define a validation function Validate : V × V ×
Dcoin × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} that takes as input a sender S, a receiver R, an amount v
and a receipt rec ∈ {0, 1}∗ and outputs a 0/1 to signal the validity of the receipt.
Moreover, for every graph G, we define a family of functions {netC,C 0 }C,C 0 , where C
and C 0 are two capacity functions of G and the function netc,c0 : V → R is defined
as follows:
X
netC,C 0 (P ) :=
C 0 (P, W ) − C(P, W ).
W ∈V:(P,W )∈E

In other words, the value of netC,C 0 (P ) represents the difference between the
amount of coins P owns according to the capacity function C compared to the
capacity function C 0 .
Definition 20 (Secure payment protocol). We say that a protocol π executed
among a set of parties V is a secure payment protocol with respect to a validation
function Validate if for every connected directed graph G = (V, E), where (P, Q) ∈
E ⇔ (Q, P ) ∈ E, every capacity function C : E → Dcoin , every S, R ∈ V, s.t.
S 6= R, every v ∈ Dcoin , every ∆ ∈ N and every PPT adversary A, the protocol
terminates in finitely many rounds with
PCN
(Honest, rec, C 0 ) ← EXECF
π,A (G, C, ∆, S, R, v)

satisfying the following properties with overwhelming probability.
Balance neutrality:
∀P ∈Honest\{S} netC,C 0 (P ) ≥ 0.
Bounded loss for sender:
S ∈ Honest ⇒ netC,C 0 (S) ≥ −v,
Atomicity:
S ∈ Honest ∧ netC,C 0 (S) < 0 ⇒ Validate(S, R, v, rec) = 1,
R ∈ Honest ∧ Validate(S, R, v, rec) = 1 ⇒ netC,C 0 (R) ≥ v.
Correctness:
(Honest = V∧∀e∈E C(e) ≥ v) ⇒
netC,C 0 (S) = −v ∧ netC,C 0 (R) = v ∧ ∀P ∈V\{S,R} netC,C 0 (P ) = 0.
We stress that our notion of a secure payment protocol captures routing of
one payment between sender S and receiver R only. In other words, our security
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definition does not consider multiple parallel executions of a payment protocol. We
leave the extension of our security model to the concurrent setting as an interesting
direction for future research. Note that while we do not consider parallel executions
of the protocol, corrupt parties might still perform arbitrary payments during the
single protocol execution.

13.3. Construction
13.3.1. Basic Protocol
The idea of our protocol is fairly simple. A receiver first samples a random preimage xR and sends its hash hR := H(xR ) to the sender. The sender uses this hash
value to initiate a conditional transfer of v coins to the receiver. In contrast to
many other PCN protocols, the sender does not specify the entire path from the
sender to the receiver, which the payment has to take. In fact, the sender only
chooses the first hop of the payment and attaches routing information (such as
the identity of the receiver) to the conditional payment. Moreover, the sender can
decide to split the payment of v coins into multiple smaller payments and send
each of them via a different first hop. In our basic protocol, we assume that the
same hash value is used for all conditional payments.
Once an intermediary receives a conditional payment with attached routing
information, the intermediary can freely decide how to split and route the payment
based on his local view of the current capacities of his channels. If the intermediary
receives multiple conditional payments with the same condition and the same
routing information, the partial payments can also be combined into one (and
then potentially split again).
A receiver waits until he receives sufficiently many conditional payments locked
by the hash value hR such that their values add up to at least v. Then he uses the
preimage xR to unlock all the payments and receive the promised v coins.
Routing. One of the main questions that we study in this part of the thesis is
how the sender and the intermediaries decide on the local routing. Namely, to
which neighbors they should route the payment and how many coins should they
send through each link. We identify several sensible options in Section 13.4. For
the purpose of the formal protocol description, we assume an algorithm RouteG
that takes as input the amount of coins v to be routed, the identifier of the party
P performing the routing, P ’s local view on the capacity function CP , routing
information consisting of the identifier of the receiver R, and the set excl containing
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all nodes that were already visited on the payment path between the sender and
the party P . The algorithm outputs either ⊥ (signaling that routing failed), or
k edge/value pairs {(ej , vj )}j∈[k] ⊆ (EP × Dcoin )k satisfying the following three
conditions:
(i) CP (ej ) ≥ vj for every j ∈ [k],
(ii) ej = (P, Qj ) s.t. Qj 6∈ excl for every j ∈ [k] and
P
(iii)
j∈[k] vj = v.
In other words, the algorithm decides how to split the v coins among P ’s neighbors
and excludes all neighbors that are in the set excl .
The purpose of the set excl is to prevent loops in the payment path. While some
routing algorithms that we consider always move toward the destination in each
step (thus not allowing for loops by default), others allow for more flexibility in
the choice of paths, which can lead to repeated visits to nodes. We note that there
are other techniques for detecting loops [155, 162]. Adding the set excl is merely
the most straightforward one and hence facilitates a clear protocol description.
Providing a receipt. In order to turn the above simple protocol into a secure
payment protocol satisfying atomicity (as defined in Definition 20), we need to
discuss when and how the receiver provides a receipt to the sender. Obviously, the
receiver does not want to give a receipt before he is sure that v coins are routed
to him. On the other hand, the sender does not want to start the conditional
transfer of v coins before he has a guarantee that the receiver provides the receipt
if the last part of the conditional transfer completes successfully. Hence, we need
a method that allows the receiver to provide the receipt conditionally such that
(a) the sender can verify that the conditional receipt can be turned into a valid
receipt if the preimage for hR is known and (b) the receiver has the guarantee that
the sender cannot generate a valid receipt without knowing the preimage of hR .
Validate(S, R, v, rec)
Parse (h, σ, x) := rec
return Vfypk R ((S, R, v, h), σ) ∧ (H(x) = h)

Figure 13.1.: Receipt validation function.
To this end, the receiver signs a statement saying that he received v coins from
the sender if a preimage of the hash value hR is attached. He sends this signature
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to the sender, together with the hash value hR , at the beginning of the protocol.
The sender can verify the receiver’s signature and use the hash value hR for the
conditional payments. If at least one of them is unlocked, the sender can attach the
revealed preimage xR to the receiver’s signature and output a valid receipt. The
formal definition of the receipt validation function can be found in Figure 13.1.
Time-locks. An intermediary forwarding a conditional payment must decrease
the time-lock in order to be sure that he never loses coins. More precisely, let T
be the time-lock of the incoming payment and T 0 the time lock of the outgoing
payment. The difference |T − T 0 | must be such that if the outgoing payment
completes, i.e., the intermediary loses coins but learns the witness xR , he has
enough time to submit this witness to the functionality FPCN and unlock the
incoming payment. The latest point when the intermediary can learn the witness
xR is in round T 0 + (∆ + 1) and submission of the witness takes at most (∆ + 1)
rounds. Hence, the time-lock for the outgoing payment is set to T 0 := T −2·(∆+1).
Ideally, the sender sets the time-lock of its conditional payments to now + ` ·
(1 + 2 · (∆ + 1)), where ` is the length of the payment path and now is the round
in which the sender initiates the conditional payments. The factor (1 + 2 · (∆ + 1))
comes from the fact that it takes 1 round to set up a conditional payment and at
most 2 · (∆ + 1) for an intermediary to unlock a conditional payment as discussed
above. In contrast to source routing, computation of the ideal time-locks might be
impossible for the sender in our protocol since he does not know the paths partial
payments take. To this end, we instruct an honest sender to set the time-out with
` = |V| since the longest possible path between two nodes in a graph is upper
bounded by the number of nodes in the graph (recall that a path never visits the
same node twice). This guarantees that payments never fail due to time-outs. Let
us stress that once a concrete routing algorithm is chosen and the graph topology
is fixed, tighter upper bounds can be used to increase the efficiency of the protocol.
To keep our formal protocol description generic and simple, we do not include these
optimizations.
Termination. In order to prove that our protocol satisfies Definition 20, we need
to define when honest parties terminate and what they output. An honest sender
terminates and outputs > in case the receiver does not provide a valid signature
σ on a tuple (S, R, v, hR ) in round t0 + 1, where t0 is first round of the protocol
execution. Furthermore, the sender terminates if all conditional payments expire
and get successfully refunded. If at least one of the conditional payments is unlocked, the honest sender learns the preimage xR of the hash value hR and hence
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can output a valid receipt, i.e., the hash value hR , signature of the receiver σ and
the preimage xR .
Let us now discuss termination for the receiver. Since setting up a conditional
payment via the PCN functionality takes at most 1 round, the receiver should
receive all partial payments latest in the round t0 + |V| + 1. Hence, if until then
he does not receive conditional payments whose values add up to v, he terminates,
i.e., outputs >, and does not unlock any payment. If v coins are promised by this
round, the receiver unlocks all the payments and once he receives all the coins, he
terminates, i.e., outputs >.
It remains to define the termination of honest intermediaries. If a payment
should be routed via an intermediary, it must happen before round t0 +|V|. Therefore, we instruct an honest intermediary to stop forwarding payments after this
round, wait until all outgoing conditional payments are unlocked or refunded, unlock all forwarded incoming payments and terminate, i.e., output >.

13.3.2. Extended Protocol with Unlinkability
Recall that the primary purpose of our work is to increase the success ratio of large
payments by allowing intermediaries to split them into multiple smaller payments
on the fly. This argument quietly assumes that intermediaries treat payment shares
in the same way as monolithic payments of the same value. An intermediary might,
however, want to prioritize payments that have not been split. Such a situation
occurs when multiple transactions compete to be routed through a channel with
limited capacity.
Assume that an intermediary on this route needs to choose between two payments of the same value, the same time-lock, the same receiver and the same
routing fee. While one of the payments, pm , is monolithic, the other one, ps , is a
share of a larger payment that has previously been split. Since the conditions of
the two payments are identical, the probability of reaching the receiver is the same
for pm and ps . However, in contrast to pm , reaching the receiver does not guarantee
payment success for ps . In addition, all other shares of the larger payment must
reach the target as well. Hence, if an intermediary is to choose between pm and
ps , he prefers to route pm as its success probability does not rely on any external
payments and, therefore, the risk of failure is lower.
As intermediaries typically do not encounter the exact situation above, with two
payments of the same value arriving at the same time, intermediaries might start
dropping partial payments by default in order to have free collateral for monolithic
payments. In doing so, they drop payments that might have been successful. Such
behavior can easily negate the advantages of our approach.
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Hence, in order to make our splitting approach effective, we need to make sure
that intermediaries cannot distinguish between monolithic payments and payments
that have been split. Unfortunately, in the basic protocol that we described earlier
in this section, the hash-locks on all partial payment paths are the same, which
makes it trivial for colluding intermediaries to see that they are routing parts of
the same large payment. Censorship of payments that have been split is hence
possible. Substantiation of this claim by simulating the attack and finding that it
indeed severely reduces the success ratio has been done [59].
To overcome this issue, we present an extension to our protocol that remains
secure but addresses the linkability issue caused by the identical hash-locks. Our
approach is to design a splitting algorithm that produces k partial payments with
hash values (h1 , . . . , hk ) satisfying the following.
1. The vector of hash values (h1 , . . . , hk ) is computationally indistinguishable from
a vector (h01 , . . . , h0k ), where h0i := H(x0i ) for a randomly chosen preimage x0i .
2. In order to learn the preimage xR for the hash value hR , the sender only needs to
learn a preimage xi for one of the hash values hi ; hence, the atomicity property
is fulfilled.
3. The receiver is able to compute a witness for all received partial payments;
hence, correctness of the protocol is preserved.
In order to achieve all these properties simultaneously, we make use of a hash
function that is additively homomorphic (to recall the definition, see Section 2.2).
For each partial payment i ∈ [k], the sender first samples a random xi , sets the
hash-lock to hi := hR + H(xi ) = H(xR + xi ) and attaches ci ← Encpk R (xi ) to the
payment. Property (1) follows from the fact that the values xi are independent and
uniformly distributed, hence so are the values xR +xi . Moreover, the security of the
encryption scheme guarantees that attaching ci to the conditional payment does
not affect the unlinkability. Property (2) is satisfied as well since upon learning a
value x s.t. H(x) = hi , for some i ∈ [k], the sender can compute a preimage of hR
as x − xi (this follows from the additive homomorphism of H). Finally, correctness
holds since the receiver can decrypt ci , learn xi and compute a preimage of hi as
x := xi + xR .
Assume now that an intermediary receives a conditional payment with a hashlock h and attached ciphertext c, where h = hR +H(x) and c = Encpk R (x) for some
x. The intermediary can split the payment into k parts by sampling (x1 , . . . , xk )
and computing (h1 , . . . , hk ) exactly as the sender did; namely, for every i ∈ [k]
he chooses random xi and computes hi := h + H(xi ) = H(xR + x + xi ). It
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remains to discuss how the intermediary reveals the value xi to the receiver without
breaking the unlinkability. To this end, we make use of an additively homomorphic
encryption scheme (to recall the definition, see Section 2.2), which allows the
intermediary to compute a ciphertext ci ← c + Encpk R (xi ) = Encpk R (x + xi ).
We would like to argue that the value xR + Decsk R (ci ) = xR + x + xi , computed
by the receiver, is a preimage of hi , hence the correctness holds. The problem with
this argumentation is that it assumes
xR +M x +M xi = xR +P x +P xi ,
where M is the message space of the encryption scheme and P is the domain of
H. Unfortunately, we do not know how to instantiate the additively homomorphic
encryption scheme and the additively homomorphic hash function such that this
holds. Hence, we design the preimage recovery slightly differently. In our solution,
we assume that M = ZN and P = Zp for p < N = q · q 0 and q, q 0 , p coprime primes
since this is the case for the encryption scheme of Paillier and hash function defined
as exponentiation in a group where Dlog is hard (see Section 13.3.4 for discussion
about instantiations). Under this assumption, we know that
((xR +M x +M xi ) + j · N )

mod p = xR +P x +P xi ,

where j is upper bounded by the length ` of the payment path, i.e., the number
of times we added values in ZN . Hence, the receiver can simply try to hash each
of the ` ≤ |V| possible preimages and compare the result to the hash lock hi .
More details can be found in the next section, where both our protocols are
described formally. The Bitcoin-compatible instantiation of used cryptographic
primitives is discussed in Section 13.3.4.

13.3.3. Formal Protocol Description
In Figure 13.2, we present the formal description of both protocols presented in
this section; namely, the basic protocol that we denote Πb (Route) and the extended
protocol with unlinkable payment that we denote Πext (Route). Recall that protocols are parameterized by a routing algorithm Route whose purpose is to decide
how to locally route a payment. Concrete instantiations of Route are discussed in
Section 13.4.
Since both protocols are very similar, we decided to follow a modular approach
and present the protocol description Π as a protocol calling multiple sub-routines.
To this end, Π is, in addition to Route, parameterized by three algorithms that
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Sender S(G, CS , S, R, v)

Intermediary I(G, CI )

Receiver R(G, CR , S, R, v)

out := ∅, rec := >

fw := ∅

in := ∅, b := 0, µ := 0, T 0 := ⊥

In round t0 + 1

(cPaid, pid , e, v 0 , h, T, info)

if (init, hR , σ) ←
−- R

if now > t0 + |V| then

∧ Vfypk R ((S, R, v, hR ), σ) then

// Initialize payment
xR ←$ P, hR := H(xR )

abort // too late to route
else

// Split and send payments

In round t0

←
−- F

σ := Signsk R (S, R, v, hR )

// Split and forward payment

T := t0 + 1 + |V| · (1 + 2 · (∆ + 1))

T 0 := T − 2(∆ + 1)

(init, hR , σ) ,−
→S

excl := {S}

(c, R, excl ) := info

(cPaid, pid , e, v 0 , h, T, info) ←
−- F

{(ej , vj )}j∈[k] ← RouteG (v, S, R, excl , CS )

excl := excl ∪ {I}

c0 ← Encpk R (0)

{(ej , vj )}j∈[k] ← RouteG (v 0 , I, R, excl , CI )

{(hj , cj , xj )}j∈[k] ← Locks(hR , c0 , k, pk R )

{(hj , cj , xj )}j∈[k] ← Locks(h, c, k, pk R )

for j ∈ [k] do

for j ∈ [k] do

pid j ←$ {0, 1}

x := WitR(c, sk R , xR , h, |excl |)
if x 6= ⊥ then

pid j ←$ {0, 1}

m := (ej , vj , hj , T 0 , (cj , R, excl ))

(cPay, pid j , m) ,−
→F

(cPay, pid j , m) ,−
→F

out := out ∪ (pid j , xj )

fw [T 0 ] := fw [T 0 ] ∪ (pid j , pid , xj )

else TerminS()

µ := µ + v 0
T 0 := min{T 0 , T }
if (µ ≥ v) ∧ (T 0 ≥ now + ∆ + 1) then
// Unlock all payments
foreach (pid 0 , x0 ) ∈ in do

(cPay–unlocked, pid , x) ←
−- F

(cPay–unlocked, pid , x) ←
−- F

out := out \ {(pid , x0 )}

b := 1

0

(pid , pid , x ) ∈ fw [T ]

Let x be s.t. (pid , x ) ∈ out
rec := (hR , σ, Wit(x, x0 ))

(cPay–unlock, pid 0 , x0 ) ,−
→F

// Unlock corresponding incoming payment
0

0

wait for ∆ + 1 rounds to TerminR()

∗
0
// Complete receipt x := Wit(x, x )
(cPay–unlock, pid 0 , x∗ ) ,−
→F

if out = ∅ then TerminS()

fw [T ] := fw [T ] \ {(pid , pid 0 , x0 )}

In round T

In every round

In round t0 + |V| + 1
if b = 0 then TerminR()

TerminR()

// Check for expired time locks

// Refund remaining payments

return >

foreach (pid , pid 0 , x0 ) ∈ fw [now] do

foreach pid ∈ out do

// Witness reconstructed

in := in ∪ (pid , x)

∗

∗

m := (ej , vj , hj , T, (cj , R, excl ))

0

(c, R, excl ) := info

(cPay–refund, pid ) ,−
→F

(cPay–refund, pid ) ,−
→F

fw [now] := fw [now] \ {(pid , pid 0 , x0 )}

wait for ∆ + 1 rounds to TerminS()

if now > t0 + |V| ∧ fw = ∅ then

TerminS()

wait for 2(∆ + 1) rounds to return >

return rec

Locksb (h, c, k, pk )

Locksext (h, c, k, pk )

Witb (x, xi )

WitRb (c, sk , x, h, `) WitRext (c, sk , x, h, `)

for i ∈ [k] do

for i ∈ [k] do

return x

x∗ := ⊥

x∗ := ⊥

if H(x) = h then

x0 := x +M Decsk (c)

hi := h

xi ←$ P

ci := c

hi := h +H H(xi )

return {(hi , ci , 0)}i∈[k]

ci := c +C Encpk (xi )
return {(hi , ci , xi )}i∈[k]

Witext (x, xi )
return x +P (−xi )

x∗ := x
return x∗

for i ∈ [0, `] do
z := x0 + iN mod p
if h = H(z) then
x∗ := z
return x∗

Figure 13.2.: Generic description of the protocol initiated in round t0 . For the
extended protocol, we assume P = Zp and M = ZN .
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define the differences between the two protocols: Locks, WitR, and Wit. The algorithm Locks, run by the sender and intermediaries during the routing phase, takes
as input a hash value h, ciphertext c, an integer k ∈ [n] and a public key pk , and
outputs k tuples (hi , ci , xi ) consisting of hash values, ciphertext, and a preimage.
The algorithm WitR, run by the receiver, takes as input a ciphertext c, a secret key
sk , a preimage x, a hash value h and integer `, and outputs a preimage x0 such that
h = H(x0 ). Finally, the algorithm Wit, run by the intermediaries and the sender
during the unlocking phase, takes as input two preimages x and xi , and outputs
another preimage x0 . We formally define these algorithms for the basic and extended protocol in Figure 13.2. Hence, Πb (Route) := Π(Route, Locksb , WitRb , Witb )
and Πext (Route) := Π(Route, Locksext , WitRext , Witext ).
In the formal description presented in Figure 13.2, t0 denotes the first round of
the protocol execution. We assume that each party maintains a set of unsettled
payments. More precisely, the sender stores all outgoing conditional payments
in a set out, the receiver stores all incoming payments in a set in, and every
intermediary I maintains a set of all forwarded payments fw . Recall that the only
functions that parties use for conditional payments are hash preimage verifications,
i.e., functions HashH
h that take as input a preimage x and output 1 if H(x) =
h and 0 otherwise. For brevity, we replace the condition HashH
h with the hash
value h. Finally, for the sake of simplicity, our formal description excludes the
option of partial payment recombination by the intermediaries. We stress that the
description could be easily adjusted to capture this feature and further improve
the communication complexity.

13.3.4. Instantiation of Building Blocks
Let us now discuss how to instantiate the building blocks used by our protocols.
Our basic protocol requires the underlying PCN to support conditional payments
locked by a hash preimage verification, i.e., HashH
h , for H being a preimage-resistant
hash function. Such a PCN can be built over most common blockchains, including
Bitcoin and Ethereum, typically using SHA256 [148]. A concrete PCN that is
currently deployed on top of the Bitcoin blockchain is the Lightning Network [137].
An example of a PCN over Ethereum is the Raiden network [158]. Moreover, our
protocol relies on a EUF–CMA-secure digital signature that can be instantiated by,
e.g., the signature scheme of Schnorr [143] or ECDSA [85].
The requirements of our extended protocol are higher as we need a preimageresistant hash function that is homomorphic. Such a hash function can be instantiated as follows. Let G be a group of prime order p and let g be a generator of G.
Then the function H : Zp → G defined as H(x) := g x is additively homomorphic
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and under the assumption that dlog is hard in G, H is preimage resistant.
While replacing SHA256 with a homomorphic hash function is not a problem
for PCNs built over blockchains whose scripting languages are Turing complete,
the situation is more complicated for cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, where
the evaluation of such hash functions is not supported. In order to overcome
this difficulty, we can make use of adaptor signatures – primitive proposed by
Poelstra [134], instantiated based on both Schnorr and ECDSA signatures by [113]
and recently formalized by [6]. See Section 2.2.4 for a formal definition. At a high
level, adaptor signatures allow one party to pre-sign a message with respect to some
hash value h. Such pre-signature can be adapted into a valid signature by any party
if and only if this party knows a preimage of a hash value h. And importantly,
a signer observing the adapted valid signature can extract the preimage of h. In
the context of payment channels, the role of a signer would be taken by the payer
(the party that wants to conditionally pay), the message would be the unlocking
transaction assigning coins to the payee (the party conditionally receiving coins),
and the hash value would be the condition of the payment. Let us stress that since
the on-chain footprint of such a process is a standard digital signature, no changes
to existing blockchain systems are required. This, in particular, implies that both
our protocols are Bitcoin-compatible. We refer to [6, 113] for more details about
adaptor signatures.
Finally, our construction assumes an additively homomorphic encryption scheme
with message space ZN for p < N and p, N coprime. The encryption scheme of
Paillier [126] satisfies these properties.

13.4. Routing Algorithms
In this section, we consider several realizations of the routing algorithm RouteG , as
defined in Section 13.3. Internally, Route always consists of two algorithms: Closer
and Split. In a nutshell, Closer determines a candidate set of potential next hops
and Split splits the payment value over these candidates.
In a bit more detail, the algorithm Closer is executed first. It takes the node
P ∈ V, the receiver R ∈ V, and the capacity function CP as input and outputs a
set of tuple (ej , cj , dj ), where ej = (P, Uj ) ∈ EP to an edge to a potential next user
Uj , cj is the capacitye, and dj is value indicating an algorithm-dependent closeness
measure for Uj with regard to R. Afterwards, the Route algorithm might remove
some of the tuples to avoid loops. More concretely, if a returned edge is with a
node that has previously been on the path, the edge is removed from the set of
candidates. The second algorithm Split takes the set of candidate channels, their
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RouteG (v, P, R, excl , CP )
{((P, Uj ), cj , dj )}j∈[k0 ] ← Closer(P, R, CP )
M←∅

//

//

Get candidate set

Remove visited nodes

for j ∈ [k 0 ] do
if ((Uj ∈
/ excl ) then
M := M ∪ {((P, Uj ), cj , dj )}
{(ẽj , ṽj )}j∈[k] ← Split(M, v)

//

Split

return {(ẽj , ṽj )}j∈[k]

Figure 13.3.: Generic routing algorithm.
capacities, and closeness measures, and a payment value as input. It then splits
the payment value over a subset of these payment channels. The output of the
algorithm Route is a set of channel/values pairs indicating how many coins should
be routed over which channel.
The formal description of the protocol Route is given in Figure 13.3. The following subsections introduce two realizations of Closer and three realizations of Split,
which can be combined arbitrarily.

13.4.1. Routing Candidates
Our first realization of Closer considers nodes that have a lower shortest path
length to the receiver than the node currently making his forwarding decision.
The second realization considers a set of spanning trees, and every neighbor that
is closer to the receiver in terms of at least one spanning tree distance is a potential
next hop.
Hop Distance (HOP ): The hop distance gives the length of the shortest path
between two nodes, i.e., the value of the function dG . As the graph is available,
each node can compute the distance locally by applying a shortest path algorithm
on the graph. Thus, CloserHOP , formally defined in Figure 13.4, determines the
payment channels to nodes that are closer to the receiver.
Without splitting, the hop distance results in similar paths as Lightning routing [137] when all nodes charge the same fees. Nodes select a shortest and hence
cheapest path. However, instead of the sender deciding the path in advance, nodes
locally select the next hop. As a consequence, the nodes making local routing decisions can take the balances of neighboring nodes into consideration, which are
unknown to the sender. In this manner, they can avoid some routing failures that
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lead to the need for rerouting in Lightning. Rerouting in Lightning entails high
latencies, as the sender has to wait for timelocks to expire. Thus, in terms of the
success ratio for the first routing attempt, this algorithm is a version of Lightning
that enables local decisions and hence can act as a baseline for splitting.
CloserHOP (P, R, CP )

CloserI –SM (P, R, CP )

ξ := ∅

ξ := ∅ //

//

candidate set

dI ← dG (P, R)

foreach (P, U ) ∈ E do

foreach (P, U ) ∈ E do

for i ∈ [dim] do

d ← dG (U, R)
if d < dI then

candidate set

//

Iterate over trees

d ← di (U, R)
//

dI ← di (P, R)

Closer to R

ξ := ξ ∪ ((P, U ), CP ((P, U )), d)

if d < dI then

return ξ

dmin := d

//

//

Lower distance

Find minimal distance

foreach j ∈ [dim] do
dj ← dj (U, R)
if dj < dmin then
dmin := dj
ξ := ξ ∪ ((P, U ), CP ((P, U )), dmin)
break

//

Stop loop as lower distance found

return ξ

Figure 13.4.: Two algorithms for determining candidate channels for routing.

Interdimensional SpeedyMurmurs (I –SM ). We now introduce our novel realization of Closer which is a modification of the atomic multi-path algorithm
SpeedyMurmurs [141] that is more suitable for splitting.
SpeedyMurmurs establishes BFS spanning trees ST1 , . . . , STdim using a standard
distributed spanning tree protocol. In practice, there are a number of distributed
spanning tree algorithms that can also efficiently repair the spanning tree if the
graph topology changes (e.g., [132]). In its original form, SpeedyMurmurs routes
each partial payment using a different spanning tree. More precisely, for the ith partial payment, the hop distance function of the i-th spanning tree, denoted
by di , is used to determine the next hop. In this manner, SpeedyMurmurs also
considers channels that are not part of the i-th spanning tree: If a neighbor is
close to the receiver according to di , SpeedyMurmurs chooses the corresponding
channel regardless of whether it is included in the spanning tree. In contrast to
routing using only spanning tree edges, routing based on a spanning tree distance
with the inclusion of other edges is resilient to node failures and even attacks that
remove nodes strategically from the network [140].
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The key difference to original SpeedyMurmurs is that Interdimensional SpeedyMurmurs considers all spanning trees for all routing decisions. Note that if a node
U is closer to R than P with regard to only one distance di , there is a loop-free
path from P to R via U . Thus, U is a good candidate for a next hop. As a consequence, CloserI –SM determines the set of candidate channels as the ones leading to
nodes that are closer to the receiver according to at least one of the dim distance
functions. More precisely, CloserI –SM considers all spanning trees for each edge
(P, U ). Once it finds that if U has a lower distance to R in one spanning tree,
it determines the minimal distance of U to R over all spanning trees. Indicating the minimal distance allows Split to prefer short routes. After computing the
minimal distance, CloserI –SM adds the tuple consisting of the channel (P, U ), its
capacity, and the minimal distance to the candidate set. Afterwards, it proceeds
with the next channel. See Figure 13.4 for the formal description. In this manner,
CloserI –SM selects a large set of neighbors that offer a loop-free but not necessarily
the shortest path to the receiver. Thus, whereas the hop distance only considers
the shortest paths, Interdimensional SpeedyMurmurs offers a higher flexibility in
choosing paths, thus increases the chance of successfully completing a payment.
Let us demonstrate the difference between the two Closer algorithms on the
following simple example.
Example 2. Consider the graph G and three BFS spanning trees ST 1 , ST 2 , ST 3
depicted in Figure 13.5. If party A executes the algorithm CloserHOP , then the
only candidate next hop will be D. However, if party A executes the algorithm
CloserI –SM , there will be three candidates: B, C and D. This is because each of
these nodes is closer to receiver than A in at least one spanning tree. Namely, B
is closer to R in the spanning three ST 3 , C is closer to R in the spanning tree ST 2
and D is closer to R is all three spanning trees.

13.4.2. Payment Splitting
Our realizations of Split use the following three approaches: not splitting (baseline),
splitting according to the distance to the receiver R, and splitting only if necessary.
Let us now explain each of the three algorithms at a high level. Their formal
description can be found in Figure 13.6
No Split (SplitNo ). The first considered realization of Split is not to split. For each
node in the candidate set, the algorithm checks if the capacity of the corresponding
channel is sufficient. From the set of channels with sufficient capacity, it selects a
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(d) Spanning tree ST 3 .

Figure 13.5.: Example of a graph G and three BFS spanning trees.
node with minimal distance to R, breaking ties randomly. If none of the channels
has sufficient capacity, the payment fails.
Split By Distance (SplitDist ). Our second realization of Split iterates over the
candidate channels in order of decreasing closeness to the receiver, breaking ties
randomly. For each candidate channel, it assigns a partial value that is either the
channel capacity or the part of the total payment value that has not been assigned
previously, whichever is less. The algorithm terminates when the total payment
value has been split or all channels have been considered. In the latter case, the
total capacity of all channels is insufficient for the payment value and hence the
payment fails.
Split If Necessary (SplitIfN ). Our third realization only splits if necessary and
hence aims to minimize the number of splits in one particular forwarding decision.
Note that such a greedy approach does not necessarily minimize the total number
of splits as it might prefer longer paths. These longer paths then in turn might
lead to more splits. If it is possible to forward without splitting, the algorithm
corresponds to SplitNo . Otherwise, it proceeds analogously to SplitDist but considers the candidate channels in decreasing order of their capacity, breaking ties
randomly.
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SplitN o ({(ej , cj , dj )}j∈[k] , v)
//

Edges with nodes closest to R

SplitDist ({(ej , cj , dj )}j∈[k] , v)
//

Sort by increasing dj

B := ∅

SortincDist ({(ej , cj , dj )}j∈[k] )

d := ∞

s := 0

//

assigned capacity

for j ∈ [k] do

j := 0

//

index

if v ≤ cj then
//

enough capacity

if dj < d then
//

new lowest distance

B := ∅
d := dj
if d = dj then
//

lowest distance

B := B ∪ {ej }

Res := ∅ //

SplitIfN ({(ej , cj , dj )}j∈[k] , v)
Res ← SplitN o ({(ej , cj , dj )}j∈[k] , v)
if Res 6= ⊥ then
return Res
//

result

while (s < v) ∧ (j < k) do

Sort by decreasing cj

SortdecCap ({(ej , cj , dj )}j∈[k] )
s := 0

//

capacity already assigned

vj ← min{v − s, cj }

j := 0

//

index

Res := Res ∪ {ej , vj }

Res := ∅

s := s + vj

while (s < v) ∧ (j < k) do

//

result

vj ← min{v − s, cj }

j := j + 1

Res := Res ∪ {ej , vj }

if s < v then
return ⊥

s := s + vj

else return Res

if B = ∅ then

j := j + 1
if s < v then
return ⊥

return ⊥

else

else
e ←$ B

return Res

return {(e, v)}

Figure 13.6.: Three algorithms for splitting v coins among candidate channels.

13.5. Security Analysis
Let R be the set of all routing algorithms discussed in Section 13.4. More precisely,
we define the set R as
(
)
Closer ∈ {CloserHOP , CloserI –SM },
Route(Closer, Split)
.
Split ∈ {SplitNo , SplitDist , SplitIfN }
It is convenient for our proofs to also define two subsets of R: the subset RHOP ⊂ R
containing all routing algorithms with Closer = CloserHOP and the RI –SM ⊂ R
containing all routing algorithms with Closer = CloserI –SM .
Our goal is to show that for any routing algorithm Route ∈ R, both protocols
Πb (Route) and Πext (Route) that were discussed in Section 13.3 satisfy Definition 20
with respect to the receipt validation function Validate from Figure 13.1.
Theorem 12. Assume that Σ is an EUF–CMA-secure signature scheme, Ψ is
an encryption scheme with message space M, and H a preimage-resistant hash
function with domain P. For any Route ∈ R, the protocol Πb (Route) is a secure
payment protocol with respect to the function ValidateΣ,H .
If, in addition, Ψ and H are additively homomorphic, and M = ZN , P = Zp for
p, N coprime and p < N , then for any Route ∈ R, the protocol Πext (Route) is a
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secure payment protocol with respect to the function ValidateΣ,H .
Before we present the formal proof of the theorem, let us discuss its main ideas.
By definition of a secure payment protocol, we need to prove five properties: termination, bounded loss for the sender, balance neutrality for the receiver and
intermediaries, atomicity and correctness.
The protocol termination follows directly from the protocol description and was
discussed in detail already in Section 13.3. Since an honest sender makes conditional payments of total value at most v, the sender’s loss is bounded by v. Similarly, an honest receiver never makes any payment and hence cannot lose coins.
For the balance neutrality of intermediaries, we observe that an honest intermediary never forwards more coins than what he can potentially receive. Moreover,
if an outgoing conditional payment is unlocked, the intermediary has a guarantee
of unlocking the corresponding incoming payment. This follows from correctly set
timeouts and hash-locks. In the extended protocol, the latter follows from the
homomorphic property of H.
Atomicity for the sender S is guaranteed by the fact that S does not initiate
any payment without holding a valid signature of the receiver R on (S, R, v, hR ).
Moreover, the sender sets the hash-locks such that from the preimage of any of
them, a preimage of hR can be computed. In the extended protocol, the guarantee
of preimage recovery follows from the homomorphic property of H. Atomicity for
R follows from EUF–CMA security of Σ and preimage resistance of H — S cannot
forge R’s signature and hence must present a preimage of hR , where hR has been
chosen by R. Moreover, S cannot compute a preimage of hR without R revealing
it, which happens only if R gets v coins.
Finally, we need to argue correctness, i.e., if all parties are honest and all channels have enough coins, the payment succeeds. We prove that no matter which
routing algorithm Route ∈ R we consider, the routing never fails. Moreover, we
show that the initial time-lock set by the sender is sufficient to guarantee that
all partial payments reach the receiver. Due to the correctness and additive homomorphism of Ψ and H, R can then compute all witnesses and start unlocking
payments. Since the total amount of coins in the system cannot increase (parties
cannot create coins), we complete the proof by applying the security properties:
balance neutrality and bounded loss for the sender.

13.5.1. Termination
Fix a connected directed graph G = (V, E) for which (P, Q) ∈ E ⇔ (Q, P ) ∈ E, a
capacity function C, parties S, R ∈ V s.t. S 6= R, a value v ∈ Dcoin , a blockchain
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delay ∆ ∈ N and a PPT adversary A. Let t0 denote the first round of the protocol
execution. As a first step, we show that the protocol Π terminates. In other words,
it cannot happen that an honest party waits for infinitely many rounds to produce
an output.
Claim 4. The protocol Π terminates in finitely many rounds.
Proof. The protocol description instructs an honest sender to terminate in round
T + ∆ + 1 at the latest, where T = t0 + 1 + |V| · (1 + 2 · (∆ + 1)). An honest
receiver terminates in round t0 + |V| + 1 if b = 0. If b 6= 0, then the receiver is
in the process of unlocking all incoming payments and terminates within ∆ + 1
rounds. Thus, in round t0 + |V| + ∆ + 2 at the latest, the receiver terminates.
It remains to discuss the termination for honest intermediaries (i.e., any other
party P ∈ V \ {S, R}). The protocol description instructs an intermediary I to
stop forwarding payments after round t0 + |V|. Let T be the maximal time-lock on
all outgoing payments in round t0 +|V| (set to 0 if there is no such payment). Then
in round t0 + |V| + T at the latest, it holds that fw = ∅ since for each conditional
payment, it holds that either it was unlocked until this round or the intermediary
has requested a refund. In both cases, the intermediary removes the conditional
payment from the set fw . This implies that in round t0 + |V| + T + 2(∆ + 1) at
the latest the intermediary terminates.
Since the protocol terminates once all honest parties terminate, this concludes
the proof.
Since the protocol terminates, after finitely many rounds the protocol execution
returns as output
PCN
(Honest, rec, C 0 ) ← EXECF
Π,A (G, C, ∆, S, R, v).

Let us now prove that this output satisfies the remaining security properties.

13.5.2. Balance Neutrality
Our next step is to show that the monetary loss of an honest sender is bounded by
the amount of coins that he wants to send, and none of the other honest parties
can ever lose coins. To this end, we make the following simple but important observation about the payment channel ideal functionality FPCN := FPCN (G, C, ∆)
that parties call in the protocol execution.
Observation 5. The ideal functionality FPCN never reduces coins of any party
unless it receives the instruction cPay or pay from this party.
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Claim 5 (Bounded loss for the sender). It holds that
S ∈ Honest ⇒ netC,C 0 (S) ≥ −v.
Proof. An honest sender S never sends any pay-message to FPCN . By our protocol
description, the sender either does not send any cPay-messages (this happens if the
receiver does not send a valid signature in the first protocol round, or if execution
of Route outputs ⊥), or sends k cPay-messages of values (v1 , . . . , vk ). Since the
values (v1 , . . . , vk ) are returned by the routing algorithm Route, we know that
P
i vi = v (recall the routing property (iii) on page 318).
Hence, the total value of all the cPay-messages sent by S to FPCN is at most v
which by Observation 5 implies that netC,C 0 (S) ≥ −v.
As a next step, we show that balance neutrality for the intermediaries and the
receiver. The balance neutrality for the receiver follows directly from Observation 5 since an honest receiver never makes any payments. The balance neutrality
for intermediaries is slightly more evolved. Firstly, we observe that no honest intermediary ever conditionally pays more coins than what he can potentially receive.
As a second step, we show that if an outgoing conditional payment is unlocked,
the intermediary has a guarantee that the corresponding incoming payment is unlocked as well. This follows from the fact that (i) the difference between time-lock
is sufficiently large and (ii) the intermediary can compute a witness for the incoming payment from the revealed witness of the outgoing payment. The part (ii)
is trivial form the basic protocol and for the extended protocol follows from the
homomorphic property of H. To this end, we state the following auxiliary lemma
about additively homomorphic functions.
Lemma 9. Let H : P → H be an additively homomorphic function. Let h ∈ H,
xi ∈ P and let us define hi := h + H(xi ). Then for every x0 ∈ P s.t. H(x0 ) = hi , it
holds that H(x0 − xi ) = h.
Proof. By definition of hi , we know that h = hi − H(xi ), hence
hom.

h = hi − H(xi ) = H(x0 ) − H(xi ) = H(x0 − xi ).

Claim 6 (Balance neutrality). It holds that
P ∈ Honest \ {S} ⇒ netC,C 0 (P ) ≥ 0.
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Proof. Let us first consider the case P = R. Since an honest receiver R never sends
any pay-message or cPay-message to FPCN , by Observation 5, netC,C 0 (R) ≥ 0.
Let us fix an arbitrary intermediary I ∈ Honest \ {S, R}. An honest I never
sends any pay-message to FPCN and never sends a cPay-message to FPCN without
receiving a cPaid-messages from FPCN before. In other words, every outgoing
conditional payment is triggered by an incoming conditional payment.
Assume now that I receives a conditional payment of value v, condition h and
time-lock T . Then I executes the routing algorithm Route on input value v and
P
obtains k values (v1 , . . . , vk ) such that j vj = v. Thereafter, the intermediary executes the algorithm Locks on input h and k and obtains k hash values (h1 , . . . hk ).
For every i ∈ [k], the intermediary sends a cPay-message of value vi , condition hi
and time-lock T 0 := T − 2 · (∆ + 1). This implies that an honest I never conditionally pays more coins than what he can conditionally receive. As a next step,
we prove that if one of the outgoing payments is completed, i.e., I pays vi coins,
then I has the guarantee of unlocking the corresponding incoming payments, i.e.
receive v coins.
First we show that if I learns a preimage of at least one of the hash values
h1 , . . . , hk , then he can compute a preimage for h.
Π = Πb : Since for every i ∈ [k] we have hi = h, the statement trivially holds.
Π = Πext : For every i ∈ [k], the value hi is computed as h + H(xi ). Upon learning
x0 such that hi = H(x0 ), I computes x0 − xi which by Lemma 9 is a preimage of h.
The latest point at which the intermediary can learn x0 from an outgoing payment
is in round T 0 + (∆ + 1). Submission of a witness for the corresponding incoming
payments takes at most (∆ + 1) rounds. Hence, I has the guarantee that the
unlocking request is executed by FPCN in round T 00 := T 0 + 2 · (∆ + 1) at the latest.
Since an honest intermediary sets T 0 during the routing phase as T 0 := T −2(∆+1),
we have T 00 = T . Since a conditional payment can be refunded by the payer earliest
in round T + 1, the intermediary has a guarantee of successful unlocking.
The intermediary makes no outgoing conditional payments after round t0 + |V|.
Hence, the size of the set of all outgoing payments fw can only decrease from
this point on. An outgoing conditional payment is removed from fw when (i)
the payment is unlocked or (ii) I requests a refund. If an outgoing payment is
unlocked, then within the next (∆+1) rounds the corresponding incoming payment
is unlocked as we showed above. By our protocol description, I requests a refund
for a conditional payment in the round when its time-lock expires. FPCN processes
the refund request within (∆ + 1) rounds and accepts it unless the conditional
payment was already unlocked in which case we fall into case (i). This means that
I has to unlock the corresponding incoming payments, which takes at most (∆+1)
rounds. Hence, it takes at most 2(∆ + 1) rounds before I settles a payment that
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was removed from fw .
Recall that by the protocol description, an honest intermediary does not terminate before round t0 + |V|. After this round, I waits for the first round when the
set of outgoing payments fw is empty. Once this happens, I waits 2(∆ + 1) rounds
and only then produces an output and terminates. Hence, in the round when I
terminates, all forwarded payments were settled.

13.5.3. Atomicity
We now show that if an honest sender loses coins, then he holds a valid receipt,
i.e., a triple (hR , σ, xR ), where hR = H(xR ) and Vfypk R (S, R, v, hR , σ) = 1. Our
argumentation in the proof is essentially the following. Since we assume that the
sender lost coins, he had to make at least one conditional payment which was
unlocked. In the basic protocol, all time-locks are set to hR , hence one unlocked
payment implies knowledge of the desired preimage xR . In the extended protocol,
the condition of an outgoing payment is set to hi = hR + H(xi ). By the homomorphic property of H (Lemma 9), we know that if hi = H(x0 ), then x0 − xi is a
preimage of hR . Let us now state and proof the atomicity for the sender formally.
Claim 7 (Atomicity for the sender). It holds that
S ∈ Honest ∧ netC,C 0 (S) < 0 ⇒ ValidateΣ,H (S, R, v, rec) = 1.
Proof. The assumption that the sender is honest and lost some coins implies that
in the initialization phase, the sender received a statement from the receiver of
the form (hR , σ) for some hash value hR and σ being a valid signature of R on
(S, R, v, hR ). This implication follows from the fact that if the sender does not
receive such a valid statement, he immediately terminates the protocol without
ever making any payment. By Observation 5, we know that in such a case, the
sender never loses any coins which contradicts the assumption of this lemma.
After receiving a valid statement from the receiver, the sender makes (multiple)
conditional payments via the functionality FPCN , all of which have the same timelock T . The sender does not send any further cPay-message or pay-message to
FPCN and does not produce an output until all conditional payments are either
unlocked or refunded. This follows from the fact that in round T , i.e., in a round
when all time-locks expire, the sender instructs the ideal functionality to refund
all conditional payments that were not unlocked. This process takes at most ∆ + 1
rounds and hence in round T + ∆ + 1 when the sender terminates, all conditional
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payments are indeed settled. Since we assume that the sender lost coins, at least
one of the conditional payments must have been unlocked (and not refunded).
Π = Πb : In the base protocol, all conditional payments had the same hash-lock
hR . The fact that at least one of the conditional payments was unlocked implies
that the sender must have learned a value x0R such that H(x0R ) = hR . In this case,
the sender outputs a receipt rec = (hR , σ, x0R ). Since σ is a valid signature of the
receiver R and H(x0R ) = hR , it holds that ValidateΣ,H (S, R, v, rec) = 1.
Π = Πext : In the extended protocol, each conditional payment has a different
hash-lock produced by the algorithm Locksext . Recall that each hash-lock hi is
computed as hR + H(xi ) for a randomly chosen xi . The fact that at least one of
the conditional payments was unlocked implies that the sender must have learned
a preimage of at least one hi . In other words, the sender learns x0 s.t. H(x0 ) = hi .
According to our protocol description, the sender executes Wit(x0 , xi ), returning
x0 − xi , which by Lemma 9 is a preimage of hR . In this case, the sender outputs
a receipt rec = (hR , σ, x0 − xi ). Since σ is a valid signature of the receiver R and
H(x0 − xi ) = hR , it holds that ValidateΣ,H (S, R, v, rec) = 1.
Next, we argue about the atomicity for the receiver, saying that if the sender
holds a valid receipt, then the receiver earned at least v. The intuition about
this proof is the following. Unforgeability of the signature scheme guarantees that
the only valid signature of receiver that the sender could output is the signature
on (S, R, v, hR ) produced by the receiver. Hence, the valid receipt must contain a
preimage of hR . By preimage resistance of H, the sender is not able to output such
value without R revealing xR . We finalize the proof by showing that the receiver
does not reveal xR unless he has a guarantee of unlocking v coins and does not
terminate before all the payments are unlocked.
Claim 8 (Atomicity for the receiver). It holds that
R ∈ Honest ∧ ValidateΣ,H (S, R, v, rec) = 1 ⇒ netC,C 0 (R) ≥ v
with overwhelming probability.
Proof. Assume that R ∈ Honest and ValidateΣ,H (S, R, v, rec) = 1. Let us parse
rec as (h0 , σ 0 , x0 ). Since rec is a valid receipt, by the definition of the validation
function ValidateΣ,H we know that σ 0 is a valid signature of the receiver on the
tuple (S, R, v, h0 ) and h0 = H(x0 ). The EUF–CMA-security of the signature scheme
Σ guarantees that (with overwhelming probability) the signature σ 0 had to be produced by the receiver. By our protocol, the receiver computes only one signature.
Namely, in the first round of the protocol, where he randomly samples xR , com-
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putes hR := H(xR ) and produces a signature σ ← Signsk R (S, R, v, hR ). Hence,
with overwhelming probability h0 = hR .
The preimage resistance of the hash function H guarantees that the probability
of sender outputting x0 without the receiver revealing his secret preimage xR is
negligible. Hence, it remains to show that if the receiver R reveals the secret
preimage xR , then netC,C 0 (R) ≥ v.
By our protocol description, the receiver reveals xR only once the following
conditions are satisfied: (i) the receiver received conditional payments of total value
v, (ii) the receiver knows the witness for all conditional payments, and (iii) in the
round when the last conditional payment is received, let us denote it t, the timelock of all conditional payments is at least t+∆+1. Since unlocking of a conditional
payment takes at most ∆+1 rounds, the aforementioned properties guarantee that
if the receiver starts unlocking the payments in round t, all conditional payments
will be successfully unlocked in round t+∆+1 at the latest. Since the receiver waits
for ∆ + 1 before producing an output and terminating, we have netC,C 0 (R) ≥ v as
we wanted to prove.

13.5.4. Correctness of routing algorithms
In this section we prove two technical lemmas about our routing algorithms from
the set R. Recall that this set contains all routing algorithms defined in Section 13.4.
We first consider the routing algorithms using CloserHOP to determine candidate
nodes for routing, i.e., algorithms from the set RHOP . At a high level, the lemma
says that if a party P executes such a routing algorithm given a set excl that
contains only nodes that are strictly further away from the receiver than P , then
the routing algorithm never outputs ⊥. This statement holds under the assumption
that all channels in the graph are sufficiently funded. Moreover, we prove that all
nodes that the routing algorithm outputs are strictly closer to the receiver than
P . Hence, if nodes output by the routing algorithm add P to the set excl , this set
again satisfies the assumptions of our lemma.
P,R
For convenience, we define a set SHOP
for every P, R ∈ V as
P,R
SHOP
:= {Q ∈ V | dG (Q, R) > dG (P, R)}.

Lemma 10 (Hop-distance routing). Let G = (V, E) be a connected directed graph,
P, R ∈ V be two nodes such that P 6= R and C be a capacity function of G such
P,R
that C(e) ≥ v for every e ∈ EP . For every set excl ⊆ SHOP
, and every routing
algorithm Route ∈ RHOP , the output of RouteG (v, P, R, excl , CP ) is never equal to
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I,R
⊥. Moreover for every returned edge (P, I) it holds that excl ∪ {P } ⊆ SHOP
.

Proof. Let ξ be the set returned by CloserHOP . By the description of CloserHOP ,
we have
)
(
(P, I) ∈ E∧
ξ := ((P, I), v, dG (I, R))
dG (P, R) > dG (I, R)
In other words, the set ξ contains all neighbors of P who are closer to the receiver.
As a first step, we prove that ξ 6= ∅.
Since G is connected, there exists at least one path between P and R in G.
Let us consider one shortest such path and let (P, I1 , . . . , I` , R) be the nodes associated with this path. Then (P, I1 ) ∈ E and dG (P, R) = dG (I1 , R) + 1 hence
((P, I1 ), v, dG (I1 , R)) ∈ ξ.
As a next step, the routing algorithm applies the loop-detection filter. Formally,
a set M is defined as
M := {((P, I), v, dG (I, R)) ∈ ξ | I 6∈ excl }.
Since dG (P, R) > dG (I1 , R), we know that I1 6∈ excl . Hence ((P, I1 ), v, dG (P, I1 )) ∈
M. This in particular means that M 6= ∅.
The routing algorithm now executes Split on input M and v. By the specification
of the algorithms Split ∈ {SplitNo , SplitIfN , SplitDist }, it is easy to see that since the
capacity of all edges is at least v, no matter which of the splitting algorithms was
used, the output is exactly one pair ((P, I), v). This completes the proof of the
first part of the lemma.
It remains to argue that dG (I, R) < dG (P, R). This follows from the fact that
((P, I), v) is such that ((P, I), v, dG (P, I)) ∈ M ⊆ ξ.
Let us now prove an analogous lemma for routing algorithms that use CloserI –SM
to determine candidate nodes for routing, i.e., algorithms from the set RI –SM .
Recall that in contrast to CloserHOP , the algorithm CloserI –SM does not use hopdistance dG for measuring the distance of nodes from the receiver. Instead, it
considers the distance of nodes in several spanning trees ST1 , . . . , STdim of G. The
restriction we put on the input set excl is hence slightly different.
The lemma requires that the set excl contains only nodes whose minimal distance
from the receiver (minimum is taken over all spanning trees) is strictly larger that
the minimal distance of the party P from the receiver (again, minimum is taken
over all spanning trees). Under this condition and assuming that all channels
are sufficiently funded, the routing algorithm executed by P never outputs ⊥.
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Moreover, we prove that all nodes that the routing algorithm outputs have a
minimal distance from the receiver strictly lower than P . For convenience, we
define a set SIP,R
–SM for every P, R ∈ V as


P,R
SI –SM := Q ∈ V min di (Q, R) > min di (P, R) ,
i∈[dim]

i∈[dim]

where di := dSTi is the distance function in the spanning tree STi .
Lemma 11 (Routing using spanning trees). Let G = (V, E) be a connected directed graph, P, R ∈ V be two nodes such that P 6= R and C be a capacity function
of G such that C(e) ≥ v for every e ∈ EP . For every set of spanning trees
ST := {ST1 , . . . , STdim } of G, every set excl ⊆ SIP,R
–SM , and every routing algorithm Route ∈ RI –SM , the output of RouteG (v, P, R, excl , CP ) is never equal to ⊥.
Moreover for every returned edge (P, I) it holds that excl ∪ {P } ⊆ SII,R
–SM .
Proof. Let ξ be the set returned by CloserI –SM . By the description of CloserI –SM ,
we have


I


(P,
I)
∈
E
∧
d
:=
min
d
(I,
R)
i




i∈[dim]
I
ξ := ((P, I), v, d )
∧






∃i ∈ [dim] di (P, R) > di (I, R)
In other words, the set ξ contains all neighbors of P who are closer to the receiver
in at least one spanning tree. As a first step, we prove that ξ 6= ∅.
Since G is connected, there exists at least one path between P and R in G, which
implies that there exists exactly one path between P and R in every spanning
tree. Hence, for every spanning tree STi there exists I ∈ V such that di (P, R) =
di (I, R) + 1 implying that
∀i ∈ [dim] ∃((P, I), v, dI ) ∈ ξ s.t. di (P, R) > di (I, R).

(13.1)

From Equation (13.1) we have that ξ 6= ∅.
As a next step, the routing algorithm applies the loop-detection filter. Formally,
a set M is defined as
M := {((P, I), v, dI ) ∈ ξ | I 6∈ excl }.
We show that M 6= ∅. Let j denote the index of the spanning tree in which P
is closest to R; formally, j := arg mini∈dim di (P, R). By Equation (13.1), we know
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that there exists ((P, J), v, dJ ) ∈ ξ s.t. dj (P, R) > dj (J, R) and hence
min di (P, R) > min (J, R).

i∈[dim]

(13.2)

i∈[dim]

By the definition of excl , this implies that J 6∈ excl and hence ((P, J), v, dJ ) ∈ M.
The routing algorithm now executes the splitting algorithm Split on input M
and v. From the specification of the algorithm Split ∈ {SplitNo , SplitIfN , SplitDist },
it is easy to see that since all channels have capacity at least v, exactly one pair
((P, I), v) is output no matter which of the splitting algorithms we consider. This
in particular implies that the routing algorithm never outputs ⊥.
It remains to prove that
min di (I, R) < min di (P, R).

i∈[dim]

i∈[dim]

For each Split ∈ {SplitNo , SplitIfN , SplitDist }, it holds that the output ((P, I), v)
satisfies the following two conditions: (i) ((P, I), v, dI ) ∈ M and (ii) dI is such
0
0
that for every ((P, I 0 ), v, dI ) ∈ M it holds that dI ≤ dI . We already proved that
((P, J), v, dJ ) ∈ M. Hence
(13.2)

min di (I, R) = dI ≤ dJ = min di (J, R) < min di (P, R)

i∈[dim]

i∈[dim]

i∈[dim]

which concludes the proof.
A simple corollary of the above two lemmas is that if any of the routing algorithms is executed on the set excl = ∅, which is exactly what the sender does in
our protocol, then the routing algorithm never fails.
Corollary 1 (Routing for the sender). Let G = (V, E) be a connected directed
graph, S, R ∈ V be two nodes such that S 6= R and C be a capacity function of G
such that C(e) ≥ v for every e ∈ ES . For every routing algorithm Route ∈ R, the
output of RouteG (v, S, R, ∅, CS ) is never equal to ⊥.
Proof. If Route ∈ RHOP , then the corollary follows directly from Lemma 10 since
S,R
. Analogously, if Route ∈ RI –SM , then
for every S, R it holds that ∅ ⊆ SHOP
the corollary follows directly from Lemma 11 since for every S, R it holds that
∅ ⊆ SIS,R
–SM .
Another simple corollary of the two lemmas is that if the nodes output by the
routing algorithm Route(v, P, R, excl , CP ) add the node P to the set excl and
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execute the routing algorithm themselves, then the routing algorithm never fails.
In other words, the lemma can be used inductively. Let us stress that this is
exactly what happens at intermediary nodes in our protocol.
Corollary 2 (Routing for intermediaries). Let G = (V, E) be a connected directed
graph, P, R ∈ V be two nodes such that P 6= R and C be a capacity function of
P,R
G such that C(e) ≥ v for every e ∈ EP . Let (Route, S) ∈ RHOP × {SHOP
} or
P,R
0
(Route, S) ∈ RI –SM × {SI –SM } and excl ⊆ S. For every pair ((P, I), v ) returned
by Route(v, P, R, excl , CP ) and ever capacity function C 0 of G such that C(e) ≥ v 0
for e ∈ EI , it holds that Route(v 0 , I, R, excl ∪ {P }, CI0 ) 6= ⊥.
P,R
Proof. If (Route, S) ∈ RHOP × {SHOP
}, then the corollary follows directly from
Lemma 10 since for every edge (P, I) returned by Route(v, P, R, excl , CP ), it holds
I,R
that excl ∪ {P } ⊆ SHOP
. Analogously, if (Route, S) ∈ RI –SM × {SIP,R
–SM }, then the
corollary follows directly from Lemma 11 since for every edge (P, I) returned by
Route(v, P, R, excl , CP ), it holds that excl ∪ {P } ⊆ SII,R
–SM .

13.5.5. Correctness
Finally, we need to prove that our protocol satisfies correctness, meaning that if
all parties are honest and all channels in the network have enough coins, then
the payment succeeds. The main steps of our proof are the following. Since both
sender and receiver are honest, the sender initiates conditional payments of total
value v. Using the statements from the previous section, we argue that no matter
which routing algorithm Route ∈ R we consider, the routing never fails. Moreover,
we show that the initial time-out set by the sender is sufficient to guarantee that all
partial payments reach the receiver in time and hence the receiver starts unlocking
payments. Since the total amount of coins in the system cannot increase (parties
cannot create coins), we complete the proof by applying the balance neutrality
and bounded loss for the sender. We now state and prove the correctness of our
protocol formally.
Claim 9 (Correctness). If V = Honest and for every e ∈ E it holds that C(e) ≥ v,
then it holds that netC,C 0 (S) = −v, netC,C 0 (R) = v and netC,C 0 (P ) = 0 for every
P ∈ V \ {S, R}.
Proof. Since the receiver R is honest, the sender S receives a valid signature σ on
the statement (S, R, v, hR ) from the receiver R in the round t0 + 1. This means
that the sender executes the algorithm Route on input excl = ∅. By Corollary 1,
we know that the routing algorithm returns {(Ii , vi )}i∈[k] and hence the sender
initiates k conditional payments – each of them with set excl := {S}.
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Assume for now that at least one of the conditional payments is completed and
hence netC,C 0 (S) < 0. By Claim 7, this implies that the sender outputs a valid
receipt. Since the receiver is honest and the sender outputs a valid receipt, by
Claim 8 we know that netC,C 0 (R) ≥ v. Moreover, by Claim 6, we know that none
of the intermediaries can lose coins, i.e., netC,C 0 (I) ≥ 0 for every I ∈ V \ {S, R}.
Since the PCN functionality FPCN does not allow any party to create coins, it
P
must hold that P netC,C 0 (P ) ≤ 0. Hence, we have


X
netC,C 0 (S) ≤ − netC,C 0 (R) +
netC,C 0 (P ) ≤ −v.
I∈V\{S,R}

The bounded loss for the sender, Claim 5, guarantees that netC,C 0 (S) ≥ −v, hence
it must holds that netC,C 0 (S) = −v. This in turn implies that netC,C 0 (R) = v and
netC,C 0 (I) = 0 for any other party I ∈ V \ {S, R}.
What remains to prove is that at least one of the conditional payments made by
the sender is unlocked before the protocol terminates. Since the sender terminates
only once all outgoing payments are settled, it suffices to prove that at least once
conditional payment is unlocked and not refunded.
Since the sender is honest, the conditional payments are made in the round t0 +1
and the time-lock of all of them are set to T = t0 +1+n(1+2(∆+1)), where n = |V|.
It takes one round before the neighbors of S are informed about the conditional
payment. Each intermediary, upon being informed about the conditional payment,
executes the routing algorithm Route which by Corollary 2 never fails. Hence,
the intermediary decreases the time-lock by 2(∆ + 1) and forwards the payment
immediately to parties outputs by the algorithm Route. Since the length of the
longest path between the sender and receiver is upper bounded by n, the receiver
is informed about all conditional payments in round t1 := t0 + 1 + n at the latest.
Since the number of intermediaries on each path is upper bounded by n − 1, the
minimal time-lock Tmin of incoming conditional payments of the receiver can be
lower bounded as
Tmin ≥ T − (n − 1) · 2(∆ + 1) = t0 + 1 + n + 2(∆ + 1)).
Since Tmin − t1 > (∆ + 1), the receiver starts unlocking all payments if he knows
a witness for all of them.
Π = Πb : In the base protocol, all conditional payments have the same hash-lock
hR . Since hR was computed by the receiver in the first round as H(xR ) = hR , R
trivially knows the witness xR .
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Π = Πext : In the extended protocol, a conditional payment has a hash-lock hi
and an attached ciphertext ci . By our protocol description, the receiver executes WitRext (ci , sk , xR , hi , excl ) in order to find the preimage of hi . The algorithm
WitRext instructs the receiver to compute x0 := xR +M Decsk R (ci ) and loop over all
j ≤ |excl | to check if hi = H(x0 +Z j · N mod p). We need to argue that if all
parties behaved honestly, the receiver will find such j and hence the preimage of
hi . Since all parties in the system are honest, by the additive homomorphism of
H we know that
(1)

(`)

hi = H(xR ) +H H(xi ) +H . . . +H H(xi )


(1)
(`)
= H xR +P xi +P . . . +P xi ,

(13.3)
(13.4)

for ` = |excl |. Moreover, by the additive homomorphism of the encryption scheme
we know that
(`)

(1)

ci = Encpk R (0) +C Encpk R (xi ) +C · · · + Encpk R (xi )


(`)
(1)
= Encpk R xi +M . . . +M xi .

(13.5)
(13.6)

Since M = ZN we have
(1)

(`)

xR +Z xi +Z · · · +Z xi ≤ (` + 1) · N.

(13.7)

Recall that x0 := xR +M Decsk R (ci ). From (13.6) and (13.7), we know that there
exists j ≤ ` such that
(`)

(1)

xR +Z xi +Z · · · +Z xi = x0 +Z j · N.
Since P = Zp , this implies that
x0 +Z j · N

(1)

(`)

mod p = xR +P xi +P . . . +P xi .

and hence x0 +Z j · N mod p is a preimage of hi which we wanted to prove.
We showed that all partial payments arrive to the receiver. Since the receiver can
compute all witnesses, and he has enough time to unlock all of them, he initiates
the unlocking phase. This implies that the intermediaries that conditionally paid
to R lose coins. By balance neutrality, Claim 6, we know that each intermediary
has the guarantee of unlocking the corresponding incoming payment. Hence, the
conditional payments of the sender are unlocked which completes the proof.
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13.6. Payment Unlinkability
Assume that an honest party (the sender or an intermediary) splits a payment
of v coins into k partial payments (v1 , . . . , vk ) routed over k different neighbors.
We want to guarantee that even if all of these neighbors collude, they cannot
decide whether the conditional payments are part of the same payment or if k
independent payments of values (v1 , . . . , vk ) have been sent. Since the partial
payments are unlinkable right after the split takes place, further forwarding does
not influence their linkability. Hence, our definition also captures the case when the
colluding parties appear later in the partial payment paths (and not right after the
splitting). Formally, we define unlinkability as a property of the algorithm Locks
in the following definition.
Definition 21 (Unlinkability). Let Ψ be an encryption scheme with plaintext
space M and let H : P → H be a hash function with P ⊆ M. Algorithm LocksH,Ψ
produces unlinkable conditions if for every ppt adversary A, every x ∈ P, y ∈ M
and k ∈ N, we have
Pr[GameLinkA,LocksH,Ψ (x, y, k, λ) = 1] ≤

1
+ negl(λ),
2

where the game GameLink is defined as follows:
GameLinkA,LocksH,Ψ (x, y, k, λ)
b ←$ {0, 1}
(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ ), h := H(x), c ← Encpk (y)
if b = 1 then {(hj , cj , xj )}j∈[k] ← LocksH,Ψ (h, c, k, pk )
else foreach j ∈ [k] do
xj ←$ P, hj := H(xj ), cj := Encpk (xj )
0

b ← A(x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk )
return b = b0

Let us briefly discuss why the formal definition captures the unlinkability property discussed above at a high level. In case b = 0, the game GameLink generates
{(hj , cj )}j∈[k] exactly as a sender would do when sending k independent payments.
Namely, for each of the k payments, the sender would sample a random preimage
xi and use the hash value hi := H(xi ) as the hash-lock. Moreover, the sender
would attach the ciphertext ci := Encpk (xi ) to the conditional payment, where pk
is the public key of the receiver, to ensure that the receiver can unlock the conditional payment. In case b = 1, the game GameLink generates {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] exactly
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as a sender, who sends a single payment split into k partial payments using the
procedure Locks.
We emphasize that by quantifying in our definition over all x and y we model
that malicious neighbors of a party splitting a payment (sender or intermediary)
may learn these values in our protocol. For the value y this is, e.g., the case when
the sender (i.e., the first party splitting), executes Locks on c = Encpk R (0). For x
this happens in our protocol when the neighbors of the party splitting the payment
might collude with the party generating h and hence know x. For instance, this
can occur during a potential collusion between the receiver and intermediaries.
Remark 8. We note that our definition only talks about the unlinkability of the
hash values and attached ciphetexts. In particular, we do not aim to hide the
payment history (e.g., the sender) or the receiver since this information is crucial
for our local routing algorithms. If there are only few concurrent payments, these
metadata might link the partial payments even if the hash values and ciphertexts
are unlinkable.
Earlier in this work, we presented two different Locks algorithms; namely the
algorithm Locksb and the algorithm Locksext (see Figure 13.2). The simple algorithm Locksb outputs k copies of the pair (h, c). Such an algorithm clearly does not
satisfy the unlinkability definition. We now prove the following theorem stating
that Locksext does satisfy the unlikability definition.
Theorem 13. Let Ψ be an additively homomorphic IND–CPA-secure encryption
scheme with message space M = ZN , and H an additively homomorphic preimageresistant hash function with domain P = Zp such that p, N coprime and p < N .
Then LocksH,Ψ
ext produces unlinkable conditions.
Proof. Let us fix arbitrary x ∈ P, y ∈ M and k ∈ N. Let us define the three
distributions D(pk ), Dx (pk ), Dx,y (pk ) as follows:
D(pk )

Dx (pk )

Dx,y (pk )

a ←$ P

a ←$ P

a ←$ P

c := Encpk (a)

c := Encpk (a)

c := Encpk (a + y)

return (a, c)

return (a + x, c)

return (a + x, c)

Based on these distributions, we define three games G0 (x, y, k, λ), G1 (x, y, k, λ)
and G2 (x, y, k, λ). All three games first generate a key pair (pk , sk ) and then
sample k pairs {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] . How these pairs are generated differs for each game.
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In the game G0 , every (hj , cj ) is sampled from D(pk ), in the game G1 , every
(hj , cj ) is sampled from Dx (pk ) and in G2 , every (hj , cj ) is sampled from Dx,y (pk ).
Finally, all of the games output the tuple (x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk ) (see Figure 13.7
for formal description).
G0 (x, y, k, λ)

G1 (x, y, k, λ)

G2 (x, y, k, λ)

(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )

(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )

(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )

foreach j ∈ [k] do

foreach j ∈ [k] do

foreach j ∈ [k] do

(hj , cj ) ← D(pk )

(hj , cj ) ← Dx (pk )

(hj , cj ) ← Dx,y (pk )

X := {(hj , cj )}j∈[k]

X := {(hj , cj )}j∈[k]

X := {(hj , cj )}j∈[k]

return (x, y, X, pk )

return (x, y, X, pk )

return (x, y, X, pk )

Figure 13.7.: Game hops.
Let us note that the game G0 almost corresponds to the case b = 0 in our
unlinkability game except for the fact that hi is not a random element from P but
the hash value H(hi ). Similarly, the game G2 is almost as the case b = 1 in our
unlinkability game except for the fact that in the unlinkability game hi is the hash
value H(x + xi ). However, since for every polynomial-time computable function
f it holds that G0 ∼c G2 ⇒ f (G0 ) ∼c f (G2 ), it suffices to prove that G0 ∼c G2 .
Here ∼c denotes computational indistinguishability.
We prove the indistinguishability of G0 and G2 in two steps. We first prove that
G0 and G1 are computationally indistinguishable in Claim 10 and then we show
that G1 and G2 are computationally indistinguishable in Claim 11.
Claim 10. Games G0 and G1 are computationally indistinguishable.
Proof. The proof is by a simple hybrid argument. For every i ∈ [0, k], we define a
game G0,i as follows. The game generates the pair (hj , cj ) as in game G0 for every
j ≤ k − i, and for every j > k − i, the game generates the pair (hj , cj ) as in game
G1 . Formally,
G0,i (x, y, k, λ)
(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )
foreach j ∈ [k] do
if j ≤ k − i then (hj , cj ) ← D(pk )
else (hj , cj ) ← Dx (pk )
X := {(hj , cj )}j∈[k]
return (x, y, X, pk )
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Note that G0 = G0,0 and G1 = G0,k . As a first step we prove that for every
i ∈ [0, k − 1], the games G0,i and G0,i+1 are computationally indistinguishable, i.e.,
G0 = G0,0 ∼c G0,1 ∼c · · · ∼c G0,k = G1 .
Let us fix an arbitrary i ∈ [k − 1] and assume that there exists a ppt adversary
Ai that distinguishes two consecutive games G0,i and G0,i+1 with non-negligible
probability. We show that then there exists an adversary Acpa that wins the
PubKcpa game with the same non-negligible probability which is a contradiction to
our assumption that Ψ is a IND-CPA secure encryption scheme.
The games G0,i and G0,i+1 differ only in the way how the pair (hk−i , ck−i ) is
generated. In the game G0,i , this pair is sampled from the distribution D(pk )
while in the game G0,i+1 it is sampled from Dx (pk ). We use this fact to design an
adversary Acpa as follows (see also Figure 13.8). The adversary Acpa samples m1
uniformly at random and defines m0 := m1 +x. Upon receiving a challenge ciphertext cb , the adversary generates the pairs (hj , cj ), for j 6= k − i, as in the games
G0,i and G0,i+1 and sets (hk−i , ck−i ) := (m0 , cb ). The adversary Acpa now sends
(x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk ) to the adversary Ai and outputs whatever Ai outputs.
We now show that if b = 0, Acpa perfectly simulates the game G0,i to Ai and if
b = 1, Acpa perfectly simulates the game G0,i+1 to Ai . Consider first that b = 0.
This means that cb is an encryption of m0 and hence
(hk−i , ck−i ) = (m0 , Enc(m0 )),
implying that (hk−i , ck−i ) is distributed according to D(pk ). Hence the tuple (x, y,
{(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk ) is equally distributed as the output produced by G0,i . Now if
b = 1, then cb is an encryption of m1 and hence
(hk−i , ck−i ) = (m0 , Encpk (m1 )) = (m1 + x, Encpk (m1 )),
implying that (hk−i , ck−i ) is distributed according to Dx (pk ). Hence, the tuple
(x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk ) is identically distributed with G0,i+1 . This implies that the
success probability of Acpa is the same as the success probability of Ai which we
assume to be non-negligible. This is a contradiction to the IND-CPA security of
the encryption scheme Ψ.
We are now prepared to complete the proof that the games G0,0 and G0,k are
computationally indistinguishable. By using the standard hybrid argument, we
know that for any ppt adversary A, the probability of distinguishing G0,0 and
P
G0,k is bounded by i∈[k−1] νi where νi (n) is the probability that A distinguishes
G0,i and G0,i+1 . Since we already proved that G0,i and G0,i+1 are computationally
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Acpa
pk
←
−

Chcpa
(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )

m1 ←$ P, m0 := m1 + x
For j < k − i:

m0 , m1
−−−−→
cb
←
−

(hj , cj ) ← D(pk )

(hj , cj ) ← Dx (pk )
(hj , cj ) := (m0 , cb )
Ai
(x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
b−0
←

b ←$ {0, 1}, cb ← Encpk (mb )

For j > k − i:
For j = k − i:

b0
→
−

output b = b0

Figure 13.8.: Construction of Acpa using an adversary Ai that distinguishes the
games G0,i and G0,i+1 .
indistinguishable, we know that νi is negligible in the security parameter. Since k
is a polynomial in the security parameter and sum of polynomially many negligible
functions is a negligible function, we completed the proof.
Claim 11. Games G1 and G2 are computationally indistinguishable.
Proof. For every i ∈ [0, k], we define a game G1,i as follows. The game generates
the pair (hj , cj ) as in game G1 for every j ≤ k − i, and for every j > k − i, the
game generates the pair (hj , cj ) as in game G2 . Formally,
G1,i (x, y, k, λ)
(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )
foreach j ∈ [k] do
if j ≤ k − i then (hj , cj ) ← Dx (pk )
else (hj , cj ) ← Dx,y (pk )
X := {(hj , cj )}j∈[k]
return x, y, X, pk

Note that G1 = G1,0 and G2 = G1,k . As a first step we prove that for every
i ∈ [0, k − 1], the games G1,i and G1,i+1 are computationally indistinguishable, i.e.,
G1 = G1,0 ∼c G1,1 ∼c · · · ∼c G1,k = G2 .
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Let us fix an arbitrary i ∈ [k − 1] and assume that there exists a ppt adversary Ai
that distinguishes the two games G1,i and G1,i+1 with non-negligible probability.
We show that then there exists an adversary Acpa that wins the PubKcpa game with
the same non-negligible probability which is a contradiction with our assumption
that Ψ is a IND-CPA secure encryption scheme.
The games G1,i and G1,i+1 differ only in the way how the pair (hk−i , ck−i ) is
generated. In the game G1,i , this pair is sampled from the distribution Dx (pk )
while in the game G1,i+1 it is sampled from Dx,y (pk ). We use this fact to design
an adversary Acpa as follows (see also Figure 13.9). The adversary Acpa samples
m0 uniformly at random, and defines m1 := m0 + y. Upon receiving a challenge
ciphertext cb , the adversary generates the pairs (hj , cj ), for j 6= k − i, as in the
games G1,i and G1,i+1 and sets (hk−i , ck−i ) := (m0 + x, cb ). The adversary Acpa
now sends (x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk ) to the adversary Ai . The adversary Acpa outputs
whatever Ai outputs.
We now show that if b = 0, Acpa perfectly simulates the game G1,i to Ai and if
b = 1, Acpa perfectly simulates the game G1,i+1 to Ai . Consider first that b = 0.
This means that cb is an encryption of m0 and hence
(hk−i , ck−i ) = (m0 + x, Enc(m0 )),
implying that (hk−i , ck−i ) is distributed according to Dx (pk ). Hence the tuple
(x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk ) is equally distributed as the output produced by G1,i . Now
if b = 1, then cb is an encryption of m1 and hence
(hk−i , ck−i ) = (m0 + x, Encpk (m1 ))
= (m0 + x, Encpk (m0 + y)),
implying that (hk−i , ck−i ) is distributed according to Dx,y (pk ). Hence the tuple
(x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk ) is equally distributed as the output produced by G1,i+1 .
This implies that the success probability of Acpa is the same as the success probability of Ai which we assume to be non-negligible. This is a contradiction to the
IND-CPA security of the encryption scheme Ψ.
We are now prepared to complete the proof that the games G1,0 and G1,k are
computationally indistinguishable. By using the standard hybrid argument, we
know that for any ppt adversary A, the probability of distinguishing G1,0 and
P
G1,k is bounded by i∈[k−1] νi where νi (n) is the probability that A distinguishes
G1,i and G1,i+1 . Since we already proved that G1,i and G1,i+1 are computationally
indistinguishable, we know that νi is negligible in the security parameter. Since
k is a polynomial in the security parameter and the sum of polynomially many
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Acpa
pk
←
−

Chcpa
(pk , sk ) ← GenE(1λ )

m0 ←$ P, m1 := m0 + y
For j < k − i:

m0 , m1
−−−−→
cb
←
−

(hj , cj ) ← Dx (pk )

(hj , cj ) ← Dx,y (pk )
(hj , cj ) := (x + m0 , cb )
Ai
x, y, {(hj , cj )}j∈[k] , pk
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
b−0
←

b ←$ {0, 1}, cb ← Encpk (mb )

For j > k − i:
For j = k − i:

b0
→
−

output b = b0

Figure 13.9.: Construction of Acpa using an adversary Ai that distinguishes the
games G1,i and G1,i+1 .
negligible functions is a negligible function, we completed the proof.
To conclude, since G0 ∼c G1 ∼c G2 , we have G0 ∼c G2 by the hybrid argument.
Remark 9. Let us stress that H does not need to be a hash function. In fact, any
additively homomorphic function would work for the purposes of the unlikability
equally well. The reason why we consider H to be a hash function is to satisfy the
remaining security properties.

13.7. Related Work
The vast majority of payment channel routing algorithms are either single or multipath [76, 111, 137, 141, 161, 166], without intermediaries splitting or recombining
payments. Atomicity for multi-path payments is possible [124]; however, the algorithm requires the sender to split the payment and is not applicable for splitting
on the path.
Local splitting. Spider [145] is a routing algorithm that splits the total payment
value into small units and routes every unit individually, an idea previously proposed by Piatkivskyi and Nowostawski [133]. By making the individual payments
small, the likelihood of a channel not having sufficient capacity is low and the
routing is very flexible in terms of the amounts routed per path. However, a large
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fraction of the small payments takes the same path, creating a large overhead our
splitting scheme avoids. Furthermore, while the authors state that atomicity is
possible, they leave open how atomicity relates to their local queuing of transactions in terms of timeouts.
Probably the most related to our approach is a concurrent and independent
work [57] proposing EthNA – a protocol that also supports on-path splitting of
payments routed through a PCN. The main goal of EthNA is to achieve secure and
efficient non-atomic payments. On a technical level, this means that if a receiver
accepts a partial payment, an honest sender obtains a partial receipt only. Fully
atomic payments are discussed as a possible extension to EthNA in [57, Appx.
E]. In order to securely validate and combine partial receipts on the path, EthNA
relies on a fairly complex fraud proof verification mechanism requiring the support
of smart contracts. EthNA is hence designed for PCNs over cryptocurrencies that
support smart contracts (such as Ethereum) and, in contrast to our work, cannot
be applied to Bitcoin and the Lightning Network. Additionally, the authors of [57]
do not evaluate the concrete impact of splitting and do not discuss possible routing
algorithms.
Redundancy. An orthogonal approach on how to increase the success probability
of large payment was recently proposed by Bagaria et al. [13]. Their protocol,
called Boomerang, enables redundancy in the sense that the sender can route
more than the transaction value using multiple paths. Afterwards, the sender
can reclaim any funds that exceed the transaction value. In this manner, partial
payments can fail while still transacting the requested value. Boomerang thus
presents a complementary approach to splitting on the path and the two protocols
can easily be combined. The disadvantage of Boomerang is that routing higher
payment values result in increased locked collateral, which splitting does not.
Payment unlinkability. The atomic multi-path payment proposal [124] also informally discusses a notion of payment unlinkability similar to ours; however, no
formal definition or proof is provided. A different unlinkability notion is considered by anonymous multi-hop locks and its predecessor [112, 113]. This line of
work considers only monolithic payments, source-routed by the sender. Their aim
is to prevent colluding intermediaries on one payment path to see that they are
forwarding the same payment. The objective of this “on-path” unlinkability definition is to hide the sender’s and receiver’s identities. Although we could argue
that hash-locks on one partial payment path in our extended protocol are “onpath” unlinkable, the routing information attached to the payment would trivially
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reveal the sender and the receiver. Since our goal is to increase the success ratio by
allowing intermediaries to locally decide on the route, hiding routing information
(e.g., the identity of the receiver) is not desirable.

13.8. Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter, we presented two protocols for locally splitting payments routed
through a PCN. Both of our protocols provably guarantee termination, atomicity,
balance neutrality, bounded loss for the sender and correctness. Our extended
protocol additionally guarantees unlinkability of payment shares which prevents
intermediary nodes from censoring payments that were split. The evaluation of
different splitting methods [59] confirms that local splitting can significantly increase the success probability of larger payments. Concretely, payments whose
value is more than 20% of the expected channel capacity2 can benefit from a local
split protocol especially when using Interdimensional SpeedyMurmurs instead of
the hop-distance to determine the candidates for the next hop.
There are multiple directions on how to extend and improve presented protocols
and their analysis. As discussed already earlier in this chapter, for simplicity, we do
not consider any routing fees. This means that intermediaries routing a payment
do not charge any coins for their service which does not realistically capture what
would happen in reality. While there is no fundamental problem with adding a
notion of fees into our protocol and definitions, designing a meaningful fee model
seems to be an overall challenge of PCNs requiring a game-theoretic analysis [8].
Another interesting research goal is to extend our security model to concurrent payments and capture the effect of side channels, such as timings or routing
metadata, on payment linkability. Moreover, investigating the impact of (local)
payment splitting on different notions of privacy is left for future work. Note that
payment splitting naturally distributes information about the total value being
transferred which suggests that payment splitting algorithms might provide value
privacy to some extent. Another question is whether on-path splitting can hide
the capacities of channels in the network.

2

At the time of writing, 20% of the expected channel capacity corresponds to ∼ $60 [139].
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We presented several off-chain protocols enlarging the class of applications that can
be executed with minimal blockchain interaction. Namely, in Part I, we laid the
foundations for state channel networks that substantially enhance the functionality
of existing PCNs. First, we demonstrated that off-chain channels can facilitate
execution of multiple smart contracts in parallel. Using this property, we then
showed how any subset of n ≥ 2 parties participating in a state channel network
can execute n-party smart contracts without any blockchain interaction. This
does not only reduce the amount of transactions being posted to the blockchain
and the complexity of on-chain computation but also allows for instantaneous
smart contract execution. In Part II, we put forward a construction for twoparty channels inheriting the functionality of an underlying UTXO-based payment
system. Moreover, we presented an efficient and provably secure protocol that uses
a TEE to facilitate smart contract execution in the UTXO model. In Part III, we
presented a novel payment routing protocol that works for any PCN. Our protocol
allows intermediaries on the path to split a payment into smaller units and route
each unit separately. This significantly increases the success probability of routed
payments, especially when the payment value is large.
As our primary goal was to improve scalability of existing blockchains, we
phrased our results in the context of cryptocurrencies and often used Ethereum
and Bitcoin as examples. However, we would like to stress that all our protocols
are agnostic to the concrete implementation of the underlying payment system
and hence could be deployed over centralized systems as well.
To conclude this thesis, let us bring up several practical aspects of our offchain constructions that we believe deserve more attention than we were able to
give within the scope of this work. Moreover, let us indicate several interesting
research directions in which presented results could be extended and improved.
The monetary guarantees of off-chain protocols often rely on parties locking a
certain amount of collateral. Our constructions are no exception. For example,
a two-party virtual state channel requires the intermediary to lock collateral corresponding to the total amount of coins invested into the virtual state channel.
Hence, users of the virtual state channel need to find an intermediary with suffi-
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ciently funded channels. Moreover, this party must be willing to lock the coins for
the entire lifetime of the virtual state channel. Consequently, execution of highly
funded smart contracts in a virtual state channel might be very difficult (or even
impossible) to achieve in practice. An interesting question for future research is
whether one could use techniques from our payment splitting protocol to construct
virtual state channels funded from multiple sources. While this would not reduce
the overall collateral, it would eliminate the need for one intermediary willing to
fully collateralize the virtual state channel.
A related question is how to incentivize parties to become intermediaries of
virtual state channels. As intermediaries need to lock collateral, interact with
channel users, and potentially also with the blockchain, it is clear that they would
charge a certain fee for their services. However, it is less obvious how to calculate
this fee. It must be sufficiently high to compensate intermediaries for their expenses
and incentivize them to behave honestly. Yet, the fee should be significantly lower
than the cost of creating a new ledger state channel or direct on-chain execution.
Designing a meaningful fee model seems to be a challenging task requiring a gametheoretic analysis.
The security guarantees of (not only our) off-chain protocols are provided under
the assumption that honest parties react to blockchain events within a certain
time. An important question when implementing these protocols is how to set the
reaction interval. On one hand, we do not want parties to wait unnecessarily long
to complete their trades. On the other hand, honest parties should be ensured that
their transaction will be processed before the reaction timeout expires if they react
to on-chain events immediately. This question is particularly challenging as the
blockchain processing time is not constant. Should many users post transactions
to the blockchain at the same time, the system might become congested and the
latency very high. Developing a mechanism that captures temporary blockchain
congestion would have a large practical impact.
We do not make any statements about the privacy notions achieved by our
off-chain protocols, although this is an interesting direction that would, in our
opinion, deserve more attention. Especially our virtual state channel constructions
naturally provide rather strong privacy guarantees. If all parties involved in the
virtual channel behave honestly, the existence of the channel (and hence also all
the smart contract executions performed therein) remains hidden from the public.
Moreover, our virtual state channels with indirect dispute provide some privacy
guarantees even if channel users disagree. Recall that indirect disputes are resolved
via the underlying state channels and hence blockchain interaction is required only
in the worst case. While, intuitively, the privacy guarantees provided by indirect
dispute are stronger than the ones of direct dispute, it is unclear how to formally
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capture this property. Most of the commonly used adversarial models assume that
corrupt parties leak all information they have to the adversary. As a dispute can
take place only if there is a malicious party, there would be no difference between
the two dispute approaches. To make meaningful privacy statements about virtual
channels and their dispute mechanisms, one would need to consider a more finegrained adversarial model. An interesting model to consider could be the “Sleepy
Model” of Pass and Shi [130] that distinguishes between truly malicious parties
and sleepy parties that are temporarily unavailable but do not leak any information
to external parties.
We stated the security guarantees provided by our state and generalized channels using UC ideal functionalities. The security analysis of our protocols in the
UC model requires a very careful comparison of checks performed by the ideal
functionality and honest parties following our complex protocol description, where
many corner cases need to be taken care of. As such a process is error-prone,
we believe that the security analysis of our constructions could benefit from a
computer-aided approach. It would be interesting to explore whether we could
utilize one of the existing proof assistants, e.g., EasyCrypt [58] or Coq [154], to
formally verify our protocols or at least some of their parts.
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A. Appendix: Commitments
A bit commitment scheme Ψ is a triple of algorithms (GenC, Commit, Open) with
the following syntax:
GenC(1λ ): is a PPT algorithm that on input a security parameter λ, outputs a
public commitment key ck ;
Commitck (m): is a PPT algorithm that on input the public commitment key ck
and a bit m ∈ {0, 1}, outputs a commitment c and an opening value d;
Openck (c, d): is a DPT algorithm that on input the public commitment key ck , a
commitment c and an opening value d outputs either a bit m or a special
symbol ⊥ signaling that c is not a valid commitment;
A bit commitment scheme Ψ must satisfy the following correctness property: for
every m ∈ {0, 1}


Pr Openck (c, d) = m | ck ← GenC(1λ ), (c, d) ← Commitck (m) = 1,
where the probability is taken over the randomness of GenC and Commit.
Security of a commitment scheme is formalized via two properties: hiding and
binding. At a high level, hiding guarantees that a PPT adversary cannot distinguish whether a given string c is a commitment to the bit 0 or 1.
Definition 22 (Hiding). A commitment scheme Ψ is computationally hiding if
for every PPT adversary A = (A1 , A2 ) there exists a negligible function negl such
that
1
Pr[HideA,Ψ (λ) = 1] ≤ + negl(λ),
2
where the experiment HideA,Ψ is defined as follows:
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HideA,Ψ (λ)
ck ← GenC(1λ )
(m0 , m1 , ω) ← A1 (ck )
b ←$ {0, 1}
cb := Commitck (mb )
b∗ ← A2 (cb , ω)
return (b = b∗ )

The second security property of a commitment scheme, guarantees that no PPT
adversary can open a commitment to two different bits.
Definition 23 (Binding). A commitment scheme Ψ is computationally binding if
for every PPT adversary A there exists a negligible function negl such that
Pr[BindA,Ψ (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ),
where the experiment BindA,Ψ is defined as follows:
BindA,Ψ (λ)
ck ← GenC(1λ )
(c, d, d0 ) ← A(ck )
m := Openck (c, d)
m0 := Openck (c, d0 )

return m 6= m0 ∧ m 6= ⊥ ∧ m0 6= ⊥
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B.1. Virtual Channels with Direct Dispute
Channel creation. We now formally present the protocol description of the creation process for DV–channels explained at a high level in Section 8.3. For clarity,
we highlight the differences between the creation of IV–channels and DV–channels
which is only in the hybrid functionality that is being called and the contract code
whose instances are being opened in the subchannels.
Protocol sπdvch (i, C, T ): Create a DV–channel
Abbreviations: H := Wdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T , C), A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I :=
γ.Ingrid, C := dVSCC, tu := T .tu.
...............................................................................
τ0P

Party P ∈ γ.users+ upon (create, γ) ←−- Z
τ0P

1. Send (create–start, γ) ,−→ γ.users+ and set τ1P := τ0P + 1.
τ1P

2. If not (create–start, γ) ←−- Q from each Q ∈ γ.users+ \ {P }, then stop.
Party T ∈ γ.users in round τ1T
τ1T

3. Compute σ̃T := C.Init(T, γ, T ) and send (update, id T , cid T , σ̃T , C) ,−→ H, where
cid T := T ||γ.id and id T := γ.subchan(T ).
Party I in round τ2I := τ1I + tu
4. Set σ̃A := C.Init(A, γ, T ), σ̃B := C.Init(B, γ, T ), id A := γ.subchan(A), idB :=
γ.subchan(B), cid A := A||γ.id and cid B := B||γ.id.
≤τ2I

5. If both messages (update–req, id A , cid A , σ̃A , C) ←−−- H and (update–req, id B ,
≤τ2I

cid B , σ̃B , C) ←−−- H are received, then set ΓI (γ.id) := γ and send (update–
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τ2I

τ2I

reply, id A , cid A ) ,−→ H and (update–reply, id B , cid B ) ,−→ H and wait until time
γ.validity. Else stop.
Party T ∈ γ.users in round τ2T := τ1T + 2tu
≤τ2T

τ2T

6. If (updated, id T , cid T ) ←−−- H, then send (create–ok, γ) ,−→ γ.other–user(T ).
τ2T +1

7. If (create–ok, γ) ←−−−- γ.other–user(T ), set ΓT (γ.id) := γ and output (created,
τ2T +1

γ) ,−−−→ Z.
8. Wait until time γ.validity.
Contract code dVSCC: Constructor Init(P, γ, T )
Check that P ∈ γ.users, γ.cash(γ.Alice) ≥ 0, γ.cash(γ.Bob) ≥ 0, γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥
for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ . If one check fails, then output ⊥. Else output the attribute
tuple σ defined as follows:
(
(γ.Alice, γ.Ingrid), if P = γ.Alice,
σ.users :=
(γ.Bob, γ.Ingrid),
if P = γ.Bob,
(σ.cash(P ), σ.cash(γ.Ingrid)) := (γ.cash(P ), γ.cash(γ.other–user(P ))),
(σ.invested(P ), σ.invested(γ.Ingrid)) := (γ.cash(P ), γ.cash(γ.other–user(P ))),
σ.virtual–channel := γ,
σ.timings := T .

Contract instance registration. We now formally present the protocol description of the registration procedure for DV–channels explained at a high level in
Section 8.3. As the procedure is very similar to the registration procedure for
ledger channels (presented in Section 6.2.2), we highlight the differences in the
pseudo-code below.
Protocol sπdvch (i, C, T ): procedure RegisterDirect(P, id , cid )
L̄(∆)
Abbreviations: H := Wdvch
(i − 1, C 0 , T , C), Q := γ.other–user(P ).
...............................................................................

Party P in round τ0
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id ). If γ P .cspace(cid ) = ⊥, then set ν P := γ.users. Else set ν P :=
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γ P .cspace(cid ).
τ0
→ H.
2. Send (instance–register, id , cid , ν P ) ,−
Party Q
τ1

3. Upon (instance–registering, id , cid , ν P , direct) ←
−- H, let γ Q := ΓQ (id) and
τ1
→ H.
ν Q := γ Q .cspace(cid ). If ν Q 6= ⊥, send (instance–register, id, cid , ν Q ) ,−
Party P
τ2

→ H.
4. In round τ2 := τ0 + 2∆, send (finalize–register, id, cid , γ.users) ,−
End for both T ∈ γ.users
5. Upon (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃, direct) ←
−- H, ΓTaux (id , cid ).registered = 1
and if ν̃ 6= “unregistrable”, then ΓT := UpdateChanSpace(ΓT , id , cid , ν̃).

Contract instance execution. We now formally present the protocol description
of the contract instance execution process for DV–channels explained at a high
level in Section 8.3. For clarity, we highlight the differences between the execution
in a ledger and DV–channels.
Protocol sπdvch (i, C, T ): Contract instance execution
Abbreviations: Q := γ.other–user(P ), H := Wdvch (i − 1, C 0 , T , C).
...............................................................................
Peaceful execution is defined exactly as for ledger channels (see page 124), with one
additional check made my party Q in step 5: τ0 ≤ γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1).

ForceClose
Back to party P
12. Set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt = 1. If ΓPaux (id , cid ).registered = 1, let τ3 be the current
round. Else execute RegisterDirect(P, id , cid ) and let τ3 be the round in which
the suprocedure ends.
13. In round τ3 distinguish:
Executed: If ΓP (id).cspace(cid ).storage = σ̃ (i.e., Q registered the contract inτ3
→Z
stance version after execution), then output (executed, id , cid , σ̃, m) ,−
and stop.
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τ3

Not executed: Else, send (instance–execute, id , cid , f, z) ,−
→ H.
τ4

−- H
Party Q upon (execute–req, id , cid , f, z, direct) ←
τ4

14. Output (execute–req, id , cid , f, z) ,−
→ Z.
τ5

−- H
Party T ∈ {P, Q} upon (instance–executed, id , cid , σ
b, m, direct) ←
15. Set ΓT := UpdateChanSpace(ΓT , id , cid , σ
b, CT ) and output (executed, id , cid , σ
b,
τ5
→ Z.
m) ,−

B.2. Multi-Party Virtual Channels
We now formally present the protocol description of the registration procedure for
MP–channels explained at a high level in Section 9.3. In the formal description
that follows we highlight the differences to the dispute process in DV–channels.
Protocol sπmpch (i, C, T ): Procedure mpRegister(P, id , cid )
Abbreviations: H := Wdvch (i, C 0 , T , C).
...............................................................................
Party P in round τ0
1. Let γ P := ΓP (id ). If γ P .cspace(cid ) = ⊥, then set ν P := γ.users. Else set
ν P := γ P .cspace(cid ).
τ0
2. Send (instance–register, id , cid , ν P ) ,−
→ H.
Every party Q ∈ γ.other–user(P )
τ1

3. Upon (instance–registering, id , cid , ν P , direct) ←
−- H, let γ Q := ΓQ (id) and
τ1
ν Q := γ Q .cspace(cid ). If ν Q 6= ⊥, send (instance–register, id, cid , ν Q ) ,−
→ H.
Party P
τ2

4. In round τ2 := τ0 + 2∆, send (finalize–register, id, cid , γ.users) ,−
→ H.
Every party T ∈ γ.users
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5. Upon (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃, direct) ←
−- H, ΓTaux (id , cid ).registered = 1
and if ν̃ 6= “unregistrable”, then ΓT := UpdateChanSpace(ΓT , id , cid , ν̃).
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Wrappers
C.1. Wrapping the Channel Functionality
Ideally, we would like to make the dispute board functionality FDB available to
parties of our protocol πdvch (i) as a separate hybrid functionality next to the hybrid ideal functionality for shorter channels Fdvch (i − 1). As explain already in
Section 8.2.1, this would require the two hybrid functionalities to communicate
with each other. The reason for this is that when closing a DV–channel γ of
length i, we need to reflect the final balance of the channel to its subchannels.
The balance reflection is done by executing special contract instances in the subchannels of γ which is performed in a black box way via Fdvch (i − 1). The final
balance, however, might depend on the contract instance that were disputed over
the dispute board. Hence, the channel functionality Fdvch (i − 1) needs to be able
to access the state of FDB .
Unfortunately, communication between hybrid ideal functionalities is not allowed (except for their interaction with the ledger). To circumvent this technicality we merge both Fdvch and FDB into a single functionality by putting a wrapper
around them which distributes calls. We note that this is just a choice of presentation, and we could also write down the resulting functionality in one piece of
code.
More detailed, for every channel ideal functionality Fdvch (i, C, T ) and dispute
board functionality FDB (C0 ), we defined the wrapper Wdvch (i, C, T , C0 ). If the
wrapper receives a message for the dispute board, then it proceeds as FDB (C0 )
with one exception. Namely, if the disputed contract instance is in a channel that
was created via Fdvch (i, C, T ), the wrapper to drops the message. This is because
the shorter channels have their own interface for direct dispute via Fdvch (i, C, T ).
If the wrapper receives any other message, then it behaves as Fdvch (i, C, T ),
again with one exception. In case the message requests execution of a special
contract instance supporting a DV–channel on the function Close, the wrapper
attaches information about all contract instance that were disputed in this channel
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over the dispute board.
To conclude, the wrapper directs messages between the dispute board and the
channel functionality and ensure that the state of the dispute board is accessible
for the channel functionality when needed.
Wrapper Wdvch (i, C, T , C0 )
Abbreviations: FDB := FDB (C0 ), F := Fdvch (i, C, T ).
...............................................................................
τ0
Upon receiving m ←
−- P depending on m proceed as follows:
Dispute board: If m ∈ {(instance–register, id , cid , ν), (finalize–register, id , cid ),
(instance–execute, id , cid , Q, f, z, τ )}, proceed as follows:
• If F.Γ(id ) = ⊥, then proceed as the functionality FDB .
• Else, drop the query.
Channel execution: If m = (execute, id , cid , f, z) and γ := F.Γ(id ) 6= ⊥, set ν :=
γ.cspace(cid ) and proceed as follows:
1. If ν.code = dVSCC, f = Close and cid = T ||id ∗ for T ∈ ν.storage.users,
set z := FDB .DB id ∗ .
2. If ν.code = mpVSCC, f = Close and cid = TL ||TR ||id ∗ for TL , TR ∈
ν.storage.users, set z := FDB .DB id ∗ .
3. Proceed as the functionality F.
Otherwise: If none of the former cases applies, proceed as the functionality F.

C.2. Wrapping the State Channel Smart Contract
This smart contract functionality is, on a high level, similar to FDB . Wrapping this
functionality works exactly as wrapping a virtual channels functionalities, with one
small change in the format of queries (grey box show this difference).
Wrapper Wscc (C, C0 )
Abbreviations: F := Fscc (C), FDB := FDB (C0 ).
...............................................................................
τ0
Upon receiving m ←
−- P depending on m proceed as follows:
• If m ∈ {(instance–register, id , cid , ν), (finalize–register, id , cid ),
(instance–execute, id , cid , f, z, τ )}
– If F.Γ(id ) = ⊥, then proceed as the functionality FDB .
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– Else, drop the query.
• If m = (instance–execute, id , cid , f, z, τ ) and γ := F.Γ(id ) 6= ⊥, set ν :=
γ.cspace(cid ) and proceed as follows:
1. If ν.code = dVSCC, f = Close and cid = T ||id ∗ for T ∈ ν.storage.users,
set z := FDB .DB id ∗ .
2. If ν.code = mpVSCC, f = Close and cid = TL ||TR ||id ∗ for TL , TR ∈
ν.storage.users, set z := FDB .DB id ∗ .
3. Proceed as the functionality F.
• If none of the former cases applies, proceed as the functionality F.

Before we explain how to realize our wrapped functionalities, let us state a
simple observation. At a high level, it says that if the set C0 = ∅, which means
that the dispute board does not accept dispute message of contract of any contract
code, then Fscc and its wrapped valiant are equivalent.
Observation 6. For any set of contract codes C the ideal functionalities Fscc (C)
and Wscc (C, ∅) are equivalent.

C.3. Realizing Wrapped Channel Functionalities
We now detail how to let a channel protocol realize a wrapped channel functionality. In a nutshell, the protocol participants need to get instructions on how to
handle direct dispute queries that are now possible through the added dispute
board. The parties merely decide whether to forward such queries to FDB or to
drop them, and they internally keep track of the dispute board to be able to add
it to execute queries when necessary. Also, they have to relay all outputs of the
dispute board FDB to the environment.
Since wrapping a ledger channel protocol and a protocol that also supports
virtual channels is very similar, we present one wrapper which works for both
case. Technically, if i = 1 then the protocol Wprot (i, C0 , Π) wraps a ledger channel
protocol Π and the dispute board FDB (C0 ). If i > 1, then Wprot (i, C0 , Π) is a
wrapper around a virtual channel protocol Π and the dispute board FDB (C0 ).
Protocol Wrapper Wprot (i, C0 , Π)
Let H be the hybrid ideal functionality of the protocol Π. If H 6= Wscc (C 0 , C) for
some sets of contract codes C, C 0 , then the wrapper is not defined. Otherwise set
H0 := Wscc (C 0 , C ∪ C0 ).
We assume that every party P maintains a local copy of the dispute board DB P
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and has access to the hybrid ideal functionality H0 .
Party P
τ1

Upon receiving m ←
−- Z depending on m proceed as follows:
Direct dispute only for known contracts in unknown channels:
• If m = (instance–register, id , cid , ν), then distinguish the following two cases
τ0 ≤τ1

– If P did not sent (created, γ) ,−−−→ Z for any γ with γ.id = id and ν.code ∈ C0 ,
then forward the message to H0 .
– Else, drop the query.
• If m ∈ {(finalize–register, id , cid ), (instance–execute, id , cid , Q, f, z, τ )}, then distinguish
τ0 ≤τ1

– If P did not sent (created, γ) ,−−−→ Z for any γ with γ.id = id , then forward
the message to H0 .
– Else, drop the query.
Take into account dispute board upon closing channels:
τ0 ≤τ1

• If m = (execute, id , cid , f, z) and P already sent (created, γ) ,−−−→ Z for some
γ with γ.id = id , P sets ν := γ.cspace(cid ), initializes α := ⊥ and proceeds as
follows:
1. If ν.code = dVSCC, f = Close and for T ∈ ν.storage.users it holds that cid =
T ||id ∗ , set α := id ∗ .
2. If ν.code = mpVSCC, f = Close and for TL , TR ∈ ν.storage.users it holds that
cid = TL ||TR ||id ∗ , then set α := id ∗ .
3. If α 6= ⊥, set z := DB Pα .
4. Proceed as in the protocol ΠH→H0 .
• If none of the former cases applies, proceed as in the protocol ΠH→H0 .
Relay output of dispute board to Z:
τ3

Upon receiving m ←
−- H0 , depending on m distinguish
• If m = (instance–registering, id , cid , ν, direct) or m = (execute–req, id , cid , f, z,
τ3
τ, direct), then output m ,−
→ Z.
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• If m = (instance–registered, id , cid , ν̃, direct), then set DB P (id , cid , Q) := ν̃,
τ3
→ Z.
where Q := ν̃.storage.users, and output m ,−
• If m = (instance–executed, id , cid , σ̃, m∗ , direct), then set
τ3
→ Z.
DB P (id , cid , Q).storage := σ̃, where Q := ν̃.storage.users, and output m ,−
• If none of the former cases applies, proceed as in the protocol ΠH→H0 .
Refuse peaceful execution if dispute board not taken into account:
τ4

−- Q, where id is such that
Upon receiving (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, sQ , τ ) ←
τ0 ≤τ4

P already sent (created, γ) ,−−−→ Z for some γ with γ.id = id and Q = γ.other–
user(P ), P sets ν := γ.cspace(cid ), initializes α := ⊥ and proceeds as follows:
1. If ν.code = dVSCC, f = Close and cid = T ||id ∗ for T ∈ ν.storage.users, set
α := id ∗ .
2. If ν.code = mpVSCC, f = Close and cid = TL ||TR ||id ∗ for TL , TR ∈ ν.storage.users,
set α := id ∗ .
3. If α 6= ⊥, set z 0 := DB Pα .
If z = z 0 , then as in the protocol ΠH→H0 . Otherwise stop.
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D.1. Ledger Channels
Functionality checks. We now present the wrapper around the simplified ledger
channel functionality sF`ch (C, T ) that was described at a high level in Section 6.1.2.
As the simplified functionality, F`ch (C, T ) maintains a set of all created ledger
channels Γ and in addition it also maintains a set Γdisp where it stores information
about contract instances that are in dispute. Both sets are initially empty.
Ledger channel functionality F`ch (C, T )
Abbreviations: F := sF`ch (C, T ), A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob.
...............................................................................
Create
τ0

Upon receiving (create, γ) ←
−- P , make the following checks: Γ(γ.id) = ⊥; P ∈
γ.users; there is no channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id currently being created; γ is a valid
ledger channel according to the definition given in Section 5.3; γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥
for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ . If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message.
Otherwise proceed as the functionality F.

Update
τ0

Upon receiving (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- P , make the following checks: γ := Γ(id ) 6=
⊥, (id , cid ) 6∈ Γdisp ; P ∈ γ.users; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users; C ∈ C; parties have
enough cash in the ledger channel for the contract instance update; the contract
instance is currently not being updated or executed. If one of the above checks fails,
then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as the functionality F.
τ1
Upon receiving (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
−- P , verify that this is a reply to the message
(update–req, id , cid , σ̃, C) sent by F to P in round τ10 (see Section 2.4 what we
formally mean by “reply”). If not, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as
the functionality F. Additionally, if τ1 6= τ10 , Γdisp := Γdisp ∪ (id , cid ).
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Execute
τ0

−- P , check the following: γ := F.Γ(id ) 6= ⊥;
Upon receiving (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
P ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code and the contract instance
with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated. If one of the above checks
fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as the functionality F. If the
functionality executes the function f with τ > τ0 + T .te, then Γdisp := Γdisp ∪
(id , cid ).

Close
τ0

−- P , verify that γ := F.Γ(id ) 6= ⊥ and P ∈ γ.users. If one of the
Upon (close, id) ←
checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as the functionality F.
Drop any other message.

Protocol checks. We now present Π`ch (C) as a wrapper around the simplified
ledger channel protocol sΠ`ch (C). The wrapper was described at a high level in
Section 6.2.3.
Ledger channel protocol: Π`ch (C)
Abbreviations: Π := sΠ`ch (C), A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob.
...............................................................................
Create – party P
τ0

Upon receiving (create, γ) ←
−- Z, make the following checks: ΓP (γ.id) = ⊥ and
there is no channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id currently being created; γ is a valid ledger
channel according to the definition given in Section 5.3; γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every
cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ . If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise
proceed as in the protocol Π.
Update – Party P
τ0

Upon receiving (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥;
C ∈ C; P ∈ γ.users; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users; ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt = 1; both
you and the other party have enough cash in the channel for the contract instance
update and the contract instance is currently not being updated or executed. If
one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol Π.
τ0
Upon receiving (update, sQ , id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- Q, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6=
⊥; C ∈ C; {Q, P } ∈ γ.users; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users; ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1;
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both you and the other party have enough cash in the channel for the contract instance update and the contract instance is currently not being updated or executed.
If one of the checks fails, then set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and drop the message.
Otherwise proceed as in the protocol Π.
τ0
−- Z, make the following checks: the message
Upon receiving (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
is a reply to your message (update–req, id , cid , σ̃, C) sent to Z in round τ0 . If one of
the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the protocol
Π.
Execute – Party P
τ0

−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥;
Upon receiving (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code, P ∈ γ.users and the contract instance
with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated. If one of the above checks
fails, then drop the message. Else proceed as in the protocol Π.
τQ

Upon receiving (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, sP , τ0 ) ←−- Q, check the following:
γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code, {Q, P } ∈ γ.users,
the contract instance with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated and
ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1. If one of the above checks fails, set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt :=
1 and drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the protocol Π.
Close – Party P
τ0

Upon receiving (close, id) ←
−- Z, drop the message if γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥ and proceed
as in the protocol Π otherwise.

D.2. Virtual Channels with Indirect Dispute
Functionality checks. We now present the wrapper around the simplified IV–
channel functionality sFivch (C, T ,) that was described at a high level in Section 7.1.2. As the simplified functionality, Fivch (i, C, T ) maintains a set of all
created channel Γ. Additionally, it also maintains information about disputed
contract instance in a set Γdisp . Both sets are initially empty.
Virtual channel functionality: Fivch (i, C, T )
Abbreviations: F := sFivch (i, C, T ), A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid.
...............................................................................
Ledger channels
Upon receiving a message about a ledger channel, i.e., γ such that γ.length = 1, the
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behave as F.

Create a virtual channel
τ0

−- P , make the following checks: Γ(γ.id) = ⊥; P ∈
Upon receiving (create, γ) ←
+
γ.users ; there is no channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id currently being created; γ is
a valid virtual channel with indirect dispute according to the definition given in
Section 5.3; γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ , j := γ.length ≤ i; γ.validity >
τ0 + T .tcr; if P ∈ γ.users, then CheckSub(P, Γ(γ.subchan(P )), j) = 1; if P = I, then
CheckSub(A, Γ(γ.subchan(A)), j) = 1 and CheckSub(B, Γ(γ.subchan(B)), j) = 1,
where:
CheckSub(Q, α, j): If α 6= ⊥, α.users = {Q, I}; α.length ≤ dj/2e; α.validity >
γ.validity + T .TC(∆, j); if α.dispute = indirect check that α.cspace(cid ) = ⊥
for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ and there is no update being preformed or another
virtual channel being created over α; both Q and I have enough funds in α,
then output 1. Else output 0.
If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as the
functionality F.

Update a contract instance in a virtual channel
τ0

Upon receiving (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- P , make the following checks: γ := Γ(id ) 6=
⊥; (id , cid ) 6∈ Γdisp ; P ∈ γ.users; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users, C ∈ C; τ0 < γ.validity −
(T .TD(∆, γ.length)+2T .tu); parties have enough cash in the channel for the contract
instance update; the contract instance is currently not being updated or executed;
γ.cspace(cid ∗ ) = ⊥ for every cid ∗ ∈ {0, 1} and there is no virtual channel built (or
being built) on to of γ. If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message.
Otherwise proceed as the functionality F.
τ1
Upon receiving (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
−- P , verify that this is a reply to the message
(update–req, id , cid , σ̃, C) sent by F to P in round τ10 (see Section 2.4 what we
formally mean by “reply”). If not, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as
the functionality F. Additionally, if τ1 6= τ10 , Γdisp := Γdisp ∪ (id , cid ).
Execute a contract instance in a virtual channel
τ0

Upon receiving (execute, id , cid , f, z)
←
−P,
check the following:
γ := F.Γ(id ) 6= ⊥; P ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code;
τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, γ.length) and the contract instance with identifier cid in
γ is currently not being updated. If one of the above checks fails, then drop the
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message. Otherwise proceed as the functionality F. If the functionality executes
the function f in round > τ0 + T .te, then Γdisp := Γdisp ∪ (id , cid ).
Drop any other message.

Protocol checks. We now present πivch (i, C, T ) as a wrapper around the simplified IV–channel protocol sπivch (i, C, T ). The wrapper was described at a high level
in Section 7.3.4.
Virtual channel protocol: πivch (i, C, T )
Abbreviations: sπ := sπivch (i, C, T ), A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid.
...............................................................................
Create/Close shorter channels – Party P
τ0

−- Z for m ∈ {(create, γ), (close, γ)}, where γ.length < i, proceed as in sπ.
Upon m ←
Update/Execute shorter channels – Party P
τ0

Upon m ←
−- Z for m ∈ {(update, id , cid , σ̃, C), (update–reply, id , cid ), (execute, id ,
cid , f, z)}, where γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥ s.t., γ.length < i, proceed as follows. If m
is an update message and there is currently a virtual channel being created over
the channel with identifier id drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in sπ with
the following two changes: (i) follow the protocol as if the environment sent a
message with short||cid instead of cid and (ii) if the protocol instructs you to output
a message with short||cid to the environment, replace short||cid with cid before
following the instruction.
Create channel of length i – Party P
τ0

Upon receiving (create, γ) ←
−- Z, where γ.length = i make the following checks:
P
Γ (γ.id) = ⊥; P ∈ γ.users+ ; there is no channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id currently
being created; γ is a valid virtual channel with indirect dispute according to the
definition given in Section 5.3; γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ , γ.validity >
τ0 +T .tcr; if P ∈ γ.users, then CheckSub(P, ΓP (γ.subchan(P )), i) = 1; if P = I, then
CheckSub(A, ΓI (γ.subchan(A)), i) = 1 and CheckSub(B, ΓI (γ.subchan(B)), i) = 1,
where:
CheckSub(Q, α, i): Perform the following checks:
• α 6= ⊥;
• α.users = {Q, I};
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•
•
•
•

α.length ≤ di/2e;
α.validity > γ.validity + T .TC(∆, i);
if α.code = indirect, α.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ ;
there is no update being preformed or another virtual channel being
created over α;
• both Q and I have enough funds in α.
If all condition are satisfied, output 1. Else output 0.
If one of the above checks fail, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
Update a contract instance in a channel of length i – Party P
τ0

−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6=
Upon receiving (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
⊥, ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1; P ∈ γ.users; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users; C ∈ C;
τ0 < γ.validity − (T .TD(∆, γ.length) + 2T .tu); both you and the other party have
enough cash in the channel for the contract instance update; the contract instance is
currently not being updated or executed; γ.cspace(cid ∗ ) = ⊥ for every cid ∗ ∈ {0, 1}.
If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
τ0
Upon receiving (update, sQ , id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- Q, make the following checks: γ :=
ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥, ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1; {Q, P } ∈ γ.users; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users;
C ∈ C; τ0 < γ.validity − (T .TD(∆, γ.length) + 2T .tu); both you and the other party
have enough cash in the channel for the contract instance update; the contract
instance is currently not being updated or executed; γ.cspace(cid ∗ ) = ⊥ for every
cid ∗ ∈ {0, 1}. If one of the above checks fails, then set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1
and drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the protocol sπ.
τ1
Upon receiving (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
−- Z, verify that this is a reply to the message
(update–req, id , cid , σ̃, C) sent by you in round τ1 (see Section 2.4 what we formally
mean by “reply”); If not, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
Execute a contract instance in a channel of length i – Party P
τ0

Upon receiving (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6=
⊥; P ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code; τ0 < γ.validity −
T .TE(∆, γ.length) and the contract instance with identifier cid in γ is currently not
being updated. If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise
proceed according to the protocol sπ.
τQ

Upon receiving (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, sP , τ0 ) ←−- Q, check the following:
γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥; {P, Q} ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code;
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τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, γ.length), the contract instance with identifier cid in γ
is currently not being updated and ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1. If one of the above
checks fails, then set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and drop the message. Otherwise
proceed as in the protocol sπ.

D.3. Virtual Channels with Direct Dispute
We now present πdvch (i, C, T ) as a wrapper around the simplified DV–channel
protocol sπdvch (i, C, T ).
The wrapper was described at a high level in
Section 8.3.3.
Virtual channel protocol: πdvch (i, C, T )
Abbreviations: sπ := sπdvch (i, C, T ), A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I := γ.Ingrid.
...............................................................................
Create/Close shorter and IV–channels– Party P
τ0

Upon m ←
−- Z for m ∈ {(create, γ), (close, γ)}, where γ.length < i or γ.dispute =
indirect, proceed as in sπ.
Update/Execute a contract instance in shorter channels – Party P
τ0

Upon m ←
−- Z for m ∈ {(update, id , cid , σ̃, C), (update–reply, id , cid ), (execute, id ,
cid , f, z)}, where γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥ s.t., γ.length < i, proceed as follows. If m
is an update message and there is currently a virtual channel being created over
the channel with identifier id drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in sπ with
the following two changes: (i) follow the protocol as if the environment sent a
message with short||cid instead of cid and (ii) if the protocol instructs you to output
a message with short||cid to the environment, replace short||cid with cid before
following the instruction.
Update/Execute a contract instance in IV–channels of length i – Party P
τ0

Upon m ←
−- Z for m ∈ {(update, id , cid , σ̃, C), (update–reply, id , cid ), (execute, id ,
cid , f, z)}, where γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥ s.t., γ.length = i and γ.dispute = indirect,
proceed as in sπ.
Create DV–channels of length i – Party P
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τ0

Upon receiving (create, γ) ←
−- Z, where γ.length = i and γ.dispute = direct make the
following checks: ΓP (γ.id) = ⊥; P ∈ γ.users+ ; there is no channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id
currently being created; γ is a valid virtual channel with direct dispute according
to the definition given in Section 5.3; γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
γ.validity > τ0 + T .tcr; if P ∈ γ.users, then CheckSub(P, ΓP (γ.subchan(P )), i) =
1; if P = I, then both CheckSub(A, ΓI (γ.subchan(A)), i) = 1 and CheckSub(B,
ΓI (γ.subchan(B)), i) = 1, where:
CheckSub(Q, α, i): Perform the following checks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

α 6= ⊥;
α.users = {Q, I};
α.length ≤ di/2e;
α.validity > γ.validity + T .TC(∆, i);
if α.code = indirect, α.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ ;
there is no update being preformed or another virtual channel being
created over α;
• both Q and I have enough funds in α.

If all condition are satisfied, output 1. Else output 0.
If one of the above checks fail, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
Update a contract instance in DV–channels of length i – Party P
τ0

Upon receiving (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥,
P
Γaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1; P ∈ γ.users; C ∈ C; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users; τ0 <
γ.validity − (T .TD(∆, 1) + 2T .tu); both you and the other party have enough cash in
the channel for the contract instance update; the contract instance is currently not
being updated or executed. If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message.
Otherwise proceed as in the protocol sπ.
τ0
Upon receiving (update, sQ , id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
−- Q, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6=
⊥, ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1; {Q, P } ∈ γ.users; C ∈ C; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users;
τ0 < γ.validity − (T .TD(∆, 1) + 2T .tu); both you and the other party have enough
cash in the channel for the contract instance update; the contract instance is currently not being updated or executed. If one of the above checks fails, then set
ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the protocol sπ.
τ1
−- Z, verify that this is a reply to the message
Upon receiving (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
(update–req, id , cid , σ̃, C) sent by you in round τ1 (see Section 2.4 what we formally
mean by “reply”); If not, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
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Execute a contract instance DV–channels of length i – Party P
τ0

−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥;
Upon receiving (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
P ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code; τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1)
and the contract instance with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated. If
one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed according
to the protocol sπ.
τQ

Upon receiving (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, sP , τ0 ) ←−- Q, check the following:
γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥; {P, Q} ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code;
τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1), the contract instance with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated and ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1. If one of the above checks
fails, then set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and drop the message. Otherwise proceed
as in the protocol sπ.

D.4. Multi-Party Virtual Channels
Functionality checks. We now present the wrapper around the simplified MP–
channel functionality sFmpch (i, C, T ) that was described at a high level in Section 9.1.2. As the simplified functionality, Fmpch (i, C, T ) maintains a set of all
created channel Γ. Additionally, it also maintains information about disputed
contract instance in a set Γdisp . Both sets are initially empty.
Multi-party Virtual Channel Functionality: Fmpch (i, C, T )
Abbreviations: F := sFmpch (i, C, T ).
...............................................................................
Two-party channels
Upon receiving a message about a two-party channel, i.e., a channel γ s.t. |γ.users| =
2, behave exactly as F.
Create a MP–channel
τ0

Upon receiving (create, γ) ←
−- P , make the following checks: Γ(γ.id) = ⊥; P ∈
γ.users; there is no channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id currently being created; γ is a
MP–channel according to the definition given in Section 5.3; γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥
for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ , j := γ.length ≤ i; γ.validity > τ0 + T .tcrmp (n); for every
Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ) it holds that CheckSubMP(P, Q, Γ(γ.subchan({P, Q})), j) = 1 ,
where:
CheckSubMP(P, Q, α, j): Perform the following checks:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

α 6= ⊥;
α.users = {P, Q};
α.length ≤ j;
α.validity > γ.validity + T .TCmp (∆, j);
if α.dispute = indirect, α.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ ;
there is no update being preformed or another virtual channel being
created over α;
• both P and Q have enough funds in α;
If all conditions are satisfied, output 1. Else output 0.
If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as the
functionality F.
Update a contract instance in a MP–channel
τ0

−- P , make the following checks: γ := Γ(id ) 6=
Upon receiving (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
⊥, (id , cid ) 6∈ Γdisp ; P ∈ γ.users; C ∈ C; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users; τ0 < γ.validity −
(T .TD(∆, 1) + 2T .tu); parties have enough cash in the channel for the contract
instance update; the contract instance is currently not being updated or executed.
If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as the
functionality F.
τ1
Upon receiving (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
−- P , verify that this is a reply to the message
(update–req, id , cid , σ̃, C) sent by F to P in round τ10 (see Section 2.4 what we
formally mean by “reply”). If not, then drop the message. Otherwise, proceed as
the functionality F. Additionally, if τ1 6= τ10 , Γdisp := Γdisp ∪ (id , cid ).
Execute a contract instance in a MP–channel
τ0

Upon receiving (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- P , check the following: γ := F.Γ(id ) 6= ⊥;
P ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code; τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1)
and the contract instance with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated. If
one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise, proceed as the
functionality F. If the functionality executes the function f in round τ ≥ τ0 + T .te,
then Γdisp := Γdisp ∪ (id , cid ).
Drop any other message.

Protocol checks. We now present πmpch (i, C, T ) as a wrapper around the simplified MP–channel protocol sπdvch (i, C, T ). The wrapper was described at a high
level in Section 9.3.3.
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MP–channel protocol: πmpch (i, C, T )
Abbreviations: sπ := sπdvch (i, C, T ), n := |γ.users|.
...............................................................................
Create/Close two-party channels – Party P
τ0

−- Z for m ∈ {(create, γ), (close, γ)}, where n = 2, proceed as in sπ.
Upon m ←
Update/Execute a contract instance in two-party channels – Party P
τ0

−- Z for m ∈ {(update, id , cid , σ̃, C), (update–reply, id , cid ), (execute, id ,
Upon m ←
cid , f, z)}, where γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥ s.t., n = 2, proceed as follows. If m is an update
message and there is currently a virtual channel being created over the channel
with identifier id drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in sπ with the following
two changes: (i) follow the protocol as if the environment sent a message with
2party||cid instead of cid and (ii) if the protocol instructs you to output a message
with 2party||cid to the environment, replace 2party||cid with cid before following
the instruction.
Create MP–channel– Party P
τ0

Upon receiving (create, γ) ←
−- Z, where n > 2 make the following checks: ΓP (γ.id) =
⊥; P ∈ γ.users; there is no channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id currently being created; γ is a
valid MP–channel according to the definition given in Section 5.3; γ.cspace(cid ) = ⊥
for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ , j := γ.length ≤ i, γ.validity > τ0 + 2 · T .tu + n; and for every
Q ∈ γ.neighbors(P ) it holds that CheckSubMP(P, ΓP (γ.subchan({P, Q})), j) = 1,
where:
CheckSubMP(P, Q, α, j): Perform the following checks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

α 6= ⊥;
α.users = {P, Q};
α.length ≤ j;
α.validity > γ.validity + 2 · T .tu + 2 · T .TD(∆, j) + T .TE(∆, j);
if α.code = indirect, α.cspace(cid ) = ⊥ for every cid ∈ {0, 1}∗ ;
there is no update being preformed or another virtual channel being
created over α;
• both P and Q have enough funds in α.
If all condition are satisfied, output 1. Else output 0.
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If one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
Update a contract instance in MP–channels– Party P
τ0

−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6=
Upon receiving (update, id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
P
⊥, Γaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1; P ∈ γ.users; C ∈ C; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users;
τ0 < γ.validity − (2 · T .tu + 1 + T .TD(∆, 1)); both you and the other parties have
enough cash in the channel for the contract instance update; the contract instance
is currently not being updated or executed. If one of the above checks fails, then
drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the protocol sπ.
τ0
−- Q, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6=
Upon receiving (update, sQ , id , cid , σ̃, C) ←
P
⊥, Γaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1; {Q, P } ∈ γ.users; C ∈ C; σ̃ ∈ C.Λ; σ̃.users = γ.users;
τ0 < γ.validity − (2 · T .tu + 1 + T .TD(∆, 1)); both you and the other parties have
enough cash in the channel for the contract instance update; the contract instance
is currently not being updated or executed. If one of the above checks fails, then
set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
τ1
Upon receiving (update–reply, id , cid ) ←
−- Z, verify that this is a reply to the message
(update–req, id , cid , σ̃, C) sent by you in round τ1 (see Section 2.4 what we formally
mean by “reply”); If not, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed as in the
protocol sπ.
Execute a contract instance in MP–channels– Party P
τ0

Upon receiving (execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- Z, check the following: γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥;
P ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code; τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1)
and the contract instance with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated. If
one of the above checks fails, then drop the message. Otherwise proceed according
to the protocol sπ.
τQ

Upon receiving (peaceful–request, id , cid , f, z, sP , τ0 ) ←−- Q, check the following:
γ := ΓP (id ) 6= ⊥; {P, Q} ∈ γ.users; γ.cspace(cid ) 6= ⊥, f ∈ γ.cspace(cid ).code;
τ0 < γ.validity − T .TE(∆, 1), the contract instance with identifier cid in γ is currently not being updated and ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt 6= 1. If one of the above checks
fails, then set ΓPaux (id , cid ).corrupt := 1 and drop the message. Otherwise proceed
as in the protocol sπ.

D.5. Generalized Channels
Functionality checks. We now present the wrapper around the simplified generalized channel functionality sFgch (T , k) that was described at a high level in
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Section 11.2.2. As the simplified functionality, Fgch (k, T ) maintains a set of all
created channel Γ which is initially empty.
Ideal functionality Fgch (k, T )
Below, we abbreviate sF := sFgch (T , k).
Create
τ0

−- P , check if: P ∈ γ.users, Γ(γ.id) = ⊥ and there is no
Upon (create, γ, tid ) ←
0
channel γ with γ.id = γ 0 .id being created; γ is valid according to the definition
given Section 11.1; γ.st = {(cP , One–Sigpk P ), (cQ , One–Sigpk Q )} for cP , cQ ∈ Dcoin
and there exists (t, id , i, θ) ∈ L̄.UTXO such that θ = (cP , One–SigP ) for (id , i) := tid ;a
If one of the above checks fails, drop the message. Else proceed as sF.

Update
τ0

~ tstp ) ←
Upon (update, id , θ,
−- P , check if: P ∈ γ.users; γ := Γ(id ) 6= ⊥; there is
no other update being preformed; let θ~ = (θ1 , . . . θ` ) = ((c1 , ϕ1 ), . . . , (c` , ϕ` )), then
P
j∈[`] ci = γ.cash and ϕj ∈ L̄.V for each j ∈ [`]; 0 ≤ tstp ≤ T .tstp . If one of the
above checks fails, drop the message. Else proceed as sF.
τ0
~ ) sent
Upon (setup–ok, id ) ←
−- P , check if it is a reply to the message (setup, id , tid
0
0
to P in round τ0 such that τ0 − τ0 ≤ tstp . If not, drop the message. Else proceed as
sF.
τ0
Upon (update–ok, id ) ←
−- P , check if it is a reply to the message (setup–ok, id ) sent
to P in round τ0 . If not, drop the message. Else proceed as sF.
τ0
Upon (revoke, id ) ←
−- P , check if the message is a reply to either the message
(update–ok, id ) sent to P in round τ0 or the message (revoke–req, id ) sent to P
in round τ0 . If not, drop the message. Else proceed as sF.

Close
τ0

Upon (close, id ) ←
−- P , check if γ := Γ(id ) 6= ⊥, P ∈ γ.users and the channel γ is not
currently being updated. If one of the checks fails, drop the message. Else proceed
as sF. All other messages are dropped.
a

In case more channels are being created at the same time, then none of the other creation
requests can use this tid .

Protocol checks. We now present Πgch as a wrapper around the simplified generalized channel protocol sΠgch . The wrapper was described at a high level in
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Section 11.3.3.
Protocol Πgch
Create – party P
τ0

−- Z, check if: P ∈ γ.users, ΓP (γ.id) = ⊥ and there is no
Upon (create, γ, tid P ) ←
channel γ 0 with γ.id = γ 0 .id being created; γ is valid according to the definition given
Section 11.1; γ.st = {(cP , One–Sigpk P ), (cQ , One–Sigpk Q )} for cP , cQ ∈ Dcoin ; there
exists (t, id , i, θ) ∈ L̄.UTXO such that θ = (cP , One–Sigpk P ) for (id , i) := tid P ; and
there is no other channel being created using this tid P . If one of the above checks
fails, drop the message. Else proceed as sΠgch .
τ0 +1

Upon (createInfo, id , tid Q , RQ , YQ ) ←−−−- Q, check if: you accepted a (create, γ, tid )
message in round τ0 with γ.id = id ; there exists (t, id , i, θ) ∈ L̄.UTXO such that
θ = (cQ , One–SigpkQ ) for (id , i) := tid Q and (cQ , One–Sigpk Q ) ∈ γ.st; there is no
other channel are being created using this tid Q . If one of the above checks fails,
drop the message. Else proceed as sΠgch .

Update – party P
τ0
~ tstp ) ←
Upon (update, id , θ,
−- Z, check if: P ∈ γ.users; γ := Γ(id ) 6= ⊥; there is
no other update being preformed; let θ~ = (θ1 , . . . θ` ) = ((c1 , ϕ1 ), . . . , (c` , ϕ` )), then
P
j∈[`] ci = γ.cash and ϕj ∈ L̄.V for each j ∈ [`]; 0 ≤ tstp ≤ T .tstp . If one of the
above checks fails, drop the message. Else proceed as in sΠgch .
τ0
~ tstp , RQ , YQ ) ←
Upon (updateReq, id , θ,
−- Q, check if {P, Q} = γ.users; γ := Γ(id ) 6=
⊥; there is no other update being preformed; let θ~ = (θ1 , . . . θ` ) = ((c1 , ϕ1 ), . . . ,
P
(c` , ϕ` )), then j∈[`] ci = γ.cash and ϕj ∈ L̄.V for each j ∈ [`]; 0 ≤ tstp ≤ T .tstp . If
one of the above checks fails, drop the message. Else proceed as in sΠgch .
τ0
~ ) you
Upon (setup–ok, id ) ←
−- Z, check if it is a reply to the message (setup, id , tid
0
0
sent in round τ0 such that τ0 − τ0 ≤ tstp . If not, drop the message. Else proceed as
in sΠgch .
τ0
Upon (update–ok, id ) ←
−- Z, check if it is a reply to the message (setup–ok, id ) you
sent in round τ0 . If not, drop the message. Else proceed as in sΠgch .
τ0
Upon (revoke, id ) ←
−- Z, check if the message is a reply to either the message
(update–ok, id ) you sent in round τ0 or the message (revoke–req, id ) you sent in
round τ0 . If not, drop the message. Else proceed as in sΠgch .

Close – party P
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τ0

Upon (close, id ) ←
−- Z, drop the message if γ := ΓP (id ) = ⊥ or if γ is currently
being updated. Otherwise proceed as in sΠgch .
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E.1. Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be a tree and e ∈ E. Then for (G1 , G2 ) := splitG (e),
where G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ), it holds that both G1 and G2 are trees,
and
\
[
[
V1
V2 = ∅, V = V1
V2 , E \ {e} = E1
E2 .
Proof. As in the definition of the function splitG , let us denote G0 = (V, E \ {e})
S
and e = {U1 , U2 }. Let us first prove that V = V1
V2 . Assume for contradiction
S
∗
∗
that there exists V ∈ V such that V 6∈ V1
V2 . Since G is a tree, we know
that PG (V ∗ , U1 ) 6= ∅ hence there exists a path (e1 , . . . , en ) with vertex sequence
(V ∗ , V2 , . . . , Vn , U1 ) in G. If e 6∈ {e1 , . . . , en }, then (e1 , . . . , en ) ∈ PG0 (V ∗ , U1 ) which
S
is a contradiction with the assumption that V ∗ 6∈ V1
V2 . Since (e1 , . . . , en ) is a
path (i.e., no vertex occurs twice in the vertex sequence), the only other option is
that e = en and e 6∈ {e1 , . . . en−1 }. This implies that (e1 , . . . , en−1 ) ∈ PG0 (V ∗ , U2 )
S
which is a contradiction with the assumption that V ∗ 6∈ V1
V2 .
T
Next, we prove that V1
V2 = ∅. For contradiction, assume that there exists
T
∗
V ∈ V1
V2 . By definition, this implies that there exists a path (e1 , . . . , en )
with vertex sequence (V ∗ , . . . , U1 ) and a path (en+1 , . . . , em ) with vertex sequence
(V ∗ , . . . , U2 ) in G0 . Hence (e1 , . . . , en , e) and (en+1 , . . . , em ) are two paths between
V ∗ and U2 in G which is a contradiction since G is a tree.
S
In order to show that E \ {e} = E1
E2 , assume that there exists e∗ =
S
S
{U ∗ , V ∗ } ∈ E \ {e} such that e∗ 6∈ E1
E2 . Since V = V1
V2 , the only option
∗
∗
is that U ∈ V1 and V ∈ V2 . By definition, this implies that there is a path
(e1 , . . . , en ) between U1 and U ∗ in G0 , hence (e1 , . . . , en , e∗ ) is a path between U1
and V ∗ in G0 which implies that V ∗ ∈ V1 . This is a contradiction since we already
T
proved that V1 V2 = ∅.
It remains to prove that for i ∈ {1, 2}, the graph Gi is a tree. Since Gi is a
subgraph of G, no two nodes can be connected with more than one node. Hence
we only need to show that Gi is a connected graph, i.e. there exists a path between
every pair of nodes. Let us fix arbitrary U, V ∈ Vi s.t. U 6= V . If Ui ∈ {U, V } then
there exists a path between U and V by definition of the set Vi . If Ui 6∈ {U, V },
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then we know that there exists a path (e1 , . . . , en ) between U and Ui and the exists
a path (en+1 , . . . , em ) between V and Ui . Hence (e1 , . . . , em ) is a path between U
and V which completes the proof.

E.2. Proof of Lemma 2
Lemma 2. Let ∆ ∈ N be a constant and f : N → N be a function such that
f (1) := 4∆ + 4 and f (i) := 5 + 6f (di/2e). Then f (i) = 6dlog2 ie · (4∆ + 5) − 1.
Proof. We prove the lemma by strong induction.
Base case: For i = 1, we have
def.

6dlog2 1e · (4∆ + 5) − 1 = 1 · (4∆ + 5) − 1 = 4∆ + 4 = f (1),
hence the statement holds.
Induction step: Let us fix arbitrary k > 1 and assume that the statement is true
for any i = 2, 3, 4, . . . , k − 1. We prove that the statement also holds for i = k. By
definition of f and our induction hypothesis we have that
 
k
def.
f (k) = 5 + 6f
2


k
IH
= 5 + 6 6dlog2 d 2 ee · (4∆ + 5) − 1
= 61+dlog2 d 2 ee · (4∆ + 5) − 1
k

We complete the proof of the induction step, and hence the entire lemma, by
showing the following claim.

 
Claim 12. For every k ∈ N it holds that 1 + log2 k2 = dlog2 ke.
Proof. Assume first that k is even. Then we have



 
k
k
1 + log2
= 1 + log2
= 1 + dlog2 k − 1e = dlog2 ke
2
2
hence the claim is true for k even. Assume now that k is odd. Then



 
k+1
k
1 + log2
= 1 + log2
= 1 + dlog2 (k + 1) − 1e = dlog2 (k + 1)e.
2
2
Since k is odd, we know that there exists j such that 2j < k < 2j+1 which implies
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that 2j < k + 1 ≤ 2j+1 and hence
dlog2 (k)e = dlog2 (k + 1)e = j.
which completes the proof.

E.3. Proof of Lemma 3
Lemma 3. Let ∆ ∈ N be a constant and f : N → N be a function such that
f (1) := 4∆ + 4 and f (i) := 5 + 2f (di/2e). Then f (i) = 2dlog2 ie · (4∆ + 9) − 5.
Proof. We prove the lemma by strong induction.
Base case: For i = 1, we have
def.

6dlog2 1e · (4∆ + 5) − 1 = 1 · (4∆ + 5) − 1 = 4∆ + 4 = f (1),
hence the statement holds.
Induction step: Let us fix arbitrary k > 1 and assume that the statement is true
for any i = 2, 3, 4, . . . , k − 1. We prove that the statement also holds for i = k. By
definition of f and our induction hypothesis we have that
 
k
def.
f (k) = 5 + 2f
2


k
IH
log
d
2 d 2 ee
· (4∆ + 9) − 5
= 5+2 2
= 21+dlog2 d 2 ee · (4∆ + 9) − 5
k

Claim 12

=

2dlog2 ke · (4∆ + 5) − 1.

Hence the statement holds.

E.4. Proof of Theorem 4
Theorem 4 (Virtual Channels from Smart Contracts – Formal). Let Σ be a
EUF–CMA-secure signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Then for any set of contract
codes C and every blockchain delay ∆ ∈ N and every i ≥ 1, there exists a set of
L̄
b FGDC )contract codes Cb such that the protocol Πivch (i, C) working in (Fscc
(∆, C),
L̄
hybrid model L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Fivch (∆, i, C, Tivch ).
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Proof. For the sake of readability, we drop the global ideal functionality from the
superscript of the channel and contract ideal functionalities. Moreover, we do not
mention the blockchain delay.
For any set of contract codes C and let us define a family {C (j) }j≥1 as follows:
C (1) := C,

C (j) := C (j−1) ∪ VSCC(C (j−1) ),

for j > 1.

Our goal is to show that the statement holds for Cb = C (i) . We proceed by induction
over the channel length i.
Base case i = 1:
By definition (see Equation (7.2)), the protocol Πivch (i, C) is defined as the protocol Π`ch (C). By Theorem 3, we know that the protocol Π`ch (C) L̄-UC realizes F`ch (C, T`ch ) in the Fscc (C)-hybrid world. By Observation 1, we know that
the ideal functionality for ledger channels F`ch (C, T`ch ) and the ideal functionality
Fivch (1, C, Tivch ) are equivalent since Tivch 1 = T`ch by definition of Tivch . Hence,
Πivch (i, C) working in the Fscc (C)-hybrid model L̄-UC realizes Fivch (1, C, Tivch ).
Induction step:
Let us now prove that the statement holds for i > 1 assuming that it holds for
i − 1. By Theorem 5, we know that the protocol πivch (i, C (1) , Tivch ) L̄-UC realizes
Fivch (i, C (1) , Tivch ) in the Fivch (i − 1, C (2) , Tivch )-hybrid world. By our induction
hypothesis, we know that the protocol Πivch (i − 1, C (2) ) L̄-UC realizes Fivch (i −
1, C (2) , Tivch ) in the Fscc (C (i) )-hybrid world (note that (C (2) )(i−1) = C (i) ). Using the
GUC composition theorem (Theorem 2), we conclude that the composed protocol
Πivch (i, C) defined as
Πivch (i, C) := πivch (i, C, Tivch )Fivch (i−1,C

(2) ,T

ivch )→Πivch (i−1,C

(2) )

.

L̄-UC realizes Fivch (i, C) in the Fscc (C (i) )-hybrid world.

E.5. Proof of Lemma 4
Lemma 4 (The Blue Lemma). Let C, C0 be two arbitrary sets of contract codes
and T be a timing attribute tuple. Let π be a protocol that L̄-UC realizes the ideal
L̄
L̄
(∆, C), FGDC )-hybrid world. Then the
functionality Fdvch
(∆, 1, C, T ) in the (Fscc
L̄
protocol Wprot (1, C0 , π) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Wdvch
(∆, 1, C, T , C0 )
L̄
in the Wscc (∆, C, C0 )-hybrid world.
Proof. Let Sπ be the simulator of π which exists by the prerequisite of the lemma.
Throughout the proof, we will refer to queries instance–register, finalize–register
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and instance–execute as dispute queries.
We exploit the fact that every time Z is active, all entities in the system are
aware of the same channels. This is because FDB does not let parties create or
close any channels, and parties and Fivch having created different channels would
contradict the UC security of π. Let us elaborate on this. From the UC-security of
π, it follows that real and ideal parties send their confirmation messages of channel
creation (as well as closure) at the same time. Here, by time we mean at the same
point in the order of execution). This is clear since, if this would not be the case,
then Z could easily distinguish by observing at which time confirmation messages
such as (created, γ) of the parties arrive. We stress that this is independent of the
corruption status. Further, in the ideal world Fivch updates the channel spaces of
the parties in the same activation as it outputs the confirmation message.
Since the wrappers all equally decide to only call FDB (C0 ) if they never confirmed
creation of a channel with this id , either all entities call FDB (C0 ) or none. In the
first case, the simulator’s task is to play the real-world adversary communicating
with FDB (C0 ). We will give more details on the simulation below. In the second
case, FDB (C0 ) is not involved in the ideal execution apart from informing Fivch
about contracts that are in dispute in either virtual or multi-party channels. We
re-use Sπ and adjust it in case of “execute” messages from Z such that take into
account the contents of the (correctly simulated) dispute board.
More formally, the simulator S internally runs a copy of the hybrid world, which
comprises parties executing the wrapped protocol and a hybrid ideal functionality
Wscc (C, C0 ). Additionally, S talks to the ideal functionality Wdvch (1, C, T , C0 ).
Recall that there are no private inputs and thus S learns all inputs that Wdvch
receives from honest parties (we assume that Wdvch adds a prefix indicating which
party the message was received from). Inputs of corrupted parties S gets anyway
directly from Z. Thus, S can internally run a “perfect” copy of FDB (C0 ), of which
we denote by DB S the dispute board. Perfect here means that, throughout the
simulation, it holds that DB S = DB, where DB is maintained by FDB (C0 ) in the
F
(1,C,T )→Wdvch (1,C,T ,C0 )
real execution. S behaves as Sπ ivch
in the case of create and
update queries. Regarding queries from the ideal functionality Wdvch (1, C, T , C0 ),
S either acts as Sπ or, if Sπ does not know the query (which means that it came
from FDB ) and it is not an execute query, S forwards the query to the simulated
FDB . We now detail how execute queries are treated.
We re-use the simulator Sπ for executing a contract instance. Note that the only
difference between Wprot and π, respectively Wdvch and Fivch , regarding this query
arises for closing virtual and multi-party channel contracts (dVSCC and mpVSCC).
In the wrapped scenario of Lemma 4, all latest contract states that are in dispute
in these channels and that have to be taken into account when closing virtual or
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multi-party channels are available on the dispute board, which S is informed about
and maintains in DB S . S now updated execute queries before handing them over
to Sπ . Formally, S behaves as follows.
S for Lemma 4.
S handles queries as

F
(1,C,T )→Wdvch (1,C,T ,C0 )
Sπ ivch

except for the following:

τ0

−- Wdvch (1, C, T , C0 ), if P already sent (created,
• Upon (P, execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
τ ≤τ0

γ) ,−−−→ Z for some γ with γ.id = id , set ν := γ.cspace(cid ), α := ⊥ and proceed
as follows:
1. If ν.code = dVSCC, f = Close and cid = T ||id ∗ for T ∈ ν.storage.users, set
z ∗ := DB Sid ∗ .
2. If ν.code = mpVSCC, f = Close and cid = TL ||TR ||id ∗ for TL ∈ ν.storage.users
and TR ∈ ν.storage.users, set z ∗ := DB Sid ∗ .
F

(1,C,T )→Wdvch (1,C,T ,C0 )

Proceed as Sπ ivch
Wdvch (1, C, T , C0 ).

τ0

−upon receiving (P, execute, id , cid , f, z ∗ ) ←

Let us now elaborate on indistinguishability of direct dispute queries for contracts in non-ledger channels. Considering the code of FDB (C0 ), it is clear that
the only adversarial influence on the ideal functionality for direct dispute is determining the rounds in which parties receive their outputs. However, since FDB (C0 )
exists also in the real world and we assume the real-world adversary to be the
dummy adversary, Z is in fact determining the delays and sends them to S. This
means that S can perfectly simulate by just relaying the delays to FDB (C0 ).

E.6. Proof of Lemma 5
Lemma 5 (The Red Lemma – Formal). Let i ≥ 1, ∆ ∈ N, C be a set of contract
codes and T be a timing attribute tuple. Let Π be a protocol that L̄-UC realizes
L̄
L̄
b Cb0 ), FGDC )-hybrid world
the ideal functionality Fdvch
(∆, i, C, T ) in the (Wscc
(∆, C,
b
b
for some sets C, C0 . Then for every C0 ⊆ C, the protocol Wprot (i, C0 , Π) L̄-UC realL̄
L̄
b Cb0 ∪ C0 ), FGDC )(∆, i, C, T , C0 ) in the (Wscc
izes the ideal functionality Wdvch
(∆, C,
hybrid world.
Proof. Our simulation strategy is very similar to Lemma 4. The simulator S will
internally run a copy of the hybrid world, which comprises parties executing the
b Cb0 ). Additionally, S
wrapped protocol Π and a hybrid ideal functionality Wscc (C,
is connected to the ideal functionality Wdvch (i, C, T , C0 ). For simplicity, we drop
the L̄ from the superscript of functionalities.
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The UC-security of Π yields that, from the point of view of Z, all entities in the
system are aware of the same set of channels. Further, the wrappers are designed to
send queries to FDB according to the opened channels, and thus either all entities
forward the query to FDB or none. In this case, we describe how the simulator
handles queries that might result in FDB acting differently in both worlds due to
their mismatching contract set parameters. However, note that since the protocol
wrapper requires an honest party to drop all dispute queries for contracts that are
not in C0 , we have to consider only dispute queries for contracts that are in C \ C0
asked through corrupted parties.
If a query is not forwarded to FDB , the only difference to the unwrapped execution of Π is that Wdvch (i, C, T , C0 ) will equip certain execute queries with information from the dispute board. S will thus run SΠ ’s code for simulating “execute”
queries but first add the information from the simulated dispute board. It follows from the code of S below that real (i.e., hybrid) and simulated FDB get the
same queries and thus maintain the same dispute board, which renders “execute”
queries in the ideal and the real world indistinguishable.
More formally, S behaves as SΠ in the case of create or update queries. For
the remaining queries, i.e., execute and the three dispute queries, we now give a
detailed description of S.
The simulator S for Lemma 5.
S handles all queries as SΠ except for the following:
• If a corrupted party P sends (instance–register, id , cid , ν) or (finalize–register, id ,
cid , Q) or (instance–execute, id , cid , Q, f, z, τ ), and (id , cid ) refers to a contract of
code from C \ C0 , then S does not input anything into Wdvch (i, C, T , C0 ) on behalf
of the corrupted P . Instead, S forwards the query on behalf of the simulated P
b Cb0 ). Whatever the simulated P outputs, S sends to Z
to the simulated Wscc (C,
as claimed output of the corrupted P .
τ0

• Upon (P, execute, id , cid , f, z) ←
−- Wdvch (i, C, T , C0 ), if P already sent (created, γ)
τ ≤τ0

,−−−→ Z for some γ with γ.id = id , set ν := γ.cspace(cid ), α := ⊥ and proceed as
follows:
1. If ν.code = dVSCC, f = Close and cid = T ||id ∗ for T ∈ ν.storage.users, set
z ∗ = DB Sid ∗ .
2. If ν.code = mpVSCC, f = Close and cid = TL ||TR ||id ∗ for
TL ∈ ν.storage.users and TR ∈ ν.storage.users, set z ∗ = DB Sid ∗ .
τ0

Proceed as SΠ upon receiving (P, execute, id , cid , f, z ∗ ) ←
−- Wdvch (i, C, T , C0 ).
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E.7. Proof of Theorem 7
Theorem 7 (DV–channels from smart contracts – Formal). Let Σ be a EUF–CMAsecure signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Let i ≥ 1, ∆ ∈ N and C be an
arbitrary set of contract codes. Then the protocol Πdvch (i, C) working in the
L̄
b Cb0 ), FGDC )-hybrid, L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality F L̄ (∆, i, C,
(Wscc
(∆, C,
dvch
Tdvch ) for some Cb and Cb0 .
Proof. For the sake of readability, we drop the global ideal functionality from the
superscript of the channel and contract ideal functionalities. Moreover, we do not
mention the blockchain delay and the timing attribute tuple as parameters.
For any set of contract codes C and let us define a family {C (j) }j≥0 as follows::
C (0) := ∅
C (1) := C
C (j) := C (j−1) ∪ VSCC(C (j−1) ) ∪ dVSCC.
Note that C (j) ⊂ C (j+1) for every j ≥ 0. Our goal is to show that the statement
holds for Cb = C (i) and Cb0 = C (i−1) . We proceed by induction over the channel
length i.
Base case i = 1:
Then by Observation 3, we know that Fdvch (1, C) is equivalent to Fivch (1, C). By
Theorem 4, we know that the protocol Πivch (1, C) working in the (Fscc (C), FGDC )hybrid model L̄-UC realizes this functionality. By Observation 6, we know that
the ideal functionalities Fscc (C) and Wscc (C, ∅) are equivalent. To conclude, for
i = 1 the theorem holds for Cb = C = C (1) and Cb0 = ∅ = C (0) which is what we
wanted to prove.
Induction step:
Let us now prove that the statement holds for i assuming that it holds for i − 1.
By Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, we know that the protocol πdvch (i, C) L̄-UC realizes
Fdvch (i, C) in the Wdvch (i−1, C (2) , C (1) )-hybrid world. By our induction hypothesis,
we know that the protocol Πdvch (i − 1, C (2) ) L̄-UC realizes Fdvch (i − 1, C (2) ) in
the Wscc (C (i) , C (i−1) )-hybrid world. Since C (1) ⊂ C (2) , we can use Lemma 5 (or
Lemma 4 if i = 2) which says that the protocol Wprot (i − 1, C (1) , Πdvch (i − 1, C (2) ))
L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Wdvch (i−1, C (2) , C (1) ) in the Wscc (C (i) , C (i−1) )hybrid world (note that C (i−1) ∪ C (2) = C (i−1) ).
Using the GUC composition theorem (Theorem 2), we conclude that the protocol
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Πdvch (i, C) defined as
Πdvch (i, C) := πdvch (i, C)Wdvch (i−1,C

(2) ,C (1) )→W

prot (i−1,C

(1) ,Π

dvch (i−1,C

(2) ))

.

L̄-UC realizes Fdvch (i, C) in the Wscc (C (i) , C (i−1) ) hybrid world.

E.8. Proof of Theorem 9
Theorem 9 (MP–channels from smart contracts). Let Σ be a EUF–CMA-secure
signature scheme of the ledger L̄. Let i > 1, ∆ ∈ N and C be an arbitrary set
of contract codes. For every i ≥ 1, every set of contract codes C the protocol
L̄
b Cb0 ), FGDC )-hybrid world, L̄-UC realizes the
Πmpch (i, C) working in the (Wscc
(∆, C,
L̄
b Cb0 .
ideal functionality Fmpch
(∆, i, C, Tmpch ) for some sets C,
Proof. For the sake of readability, we drop the global ideal functionalities from the
superscript of the channel and contract ideal functionalities. Moreover, we do not
mention the blockchain delay and the timing attribute tuple as parameters.
From Theorem 9, we know that πmpch (i, C) L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality
Fmpch (i, C) in the Wdvch (i − 1, Cmpch , C)-hybrid world for Cmpch = C ∪ mpVSCC. From
Theorem 7 and Lemma 5 (or Lemma 4 if i = 2), we know that there exists contract
b Cb0 such that the protocol Wprot (i − 1, C, Πdvch (i − 1, Cmpch )) working in the
sets C,
b Cb0 )-hybrid world L̄-UC realizes the ideal functionality Wdvch (i−1, Cmpch , C).
Wscc (C,
Hence, by using the GUC composition theorem (Theorem 2), we can conclude that
the protocol Πmpch (i, C) defined as:
Πmpch (i, C) := πmpch (i, C)Wdvch (i−1,Cmpch ,C)→Wprot (i−1,C,Πdvch (i−1,Cmpch ))
b Cb0 ).
L̄-UC realizes Fmpch (i, C) in the hybrid world of the smart contract Wscc (C,
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F.1. State Channels
Two party lottery contract for ledger channels.
Example 3. As every two-party contract, Clot has three mandatory attributes:
σ.users : {1, 2} → P defining the two users of the contract, σ.cash : σ.users → Dcoin
keeping track of the balance of each user and σ.invested : σ.users → Q defining the
amount of coins invested by each party (see Section 5.2 for detailed explanation).
In addition to the mandatory attributes, the lottery contract has the attribute
σ.com ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥} to store the commit value when submitted by σ.users(1),
the attribute σ.bit ∈ {0, 1} to store the secret bit when provided by σ.users(2),
the contract has the attribute σ.last–exe ∈ N, whose purpose it to store the round
number of the latest function execution, and the attribute σ.time–exe ∈ N which
stores the maximal number of rounds execution of this contract takes (the last two
attributes are important for punishing misbehavior).
The contract code has one constructor Initlot which generates the initial contract storage. The constructor takes as input the identity of both parties to initialize σ.users, the amount of coins parties want to lock in the contract x ∈ Dcoin
to initialize σ.cash and σ.invested, and the number of rounds execution take in the
channel where the contract instance is opened to initialize time–exe. The contract
functions are: (i) Com which, if executed by σ.users(1) on input c, stores c in σ.com
and reduces the cash value of each party by 1 to reflect that parties made a bet,
(ii) Bit which, if executed by σ.users(2) on input r2 , stores this value in σ.bit, (iii)
Open which allows σ.users(1) to open the commitment stored in σ.com and adds 2
coins to the cash value of the winner, (iv) Payout that allows parties to withdraw
their coins and terminate the contract instance if no lottery is currently running,
and (v) Punish which allows a party to withdraw all coins from the contract
instance in case the other party misbehaves. More precisely, if party σ.users(1)
submits a commitment but party σ.users(2) does not react by submitting its bit,
party σ.users(1) can claim all the coins. Similarly, if party σ.users(1) submits a
commitment, party σ.users(2) submits a bit but σ.users(1) does not open her commitment, party σ.users(2) can claim all the coins. This guarantees that none of
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the two parties can lock coins in the contract forever. The code of the contract is
defined formally below.
Lottery contract Clot
Constructor Initlot (P, τ, (A, B, x, t)):
Output a contract storage σ defined as follows:
σ.users(1) := A σ.cash(A) := x σ.invested(A) := x σ.com := ⊥
σ.users(2) := B σ.cash(B) := x σ.invested(B) := x

σ.last–exe := 0

σ.bit := ⊥ σ.time–exe := t

Function Com(σ, P, τ, c):
If P = σ.users(1), σ.com = ⊥, τ > σ.last–exe + time–exe and for both T ∈ σ.users
it holds σ.cash(T ) ≥ 1, then set σ̃ := σ, σ̃.com := c, σ̃.last–exe := τ , for both
T ∈ σ.users set σ̃.cash(T ) := σ.cash(T ) − 1 and output (σ̃, com–ok). Else output
(σ, ⊥).
Function Bit(σ, P, τ, r2 ):
If P = σ.users(2), σ.com 6= ⊥ and σ.bit = ⊥, then set σ̃ := σ, σ̃.bit := r2 ,
σ̃.last–exe := τ and output (σ̃, bit–ok). Else output (σ, ⊥).
Function Open(σ, P, τ, c):
If P = σ.users(1), σ.com 6= ⊥, σ.bit 6= ⊥ and r1 := Open(σ.com, d) 6= ⊥, then
compute w := r1 ⊕ σ.bit. Set σ̃ := σ, σ̃.last–exe := τ , σ̃.com := ⊥, σ̃.bit := ⊥ and
σ̃.cash(P ) := σ.cash(P ) + (1 − w) · 2

σ̃.cash(Q) := σ.cash(Q) + w · 2,

for Q := σ.users(2). Then output (σ̃, (winner, w)). Else output (σ, ⊥).
Function Payout(σ, P, τ, z):
If P ∈ σ.users and σ.com = ⊥, then set σ̃ := σ, σ̃.last–exe := τ and for both
T ∈ σ.users
σ̃.cash(T ) := 0

σ̃.invested(T ) := σ.invested(T ) − σ.cash(T )

and output (σ̃, punished). Else output (σ, ⊥).
Function Punish(σ, P, τ, z):
Consider the following situations:
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No reveal: If P = σ.users(1), σ.com 6= ⊥, σ.bit = ⊥ and τ > σ.last–exe + time–exe,
then let Q := σ.users(2) and set σ̃ := σ, σ̃.last–exe := τ , σ̃.com := ⊥,
σ̃.cash(P ) := 0, σ̃.cash(Q) := 0 and σ̃.invested(P ) := −σ.invested(Q). Then
output (σ̃, punished).
No open: If P = σ.users(2), σ.com 6= ⊥, σ.bit 6= ⊥ and τ > σ.last–exe + time–exe,
then let Q := σ.users(1) and set σ̃ := σ, σ̃.last–exe := τ , σ̃.com := ⊥, σ̃.bit :=
⊥, σ̃.cash(P ) := 0, σ̃.cash(Q) := 0 and σ̃.invested(P ) := −σ.invested(Q). Then
output (σ̃, punished).
Invalid request: Else output (σ, ⊥)

Executing a lottery contract in a ledger channel.
Example 4. If Alice wants to play a two-party lottery defined by Clot , she first locally executes the constructor of the lottery contract to obtain the initial contract
storage σ0 := Initlot (Alice, now, (Alice, Bob, x, TE )), where now denotes the current round number, x ∈ N is the amount of coins parties want to invest in the contract and TE := T .TE(∆). Then she sends the message (update, id , cid , σ0 , Clot )
to F`ch (C, T ) and together with Bob, they complete the update as described above.
Thereafter, Alice and Bob can start playing their lottery game as follows (let τ0
denote the current round number):
1. Commit: In round τ0 , Alice locally chooses a random bit r1 ←$ {0, 1} and
commits to this bit by computing (c, d) ← Commit(r1 ). Then she submits c
to the contract by sending the message (execute, id , cid , Com, c) to the ideal
functionality.
2. Submit bit: When Bob receives a message (executed, id , cid , σ1 , com–ok)
from the ideal functionality in round τ1 , he locally chooses a random bit
r2 ←$ {0, 1} which he submits by sending the message (execute, id , cid , Bit,
r2 ) to the ideal functionality.
3. Open: If in round τ1 ≤ τ0 +2·TE Alice receives a message (executed, id , cid ,
σ2 , bit–ok) from the ideal functionality, she opens her commitment by sending (execute, id , cid , Open, d). Otherwise, in round τ0 + 2TE , she sends the
message (execute, id , cid , Punish, ⊥) to receive all coins from the lottery contract by which she punishes Bob for his misbehavior.
4. Finalize: If Bob does not receive a message (executed, id , cid , (winner, w))
before round τ1 + 2 · TE from the functionality, which means that Alice did
not open her commitment, Bob sends the message (execute, id , cid , Punish,
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⊥) to the ideal functionality to receive all coins from the lottery contract by
which he punishes Alice for her misbehavior.
5. Terminate: Parties potentially repeat the steps above. When they want
to terminate the contract and withdraw all coins, one of the parties submits
(executeid , cid , Payout, ⊥) to the ideal functionality.
The rules of the lottery game given by Clot are fairly strict. For example, parties
are not allowed to swap roles for different lottery games. This, however, does not
mean that such action is impossible to perform. Let us discuss two way how this
could done.
Let σ be the latest contract instance storage. Parties can define a new contract
instance storage σ̃ which is define exactly as σ except that σ̃.users(1) = σ.users(2)
and σ̃.users(2) = σ.users(1). Parties can now request an update of the contract
instance by sending (update, id , cid , σ̃, Clot ) to the ideal functionality.
Another approach is to modify the rules of the lottery contract such that swapping roles is supported. This means that parties can define a new contract code
C0lot that is defined exactly as Clot but has an additional swapping function. If
C0lot ∈ C, parties can simply request an update of their contract instance by sending the message (update, id , cid , σ, C0lot ) to the ideal functionality.
Two-party lottery contract in a virtual channel. Let us now show that our
lottery contract, presented in Example 3, is suitable not only for ledger channels
but also for virtual channels.
Example 5. Recall that our simple lottery contract Clot has an attribute time–exe
defining the maximal number of rounds an execution can take. Parties constructing
a lottery contract instance can hence easily set this value according to the channel
length and blockchain delay as T .TE(∆, i).
By carefully observing the lottery contract code Clot , one can see each party is
able to terminate the contract before the validity time. Let us elaborate on this in
a bit more detail. Any party is allowed to terminate the contract instance of Clot
if there is no lottery game currently running (this is done via a Payout function
call) or if the other party misbehaves during a lottery game (this is done via a
Punish function call).
The initiating party, who has the power to start new lottery games, can terminate the contract instance before the validity round by not starting a new lottery
too close to the validity round and executing the Payout function instead. More
precisely, the last round in which it is safe for the initiating party to start a new lot-
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tery is in round validity − 4 · T .TE(∆, i) as three executions are needed to complete
a lottery game and one contract execution is needed to terminate the contract.
The reacting party needs to prevent the initiating party from starting a new
lottery game too close to the validity round. This can be done by waiting until
the first round after validity − 4 · T .TE(∆, i) in which it is allowed to terminate
the contract instance, i.e., there is no lottery game running. The initiating party
must immediately submit a Payout function call in this round to be sure that the
contract instance will be terminated and any attempt to start a new lottery game
will fail (recall the contract code give the reacting party exactly T .TE(∆, i) rounds
to terminate the contract before a new lottery game can start).
While the contract code satisfies the property that each party can terminate the
contract before round validity, it requires very precise blockchain monitoring from
the reacting party. In practice, it might be more convenient to slightly modify the
contract code by adding one additional check to the function call Com. Namely, if
this function is called after validity − 4 · T .TE(∆, i), then the function execution
always fails.

F.2. Generalized Channels
We now demonstrate how to use our generic guidelines from Section 11.2.3 to build
concrete applications on top of generalized channels. To avoid any repetition, for
each example, we assume there is a channel γ between parties A and B owning αA
and αB coins and their public keys are pk A and pk B , respectively. Let us stress
that while we describe our example application separately, they can be combined
and built on top of the same generalized channel.
Example 6 (Channel splitting [61]). A generalized channel can be split into multiple sub-channels that can be updated independently in parallel. Let A and B
be two parties having a generalized channel γ in which A owns αA coins and B
owns αB coins. Assume that A and B want to split their channel γ into two subchannels γ0 and γ1 with the coin distributions (βA , βB ) and (αA − βA , αB − βB )
respectively. In order to do so, they follow the generic update algorithm described
above with the initialize and setup steps defined as follows:
Initialize: Parties create two outputs each of which funds one of the sub-channels:
θ0 .cash := γ0 .cash,

θ0 .ϕ := Multi–Sigpk A ,pk B

θ1 .cash := γ1 .cash,

θ1 .ϕ := Multi–Sigpk A ,pk B

and set the value tstp := 2 for the required setup steps.
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Setup: For each sub-channel, parties generate and sign the commit and split transactions representing the initial channel state. This procedure, was explained
on a high level in Section 10.1 and will be discussed in detail in Section 11.3.
The process takes 2 rounds, this is why tstp was set to 2 during initialization.
Example 7 (PCNs [112, 113, 137]). A PCN enables transitive payments between
two users by leveraging a path of payment channels between the sender and the
receiver. As discussed earlier in this thesis (see Chapter 3), the Lightning Network
implements a so-called multi-hop payment by means of a script called hash-time
lock contract (HTLC). In particular, we denote by CheckHashy an output condition
that can be spent by providing a value r such that H(r) = y. Using the same
HTLC to update each channel in the payment path, the Lightning Network ensures
that the payment is correctly carried out. In a bit more detail, the receiver sends to
the sender the value y and keeps locally the value r such that H(r) = y. Then, the
payment starts by updating each channel from the sender to the receiver so that it
locks the payment amount into an output that can be spent under the condition
CheckHashy . When the channel with the receiver is updated accordingly, the
receiver is sure that he can redeem the coins by revealing r. In addition, if the
receiver never reveals the value r, the sender eventually gets back the locked coins
with a timeout t condition, denoted by CheckAbst .
The generalized channel construction presented in this work can be used to
implement PCNs. In particular, assume a payment of β coins through a payment
path formed by n generalized channels. For each channel γ in the path, an update
with the following initialize and setup steps is performed.
Initialize: Parties exchange the hash value y, decide on the timeout value t, and
create three outputs (one for the HTLC, one for the balance of A and one
for the balance B):
θ0 .cash := β,

θ0 .ϕ := (CheckHashy ∧ One–Sigpk B )∨
(CheckAbst ∧ One–Sigpk A )

θ1 .cash := αA − β,

θ1 .ϕ := One–Sigpk A

θ2 .cash := αB ,

θ2 .ϕ := One–Sigpk B

Moreover, the parties set the value tstp := 0 as no setup is needed (more
precisely, each party has enough information to prepare the transactions
locally).
Setup: No interaction needed.
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After the successful update of all channels on the path, the payment of α coins in
the PCN is successfully set. A similar procedure can be carried out then to settle
the payment when the receiver releases the value r such that H(r) = y.
Example 8 (Splicing in/out). A process that increases/decreases the total amount
of coins locked in a channel is often called splicing in, resp. splicing out. A naive
implementation of such change would be to close the existing channel and then
create a new one with adjusted amount of coins. There are several drawbacks with
this solution. Firstly, after channel closing, parties have no guarantee that the
new channel will be opened. Secondly, there are at least two on-chain transactions
needed.
Splicing in/out overcomes both of these problems by “preparing” the change
off-chain. This means that we update the existing channel γ such that its output
script funds the new channel γ 0 whose state corresponds to the updated balance.
Once the change is prepared, we can close γ thereby automatically creating γ 0 .
Due to the space limitations, we explain the splicing out procedure only. Splicing
in can be described similarly.
Assume that A and B want to reduce their balance by βA and βB coins respectively. The procedure starts with an update on γ with the following initialize and
setup steps.
Initialize: Parties create three outputs. One funds the new channel and the remaining two represent the amounts A and B want to withdraw:
θ0 .cash := γ.cash − βA − βB ,

θ0 .ϕ := Multi–Sigpk A ,pk B

θ1 .cash := βA ,

θ1 .ϕ := One–Sigpk A

θ2 .cash := βB ,

θ2 .ϕ := One–Sigpk B

Moreover, the parties set the value tstp := 2.
Setup: The parties generate and sign the commit and split transactions corresponding to the initial state of γ 0 . This procedure, was explained on a high
level in Section 10.1 and will be discussed in detail in Section 11.3. The
process takes 2 rounds, this is why tstp was set to 2 during initialization.
Once the update is completed, parties can close γ by invoking the ideal functionality Fgch (T .tcom , k) on the close messages. The functionality guarantees that within
T .tcom + 3∆ rounds, the latest state of γ is published on-chain. In other words, the
outputs θ0 , θ1 , θ2 are contained in an accepted transaction on-chain. This means
that γ 0 is not funded on-chain and hence becomes a generalized channel.
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